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ABSTRACT
This study draws on Ethnomethodology, Conversation Analysis and Foucauldian
Theory to investigate the textual and conversational construction of teacher-parent
relationships as they are evidenced in examples of school-home communications.
A survey of educational research literature suggests that what is taken to constitute a
productive teacher-parent relationship remains largely undefined and untheorised.
Although it seems that 'good' teacher-parent relationships are valued by the
stakeholders in schooling, including school administrators, teachers, parents and
government bureaucrats, views of these relationships tend to be based on commonsense
notions that there is a need for 'improvement'. It is suggested that contemporary neoliberal educational views regarding the importance of such factors as parental choice, for
example, and the associated movement towards the commodification of education
influence teacher-parent relationship possibilities.
It is theorised that teacher-parent relationshps are constituted and mediated within and
through the details of textual and conversational practices evidenced in school-home
communications. Theoretical components derived from Smith (1987, 1990a and 1990b),
Bourdieu (1991) and Foucault (1977) are established as useful conceptual frameworks
from whch to view the data.
The data corpus originates from both private and secondary schools, and consists of
examples of written and spoken school-home communications. The data are analysed
using a multiperspectival approach that combines strategies deriving from different
analytic perspectives in complementary ways. Ethnomethodology (EM) and
Conversation Analysis (CA) are the main techniques used to document the detailed
textual and conversational strategies that work to construct teacher-parent relationshps.
This study's basis in EM means that it does not begin with a pre-theorised notion
concerning 'best practice' regarding teacher-parent relationshps. Foucauldian Theory
provides an alternative lense through which to view the data. It is argued that different
passes through the data operate as overlays or reflexive readings, thereby providing
enriched understandings of how the inter-institutional texts and talk work to construct
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particular moral versions of schools and homes, and of teachers parents and students,
and of their inter-institutional relationships.
Various different kinds of secondary school-home communications are analysed in
Chapters 5 to 8. Chapter 5 presents analyses of school promotional documents
originating from a variety of secondary school types, including both private and state,
and both single-sex and co-educational schools. More than in documents originating
from state schools, private school documents tend to include more visuals that imply
moral versions of acceptable teacherhood, parenthood and studenthood. The state school
documents tend to state expectations more explicity than do the private school
documents. Apart from this difference, it is found that similar versions of schools,
homes, parents, teachers and students are textually and visually constructed regardless
of their origins. Uniformed, well-disciplined students are presented as desirable and
representative of the various schools, and are themselves produced as a marketing
device. It is the schools' versions of the social world that are fore-grounded within and
through the various promotional documents.
Chapter 6 presents analyses of three examples of monologic school-home
comrnunications, Each item is analysed by focussing on a particular conversational or
textual feature. The first example is a speech given by a state school principal to a group
of prospective parents and soon to be enrolled students at an induction morning. This
analysis focuses on this principal's use of pronouns as positioning practices. The
second example is an address given by a private school principal to a group of existing
parents and students at the school's Speech Night. This analysis focuses on the private
school principal's use of aligning strategies such as audience invitations to applaud as
an aligning strategy. The third example is a letter sent by a school administrator to the
parents of private school students. This analysis focusses on the school administrator's
use of oppositionals to construct her versions of acceptable students and parents in
contrast to those of 'other' less desirable schools. These examples include both explicit
and implicit suggestions that conformity to school expectations and directions will
enable parents to obtain advantageous futures as positional goods for their children. It is
argued that a cumculum of compliance and conformity for homes is textually and
conversationally established within and through these examples of school-home
communications.
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Chapters 5 and 6 analyse examples of monologic school-home conununications, so
designated because although the school-based texts and talk could have been received in
a multiplicity of ways, readings and hearings are not available for analysis within the
data themselves. In contrast, Chapters 7 and 8 analyse examples of interactive teacherparent talk. Chapter 7 analyses the first 39 turns of the initial talk of a teacher-parent
interview that took place at a secondary school teacher-parent interview night. The
chapter is organised into three different readings of the data to show how each of these
can inform the others. The first reading uses Conversation Analysis (CA) to highlight
the participants' use of sequential structures and membership cateogrisation devices
(h4CDs) to present moral versions of themselves and each other within and through the
talk. The second reading identifies a number of dominant discourses as practices of
power to show how the participants position themselves and each other, negotiating
their respective responsibilities for the student. It is found that the adult participants tend
to position the student as an overhearing audience to their co-constructions of
responsible teacherhood, parenthood and studenthood. The student is positioned as
ultimately responsible for her own academic well-being and behaviour. During this talk,
the home is positioned as a colony or annex of the school, and the parents are positioned
as adjunct teachers, expected to continue the work of the school within their private
family space. The third reading uses the Foucauldian concept of govemmentality to read
the talk. It is suggested that the discursive techniques identified by the previous two
readings work as disciplinary practices to regulate the participants.
Chapter 8 surveys other examples of interactive teacher-parent interview talk that took
place in various sites on different occasions, involving both teachers and parents. During
some of these interviews the student is also present, whereas in other interviews the
student, who is the focus of the talk, is not. On one occasion the interview takes place in
the ,home rather than at the school and includes another family member in addition to
the student herself and her parents. It is found that despite such differences and
variations in the use of conversational strategies, comparable versions of schools,
homes, teachers, parents, students and their inter-institutional relationships are talked
into being across these different educational sites. Again, a Foucauldian perspective is
used to account for such similarities in the various examples of interactive teacherparent talk.
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The thesis concludes by arguing that the textually and conversationally constituted and
mediated teacher-parent relationships are fundamentally asymmetrical. It is the schools'
versions of the social world that come to count in these inter-institutional
communications. On some points teachers and parents are often found to have different
expectations regarding what they perceive to be in the 'best' interests of their students /
children. However, despite such differences it seems there is a high degree of similarity
regarding what schools and families should be like evidenced across the various schoolhome communications. It is argued that such commonalities can be viewed as evidence
of governmentality actively enacted within and through the particular textual and
conversational micro-practices identified here (following Foucault, 1977). As such,
these practices work to implement techniques of state power into home space, bringing
bureacratic control into homes and functioning to produce a future citizenship with
limited cultural and moral options.
In conclusion, the thesis summarises some of the main implications of the study's
findings for theory, method, practice and policy. It is suggested that there is a need to retheorise commonsense notions of teacher-parent relationships as a result of the findings
of this study. This research shows how educational materials such as teacher-parent
communications can be anaysed in insightful ways to reveal how such relationships are
actively constituted and mediated within and through them. Findings revealed here offer
a way of documenting the workings of particular inter-institutional practices and offer a
new way of construing the functions and consequences of those practices.
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CHAPTER ONE
BACKGROUND TO STUDY
This thesis examines teacher-parent relationships as they are displayed in school-home
communications. The practices revealed through the interrogation of both printed and
spoken school-home communications, originating from twenty-nine secondary schools
in and around an Australian state capital, show how teacher-parent relationships are
actively "written and talked into being" in these educational sites. Analytical techniques
derived mainly from Ethnomethodology (EM) and Foucauldian Theory are used to
explicate how particular versions of schools, homes, parenthood, teacherhood and
studenthood, and their interrelationships, are constituted within and through these interinstitutional texts and talk.
To background these analyses, this chapter first describes the context and rationale for this
research. Second, the chapter describes the analytic approach used in this study, prior to
specifjmg the main research questions that have guided this research project. Third, the
chapter provides an overview of the data used for h s study, before concluding with an
outline of the chapters that follow.
Part 1: Background and Rationale for Research
To date there has been little research into what happens when parents and teachers
interact. Such interactions might be viewed as one site of interface of the institutions of
school and its clients (parents). When writing of encounters between representatives of
institutions and their clients, including encounters between teachers and parents, Hak
(1998: 422) suggested that,
there is

... a relevant terrain of inquiry untouched by institutional ethnographic

studies to date. The study of the work done at the inteface of the institution and
the everyday world, i.e. in institutional encounters between representatives ofthe
institution and its clients, needs to be addressed.

This research project is a response to this gap in our knowledge.
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Educators have long emphasised the importance of teachers and parents working in
"partnership" for the common good of students (eg., Cairney and Munsie, 1992a and
1992b; Cairney, Ruge, Buchanan, Lowe and Munsie, 1995; Canick, 1989, among
others). School-home communications are educational sites within and through which
such partnerships are actively constituted. Much research (eg., Beare, 1984; Becher,
1984; Blakers, 1983; Coleman et al., 1966; Comer, 1984; Jenkins, 1982; Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), 1997; Shopen and Liddicoat,
1998) has established that increased parental involvement in children's schooling can
result in an increased likelihood of student success. School-home communications
document practices that may or may not actively encourage such participation and
involvement.
That parents and teachers of secondary school students have little if any direct contact
has been documented by previous research (Jowett and Baginsky, 1991). A prevalent
notion among school personnel is that parents demonstrate an interest in their children's
schooling by becoming actively involved in their education, and that those parents who
do not do this are seen as not interested (eg. Australian Parents' Council and the
Australian Council of State Organisations, 1996; Beare, 1984; Becher, 1984; Cairney
and Munsie, 1992a). However, according to Cairney and Munsie (1992b: 5), "virtually
all parents are vitally interested in their children's education ...[although] the way
parents show this interest varies greatly". One factor that influences the possibilities of
parental participation in their children's schooling is that parents of secondary school
children are increasingly likely to have outside work commitments, thereby making the
possibility of direct contact with teachers more difficult. Indeed, Henry (1996: 57) found
that parents stayed away from schools for a variety of reasons, and that "many parents
simply cannot afford the loss of wages". Furthermore, as children progress from lower
primary to the upper secondary levels of schooling, the opportunities for parents to
become actively involved become increasingly rare (Topping, 1986).
Henry (1996) argued that during this century educators have worked hard to
professionalise teaching and improve schooling, thereby increasingly separating the roles
and responsibilities of professional and lay people, such as parents. Smith (1990a)
suggested that people already have a working knowledge of the organisation of the social
relations in which they participate. Such a background knowledge of social structure (cf.
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Garfinkel, 1967) constitutes shared commonsense understandings. According to Smith
(1990a) parents, teachers and students can make whatever sense they make insofar as such
a working knowledge explicates them. Analysis of school-home communications can
document commonsense understandings regarding the nature of inter-institutional
relationships such as school-home (teacher-parent) relationships.
Secondary school children have contact with an ever-expanding number of school
personnel during their later school years. Large numbers of parents and separate subject
teachers make the logistics of parent-teacher interactions increasingly difficult (Walker,
1998: 164). School-home communications are sometimes the only means by which
parents of secondary school students and their teachers can have direct contact and can
form relationships. Many teacher-parent relationships are organised solely within and
through school documents. It is thus essential to investigate what happens when teachers
and parents meet through by interrogating examples of actual school-home
communications.
Parental knowledge of how schools work influences the kinds of teacher-parent
relationships established. As students progress through their secondary schools, they
come in contact with more specialised disciplinary knowledges. Many parents may have
little, if any, knowledge or understanding of these, and so have to rely increasingly upon
the professionalism and expertise of their children's teachers (Shopen and Liddicoat,
1998). Some parents may feel increasingly incompetent in making decisions regarding
their children's curriculum and in making decisions regarding the organisation of their
children's school chances and choices. Furthermore, not all parents feel comfortable
communicating directly with their children's teachers (cf. MacLure and Walker, 1999).
Indeed, secondary schools have been described as
anonymous impersonal places which do little to make students feel welcome, let
alone the parents. [For example], teacher-parent evenings, which may be the
only contact many parents have with the school, rank close to a visit to the
dentist in terms of discomfiture (Limerick, 1987: p.52).
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Despite such negative comments, recent research has shown that parents, teachers and
students generally endorse the educational and social value of direct teacher-parent
contact events such as teacher-parent evenings (Walker, 1998). Analysis of school-home
communications, including examples of parent-teacher interviews, is one means by
which the bases for such discomfort may be identified.
It seems that adolescents may also try to keep their home and school worlds separate
(Cairney and Munsie, 1992b; Benton, 1994). Indeed, "more autonomous secondary age
students may not want parents to be in close contact with their school" (Walker, 1998:
164). This is another factor in addition to the other factors discussed above that can hinder
the establishment of positive secondary school teacher-parent partnerships.
Socio-structural factors such as socio-economic status (SES), gender and ethnicity have
been viewed as influencing teacher-parent relationships. It has been suggested that it is
more difficult for state school parents to have an influence on their children's schooling
than it is for ruling class parents of students attending private schools because of the
more bureaucratic nature of state schools (cf. Connell, Ashenden, Kessler and Dowsett,
1982). Connell et al. (1982: 146) speak of ruling class families as those who have
"access to power and privilege [and have] ... dependence on and contribution to an order
of things which sustain it". The research of both Connell et al. (1982) and Lareau (1987;
1989) further found that parents of different socio-economic status (SES) interacted
with schools differently. Lareau (1989) suggested that ruling class homes were better
able to incorporate school-work into their home lives, whereas working class homes
tended to separate school and home life. Investigating different types of school-home
communications originating in schools that cater for different kinds of parental clientele
can illuminate whether or not such socio-structural or other background demographic
differences actively contribute towards the constitution of different sorts of teacherparent relationships.
Although little research has been conducted to investigate actual teacher-parent
relationships, it seems that there is a common belief that such relationships are in need
of improvement; that is, school-home relationships are fiequently portrayed as being
problematic (for example, Waller, 1932; Lightfoot, 1978; Limerick, 1988, among
others). Contemporary educational policy documents stress the importance of 'good'
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school-home relationships (for example, Queensland Department of Education, 1996).
Policy documents that deal with school-home relationships embody a belief that they
are, indeed, found to be wanting. By focusing on particular school-home
communications, it is possible to establish specific aspects that may be in need of
improvement. Traditional views may be naive, being based on models of parent
deficiencies. It is, therefore, essential to investigate actual teacher-parent relationships to
establish whether or not there is a need for improvement, rather than relying on
educational mythology to justify changes. One way of doing this is to interrogate
school-home communications such as those included in this data corpus.

In many western nations, including Australia, the influence of New Right policies has
become a fundamental factor in school-home relationships at the time of writing.
Schools and teachers are increasingly held accountable to parents and the community,
and there is a powerful contemporary movement emphasising parental choice in both
the state and private systems of schooling (cf.. Bowe, Gewirtz and Ball, 1994b;
Marginson, 1997). Contemporary school-home communications need to be investigated
to establish whether or not such moves are reflected at the interface between schools and
homes. Devolution of power to the local school level is a contemporary educational
trend

(cf. Watkins, 1992; Marginson, 1997). Schools Advisory Councils, whose

members include school administrators, teachers, parents, community members and,
often, students, are increasingly held responsible for decision-making regarding school
policies and practices. School-home communications need to be investigated to see
whether or not tendencies towards parental empowerment are constituted within and
through such means.
Part 2: The Analytic Approach

The discussion on the preceding pages has advanced a rationale for this study. One main
line of argument in the rationale is the necessity to study instances of the theorised
activities 'school-home communications'. Implicit in this "commitment to close
scrutiny" of actual instances is a concern to explore "what happens" (cf. Gubriurn and
Holstein, 1997: 11) within teacher-parent communications.
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In the approach adopted in this thesis, "what happens" needs to be formulated more
precisely as "what is accomplished". I do not view these communications as merely
reflecting pre-existing relationships, but as actively constructing them as well. Hence,
this thesis takes an interest in discursive constitutions, textual mediations, positioning
practices, and other concepts that draw attention to the relational work done through
texts and talk.
Part 3: Research Questions
Drawing on the analytic approach outlined above, and applying it to written and spoken
texts, this research project focuses on the following questions:
1. What versions of the institutions of home and school, and of parenthood,

teacherhood and studenthood, are constituted within and through these schoolhome communications?
2. How do printed school documents and teacher-parent talk work to constitute

particular school-home relationships? That is, how do the texts and talk work to
position parents, teachers and students? How are their inter-institutional
relationships

organised?

And

how

do

school-home

(teacher-parent)

communications actively mediate and constitute the social world of which they
are a part?
3. How can these phenomena be accounted for?

The thesis uses Foucauldian theory to account for the observed features in order to
speculate on why school-home communications work in such ways.
Part 4: Overview of the Data
The data used to research school-home relationships include examples of both written and
spoken communications. A large data corpus was obtained for the purposes of this
reseqch project. Materials originated fiom a total of 29 private and state secondary
schools located in and around a large state capital city in Australia (Appendix 1).
Printed school-home communication materials included the following: administration
directives, annual school reports, booklets, brochures, promotional documents and sheets,
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information handbooks, school handouts, school business cards, school compliments slips,
parental forms, teachers' forms, documents regarding school fund-raising, directives for
teachers regarding contact with parents, student information materials, invitations, letters
f?om parents, letters fiom schools to parents, letters directed to specifically named parents,
school newsletters, school newspapers, posters, student reports and school songs (for a full
list of types of printed data materials see Appendix 2).
Examples of monologic and interactive talk include recordings, both audio and visual, of
three school speech nights, twenty-one teacher-parent interviews, and a new parents' and
students' induction morning (Appendix 3). These recordings were transcribed in full (see
Appendix 10 for a description of the transcription conventions used for this study).
Conclusions have been generated fiom, drawn about and apply to both sets of data. Not all
the data obtained appear in this thesis. The examples selected for analysis here are both
complex, and provide clear demonstrations of the major themes that arose in the study of
the entire corpus.
Part 5: Organisation of the Thesis
This thesis is organised in the following way:
Chapter 2 considers official views and policies regarding school-home relationships,
and research broadly relating to this area. Despite a continuing official policy and
emphasis on the need for 'good' school-home relationships, it is found that little
educational research has been undertaken to investigate how school-home
communications actively constitute and mediate such relationships.
Chapter 3 discusses key theoretical notions that inform analyses. The notions of a
textually and conversationally constituted social world, and discourses of power as
conceptualised by Foucault and Bourdieu are introduced, and their relevance to analyses
discussed. The chapter concludes by discussing the processes and problems involved in
collecting the data corpus.
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Chapter 4 argues that a multiperspectival approach, implementing strategies derived
fiom Ethnomethodology (EM), Conversation Analysis (CA) and Foucauldian Theory in
complementary ways is a productive way of analysing the data. The main analytic
methods derived from these approaches are described.

Chapter 5 provides analyses of a number of both private and state school promotional
documents, showing what sorts of versions of the schools are foregrounded within these
documents as part of the process of the commodification of education. The chapter
describes the ways textual and visual features constitute desirable images of schools,
and shows how particular preferred versions of clients (that is, parents and students) are
constituted within and through these documents. The chapter concludes by arguing that,
despite differences in details, school promotional documents constitute schools and
homes in similar ways.

Chapter 6 examines three examples of monologic school to home communications,
namely a state school principal's speech to prospective parents and their soon-to-beenroled children, a private school principal's Speech Night Address, and a letter sent by
a private school administrator to parents of existing students prior to the commencement
of a school vacation. Each analysis focuses on different textual and conversational
features included within these specific examples of inter-insitutional communications.
So, for example, the analysis of the state school Principal's speech focuses on his use of
pronouns as positioning practices; analysis of the private school Principal's Speech
Night Address focuses on his use of "audience management devices" (Hutchby and
Wooffitt, 1998); and analysis of the school letter focuses on the writer's use of
oppositionals to constitute the school's world as the world that counted.

Chapter 7 provides three detailed readings of the initial 39 turns of talk that took place
during a state school teacher-parent interview when the subject of discussion, the
student, was also present. The first reading uses Conversation Analysis (CA) to identify
the sequence of events and the main membership categorisations that were constituted
within and through this talk. The second reading identifies some of the main discourses
of practice established by the particular conversational devices constituted within and
through this talk, to show how they worked as practices of power. The final reading uses
a Foucauldian fiarnework to consider possible influences on the talk.
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Using the same analytic procedures as those used to interrogate the talk-in-interaction
described in the previous chapter, Chapter 8 analyses extracts of a number of teacherparent interviews that took place at a variety of both state and secondary schools.
Certain commonalities of strategic devices and themes constituted within and through
them are identified. The students were not always present at all of these interviews. The
chapter develops the conclusion that conversational practices dournented within these
interactive events work to colonise homes in regulatory ways. It is argued that such
practices can be viewed as instances of Foucault's notion of governmentality in action.

Chapter 9 summarises the main findings of this research. Some implications of these
findings for theory, method, practice and policy are also described. The chapter
considers the limitations of this particular study, and concludes by suggesting various
possible directions for further study.

In summary, this thesis aims to show how school-home relationships can be read in
innovative ways to document the politics enacted in the space of their interaction. It is
with ths aim in mind that the following chapter discusses what has informed
educational research in the broad area of school-home relationships to date.

CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH ON SCHOOL-HOME
RELATIONSHIPS
Changing views regarding schooling and official government policy documents both
inform and are informed by educational research. Part 1 of this chapter examines
systemic educational changes and influential governmental policy documents that
provide a f i m e and guidelines regarding contemporary and official notions about
school-home (teacher-parent) relationships in Australia. Part 2 reviews educational
research dealing with issues broadly relating to school-home relationships that have
informed contemporary and official views of schooling. The chapter concludes by
arguing that there is a continuing need for educational research to investigate the active
constitution of particular teacher-parent relationships within and through school-home
comunications in order to ascertain:
1.

whether or not commonsense views regarding such relationships are, in
effect, evidenced within such data, and

2.

to provide alternative descriptions and accounts of what is accomplished.

Part 1: Contemporary Educational Systemic Change
Different views of schooling have implications for how school-home relationships are
conceptualised and enacted. The notion of schooling will be variously constituted,
depending on the preferred enactments of the functions of schooling, at a particular time
and in a particular place. According to Hunter (1993), schooling can be viewed as
having a multiplicity of distinct functions, including a pastoral function, a skilling
function, a regulative function, a human-capital function, a function of individual
expression, a cultural heritage function and a political function. For the purposes of this
research, schooling can be viewed as a technology through which the population can be
directed in a regulated way towards economic ends, and thus placed within a framework
of capitalistic social relations (Preston and Syrnes, 1992: 43).
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Views of schooling, along with economic imperatives, are subject to change.
Contemporary changes to educational organisation in Australia have mirrored the neoconservative and neo-liberal trends evidenced by other western nations, in particular
New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the United States of America. Notions of
economic rationalism, parental choice, teacher accountability, privatisation, user pays,
devolution of power and 'back to basics' have come to be emphasised, and are
incorporated within and through educational practices in schools in Australia. It seems
that "the last decade and a half has seen a discursive shift fiom education as a human
right to education as a government investment" (Comber, 1997: 389). Education has
become commodified, and is now part of the social marketplace. According to
Marginson,
Formal education is permeated by economy. Education is implicated in economic
policy discourse; in strategies for population management; in the preparation of
labour for work, and its retraining; and programmes for unemployment. The
management of education is shaped by economically defined objectives and
methods, and increasingly is driven by competitive economicpressures (1997: 13).

Such a change in the view of education has implications for the possibilities of teacherparent relationships. Parents are increasingly being encouraged to view schooling as a
personal investment rather than a human right (Comber, 1997), and teachers are to be
held accountable for providing an effective education as a positional good (Marginson,
1997). Parents are thus positioned as consumers in the educational marketplace.
According to Snook (1994: 37-38), the dominant contemporary 'Market Model of
Education7is based on four key beliefs:
1. That the way to improve schools is to ensure that they are consumer driven in
that there should be fiee choice of schools and people should be able to purchase
the best education they can afford;
2. That the user [in this case, the parents] should pay;

3. That private schooling is better than state schooling and should be encouraged;
and
4. That the school system should be more accountable.
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The commodification of education entails reliance upon market forces to direct
contemporary developments in education. Schooling is increasingly viewed as a
purchasable product. As part of this process, educational systems in Australia are
evidencing two seemingly contradictory movements simultaneously: devolution and
centralisation (cf. Watkins, 1992; Marginson, 1997).
Devolution means that schools are increasingly offered the option of self-governance or
self-management through the establishment of bodies such as Schools Advisory
Committees. These bodies have powers of decision-making regarding the allocation and
deploy~llent of funding, taking into consideration specific local circumstances and
factors. For example, the Queensland Government's encouragement of state schools to
become self-managing is part of this process of introducing devolutionary powers to
schools at a local level, rather than maintaining a more traditional centralised system of
decision making.
Such practices have implications for the positioning of parents in decision-making
processes. For instance, some parents (those on the Schools' Advisory Committees, for
example) may, in theory, have equal, if not more, power in decision-making than (some)
teachers as a result of such changes in school management procedures. At the same
time, it is reported that many teachers continue to have negative attitudes about parents
and parent involvement (Cairney and Munsie, 1992b: 4). Many are said to be suspicious
and feel threatened as a consequence of change involving increased parental
involvement.
Alongside the devolution of decision-making processes towards the schools themselves,
there is a simultaneous movement away, towards the centralisation of curriculum. In
1988, Dawkins proposed a national approach to school education in Australia. In 1989
The Australian Education Council (ACE) published ten national goals for schooling to
provide "a sound basis for a collaborative effort to enhance Australian schooling"
(ACE, 1989: 1). This led to the establishment and introduction of a national curriculum
in the form of national curriculum statements and profiles of achievement in eight Key
Learning Areas W A S ) , and a number of Australian States are currently experimenting
with their implementation. Within these KLAs, there is a well-defined emphasis upon a
'back to basics' agenda, as recommended by The Wiltshire Report (Wiltshire,
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McMeniman and Tolhurst, 1994) in Queensland. According to Blackmore (1994: 7),
contemporary schools "market themselves around conservative middle ground themes
of discipline and the rhetoric of 'back to basics' learning in an era when just 'basics'
may not be enough". It seems that such moves are resulting in less diversity and more
conservatism within the schooling system today (Blackmore, 1994).
We can comment further on the observation that contemporary educational changes are
moving simultaneously towards a devolution to local schools of decision-making
processes and a centralisation of curriculum to an extra-local site, the state or nation.
Although the two simultaneous movements appear, ostensibly, contradictory, Watkins
(1992: 2 ) has suggested that they can be reconciled with a notion of "decentralisation
with coordinated control", where there is an emphasised centralised control of
decentralised operations. In this manner the centralisation of schooling, through the
introduction of national curricula, can coexist with decentralised control of finances by
the schools themselves.
Government moves to introduce simultaneous devolution and centralisation have
resulted in mixed responses fiom educationalists. For example, Mr I. Mackie, President
of the Queensland Teachers' Union, claimed that the government has moved now to a
platform of competitive schooling "which allows wealthy and middle-class parents to
supplement the meager resources of the State, thereby addressing the resource gap and
delivering a better quality of education disguised as the benefit of competition"
(Mackie, 1997: 5). He argues that such competition is a luxury that can be afforded only
to wealthy and middle-class families (Mackie, 1997: 5), and relates to the issue of social
justice. It seems that contemporary governmental systemic changes are not universally
accepted, and thus subject to resistance from, for example, the Queensland Teachers'
Union.
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Teacher Accountability, Parental Choice and the Educational Market

With the growing move towards educational devolution in the form of moves towards
schools as self-managing, relations between the state and educational professsionals
have been reworked "so that accountability was rerouted through client relations"
(Marginson, 1997: 64-65). Significantly, notions of parental choice and teacher
accountability have become fundamental to contemporary views regarding school-home
relationship possibilities.
Contemporary policy documents emphasise, in particular, the concept of teacher
accountability, specifying that all employees should plan their actions and decisions and
be committed to "Students, ... Quality.. . [and] Accountability: Am I prepared to accept
personal accountability for this?' (Queensland Department of Education, 1996: 4).
Official rhetoric suggests that there should be devolution of power to parents in the
interests of greater teacher accountability and higher standards.
Teachers are expected to be 'good' at their job of educating children. Parents and the
surrounding community rate teachers' capacities and qualities according to such
concepts as
eficiency, standards, effectiveness, quality, competencies, indicators,products and
outcomes. [Such discourses privilege] precise measurement and quantzj?cation as
processes for procuring quality in human enterprises such as education (Reid,

1998: 65).
As such, then, teachers are held accountable both by their employers, and by their
clients, namely parents.
As a result of her research, Stacey (1991: 21) argued that even teachers who have
always believed in working closely with parents fear that the potential new powers
given to parents could damage their previously good relationships. MacLeod (1989: 67), however, has argued that such practices have resulted in increased power and control
at governmental level in the interests of political advancement, rather than in an actual
devolution of power to parents.
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The notion of parental choice is linked closely to the increased commodification of
education within contemporary market practices. As such, the issue of parental choice
relates to and reinforces the positioning of schools within 'consumerist society' (cf.
Baudrillard, 1970) as part of marketplace practices. It seems that "parents in a position
to exercise 'choice' use schools as positional goods in the class interests of their
children and themselves" (Kenway and Fitzclarence, 1998: 54). The marketing of
schools, particularly private schools, is becoming big business. The language of the
market has entered the educational arena. Many schools today are concentrating upon
'quality' customer service. They are conducting market research, building demographic
profiles, producing high quality publications and attending to image management to
better address their particular clients' needs and facilities (Hodge, 1993: 14). For
example, some schools are responding to the growing number of families where both
parents work by setting up before and after school-care facilities.
Within a consumerist market, parental choice is based either on the 'products' (for
example, a range of different curriculum options) or on the quality of 'service' (for
example, a national curriculum) that schools offer (Dale, 1993: 7). There appears to be a
fundamental belief today that schools should provide an educational service that
responds to the needs of their pupils, their parents and employers (Gray, 1992: 176).
Such a belief lies at the very heart of the effective marketing of schools. According to
Marginson (1993: 26), the development of markets in education has been facilitated by
the emergence of a corporatised form of educational institution. Schools have been
encouraged to become self-managing and competitive, moving towards norms that are
characteristic of profit-seeking companies. The system preferred by Education
Queensland, for example, favours devolution of decisions about resources and industrial
relations, and encourages local fund-raising through the use of local business
sponsorship among other means.

In the past decade, the issue of declining standards among school students has been
raised through the mass media, particularly in relation to state schools (Comber, 1997:
393). According to Wexler (1987: 65), "the public view of educational crisis is
represented by an obsessive anxiety about standardized achievement scores". It seems
that "'crisis' is signaled not only by the loss of legitimacy and the perception of
inadequate performance-production, but by images of indiscipline, disorder [and]
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chaos"(Wexler, 1987: 67), particularly with regard to state schools. Notions of parental
choice and competition have been suggested as possible solutions to these apparent
problems. Apple (1993: 19) has argued that,
notions of choice have begun to evolve in which deep seatedproblems will be
solved by establishing @ee competition over students. These assume that by
expanding the capitalistic marketplace to schools, we will somehow compensate
for decades of economic and educational neglect experienced by communities
[in inner city areas,for example] in which ... schools arefound.

Parents have come to be viewed as clients or consumers of education and are positioned
within marketplace practices. They are encouraged to be active choosers, a political
project that employs a language of choice in which moral rights, duties, responsibilities
and choice are welded together and associated with notions of responsible parenthood
(Bowe, Ball & Gewirtz, 1994a: 38). Parents are positioned "as either the responsible
subjects of late modernity or as the 'feckless7 and 'reckless'

"

(Hey, 1996: 359); that is,

as those who choose schools carefully or those who choose schools irresponsibly for
their children.
Within such marketplace discourses, education is recast as a commodity, to be judged
by parents and the community using such criteria as examination results, school-leaver
destinations, staff and student appearances, and so on. This, however, raises the
possibility that "consumers may be 'seduced' by schools 'hype' rather than the value of
their educational processes" @owe et al., 1994a: 41-42). Such "hype" may well be
included within schools' marketing materials such as those analysed in Chapter 5.
Choice continues to be actively promoted by the government as a means of making
schools more efficient and raising standards @owe et al., 1994b: 69). The logic here is
that 'choosing' parents make schools and teachers more accountable. Schools compete
for student enrolments, and market themselves in terms of parents' criteria for choice.
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Although some parents have always shopped around for the right school for their
children (Beck and McLean, 1987: 7), such parental practices are more widely expected
and sanctioned in contemporary Australian society than in the past, and are thus more
consequential in relation to obtaining education as a positional good. The idea of choice,
perhaps more than the economic means to exercise it, is spread more widely as what
parents should do.
Increased marketing of schools has resulted in increased competition between schools.
Evidence from New Zealand, England and Scotland suggests that competition between
schools results in increased inequalities between schools and between individuals (cf.
Blackmore, 1994: 9), rather than increasing general standards. It seems that the
commodification of education thus produces and enhances the effect of an increased
polarisation between privileged private schools and their counterparts, state schools,
particularly those located within underprivileged geographic areas inhabited by people
of mostly low socio-economic status (SES). This is supported by Adler's (1993)
findings that schools judged to be academically strong, despite little evidence to support
such reputations, are likely to have been at one time selective schools with persisting
academic reputations and with socially advantaged intakes. In contrast, schools judged
to be poor are much more likely to be located in areas of high unemployment and high
levels of disadvantage.
Discrepancies between privileged private schools and state schools in impoverished
areas have consequences in terms of social justice. In the past decade, private schools
have proliferated within Australia, promising positional advantages for the increasing
number of children of families who can afford to purchase a 'more secure future7 for
their children. Simultaneous with such moves are increasing concerns regarding
'declining standards' and increasing lawlessness in state schools, as pointed out
previously. It will be shown in Chapter 5 that schools, both private and public, market
themselves as images of achievement and order to overcome such beliefs regarding
declining standards and moral crises.
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Increasingly schools are producing information packages emphasising specific
marketable characteristics to address parental choice factors designed to attract
particular clients. For many educators, however, the notion of marketing schools
continues to be anathema. As Poster (1992: xii) stated,
certainly there is little relish in the profession for competitive advertising designed
to 'sell' a school or college as a superior product. Nevertheless, there is now a
growing awareness that the general public not on& has the right to know but also
has a contribution to make.

Popularist contemporary educational rhetoric emphasises parental 'rights to know'
about their children's schools. In the United Kingdom, for example, school academic
results are published regularly in the form of annual reports, emulating big business
practices. However, this issue continues to be controversial in Australia. For example,
the decision to enable or prohibit newspaper publications of Senior Overall Position
Results in the form of League Tables of 'Top Schools' in Queensland is a continuing
topic of debate. Despite aversion to marketing by many teachers and educationalists, it
seems that some schools, particularly those with a substantial proportion of students
obtaining high academic achievements, are publishing their results in school-produced
documents, justifying such moves in terms of parental 'rights to know'. In addition, a
number of schools put together information packages emphasising factors in addition to
academic results, such as cultural and sporting achievements, and technological
facilities. An examination of school-home communications in Chapter 5 will identify
features that tend to be emphasised within such packages, and features that are
marginalised or omitted in the process of commodifying schooling. It is ironic that
British evidence suggests that the end result of marketisation is choice being exercised
by schools, at least the higher status ones, in selecting students rather than by parents
selecting schools (Pope, 1994: 16).
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It can be argued that the ideology of parental choice has led to increased traditionalism
and conservatism in schooling today. As Hickox (1991: 395) put it,
there appears no evidence that the ji-ee market necessarily produces greater
educational diversity. Notoriously, a few exceptions at the margins apart, the
traditional British public [that is, private] school system tended very much to
create a standardisedproduct. Indeed, this was what the consumers expected in
return for their money. In today S world standardisation in the private sector
results from the overriding pressures for pupils to gain nationally recognised
credentials, the major criterion by which these schools arejudged.

According to Kenway and Fitzclarence (1998: 5 9 , "consumerism in schools can be
used to reinstate traditional and oppressive educational practices". Contemporary
schools seek to conform to a dominant image of a well disciplined, well uniformed and
academically achieving student population in their desire to attract new students
(Blackmore, 1994: 9). It is somewhat ironic, then, to consider that the marketisation of
schooling helps produce docile students who are not, perhaps, the enterprising kinds of
students required by Australia's contemporary market economy (Kenway and
Fitzclarence, 1998: 50).
Pope (1994: 16) has shown that increased competition between schools tends to lead to
increased selectivity rather than increased innovation. Similarly, Williams (198 1: 106107) suggested market production is solidly based on forms and variants of known
forms, rather than on innovative and new educational forms. It seems that "emphasis on
standardised and quantifiable outcomes further homogenises the student population,
privileges particular forms of knowledge and ignores important social and cultural
benefits of education" (Blackmore, 1994: 10). Further, according to Marginson (1993:
38), "only innovations valued in market terms are encouraged, but those innovations
most valuable in commercial terms are most likely to be restricted in their social use."
Apple (1993: 3) has argued that contemporary factors such as the introduction of a
national curricula and assessment, greater opportunities for 'parental choice', tighter
teacher accountability and control, and the marketisation and privatisation of education
may be internally contradictory as a set of 'reforms'. However, all are part of a
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conservative schooling package that has been formed by the neo-liberal and neoconservative wings of a 'reform' movement. Such a conservative educational package
appears to be exerting two major effects upon the education system today. First, as
previously pointed out, research has suggested a polarisation effect between elitist
private and ruling class state schools and lesser privileged state schools positioned in
areas of lower socio-economic conditions (see, for example, Dale, 1993; Bowe et al.,
1994a and 1994b; Hatton, Munns and Nicklin Dent, 1996). Second, there appears to be
an increased uniformity of schooling, based on an "ever more homogeneous classgender- and ethnicity-based criteria of exclusion" (Dale, 1993: 17).
This brief review of the literature on contemporary educational systemic change,
including the 'new' components of teacher accountability, parental choice and the
marketisation of education, suggest some implications for school-home (teacher-parent)
relationship possibilities. Investigation of school-home communications will identify
whether teacher accountability and parental choice are implied in school-home
communications, and how schooling is marketed as a consumer product. An
examination of school-home communications originating from different educational
sites enables the identification of possibly recurring key characteristics in the marketing
of different schools. Such characteristics are a significant part of the constitution of
school-home cornmunications that present the public view or image of the school for
potential consumers of the school package. An investigation of school-home
communications will, therefore, identify what are included within such packages and

just how they are crafted for particular client groups.
This chapter now discusses a number of influential governmental policy documents that
inform official views regarding school-home (teacher-parent) relationships.
What the Policy Statements say about School-Home Relations

Governmental policy documents constitute official views and versions of parents,
teachers and students, and institutions such as homes and schools, and their interinstitutional relationships. Since the introduction of mass secondary school education,
student outcomes have been a concern of government and educationalists. Policy
documents have highlighted the nature and purpose of school-home relationships, often
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in relation to student outcomes. A number of such governmental documents and reports
have been particularly influential in influencing views regarding the nature and purpose
of teacher-parent relationships in Australia.
In 1966 the Coleman Report (Coleman'et al, 1966) was published in the United States
of America, and in 1967 the Plowden Report (Plowden, 1967) was published in the
United Kingdom. Both reports emphasised the significance of parental influence in
children's success or otherwise in schools, and stressed to educators the importance of
parents working in partnerships with teachers for the common good of students. The
Plowden Report, in particular, suggested to schools a minimum requirement of parental
involvement that included teachers welcoming parents into schools, organising
meetings, arranging open days, making information available, and giving reports to
parents. Stacey (1991: 18) suggested that
many schools have carried out these suggestions to a greater or lesser extent. But
it has remained up to the teachers to decide how far this involvement should go.
Xhe [Plowden] report made it quite clear that parents should not 'run the
schools'.

Parent participation and involvement were advocated also in the Carrick Report,
published in Australia (Carrick, 1989). This report suggested that parents could have a
more powerful influence on children's school performance than teachers. Parents were
to be encouraged and supported through "programs which provide information about
child development and parenting skills ...[and] special programs which provide support
to parents with young children" (Carrick, 1989: 81). In this version of the relationship,
parents required knowledge and support from schools.

A study commissioned by the Victorian Ministry of Education (McGaw, Long, Morgan
and Rosier, 1988) reported that a number of background variables correlated with
student achievements in mathematics and reading at both Year 5 and Year 9 levels. The
most important of these included the language spoken by parents, the gender, of the
student, the fathers' occupational level, and the number of books in the home. Parental
influence on achievement was thus located in the home rather than in participation or
involvement in the school.
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In 1994 'Shaping the Future', a Review of the Queensland School Curriculum
(Wiltshire et al., 1994), also known as the Wiltshire Report, stressed the need for parents
to receive accurate information about curriculum issues affecting their children and
Queensland schools. The Report emphasised that the delivery of an effective curriculum
"have as its centrepiece the school as a professional partnership between students,
teachers, administration, parents and the community" (Wiltshire et al., 1994: viii). The
Report went on to specify that such a partnership "remains the key element in ensuring
that we are able to shape the future" (Wiltshire et al., 1994: viii).
Contemporary policy statements (for example, Queensland Department of Education,
1996) continue to emphasise the importance of 'good' school-home (teacher-parent)
relationships. Effective communications between the two key parties would, therefore,
seem to be an essential element in the public rhetoric regarding the constitution and
maintenance of such positive partnerships. Policy statements stress the need for teachers
and parents to work together as partners for the common good of their children. Despite
such statements, however, a number of researchers (for example, Benton, 1994; Caimey
and Munsie, 1992a and 1992b; Cairney et al., 1995; Catterrnole and Robinson, 1987;
Delgado-Gaitan, 1990; and Shopen and Liddicoat, 1998, among others) have suggested
that parents continue to be positioned as the subordinated partners in such relationships,
frequently being viewed as being in deficit. Examination of school-home
communications will identify whether or not asymmetrical teacher-parent partnerships
are written or talked into existence, or whether more equal teacher-parent partnerships,
such as those recommended within official documents, are, in effect, actively
constituted within and through such texts and talk.
Having considered educational systemic changes that frame school-home relationship
possibilities, and having briefly reviewed some influential government documents that
have provided guidelines regarding contemporary and official notions about teacherparent relationships, this chapter now discusses research regarding various factors
relating to the nature of school-home relations. It should be noted that changing views
of schooling and official policy documents have both informed and been informed by
educational research such as that discussed in the following section.
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Part 2: Researching School-home Relations
The importance of parents working in partnerships with teachers for the common good
of students has long been part of educational rhetoric, although, as shown in the
previous section, such rhetoric has not always or everywhere been dominant. This
chapter now reviews educational research that broadly considers school-home (teacherparent) relationships, and how they are established. It first discusses research that
investigated family socio-structural factors that might be associated with student levels
of achievement. Such research suggests that families are actively implicated in school
accounts of student achievement. Second, research that suggests that school-home
(parent-teacher) relationships are, in effect, problematic, is discussed. Finally this
chapter describes research that focuses particularly on school-home communications.
Studies of School-Home Relations
Structural factors such as socio-economic status, gender, race and 1 or ethnicity and
disability have also been found to correlate highly with student success or otherwise.
Such socio-structural factors come to bear on the sorts of relationships that are possible
between teachers and parents. I now turn to research into such factors in relation to
school-home relationships.
From the 1960s onwards, research has shown that certain children appear to be
disadvantaged within schools. Various interacting structural factors such as socioeconomic status (Connell et al., 1982; Hatton, 1985; Lareau, 1987; Wexler, 1992),
gender (Connell, 1987; David, 1993; Williams, 1994), race and 1 or ethnicity (Lightfoot,
1978; Delgardo-Gaitan 1989; 1990,) and disability (Voysey, 1975; Luterman, 1991;
Power and Hyde, 1994) have been shown to impinge upon relative student success or
otherwise at schools.
The Queensland Education Department (1994) specified the following socio-structural
factors as particularly associated with risk of failure in the education system: Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islanders; Cultural and Language Diversity; Disability; Children at
Educational Risk; Gender; Geographical Isolation; Children with Gifts and Talents;
Learning Impairment and Learning Difficulty; and Low Socioeconomic Background. As
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these factors are related to students' families and backgrounds, it follows that the interinstitutional interface of family and school seems relevant for student success or
otherwise.
Contemporary research has suggested that "much of the variability of student
achievement in schools reflects discrepancies that exist between school resources and
instructional methods, and the cultural practices of the home" (Cairney et al., 1995: 2).
It seems that schools inconsistently tap into the social and cultural resources of the
society of which they are a part, privileging specific groups by emphasising particular
linguistic styles, curricula and authority patterns (Cairney and Munsie, 1992a: 5). Much
educational research has focused on student success in relation to their family's socioeconomic status (SES), as discussed below.
Socio-EconomicStatus (SES)
A great deal of research concerning school-home relationships has been underpinned by

a view of the incompatibility of working class home culture with the middle class
culture of schools. Such differences have been used frequently to account for the
relative lack of school success of working class students compared to their more
privileged ruling class peers (see, for example, Bernstein, 1975; Bowles and Gintis,
1976; Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977; Connell, 1977 and 1994; Connell et al., 1982; Dale
and Esland, 1977; Mairtin Mac An Ghaill, 1996; Hatton et al., 1996).
Home and school lives are interdependent. Indeed, "children do not leave their identities
and experiences from home at the school door, neither can school experiences be left at
school" (Henry, 1996: 36). Connell et al. (1982: 78), for example, found that "the family
is what its members do, a constantly continuing and changing practice, and as children
go to and through school, that practice is reorganized around their schooling". Lareau
and Benson's (1984) findings suggest that school activities actually penetrated family
life more for middle class families than for working class families in that middle class
family practices mirror, perpetuate and adapt school practices more closely than do
those of working class families.
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Griffith and Smith (1991) investigated the interaction between schools' institutional
work order and the material organisation of the home. They suggested that %hat may
properly be considered the work of parents (and mothers, in particular) and the
boundaries of school responsibility has been and continues to be negotiated within a
discourse that presupposes middle-class resources and familial organization" (Griffith
and Smith, 1991: 93).
A recent study of student literacy (Freebody, Ludwig and Gunn, 1995) investigated the
relations between school and home literacy practices. When looking at school
personnels' accounts of class and disadvantage, these researchers found that the
influence of the family was considered paramount at all SES levels. Teachers viewed
parents of children from homes designated as disadvantaged as non-supportive. If
children had problems, their parents were frequently held responsible. On the other
hand, teachers viewed homes designated as middle class in highly favorable terms. Such
homes were held to provide the cultural and intellectual capital that allowed students to
succeed in school (Freebody et al., 1995: x). In this study teachers tended to attribute the
causes of poor literacy achievement to students and their families rather than to school
practices. School personnel seldom questioned the way teaching practices might have
affected individual students. Teachers and principals acknowledged a need for schools
to make allowances and employ compensatory measures for certain students, but not to
make adjustments to the institutional practices of schooling (Freebody et al., 1995: xii).
According to this study, good communications between school and homes were
regarded as "essential" by school personnel. School-home communication, however,
appeared to be one-sided with schools transmitting their expectations to parents rather
than vice versa (Freebody et al., 1995: xi).
Similarly, Breen et al. (1994) investigated literacy practices in urban and rural areas.
They viewed literacy as a social practice which children learn by doing simultaneously
with learning how to behave in families and communities. Although they found some
evidence of social class and language background differences in home literacy practices,
these were much less clear-cut than structuralist social scientists would have predicted.
They argued that family literacy practices are embedded within a pattern of class
relations and other social practices which open up or close down educational
possibilities for individual children. School success is harder to achieve in families
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disadvantaged by poverty, who have literacy experiences that are different fkom those
valued at school, or have a linguistic and cultural identity different fkom their teachers.
Similarly, a non-English speaking background is part of a pattern of language variation
that opens up or closes down educational opportunities (Breen et al., 1994).
However, they suggested that it would be misleading to regard these differences as the
result of monolithic class-based or language-based practices evidenced in families and
communities.
Some categories of parents are viewed as 'lacking' if their views do not correspond with
the schools' views. In this way socio-economic cultural factors can be incorporated into
discourses that perpetuate teacher prejudices against low-income families. It seems that
teachers continue to constitute low SES parent and student identities in keeping with the
schools' expectations regarding what is considered 'normal' or 'acceptable', despite
ostensible or tokenistic acknowledgement or inclusion of parental involvement or input.
Analysis of school-home communications will identify textual features that can work to
set school-based agenda regarding schooling practices that can continue beyond the
geographical boundaries of the school and into the stratified socio-ecdnomic home
space.
A second structural factor that has been investigated in relation to student success is that
of gender. Gender has been found to interact with other structural and personal factors
that impinge on the constitution of particular school-home relationships, as the
following section shows.
Parental Gender Factors

Studies in the United Kingdom indicate that official parental involvement is "limited,
largely white male middle class and unrepresentative of the school population"
(Blackmore, 1994: 9). Jowett and Baginsky (1991: 136) suggested that the actual term
parent in this context is misleading in that "while fathers are undoubtedly involved in

some aspects of school life, it is generally the mothers who are expected to (and do) take
the major role". A similar situation pertains to Australia. Evans (1988) found that
fathers tended to become involved only in the more important aspects of schooling, such
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as the raising of finances, whereas everyday unofficial parental involvement in their
children's education tended to be viewed as traditionally women's work. Most active
parental participation in schooling was, however, undertaken by mothers. This is in
keeping with Lightfoot's (1978: 75) findings that "although fathers may be present at
public, ritualistic school events, mothers tend to be responsible for the daily interactions
with teachers" and working with their children.
Smith (1987; 1990a; 1990b) showed how the work organisation of the household is
linked to the work organisation of the school. She suggested that the experience of
women, specifically mothers, is discredited by the power relations operating in the
school and beyond it in the bureaucracy, the professional world and the state.
Keogh (1995, 1996a, 1996b, 1997a, 1997b) and Baker and Keogh (1995) argued that
school discourses evident in examples of school-home communications actively
colonise home space, providing a 'cuniculum for homes'. They suggested that mothers
tended to be the primary addressees of school documents in particular. Smith (1996,
cited in Freebody, 1997: 2) warned that through their increased reliance on unpaid work
from, generally, mothers, schools could maintain and even intensify the effects of socioeconomic disadvantage on schooling. Smith (1987) suggested that parental participation
in the form of mothering is less consequential for children, however, than it is for
teachers. According to her, the work of mothering done by women in the home becomes
consequential for the school as well as for the child. It is consequential through the
child. The character of the classroom thus presupposes that the general character of
mothering is in accordance with teachers' views regarding the appropriateness of
particular mothering practices to support successful student learning (Smith, 1987: 16970). Indeed, according to Griffith and Smith (1991: 82), "the institutional order of the
school requires particular activities to be accomplished within the home, a work
organization usually organized and coordinated by mothers".

Racelethnicity factors are often implicated with socio-economic status and gender
factors. The difficulties that many children from non white, non English speaking
backgrounds (NESB), working or welfare class families often experience in their
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schooling tend to be accounted for by recourse to explanations of cultural differences.
Lightfoot (1978), for example, showed how teachers tended to be suspicious of black
families. She highlighted the dissonance between homes and schools for black families,
suggesting that two themes emerged when looking at this area: one that emphasised
conflict and distrust between black families and schools, and another that placed the
blame for conflict on families. She suggested that teachers often perceived parents' lack
of involvement in ritualistic school events and parent conferences as evidence of apathy
and disinterest. She argued that teachers rarely saw this lack of involvement as an
inability to negotiate the bureaucratic maze of schools or as a response to a long history
of exclusion and rejection at the school door. Similarly, Lightfoot argued that parents
often viewed teachers as not valuing schooling for black children. Lightfoot maintained
that rather than searching for the origins of teacher-parent conflict and looking for
effective strategies for real rather than contrived participation of teachers and parents in
collaborative tasks, schools merely developed more sophisticated methods of parental
exclusion (Lightfoot, 1978: 166-167).
Delgado-Gaitan (1990) suggested that teachers tend to have only limited knowledge
about students' homes. Nicklin Dent and Hatton (1996: 58-59) argued that teachers7
practices are premised on ethnocentric, classist views that are a result of their
"homogenous backgrounds and inadequate initial preparation for the social and cultural
diversity they encounter in schools". Teacher suggestions for home practices to support
their pupils/children may therefore be inappropriate for particular family circumstances.
Other studies (Clark, 1983; Cumrnins, 1986; Delgado-Gaitan, 1989; Epstein, 1987) have
recommended that teachers become better farniliarised with cultural practices of homes
in order to accommodate cultural (ethnic) differences, and thus minimise possibilities
for failure by such children. Contemporary educational policy (Queensland Department
of Education, 1994) supports the idea of an inclusive classroom and curriculum to
address ethnic and cultural differences between minority home and hegemonic school
practices. Such recommendations have implications for the development of less
asymmetrical relationships between schools and homes than perhaps have been common
in the past.
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Disability

Much of the literature on teachers working with parents comes fi-om the area of special
education, in particular fi-om teachers working with children with intellectual disabilities
(Mittler, 1987: 175). While it is possible to transfer examples of good practice which
have characterised this area of special schooling into mainstream education, it seems
that teachers have not, on the whole, developed close working relationships with parents
of children with special needs. Such parents often come from the poorest and most
disadvantaged sections of society. These parents' own experiences of schools, whether

as children or parents, have not always been positive. In addition, evidence suggests that
teachers often underestimate the interest of such parents in their children's education
and development (Mittler, 1987: 176).
Luteman (1991), writing of the education of deaf children, has suggested that parent
participation is essentially a middle class value. Because they are, in the main, members
of the middle class, teachers tend to assume that parents should participate in their
children's schooling. However, for disadvantaged parents who are wondering where
their next meal is coming fi-om or where they are going to live, their children's disability
might well be viewed as a relatively unimportant issue. This is not to say that these
parents are not concerned about their children's schooling, but rather that these parents
may not have the emotional or social resilience to deal with the additional problem of
their children's handicap. Similarly, middle class parents who are undergoing severe
emotional difficulties concerning, for example, marriage or employment, do not have
the emotional resources to engage in positive schooling support in their children's
education programmes (Luterman, 1991: 50). This situation pertains to all socially
disadvantaged families, regardless of whether their children suffer a particular disability
or not.
As discussed above, certain background factors such as socio-economic status (SES),
gender, race / ethnicity and disability have been linked to varying student rates of
academic success. Solutions to resolving discrepant cultural practices in order to enable
relatively disadvantaged children to achieve more success in schools have been based
traditionally upon views of parental inadequacies. Often schools have expected that
parental or family practices should be adapted to better accommodate school practices.
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Sharp and Green (1975: 198) suggested that teachers assumed that 'good' parents must
evidence the following four characteristics: first, they must be knowledgeable about the
way schools operate, the kinds of methods used and pedagogical justifications for these;
second, good parents must be interested in their children's educational progress and be
motivated towards their success; third, good parents must be capable of cuing into the
teacher's system of relevancies; and fourth, good parents should be able and willing to
play the role of the good parent in accordance with the teacher's definitions of this.
Thus, it seems that it is the schools' versions of what constitutes a 'good' parent that
counts within teacher-parent relationships. Delgardo-Gaitan (1990: 166) argued that the
extent to which schools expected families to accommodate their (the schools')
expectations assumed that the family unit was deficit in knowledge about educating
their children and participating in schools.
It has been argued that children who have been provided with a rich learning
environment in the years before preschool will have the best chance of success at school
and thus in life, whereas those who were not provided with such conditions would not
achieve school success (Australian Parents' Council and the Australian Council of State
Organisations (APC and ACSSO), 1996: 17). Cairney and Munsie (1992b) have argued
that although parents are a vital element in any child's education, many hold numerous
faulty assumptions about their role as supporters of their children's literacy. These
authors acknowledged, however, that parents are not the only party at fault. Cairney and
Munsie (1992b: vii) suggested that "schools reinforce many of these assumptions by
failing to involve parents as equal partners in their children's education [and that]

...

many attempts to involve parents in their children's education are tokenistic and at times
patronising".
Despite such statements, it seems that much of the relevant literature continues to
portray teacher-parent relationships as requiring improvement, with special emphasis on
parents as being particularly in need of specific help identified by educationalists.
Teacher-parent relationships are frequently thus characterised as asymmetrical, with
parents being subordinated within and through such partnerships.
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In summary, research such as that discussed above has shown that socio-structural
factors of SES, gender, race/ethnicity and disability impinge upon and give particular
shape to school-home relationships. Contemporary literature supports the view that
schools continue to set the agenda for such relationships, despite fiequent and ofien
tokenistic acknowledgments and recommendations to formulate reciprocal and equal
relationships between parents and teachers. There is a need, therefore, to analyse schoolhome communications to ascertain whether and how socio-structural differences, such

as those discussed above, perpetuate possibly asymmetrical relationships between
parents and teachers within and through school-home communications. Chapter 2
proceeds now to a discussion of literature that concerns teacher-parent relationships in a
broad sense.
Teacher-Parent Relationships as Problematic

Extensive work has been undertaken by various researchers and educationalists to
investigate and / or improve teacher-parent relationships, including the recent work by
Willett and Bloome (1992), Cairney (1995), Cairney and Munsie (1992a), and Cairney
et al. (1995) among others. Such works seem to be motivated and underpinned by the
assumption that school-home relationships are actually in need of 'improvement'.
Chapter 2 now considers research that suggests that school-home relationships can
continue to be viewed as problematic for teachers, parents and sociological researchers.
This section discusses some factors that focus on possible reasons for such difficulties,
including the professional / lay nature of teacher-parent relationships, the nature of
teacher-parent 'partnerships', and the issue of parental participation and involvement in
their children's schooling.
Historically, teacher-parent relationships have been presented as problematic. For
example, over sixty years ago, Waller (1932: 68) suggested that although both parents
and teachers wish things to occur in the best interests of their children, "parents and
teachers usually live in a condition of mutual distrust and enmity ... [and] the fact seems
to be that parents and teachers are natural enemies". As such, Waller argued that this
could be viewed as "the individual side of the old conflict between the institution and
the community".
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Professional/Lay Relationships between Teachers and Parents

Traditionally, a professional / lay relationship has characterised teacher-parent
relationships. Like Waller (1932), Lightfoot (1978: 21) suggested that conflicts are
endemic to the very nature of the family and the school as institutions, and they are
experienced to some extent by all children. She proposed that "home and school ... often
appear as overlapping worlds with f k z y boundaries, and [that] much of the anxiety
between parents and teachers seems to grow out of the ambiguities" (Lightfoot, 1978:
26).
Conventionally, authority in education was bestowed on teachers by virtue of their
profession and professionalism (Watt, 1989: 190). According to Marginson (1988: 36),
teachers have long held parents at arm's length by assuming professional
superiority as the scientz~ctechnicians of education. B i s form and role is the
product of well-established norms of child development and educational
practice. These noms lead the teacher to blame the home environment (overprotective or neglecfful) if the child is not fully 'educable', and ;he parent to
blame the teacher ifthe child is notfully successful.
A professional / lay relationship between teachers and parents has thus been perpetuated

and become a commonsense view of this alliance. Parents in the past would enter
schools by invitation only, rather than by right, and what little contact there was did not
intrude on the role of the teacher as professional (Ochiltree, 1984: 12).
One way that has been suggested to achieving closer or more productive teacher-parent
relationships is to take a collaborative approach. Ochiltree (1984: 17), however, pointed
out that a major objection to a more collaborative teacher-parent approach has been
educationalists' views that parents lack training or expertise. As previously suggested,
teachers have frequently expressed concerns or even objected to parents becoming too
actively involved with their children's schooling other than in a merely supportive role
based on such reasoning. Indeed, teachers often opposed parent involvement in real
power sharing, as parents were seen, in effect, to be not part of the solution but part of
the problem (Tirnperley, 1994: 13).
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More recently, Limerick (1988) highlighted a similar dissonance between teachers and
parents. Her study suggested that teachers and principals generally tended to agree that
teachers rather than parents should take the initiative in getting parents involved, one
reason being that parents did not have the necessary training to participate in school
decision-making. Parents, however, disagreed with this view. From such research it
seems, despite disagreement on the part of some parents, that "there is a [continuing]
deep-seated belief on the part of both parents and professionals that school policy
decisions, especially in educational areas, are best made by professionals" (Timperley,
1994: 244).
As has been mentioned, teacher-parent relationships are frequently problematised, and
the need to improve such affiliations is stressed in contemporary literature. For example,
Mamchak and Mamchak's (1980) book IOI Pupil/Parent/Teacher Situations and How
to Handle Them includes sections on Communicating with the Non Involved Parent (70-

76), Methods of Dealing with the Hostile Parent (77-go), Involving Parents in
Disciplinary Decisions (96-103), and Getting Parents to Participate in Academic
Actions (104-1 14). Underlying such works is the assumption that parents are in need of

information to improve such relationships, and that parents are the problem. This
contention is also implied in the recent publication by the APC and ACSSO (1996: 1).
Within their introductory section it was stated that,
for more than thirty years researchers have been making discoveries about the
vital contribution parents make to their children's learning. Thepurpose of this
report is to make available to parents what those researchers have discovered.

In order to support parents, many texts have been published that provide suggestions
directed at them regarding how they can provide improved learning environments for
their children. Nalder (1989), for example, introduced her book about reading with the
statement:
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if you

have a child at pre-school or just starting school, you are probably

wondering how they will learn to read. You are probably also aware that the
teaching of reading has changed in recent years. This book will help you to
understand more about the nature of reading, how it is taught today, and how you
can help your child to learn to read both before and aper starting school (Nalder,

1989: 7).
This text, like other similar ones, imputes a lack of parental knowledge. So it is that a
parental deficit is often constituted mediated within and through documents such as
these, positioning parents as subordinated to teachers. Parents are often, thus, positioned

as requiring additional information; that is, a parental deficit model is implied in such
works.
Emphasis on Teacher-Parent Partnershipsfor Student Success
One of the themes investigated and emphasised in educational research is that of
teacher-parent 'partnerships'. Educational rhetoric stresses the importance of good
teacher-parent relationships to encourage student success. Much iesearch has
illuminated the correlation of student success with parental interest and 1 or participation
(for example, Becher, 1984; Comer, 1984; Griffore and Boger, 1986; Leler, 1983;
McGaw et al., 1988; Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD), 1997). Such findings illuminate the need for parents and teachers to attempt to
work closely together in partnerships in order to facilitate student success. Indeed,
moves to develop partnerships between school and the family are coming, in
most countries,from policy-makers (at government, local, or even school level)
and also in the other direction - Ji-om the parents and families themselves

(OECD, 1997: 24).
According to Lareau (1989: 36), "the current dominant view is that families and schools
are 'partners' in the educational process. Parents have a right, responsibility and
obligation to be actively involved in their children's education". However, as previously
discussed, it seems that asymmetry appears to be a feature of many teacher-parent
relationships, with parents being the subordinated partners. Like doctor-patient
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interviews (cf. ten Havre, 1991), such asymmetry is not merely a social fact, but is
accomplished within and through textual and conversational devices produced during
inter-institutional meetings between teachers and parents (Leiminer, 1996). Indeed, it
has been suggested that schools have an imperialistic relationship with homes in that
they tend to textually and conversationally colonise home space and family practices
(Smith, 1987; Baker and Keogh, 1995; Keogh, 1995,1996aY1996b, 1997a and 199%).
Beattie (1985, cited in Timperley, 1994: 51) suggested that legislation for partnership
between parents and professionals can be successful only if the professionals are in
agreement. Parker (1985) noted that despite an emphasis on the importance of teacherparent partnerships, few teacher training courses were preparing teachers for the notion
of 'partnerships with parents' in the United Kingdom at that time. It might, therefore, be
speculated that such a situation also pertains to contemporary Australian Teacher
Education courses.
One curriculum area that has particularly emphasised the importance of teacher-parent
'partnerships' is that of literacy education. Various programmes have attempted to
involve families with their children's literacy learning, and have taken many forms. For
example, in Australia there have been a number of initiatives in family literacy,
including the Read Me programme developed by Hill for younger children (Department
of Employment, Education and Training (DEET), 1992) and the Parent Tutors'

Program developed by Kemp (1989) designed for children aged 7 to 15 years.
Typically, however, such programmes have been initiated by schools, researchers or
educational curriculum experts. It seems "there is a sameness about many of the
programmes that have been devised, and many of them do not move far towards
partnership with parents and communities" (Cairney, 1995:189).
The agenda for such partnerships thus continue to be established mainly by schools.
According to Briggs and Potter (1990), such programmes have often been shallow,
ineffectual, confusing and frustrating to both parents and teachers. It seems, then, that
programmes to involve parents in their children's schooling have not always been
successful. Cairney and Munsie (1992a: 5) have argued that,
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far too often it is assumed that parents have only a limited responsibility in
relation to their children as learners and that the school is the site of the 'main
game '. As a result, schools often only offer parents a token role in their children S
education.

In addition, teacher attitudes towards parents are often anythmg but positive. Many
teachers have been found to have negative attitudes about parents and parental
involvement (Briggs and Potter, 1990). Indeed, "teachers sometimes claim that parents
are apathetic, and come to school only to criticise ... . These teacher attitudes appear to
be particularly prevalent when parents are fiom lower socio-economic groups" (Cairney
and Munsie, 1992a: 6). Such attitudes hinder the formation of equal, symmetrical and
successful teacher-parent partnerships.
It seems that teachers as professionals have had and continue to have, on the whole, the
greatest power in teacher-parent relationships (cf. Ochiltree, 1984: 13), although
teachers themselves may not be aware of, or feel, this power. That teacher-parent
partnerships are unequal has been demonstrated by Fraatz (1989: 126) who has shown
that schools induce parents to consent to the ways that schools define educational
interactions. Such findings run contrary to contemporary emphases on equal
partnerships between homes and schools as recommended in policy statements.
Examination of school-home communications enables identification of features that
may contribute towards the construction of asymmetrical relationships between teachers
and parents, despite official directions regarding the necessity of equality.
One way of facilitating positive teacher-parent partnerships is by encouraging parental
involvement and participation in their children's schooling. The following section
considers research regarding this issue.
Parental Involvement and Participation

Parental involvement is one feature assumed to contribute to student success. The first
inroads into parental involvement were "undoubtedly made by the corps of mums
recruited as volunteers, who subsequently proved themselves worthy of trust" (Topping,
1986: 2). Turnbull and Turnbull (1982) argued that parent programmes and services
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established using parental volunteers tended to be based more often on what teacher
advocates and policy-makers thought parents ought to be and do rather than on parental
preferences for participation. Indeed, although various schools have tried to involve
parents more actively in their children's schooling, it seems that many were merely
tying to change the behaviour of parents to support school aims rather than
establishing a dialogue leading to a joint exploration of the contributions of both
parents and teachers. Families /parents may have resources, skills and knowledge
which will go unnoticed $the school dominates the relationship (Ochiltree, 1984:

35).
Teachers have been found to have a tendency to view homes primarily in terms of
student school participation, learning and work, and home practices are fkequently
ignored or discounted (Willett and Bloome, 1993). Such research suggests that teachers
define families primarily in terms of how they support their children's school learning,
and that what happens in families as a consequence is generally invisible to schools and
administrators (Willett and Bloome, 1993: 50). Frequent negative attitudes evidenced by
teachers are compounded in secondary schools by the students, many of whom prefer
not to involve their parents with their schooling. It seems that both parents and children
see parental involvement as less appropriate at this level (Topping, 1986: 36-37; Henry,
1996: 87).
Homework is one aspect of school that is a central part of school-home relationships.
Homework practices were researched by McDermott, Goldman and Varenne (1 984) and
by Varenne and McDermott (1986), who found that family practices in these activities
may actually exacerbate student inequalities relating to socio-structural factors. Snow,
Barnes, Chandler, Goodman and Hemphill (1991) reported that many parents viewed
homework mainly in terms of extra time. Shopen and Liddicoat (1997) suggested that
parents' support for homework varied considerably, although most viewed homework as
important to some degree, even though it was usually the parents themselves who had to
take on the responsibility for organising homework time. The latter researchers also
showed that parents often reported feelings of uncertainty regarding how to deal with
their children's homework, particularly as they moved into later schooling levels.
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Varenne7s(1984) research on homework practices found that,
when homework enters a home, it does not reach a network of relations simply
dzferentflom those at school ... Rather, it enters a home that is so well integrated
with the school system that the same problems a child has in school, the problem
of being behind and the problem of the status degradation and/or hiding that go
with being behind, can be recreated in the home. Parents know how to play
teacher and make the home school-like. n e y can teach, but they can hold a child
back as well (McDermott et al., 1984: 400).

The issue, then, is not a simple link between parental involvement and student success,
as previous research and commonsense understandings have suggested (for example,
Becher, 1984; Leler, 1983). Indeed, Fraatz (1989: 155) has shown that such behaviour
was less a benefit for the students and their parents than for the schools and teachers. As
she stated,
the virtues ofparent participation ... are rather dzfierentflom what ... conventional
wisdom suggests. Parent involvement in schooling is far more important for the
support it ofiers the school's mobilization of bias than it is for improving the
achievement of disadvantaged students (Fraatz, 1989: 126).

Fraatz used the phrase "mobilization of bias" to refer to "the way in which
organizational structures and processes condition the ways people interpret their goals,
alternatives, resources, and personal contributions to the 'mission'

of the

institutionW(Fraatz,1989: 11). Fraatz thus claimed that the school-home connection
helped schools do what they were already doing better, although it would not help them
to do things differently (Fraatz, 1989: 155). An examination of school-home
communications may illuminate textual and conversational practices that organise such
biases.
Cairney et al. (1995: 7) argued that there is a need to "break down the barriers that
create an artificial and damaging division between home and school". In order to do
this, Delgardo-Gaitan (1990) suggested that rather than parents being provided with the
cultural practices that enable them to cope with the limited practices of the school (as
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recommended by, for example, Lareau, 1989), that teachers should recognise and
incorporate the cultural practices of the home and community into the school, and build
more effective communication procedures. Such suggestions, however, need to be
viewed with some scepticism in that, according to Fraatz (1989: 163),
the compassionate teacher who wants 'input'@om low-income parents supports
the mobilization of bias evey bit as strongly as the hostile teacher who believes
parents don't care. Both control the definition and meaning of children's
attributes in the classroom. Children 's vocabularies, their grammar, their level of
'maturity', their 'independence', their work habits, their play habits, their social
skills - all of these are judged against the backdrop of the ways schools structure
learning.

Having considered educational research that has focused largely on the problematic
nature of teacher-parent relationships, and factors that have contributed towards this,
Chapter 2 now turns to discuss previous studies of home-school communications.
Studies of School-Home Communications

Similarities and differences between languages used in homes and the language of
schools have implications regarding how 'successful' school-home communications are.
Bernstein (1975) and Hasan (1989) suggested that there are fundamental differences in
the ways that some parents and teachers talk and write. Bourdieu, Passeron and de Saint
Martin (1994) argued that secondary education, in particular, is marked by linguistic and
cultural misunderstandings. According to them, "the divorce between the language of
the family and the language of the school only serves to reinforce the feeling that the
education system belongs to another world" (Bourdieu et al., 1994: 9). It seems, as
Foster (1986) noted, that hierarchy and language distinctions are common in relations
between educators and parents.
Despite such poential difficulties, 'good' communication practices between homes and
schools have long been emphasised and assumed to be worthwhile and effective, (see,
for example, Blakers, 1983; Cattermole and Robinson, 1987; Connell et al., 1982;
Jenkins, 1982; Mittler, 1987; Power, 1985; Sharp and Green, 1975; Stafford, 1987;
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OECD,1997). However, to date, limited research has been undertaken investigating the
details of what happens when teachers and parents communicate face-to-face, over the
telephone or through written correspondence. Shannon (1986) conducted a brief study
of notes sent by parents to a primary school teacher. She surveyed the focus topics in
such notes and found that notes with the highest frequency were those about absences
due to illness. Mehan (1983) and Gilbert and Low (1994) have investigated decision
making involving educational professionals and parents, to show how power relations
are negotiated and enacted within and through such meetings. Both of these studies
found that professional reports and discourses, such as those presented by psychologists,
teachers and administrators, were accepted less problematically than lay reports and
discourses presented by parents.
A comprehensive study of school-home communications was conducted by Jowett et al.

(1991) and commissioned by the Department of Education and Science (the DES) in the
United Kingdom, "to investigate the wide range of activities that are termed 'parental
involvement' and to study a small number of them in detail" (Jowett et al., 1991: 5). The
project took the form of attitudinal surveys of teachers' and parents' perceptions
regarding the usefulness or otherwise of various school-home communicative modes,
including materials such as homework diaries, teacher-parent meetings, home visiting,
open evenings, consultation evenings, written assessments, and curriculum statements.
Major findings were that teacher-parent contact was limited and often rather superficial,
and that more attention needed to be given to the presentation of school written
communications to produce materials "pitched at the right level, so that parents feel
neither patronized nor overwhelmed nor demoralized" (Jowett et al., 1991: 136-7).
These researchers concluded that existing structures for parental involvement produced
a division between parents. One group was able to become actively involved with their
children's schooling and was thus viewed by teachers as being educationally supportive.
Another group was not involved or participative, and was viewed as not actively helping
their children, and sometimes seen as perhaps even contributing to their children's
relative lack of academic success. This project did not include analysis of actual teacherparent communications.
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A great deal of printed or written documents are sent by schools to parents. Many
parents interviewed for the DES study (Jowett et al., 1991: 105) spoke of receiving what
seemed to them to be an excessive number of letters. Other criticisms directed towards
written school communications have included the excessive use of professional jargon
(Vick, 1994); the use of a patronising tone (Jowett et al., 1991; Keogh, 1995); and the
lack of information regarding curriculum, subject choices and teaching methods
(Benton, 1994; Hanford, 1992). According to Benton (1994: 101), "by sending out so
many notes and regular newsletters schools think they are communicating, but in fact
they are not". Many printed school communications appear to be one-way conduits in
which school-related concerns are presented to parents, rather than focusing on possible
parental concerns.

In an educational survey, Epstein (1986) showed that actual face-to-face meetings
between parents and teachers were very limited in frequency. She found that sixteen
percent of the parents she surveyed had never received a memo from their child's
teacher, over thirty-five percent had never had a teacher-parent conference, sixty percent
had never spoken to their child's teacher on the telephone, and ninety-six percent had
never been visited at home by their child's teacher. Despite evidence that opportunities
for actual meetings between parents and teachers tended to be limited, parents seemed to
prefer face-to-face contact with teachers to written communications. Likewise, Benton
(1994: 95-96) found that "the networks for communicating and passing on the
information orally were of more significance than the written newsletters which come
from school". Pring and Christie (1989) similarly found that although information had
reached most parents of their cohort in the form of leaflets from the schools, many
parents expressed reluctance to pay attention to this type of communication, prefemng
oral communication modes. These researchers suggested that sending pupils home with
written information or posting it was an inefficient way of disseminating knowledge,
and that the personal approach "won hands down" (Pring and Christie, 1989: 204).
Schools employ a range of opportunities for communication between teachers and
parents, and methods to provide information for parents. Benton (1994) demonstrated
that "despite a general desire for more information, many parents do not know how to
go about getting hold of it ... [and that] teachers ... tend to close rather than open doors"
(Benton, 1994: 101). Shopen and Liddicoat (1998) examined a range of different forms
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of school-home communications, including information nights, newsletters, homework
sheets and diaries, teacher-parent interviews, reports, participation in classrooms and
excursions, calling parents in, parents visiting teachers, and formal and informal notes,
as part of their study of home and school literacy practices during the middle years of
schooling. They found that such communications tended to be one-way, originating in
the school rather than the home, and focusing on disseminating information to parents
and on integrating parents into the school's view. Information flow from parents to the
school were not regular, but took place only as emergency measures. As such, this study
identified school-home dialogue constructions as "trouble-resolution",

which

engendered mainly negative associations (Shopen and Liddicoat, 1998: 33). On the
basis of their study, these researchers recommended that schools should work more
towards a more collaborative model of teacher-parent communication, with schools
implementing structures that will promote a two-way exchange of information.
Face-to-face meetings between parents and teachers were not necessarily thought about
positively by all parents. Henry (1996: 52) described formalised teacher-parent evenings
and events as ritualistic performances that highlighted the separateness of teacher and
parental roles, thus emphasising each group's distrust of the other, and avoiding any real
problem solving. Similarly, Limerick (1987: 52) described secondary schools as
"anonymous impersonal places which do little to make students feel welcome, let alone
parents". Vick (1994: 11) argued that apart from limited incidental contacts that parents
or teachers initiate when children are in trouble, or official teacher-parent interview
nights, there were few opportunities for personal contact between parents and teachers.
Pring and Christie (1989: 207) suggested that many parents referred to frequent
difficulties with teachers who "didn't have time to listen". A number of parents in this
latter study also felt that open or parents' evenings did not offer any real opportunity for
discussion, and that they felt daunted by such meetings. Topping (1986: 34) reported
that parents often tended to view teacher-parent interviews as "functions where parents
were called to account for the failings of their children". Such research suggests that
parents have a number of concerns regarding face-to-face meetings with their children's
teachers.
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Both parents and teachers have been found to mention concerns regarding the lack of
frequency or opportunities for meetings, particularly at secondary school levels.
Lightfoot (1978: 27-28) suggested that when schools actually do organise opportunities
for parents and teachers to meet they are, typically, "public, ritualistic occasions that do
not allow for real contact, negotiation or criticism between parents and teachers". She
believed that such meetings were often contrived occasions, arguing that they merely
symbolically reaffirmed idealised parent-school relationships.
Teachers, have also been reported as having concerns regarding face-to-face meetings
with parents. For example, in Topping's (1986) study, the teachers referred to a small
minority of enthusiastic parents and a small minority of 'problem' parents with whom
crises generated forcible contact. In between "lay the silent majority of unknown and
invisible parents who were presumed to be unknown and uninterested" (Topping, 1986:
33).
Recent research on teacher-parent meetings (Walker, 1998; MacLure and Walker, 1999;
Walker and MacLure, 1999) suggested that school parents' evenings are viewed by
many teachers and parents as a waste of time. Reportedly, this caused parents, both
mothers and fathers, to complain of being 'talked down to', and most parents believed
the evenings were like visits to the doctor, with teachers giving their expert view and
parents expected to agree. Parents suggested that they "often had to struggle to put
across their own views and found it difficult to change teachers' perceptions during
teacher-parent interviews"(MacLure and Walker, 1999: 20). Teachers reported that they
often felt as though they were "on trial" during teacher-parent interview sessions.
Keogh (1992), Baker and Keogh (1995; 1997), Leiminer (1996), and Silverman, Baker
and Keogh (1998) analysed teacher-parent interviews, showing how moral versions of
parenthood, teacherhood and studenthood are actively constituted within and through
interactive teacher-parent talk. In addition, Keogh has also analysed various other
school materials addressed to parents (Keogh 1995; 1996a; 1996b; 1997a and 1997b),
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suggesting that it is the schools' versions of the world that are foregrounded within
school-home communications. Such studies have shown how teachers and parents
actively position themselves and each other, and negotiate relative positions of power in
terms of their respective institutional memberships of school and home during their
interactions. Apart from studies such as those listed above, it appears that little research
has been conducted to investigate actual teacher-parent communications.

Conclusion
Home-school communications are educational sites within and through which parentteacher relationships are actively constituted. Despite a proliferation of educational
research broadly focusing on school-home relationships, to date little educational
research has been undertaken to investigate the details of what happens when teachers
and parents directly interact. There is a need, then, for this area of teacher-parent
relationships to be further investigated. By interrogating examples of school-home
communications in the forms of teacher-parent talk and printed school texts, it is
possible to investigate whether or not commonsense views regarding teacher-parent
relationships are, in effect, evidenced within such data.
By analysing the active constitution of home-school relationships within and through
school-home communications, it will be possible to provide alternative descriptions and
accounts of what is accomplished.
Investigation of such texts and talk could be undertaken for many different purposes.
For example, texts could be investigated to establish whether or not student achievement
improves with increased teacher parent interaction. While this thesis has begun with a
review of educational literature regarding school home relationships, my interest in this
topic is primarily sociological, and school-home communications are investigated to
address the research questions specified in Chapter 1, namely:
1. What versions of the institutions of home and school, and of parenthood,
teacherhood and studenthood, are constituted within and through these schoolhome communications?
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2. How do printed school documents and 1 or teacher-parent talk work to constitute
particular school-home relationships? That is, how do the talk and texts work to
position parents, teachers and students? How are their inter-institutional
relationships

organised?

And

how

do

school-home

(teacher-parent)

communications actively mediate and constitute the social world of which they
are a part?
3. How can these phenomena be accounted for?

Part 1 of this chapter commenced by suggesting that contemporary schooling is
contextualised within neo-liberal economistic and neo-conservative views of the
purposes and functions of schooling. It is anticipated that analysis of school-home
communications will reveal the influence of market forces in such texts and talk. It has
been argued that through the increased commodification of education, that schools have
increasingly been positioned as needing to address their clients' (that is, families')
requirements. These changes have implications for the constitution of particular
versions of school-home relationships. It has been argued that contemporary
government policy documents continue to emphasise the need for 'good' school-home
relationships in terms of teacher-parent partnerships.
Educational research literature, such as that described in this chapter, both informed and
was informed by changing views of schooling and official policy documents. It is
argued that teacher-parent communications continue to be viewed by the main stakeholders of secondary schooling as being problematic and in need of improvement. A
survey of contemporary research literature has demonstrated that notions regarding
school-home relationships often tend to be based on commonsense understandings and
taken-for-granted views regarding this issue. It seems that there is an absence of
research regarding what actually happens when parents and teachers actually meet.
Analysis of examples of school-home communications is one way of addressing this
gap in research. The following chapter proceeds to discuss the theoretical and analytical
resources used in studying the materials collected for this research, and details the
collection process and problems.

CHAPTER THREE
THEORETICAL NOTIONS, KEY PROPOSITIONS AND THE DATA CORPUS
This chapter discusses theoretical notions that underpin and came this research project.
It should here be noted that, in line with ethnomethodological tenets, many of the
following theoretical frameworks emerged as a result of close analysis of the data, rather
than preceding them. For this reason the discussion of theoretical notions contained in
this chapter serve as a brief introduction to some of the ideas that have informed and are
informed by analysis of the data. As such they will be discussed in greater depth in
Chapter 4 and in the chapters that provide the analytic findings of this study. The
chapter proceeds to summarise five key theoretical propositions derived from the
theoretical and analytical notions that frame this study, prior to describing the data
corpus collected for this research project.
Part 1: Theoretical Notions
The Textual and Conversational Construction of the Social World

For the purposes of analysis, both written and spoken texts are conceived as actively
conveying various meanings. They simultaneously convey information about the
speakers and writers, information about their respective audiences, and information
about people and topics. Texts do more than merely convey information; they also
convey aspects of the identities and relations of the speakers and writers. In fact, they
work as positioning practices. Ivanic's (1994: 4) meaning of position as "something like
'made to seem to be a certain type of person', or 'given a particular identity"' is used
here. Identities are written and talked into being, and positions are actively constituted.
Indeed, "writers are positioned, [and] a multiple identity is constructed for them, not
only through what they have said but also through the discourses they have participated
in to say it" (Ivanic, 1994: 5).
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Smith's (1987, 1990a, and 1990b) view of the social world as textually constituted and
mediated informs the way texts and talk are considered here. In keeping with
ethnomethodological tenets, Smith argues that texts are significant constitutents of
social relations. Her notion of the relations of ruling provides a framework from which
to view how school-home communications work. According to Smith
[the] 'Relations of Ruling' is a concept that grasps power, organization, direction,
and regulation as more pervasively structured than can be expressed in traditional
conceptsprovided by the discourses ofpower (Smith, 1987: 3).

By ruling, Smith means a complex of organised practices that include government, law,
business, and professional organisations including education. She argues that social
members are ruled in forms of organisation vested in and mediated by texts and
documents. School-home communications are a subset of these.
Institutional texts and talk, such as the examples to be considered in this corpus of data,
can be seen actively to mediate commonsense taken-for-granted worlds. The properties
of the relations of ruling are invisibly built into such inter-institutional communications.
According to Hey (1996: 35), such relations of ruling are massively invested in
importing the market form into civil society in that parents are no longer parents; they
are now structurally adjusted consumers, and children are converted into standard pupil
units measurable by performance and assessment indicators. Whitty (1994: 21) has
argued that there is now a need to explore the "hidden curriculum of the market," the
implicit but powerful understandings contained in documents that help establish
commonsense understandings of schooling such as those discussed in Chapter 2 in
relation to contemporary views of education. T h s can be done through the analysis of
school-home communications.
Smith (1990a: 65) suggested that the modes of knowing revealed in analyses of
bureaucratically controlled texts and talk are situated in the extralocal relations and
apparatuses of ruling. She argued that the objectified forms, the rational procedures, and
the abstracted conceptual organisations evidenced in such communications create an
appearance of neutrality and impersonality that conceals class, gender, and racial
subtexts. As texts reveal particular versions of the world, textual realities are thus, in
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effect, virtual realities (Smith, 1990a: 71). Facts or knowledges are grounded and
accomplished in a complex of ongoing actual practices and relations that carry the
properties of their organisation (Smith, 1990b). Social facts and accounts are thereby
textually constituted as ordered institutionalised realities. As will be shown, in the case
of schooling, teachers and school administrators raise categories and realities that are
ordered according to the school-as-the-official-institution's invoked social organisation.
Standardised practices serve to organise the actual communications into particular forms
that are governed by the peculiarly abstracted character of the ruling apparatus of this
kind of capitalistic society (Smith, 1990b: 153).
The text is understood as "a site of interaction in the course of which many distinct
subjectivities come to recognize themselves in a single objectivity which is thus
intersubjective" (Silverman and Torode, 1980: 311). Derrida's (1973) notion of
"dzflerance" is important when considering written or printed texts. The term dzflerance
was specifically chosen because it sounds the same as difference when spoken, and is
distinguishable from difference only within written texts. Although the use of dzrerance
is not obvious in spoken texts, Derrida suggested that printed texts conceal differences,
making such texts appear both monologic and authoritative. In this way, preferred
dominant discourses are textually constituted. As such, Derrida (1973) attended to the
gap within the text that constitutes subjects and objects. Texts can thus be viewed as
both producing and consuming dzferance. Upholders of the status quo appear to deny
the existence of dzferance, reducing it to a "single smooth consensual whole"
(Silverman and Torode, 1980: 312). Textuality is viewed as "the interplay of voices
which constitute 'appearance' and 'reality' in discourse, spoken or written, an interplay
however which is fundamentally disguised in speech, with the possibility of becoming
apparent only in writing" (Silverman and Torode, 1980: 310). Despite gaps between
appearance and reality, texts appear to produce a single reality, apparent equally to all.
School-home communications, such as those analysed within this study, contain
documentable, authoritative, preferred discourses. The notion of dzflerance is thus
directly linked to the notions of discourses and power discussed below.
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According to Gee (1996: 102), all written or spoken texts construct a favoured position
from which they are to be received. He suggested that social institutions, such as
schools, attempt to deny the multiplicity and indeterminacy of interpretation of texts by
privileging their own versions of meaning as if they were "natural, inevitable, and
incontestable" (Gee, 1996: 102). Texts and talk are about solidarity; that is, texts and
talk construct the 'right' sorts of listeners and readers. This notion is in keeping with
Demda's (1973) concept of dzflerance, discussed previously, suggesting that differences
are minimised within institutional texts and talk. In such a way authoritative discourses
or versions of the world are produced. Such favoured reader or audience positions,
however, do not negate the possibility of resistant readings or hearings of texts andlor
talk.
Discourses and Power

Discourses, such as those constituted within and through school-home communications,
are social and historical inventions. The term discourse is used here to denote the
different types of language used in different sorts of social situations which are subject
to particular conventions and call into being particular versions of the social world (cf.
Fairclough, 1992a: 3). All discourses are not equal in that some are socially dominant,
carrying with them social power and access to economic success, and some are nondominant @elpit, 1992: 297). Participants learn to interpret discourses in certain ways
"through having access to, and ample experience in, social settings where texts of that
type are read in those ways" (Gee, 1996: 45). The textual and conversational choices
that writers and speakers make tend to be mainly preconscious decisions relating to the
actual contexts in which they are engendered. The identities constituted within and
through texts and talk depend upon the writers and speakers themselves, and the sociocultural contexts that support the discourses upon which they are drawing. Despite the
constitution of dominant and non-dominant discourses, texts and talk can be read or
heard in a multiplicity of ways.
Social worlds are constructed through texts and talk as sites of action. During this
process, forms of consciousness are textually constructed that are properties of
institutional discourses rather than of individual subjects (Smith, 1987). Smith argued
that,
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we are ruled by forms of organisation vested in and mediated by texts and
documents, and constituted externally to particular individuals and their personal
and familial relationships. The practice of ruling involves the ongoing
representation of the local actualities of our worlds in the standardized and
generalforms of knowledge that enter them into the relations of ruling (1987: 3).

The study of school-home communications is of interest in that they are si,pificant sites
in which institutional identities and relationships are actively assembled (Baker and
Keogh, 1995). One way of viewing teacher-parent communications is to see them as
part of the enactment of the type of power that Foucault (1977; 1979b; 1991) named
governmentality. In this study I consider Foucault's first meaning of the term, that of
the ensemble fomzed by institutions, procedures, analyses and refections, the
calculations and tactics that allow the exercise of ...[d isciplinary] power, which
has as its target population, as its principal form of knowledge political economy,
and as its essential technical means apparatuses of security (Foucault, 1991: 102).

Governmentality is thus viewed as a technology of power. The chapter now considers
Foucault's notion of power that works in a capillary way throughout society, including
institutional discourses constituted within and through various examples of institutional
texts and talk, such as school-home communications. Analysis of the data reveals
whether and how parents, teachers and students actively position and regulate
themselves and each other as both subjects and agents of governmentality.
PowerBnowledge in the Educational Context

Foucault's notion of power frames analysis of the textual and conversational data
obtained for this project. To Foucault, "power is everywhere" (Foucault, 1979a: 93),
working in a capillary way, reaching "into the very grain of individuals' synaptic regime
of power, a regime of its exercise within the social body, rather than from above it"
(Foucault, 1980: 39). Foucault linked power to knowledge by his use of the tern
discipline. Here the term signifies both knowledges particular to certain practical
domains, and to the disciplining (that is, regulation and control) of the body. Foucault
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saw individuals as caught up and actively engaged in constituting their relative positions
of power in networks or grids of disciplinary power. He conceived that individuals'
subjectivities are constituted through a myriad of discursive practices of disciplinary
power which target particular individuals or collections of individuals, including those
evidenced in institutional texts and talk.
Power is viewed as both constraining and enabling rather than merely oppressive.
Govemmentality is a form of power exerted on and through the social populace by the
ensemble formed by institutions as agencies of social regulation and control such as
prisons, hospitals and schools (Foucault, 1979b). Although Foucault viewed
govemmentality as pervasive and situated within institutional discourses, he allowed for
the possibility of resistance. Central to Foucault's conception of power is "its shifting,
inherently unstable expression in networks and alliances" (Clegg, 1989: 154). Foucault
emphasised the existence of micro practices of power as enacted between particular
individuals in various institutional sites, and as embodying struggle and negotiation.
Foucault suggested that it is only through the analysis of various micro-sites that
practices of power or goveqmentality might be identified. As Agger (199 1: 11) stated,
when writing specifically of school-based relationships,
it is not enough to analyse power relationships between teachers and students
[and parents], mediated by the state apparatus. In addition, textuality itseEf must
be interrogatedfor the ways in which t a t s become potent language games of their
own in which power is encoded and through which it is transacted.

This project is designed, in part, to address this directive. It is envisioned that analysis
of teacher-parent communications will show how the readers and writers of written
texts, and the participants within talk, position and reposition themselves and each other,
demonstrating the shifting nature of discursive power practices within and through the
language used. Such findings will evidence parents' and teachers' relative and changing
relationships as envisaged by Foucault's concept of powerhowledge.
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Certain formalised types of knowledge may reside with 'experts' such as teachers, but

as such they acquire or transfer their lmowledge through discourses. According to Agger
(1991: 28), there is "no univocal or unchallengeable measure of occupational status;
there are only competing versions, each of which is incomplete because it engages in
certain exclusions".
A key notion underlying Foucault's theory of regulatory control is that of surveillance
through panopticism. This notion originated in Jeremy Bentham's architectural design
of the Panopticon, a building that rendered all the inhabitants of a particular institution
visible. It was possible to view or observe the total population of the institution from a
central tower. Although Bentham designed this structure specifically as a prison,
Foucault (1977) suggested that this architectural technology of control became adopted
by other state institutions, such as hospitals and schools. Using this architectural design,
the institutional observer can gaze on the entire population of a social institution.
However, the design does not enable the inhabitants to observe the observer, or to know
when the observer might be watching them. Because of this, individuals have to learn to
regulate themselves and their own bodies, rather than be regulated; surveillance thus
comes from the inside as well as the outside (Agger, 1991: 36). That is, individuals
became agents of -their own regulation. Individual subjectivities are formed through
social practices of self-regulation of the body according to particular institutional
discourses of knowledge and regimes of truth.
Foucault (1977) suggested that state institutions such as schools evidence mechanisms
of disciplinary power that have a tendency to become 'de-institutionalised' in that they
are broken down into flexible methods of control which may be transferred and adapted.
So, for example, school-based mechanisms of disciplinary power, such as those of
school rules can be dispersed beyond the physical boundaries of the schools themselves
via such mechanisms as school-home communications that provide directives to parents
regarding their children's behaviour. Sometimes such closed apparatuses can thus add to
their internal and specific function a role of external surveillance, developing around
themselves a whole margin of lateral controls. Thus the school,
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must not simply train docile children; it must also make it possible to supervise
the parents, to gain information as to their way of life, their resources, their
piety, their morals. The school tends to constitute minute social observatories
that penetrate even to the adults and exercise regular supervision over them
(Foucault, 1977: 21 1).
If one views teacher-parent communications as the nexus where the institutions of
school and home meet, then the analysis of the details of textual and conversational
micro practices will provide for the identification of particular technologies of
governmental power. Such practices work to establish the regulated 'docile bodies' of
the social populace. As such, discursive surveillance can be made visible within and
through analysis of the details of school-home communications.

Bourdieu and Symbolic Power
Teacher-parent relationships involve the constitution and negotiation of symbolic
power. Commonsense understandings of social practices, including those engaged in
during professional / lay interactions, constitute and mediate ways in which the social
world is talked or written into being (Smith, 1990b). They are what Garfinkel (1967)
has called the background expectancies and common understandings of the social world
that are essential for making sense of talk. Similarly, Smith (1990a) suggested that
people already have a working knowledge of the organisation of the relations in which
they participate. She proposed that forms of thought expressing these relations are
embedded in the organisation of such relations in which participants can make whatever
sense they can insofar as such a working knowledge explicates the relationships and fills
them out within and through texts and talk.
Garfinkel's notion of background expectancies and Smith's notion of the embeddedness
of social relations relate to Bourdieu's (1991) notion of "habitus". This is a useful frame
from which to account for such background knowledges, discourses and talk. According
to Bourdieu (1991: 12), habitus is "a set of dispositions which incline agents to act and
react in certain ways. The dispositions generate practices, perceptions and attitudes
which are 'regular' without being consciously coordinated or governed by any 'rule'

".

Habitus, thus, provides individuals with a sense of how to act and how to respond in the
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course of their daily lives, orienting their actions and inclinations without strictly
determining them, in the form of commonsense understandings and knowledges
(Bourdieu, 1991: 14). Relations of communication are "always inseparably power
relations which in form and content, depend on material or symbolic power accumulated
by the agents (or institutions) involved in these relations" (Bourdieu, 1991: 167).
Symbolic power is enacted within and through the use of professional discourses.
Teachers and school administrators use certain standardised professional and
bureaucratic procedures and terminologies in their communicative practices. Teacher
education and training practices standardise the ways in which professional care is
organised, and how parents and students are talked about, treated and categorised.
Professionals learn to think and talk 'professionally', to describe what is happening in
terms of their discipline, and to recognise and name problems properly. They learn to
produce the kinds of accounts of people implied by professional discourses.
Professional discourses, such as those evidenced in school-home communications,
coordinate and standardise the ongoing practices of professionals. Teachers, as
professionals, learn how to talk and write to parents and students, how to talk and write
about parents and students, and how to talk and write to parents and students so as to be

able to talk and write about parents and students (Smith, 1990a: 124-125). The use of
specialised languages can have the effect of providing a certain mystique to
professionalism. Such professional discourses as those often evidenced in school-home
communications can thus perpetuate separation between teachers and parents.
Despite difficulties relating to the negotiation of power during school-home interactions,
there is a view common to teachers and parents that both parties should work in
partnerships to facilitate student success. It is to such research that I now turn.
Reconceptualising Homes and Schools as Institutions of Social Regulation and Control

In the light of the discussion above, the terms institutional and institution identify "a
complex of relations forming part of the ruling apparatus, organised around a distinctive
function - [such as] education" (Smith, 1987: 160). The relations determine and identify
the intersection and coordination of more than one relational mode of the ruling
apparatus. State agencies, such as schools, are characteristically tied in with particular
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forms of organisation and are interpenetrated by relations of discourse of more than one
order (Smith, 1987: 160). A related idea is presented by Giroux (!992), who argued that
schooling is thus
part of a complex and open contradictoly set of ideological and material
processes through which the transformation of experience takes place. In short,
schooling is understood as part of the production and legitimation of social forms
and subjectivities as they are organized within relations of power and meaning
that either enable or limit human capacities for self and social empowerment

(180).
The organisation of parent-teacher (school-home) relationships is fundamental to the
process of schooling. As previously discussed, school-home relationships have been
viewed traditionally as problematic. Lightfoot (1978: 30-31) has suggested that the
antagonistic relationship between many teachers and parents in an industrial society can
be traced to the historical role of schools as major institutions for social order and
control. According to Foucault (1977), during the early modem period of the industrial
revolution, there was a change in the disposition of power fiom an external force to one
that permeates the whole body-politic of society. Such internalised disciplinary practices
control the population's actions and desires in small and very detailed ways, within and
through the habits and micro-practices of everyday life, and in and through the various
drills and routines of training institutions like schools and prisons where the power
practices of modem life are instilled (Preston and Symes, 1992: 21).
By the middle of the nineteenth century, the machinery of social investigation and
administration had "largely succeeded in constituting the life of the population as an
object of government" (Hunter, 1988: ix). According to Rose (1990), governments
formulated policies, established bureaucracies, and promoted initiatives to regulate the
conduct of citizens. Rose suggested that the most obvious manifestation of this process
is that of the "complex apparatus targeted upon the child, the school, and the education
and surveillance of parents" (1990:2).
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It seems that governments, through practices of governmentality, have taken increasing
responsibility for regulating private spaces such as homes, in addition to regulating
public institutional spaces such as schools, prisons and hospitals. By the end of the
nineteenth century, regulatory control of the populace had passed from the private to the
public sphere (Donzelot, 1979: 122). Donzelot further argued that it has become harder
to distinguish the family from the disciplinary continuum. of the social apparatuses with
its "saturation by hygienic, psychological and pedagogical norms7' (Donzelot, 1979:
227). It can be argued that not only are teachers involved in the supervision of the
child's normal development, but increasingly parents, in particular mothers, are
expected to provide the circumstances and conditions which are optimal for their
children's learning and cognitive development. In effect, "the home has become another
domain for the control and surveillance of childhood, augmenting that of the classroom"
(Preston & Symes, 1992: 39).
It is argued here that school-home communications might be viewed as technologies
that work to extend such social regulation and control beyond the school boundaries and
into private home space. If this is so, then this process should be documentable within
and through school-home communications.
According to Hunter (1994: 123), "the emergence of the modem school system witnessed
the mutual problematisation of the family and the school"(emphasis in original). It can be
argued that there has been an increasing fluidity of roles and blurring of the barriers
between the traditional responsibilites of families (that of caring), and of schools (that of
pedagogy). Indeed, Hunter (1994) has suggested that such blurring has resulted in the
constitution of 'the pedagogic family' and 'the pastoral school'. Both the pedagogic
family and the pastoral school "have ... emerged as interconnected social technologies,
improvised - in different but complementary ways - to admit the desires of the family into
state schooling as the condition of transforming them into pedagogical instruments"
(Hunter, 1994: 131). If this is so, then practices of governmentality should be evident at
the school-home interface, and analysis of school-home communications may therefore
identify micro-practices within and through which teacher-parent relationships are
enacted.
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Having considered the above theoretical notions, it is possible to summarise the key ideas
that fkame and guide analysis in the form of five theoretical propositions.

Part 2: Summary of Theoretical Propositions
Part 1 of this chapter described various theoretical frameworks and notions that have
influenced the ways in which the data have been viewed and analysed. Part 2
summarised these in the form of five theoretical propositions that are fundamental to
how the research data have been conceptualised. The following theoretical propositions
both guide and frame the presentation of the analyses that appear in Chapters 5 to 8,
following:
1. Inter-institutional identities, subjectivities and relationships are actively written

or talked into being within and through teacher-parent communications;
2. Power

is

pervasively

embedded

within

and

through

teacher-parent

communications and is enacted within and through them;
3. Teacher-parent communications actively constitute and mediate social
organisations and relationships;
4. Teacher-parent communications work to position parents, teachers and students

in relation to each other. Such positioning practices can be seen to embody
tensions between the institutional domains of public school space and private
home space; and
5. Institutions (both public and private) are sites wherein regulatory practices of

regulation and surveillance of the population are enacted
For the purposes of this thesis, homes and schools are envisaged as agencies of social
regulation and control, and the public face of schools is viewed as part of consumerist
society, as discussed previously in Chapter 2.
If texts and talk are conceived as constituting and mediating relationships, then analysis
of teacher-parent talk and printed documents originating from schools allows the
identification of textual and conversational practices that actively talk or write particular
versions of teacher-parent relationships into being. As school-home communications are
conceptualised as sites wherein teacher-parent and inter-institutional relationships are
actively constituted, it follows then that analysis can identify whether and how
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Foucault's (1977) practices of governmentality are enacted within and through the
details of institutional texts and talk such as those included in this corpus of data. It is
through interrogation of such texts and talk that disciplinary practices and technologies
of the self will become evident. Finally, if schools are conceived as both constituted by
and constitutive of consumerist society, then analysis of school-home communications
will evidence particular marketing practices.
This chapter now proceeds to consider the processes and problems involved in
collecting the research data.

Part 3: The Data Corpus
In keeping with an ethnomethodological approach, the collection of data for this
research project was incidental rather than planned. As Sacks (1984: 27) claimed, "I am
insistent that I ... happened to have it [the data], it became fascinating, and I spent some
time

at

it".

Sharrock and

Anderson

(1986:

108) have

suggested that

ethnomethodologists "can often take data that is quite arbitrarily chosen, and, given that,
one might as well take data which can be easily and conveniently collected, which is
used just because it is to hand". Indeed, there is, at times, a certain casualness regarding
the collection of data by ethnomethodological researchers, although this is not always
so. However, it should be noted that although data collection might be somewhat
indiscriminate, ethnomethodology imposes stringent discipline in coming to terms with
the data, whatever that is (Sharrock and Anderson, 1986: 108). That is, regardless of
what data are used, while the system for the data's collection may be adventitious,
analysis should always be rigorous.

Sources of Data
Data for this research project were obtained fi-om 29 secondary schools in total,
consisting of 19 private secondary schools, and 10 state secondary schools. All the state
schools were co-educational, as were 10 of the private schools. Of the 19 private
schools, in addition to the 10 coeducational schools, five were girls' schools, and four
were boys' schools. All the private and state schools had facilities for day students, and
several private schools had additional student boarding facilities. The sizes of the
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schools varied: the largest contained almost 2000 students; the smallest contained
approximately 250 students from grades eight to twelve inclusive. (Both the smallest
and largest schools were private schools, although the state school sizes also varied
substantially). A number of the schools had been in existence for almost one hundred
years, whereas the newest school had been established for less than five years when this
research commenced.
There is no claim made that the data are representative of all secondary schools.
Accessibility and availability were the main tenets guiding compilation of the data. Data
include examples of talk and printed materials, and were collected between May 1988
and December 1996. Sources of data included parents of secondav school students,
secondary school administrators, and secondary school teachers. All were metropolitan
(urban and/or suburban) schools located in and around a state capital city in Australia.
Sources of data were provided by colleagues, friends and / or acquaintances. In addition,
in the course of research, new acquaintances were made, several of whom provided
extra research materials for the project.
Everyone who provided data was assured of anonymity. For this reason, the names of all
schools or persons mentioned within the thesis are pseudonyms, and care has been taken
to ensure that the identity of actual schools or persons has remained confidential. Exact
details, such as the dates of school events, ages of schools, or numbers of students
attending these schools, which might have enabled identification, have not been
revealed.
Obtaining the Data
Printed texts other than handwritten or personalised notes were easy to obtain, as such
materials (such as school newsletters) are part of the public domain. Approximately 25
parents of students attending a variety of secondary schools in the greater metropolitan
area were approached and all agreed, and most provided, printed data. The collections
obtained varied. Some parents forwarded every printed document sent by a school for a
particular period of time, varying from one month to three years. Other parents
forwarded only those pieces they thought would be of specific interest to me. As these
data examples were part of the public domain, or were addressed to the parents who
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were the suppliers of such data, I judged that they did not necessitate the permission of
the schools themselves in order to be used for research purposes.
In addition to approaching fkiends and colleagues who were parents to provide research
data, school administrators and teachers were also approached. Access to materials
varied depending on whether the schools were private or state establishments. These
differences are outlined below.
Private School Data

In the case of private schools, the principals were approached first, with varying
responses. Some principals agreed to cooperate fully, even to the extent of suggesting
specific teaching personnel whom they felt would be of help. One particular principal,
for example, agreed to provide all the printed documents sent to the parents of students
attending the school since its inception, which were retained on computer disc. Another
principal agreed to place me on the school mailing list, and all materials sent to parents
were forwarded to my home address. Other principals, however, discussed the need to
approach additional people such as the administrative team, or Parents' and Friends'
organisations, prior to granting permission to provide research data. It should be noted
that all the private school principals who were approached agreed to take part in the
research. (In contrast, of the eight state school principals who were approached, only
two agreed to allow their teaching staff to provide examples of teacher-parent talk for
the purposes of this research project).
Next, individual teachers in private schools were approached, and most agreed to supply
data. Many teachers responded by expressing concerns regarding issues of
confidentiality. Finally, eight teachers, based in two private schools, provided audio
recordings of teacher-parent interviews for analysis. Four private school teacher-parent
interviews, collected for an earlier project (Keogh, 1992) are re-analysed in this thesis.
Nine additional teacher-parent interviews, originating fiom two different private
schools, were recorded particularly for this present larger research project.
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An additional important source of printed and visual private school data was a specific
Australian state capital's annual Independent Schools Expo. In 1993, the year in which
most of the data for this project were collected, the two-day event featured 34
independent primary and secondary schools. All the materials obtained through this
source were public, available as 'handouts' or in 'sample bags', and distributed by
school representatives attending the Expo. The entry for the Expo, however, required a
small fee. This event was one of the reasons for the collection of printed materials from
almost twice as many private as state schools.
State School Data

It seems that state schools do not, at the time of writing, have collective showcase
'events' open to the general public such as the Independent Schools'. A comparable
source was an 'Education and Training Handbook' published by a particular local
council publishing group. This booklet contained printed and visual details and
information regarding ten state secondary and tertiary educational institutions based in
its local area. In the main, it appeared that state schools rely upon marketing themselves
individually, largely in isolation from one another.
The procedure for obtaining both spoken and printed data from state schools was
different from that used for obtaining data from private schools. Rather than
approaching school personnel directly, it was necessary to apply fist through the state
Education Department for permission to collect data from specific, researchernominated secondary schools. Eight state schools were specified, and permission for
research was granted, on the condition that a written permission form for research be
agreed upon and signed by all state employed personnel who were to participate in the
research. The principals of the eight nominated schools were approached and their
agreement to collect obtain research data sought. Responses differed. One principal
approved my approaching any school personnel in order to obtain any type of data, in
either oral or printed modes. However, this was the exception. Most principals
expressed concerns regarding the confidential nature of such data, particularly regarding
spoken data. One principal, for example, felt the need to consult with other school
administrators prior to granting permission for the research to be undertaken. This
resulted in the supply of only official printed documentation by this school. Another
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principal conferred with the school Parents and Citizens Committee members prior to
giving permission for the research. A third principal refused to allow any of his staff to
supply data. Thus stringent gate-keeping arrangements in state schools contributed
greatly to the difficulties I had in accessing spoken data in comparison to ease of access
to private school materials. It eventuated that no state school teachers approached for the
purposes of this larger research project actually provided new teacher-parent interviews.
Consequently the transcripts of the seven teacher-parent interviews provided by two
different teachers at one state secondary school which had been used for the earlier
research (Keogh, 1992) were used for further analysis in this thesis.
Types of Data
As specified earlier, data were obtained from nineteen private schools and ten state
schools in total (see Appendix 1). Data consisted of examples of monologic spoken and
written texts, and interactive talk.
Twenty types of written and or printed data were classified according to form, and
audience/addressees (see Appendix 2). The data originated from all 29 schools,
although not all schools provided twenty different types of data. As specified earlier,
written and printed data were far easier to obtain than were examples of spoken data.
The format and presentation of printed materials ranged from externally published and
glossily displayed books, brochures and posters, to school 'desktop' publications,
photocopied sheets, and hand-written notes.
Spoken data were of three main types, all of which were recorded (see Appendix 3).
Two types of oral data were monologic. The first monologic type consisted of examples
of three school speech nights. One private school's speech night was audio-recorded,
and the other two speech nights, originating from a private school and a state school
respectively, were video-recorded. Two of the schools' speech nights were held in
school premises, in school halls, while one private school's speech night was held in a
church. In all the speech nights, the audiences were seated in seats in rows, facing the
main proceedings that took place on raised areas in the ffont of the halls. The audiences
consisted of students, teachers, school parents and family members, and invited local
representatives and dignitaries.
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The second type of monologic spoken data consisted of audio-recordings of a series of
information sessions presented at an induction morning for prospective new students
and their families, held at a state school. This induction took place in December 1992,
and was attended by a large number of parents (fathers and mothers, although mainly
mothers), some younger pre-school siblings, and prospective grade eight students who
would be commencing secondary school in 1993. Various teachers and administration
personnel presented information regarding the school (see Appendix 4 for an outline of
the sessions). Most of the recorded presentations were held in an open classroom area.
The presenters stood at the front of the room, and the audience was seated in rows,
facing the front. An additional recorded session was held, after a break for morning tea,
in the Library/Resource Area, where the School Librarian explained to the audience the
borrowing conditions, and provided other relevant information regarding use of the
school library and its facilities.
The third type of spoken data consisted of audio recordings of teacher-parent interviews.
These came from one state school and two private schools. Twenty-one interviews were
collected, of which 19 were fully transcribed for analytic purposes. The quality of the
recordings of two interviews were such as to make full transcription challenging, if not
impossible. Analyses of 15 of these has been included in this thesis.
At one state school, two teachers provided four and three interviews respectively. Both
teachers taught English, Citizenship Education and History, and, in addition, one of
them taught Geography. The interviews took place in an open classroom area (see

Appendix 5). Eight teachers sat at tables placed around the room, facing into the center
of the room. Two chairs were placed at each table, facing each teacher. students, as well
as parents, attended these interviews. The tables were placed fairly close together, and
conversations from adjoining tables were quite audible, at times, on the audio tapes,
allowing for little privacy. Interviews were officially scheduled for ten-minute periods,
although most of them took longer. Seven interviews originating from this school were
fully transcribed for the purposes of this and earlier research (Keogh, 1992).
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At the first of the two private schools, four teachers provided recordings of interviews,
of which three were fully transcribed. (The quality of the recordings of the fourth
teacher of English and Legal Studies interviews were such that full transcription was not
possible). Two of the four teachers were members of the School Administration team
(Heads of Senior and Junior Schools respectively). In addition, they were both
classroom teachers of Mathematics. The fourth teacher, who was the School Registrar,
provided a recording of an interview with a prospective student and her guardian. Most
of these interviews took place in the teachers' school offices, or in classrooms
containing no more than a maximum of three teachers, with furniture widely spaced.
These interviews were thus less public than those that took place in the state school. As
with the state school, each interview was scheduled for a ten-minute period. Although
times varied, sessions held at this school tended to work more according to schedule.
Seven interviews originating from this school were fully transcribed.
The interviews at the second private school were provided by four teachers. Two were
LOTE (Language Other than English) teachers. One of the LOTE teachers was also
Head of Grade Nine. Both teachers provided audio recordings of two interviews each,
although the second teacher's second interview was difficult to hear clearly, and thus
was not fully transcribed. The third teacher, who was responsible for students
experiencing learning difficulties, was Head of Grade Eight. Similar to the other
examples of private school teacher-parent interviews, these took place in private
surroundings in offices or classrooms. The fourth teacher, the school chaplain, was
responsible for the religious education and the 'well-being' of students attending the
school. His interview took place not on school premises, but in the homes of some of
the students. Surroundings for this can only be surmised from the tape itself. In all, six
interviews originating fiom this school were fully transcribed. The interviews held in
the school were scheduled for 15 minutes, although most of them ran substantially over
time. The home interviews were not limited to any particular periods of time.
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Specific forms of communication are produced primarily either for private or for public
purposes, rather for than both. Difficulties in the collection of examples of teacherparent communications, particularly teacher-parent interviews, indicate the potentially
delicate and problematic nature of such inter-institutional relationships, particularly
when aspects of 'confidentiality' are perceived to be an issue. Such difficulties might
also partially account for the previous lack of empirical research of teacher-parent
communications.

Part 4: Overview of Analytic Procedures
It is clear that a large corpus of both written and spoken data was collected for the
purposes of this study. The methodology used to study how these examples of interinstitutional talk and texts worked to constitute particular teacher-parent relationships
involved intensive and highly detailed analyses of a selection of the data, rather than
their entirety. Extracts fi-om the data used for intensive analysis and included within this
thesis were selected in the following manner:
1. Audio and video recordings of the three school speech nights, the new parents'
and students' induction morning, and the audio recordings of the new teacherparent interviews were fully transcribed.
2. The entire printed data corpus was scanned to obtain a general impression of the

main conversational and textual features evidenced in the school-home
communications originating from the different educational sites.
3. Particularly interesting extracts of transcripts or printed materials were selected
to illustrate the themes that emerged in the previous scan
4. Selected extracts were intensively analysed using a number of strategies such as

those described in the next chapter. These strategies were derived mainly fi-om
ethnomethodology (EM), and conversation analysis (CA). Analyses were
undertaken to reveal how the talk and texts actually worked to constitute teacherparent relationships.
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The approach used here was in keeping with Hutchby and Wooffit's (1998) three part
procedure, specified below:
1. Identify a potential object of analytic interest - a [textual or] conversational device
or a sequence type.
2. Produce a formal description of an empirical example, concentrating in

particular on the sequential environment, in order to try and define what the
device or sequence type is doing

3. Return to the data collection to refke the description until it becomes a generalized
account (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998: 110, emphasis in original).
This procedure was undertaken with a large number of printed documents and transcript
extracts.
A number of major discursive practices were identified that worked to constitute

particular versions of school-home (teacher-parent) relationships in particular ways. The
entire corpus was then scanned again to check whether the findings could be applied
across different sites. Particular analytic examples of some of the data were selected for
inclusion in this thesis to demonstrate, in a condensed way, the main findings.
The following chapter (Chapter 4) proceeds to describe and discuss analytic and
methodological issues that inform analysis of the data corpus.

CHAPTER FOUR
ANALYTIC AND METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES
For this thesis a multiperspectival analytical framework has been devised to identi@
various textual and conversational practices that work to constitute certain social worlds
and to order particular interactive relationships between parents, teachers and secondary
school students. The methodology draws together a number of analytic strategies
derived mainly from Ethnomethodology (EM), Conversation Analysis (CA) and
Foucauldian Theory. Despite some important underlying differences between these
approaches, it is argued that the language and visual materials used in both printed and
spoken school-home communications can be interrogated productively by using a
selection of complementary notions deriving from these approaches. The methodology
used here is distinctive in that it implements both micro (local) and macro (societal)
analytic approaches in complementary ways to account for how school-home
communications comprise and constitute the social world of which they are a part.
Part 1 discusses the diffkrent operational modes or features of written (printed) texts and
talk. Literature regarding differences between the two modes is reviewed. It is argued that,
despite such differences, analysis can approach both modes using similar methods to
interrogate common textual and conversational features. Part 2 considers various
important notions that underpin the strategies used in this thesis to document textual and
conversational practices evidenced in school-home communications. In particular, this
section focuses on analytic approaches used in EM, CA, Foucauldian discourse analysis,
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) and social semiotics. Part 2 concludes with a
consideration of the advantages of using a multiperspectival analytic approach.

Part 1: Talk and Texts
As argued in the previous chapter, all language forms are here viewed as working to
constitute orderly social realities. As this thesis addresses the issue of communication
and entails the analysis of both written and spoken data, it is first necessary to consider
some of the ways in which these two different linguistic modes operate.
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Diffwences in linguistic features between written and spoken modes, in addition to
differences in the uses to which these two language modes are put, have often been cited
as evidence of the underlying distinctiveness of each mode (eg. Brown and Yule, 1983;
Chafe, 1982 and 1985; Chafe and Danielewitz, 1987; Halliday, 1987; Hildyard and Olson,
1982; Kress, 1988; McHoul, 1982). Certain site-specific factors account for some
dissimilarities between writing and speaking. According to Halliday (1987: 69), "speech
and writing as forms of discourse are typically associated with the two modal points on the
continuum from most spontaneous to most self-monitored language". Kress (1988: 95)
suggested that "writing is the antithesis of spontaneity. Writing is deliberate in every way.
It is the domain of review, editing, censorship, recasting. While speech is immediate in
every way, writing is distant equally in many ways". Writing can thus be viewed as a
crafted object (Baker and Freebody, 1989). The position of electronic mail and other forms
of internet talk might be viewed as midway between the crafted nature of writing, and the
spontaneity of talk.
Most written texts can be revised, changed and edited prior to and distant from their
reception, whereas talk is designed within and for particular local interactional sites. The
view taken here is that differences between written and spoken modes of communication
are not substantive but are based on a continuum consisting of temporal and spatial
features (Tannen, 1982).

A Eurther difference noted by some between printed texts and talk is that of grammatical
structure. Chafe (1982) found that writing is marked by more nominalisation, more
genitive subjects and objects, more participles, more attributive adjectives, more
conjoined, serial and sequenced phrases, more complement clauses, and more relative
clauses than talk. Halliday (1987) agreed that written language is lexically more dense
than spoken language. However, he proposed also that spoken language is actually more
grammatically intricate than written language. He argued that Chafe's (1982) analysis of
the differences between spoken and written language utilised the grammar of writing.
Halliday suggested that, as a result, Chafe inevitably found spoken language to be
wanting. Halliday thus questioned the commonly-held assumption that written language
is syntactically more complex than spoken language. Rather, he considered neither
mode of language to be more organised than the other, but suggested that they are
organised differently (Halliday, 1987). This is the view that is propounded here.
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Tannen (1982) took the view that rather than precise differences being evidenced in the
two language modes, that there is an "oral 1 literate continuum"; that is, there is a
continuum of relative focus on interpersonal involvement versus message content within
these two language forms. If Tannen's (1982) contention of q oral 1 literate continuum
is accepted, then it follows that both written and spoken communications can be viewed
as similar in grammar, and thus their respective features can be analysed in similar
ways.

A number of researchers have proposed that written language forms display intellectual
and communicational functions that are, in certain critical observable ways, distinct
fiom those displayed in spoken forms of language (Baker and Freebody, 1989: xxi). For
example, Hildyard and Olson (1982: 20) argued that meaning is preserved in different
ways by listeners and speakers in that listeners tend to recall the main gist, whereas
readers may recall more of the surface structure of verbatim features. In keeping with
this view, Halliday (1987) believed that the different language modes of writing and
speaking represent the world in different ways, each mode making the world look like
itself. He argued that a written text is an object, so what is represented in writing tends
to be given the form of an object, whereas when one talks, one is doing, so when one
talks about something, one tends to say that it happened or was done (Halliday, 1987:
74). Halliday (1987: 80) also suggested that listeners process texts largely at the level of
meaning, whereas readers process more, or at least as much, at the level of wording.
Other researchers have proposed differences which, on further consideration, may not be
borne out. Brown and Yule (1983) proposed that speech is used, largely in an
interactional way, for the establishment and maintenance of human relationships,
whereas written language is used in a transactional way, largely for working out of and
transference of information. As such, Brown and Yule's (1983) can be challenged.
There has been some disagreement regarding views about the underlying nature and
function of writing, reading, speaking and hearing. One view, supported by Speier
(1973), is that reading is necessarily a solitary, individual response to a printed text, and
therefore private, in contrast to speaking, which might be viewed as interpersonal and
public and directed at particular audiences. In contrast, McHoul (1982) argued that the
notion of private language is a contradiction in tenns in that language is always through
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and through a public phenomenon. McHoul (1982) also questioned the conception of
reading as a non-social activity in that the positions of both author(s) and readers are
implicated in the act of reading a text. As such, the practice of reading constitutes both
subjects and subjectivities, and is, therefore, "always through and through a material,
social and political practicey' (McHoul, 1991: 192). Fairclough (1989) supported this
view, suggesting that every author writes with an ideal reader in mind. This thesis
advocates McHoulYsand Fairclough's rather than Speier's views, arguing that both
reading and talking can be viewed as fundamentally interactive, dialogic (cf. Bahktin,
1986) processes. As such, then, all printed and conversational events are conceived as
essentially social in nature. Indeed, both written and spoken texts are productive of
social relations, providing information about the writers and speakers and their
recipients. However, distinctions between written texts and talk can be made on the
basis of whether or not the data might be documentable as monologic or interactive.
Examples of monologic data include school promotional documents, school letters and
speeches presented at official school functions. Recipient responses are not
documentable within and through these data examples themselves. Thus, monologic
texts and talk have been so called to acknowledge that the readers' and audience
responses are not available for analysis. This is not, however, to deny the possibility of
multiple readings or hearings. In contrast, talk designated specifically as interactive,
such as the examples of teacher-parent interviews, acknowledge the analytic availability
of participant responses within the data. That is, participant responses are documentable
within and through these data themselves.
In summary, proposed differences between written and spoken texts, such as those
reviewed above, are debatable. Both written and spoken texts draw on similar language
resources and are important forms of school-home communications. Both work in ways
that establish and maintain particular inter-institutional relationships. Despite their
ostensible differences, therefore, written and spoken school-home communications are
approached here using the same analytic resources. So, for example, both written texts and
talk contain various pronouns that work to position the readers, writers, speakers and
audiences in particular ways, and can be documented.
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Because writing and talking are both ways of accomplishing school-home relations, the
research methodology employed uses a multiperspectival approach to both the textual
and conversational data, dealing mostly with questions of how such relationships are
actively written or talked into being. This chapter proceeds by considering the particular
research perspectives and conceptual frameworks that underpin this study.

Part 2: Approaches to Analysis: Conceptual Frameworks
This section commences by discussing seven research considerations that arise fiom
approaching talk and written texts in the manner used in this project. The chapter
proceeds to a discussion of various key tenets fundamental to ethnomethodology,
conversations analysis, Foucauldian discourse analysis, critical discourse analysis and
social semiotics, before providing a summary of the similarities and differences of these
various approaches in the form of a table. The section concludes by providing a
rationale for employing a multiperspectival approach to analysis for this particular
research project.
As previously argued, all talk and texts are socially constituted, whilst simultaneously
contributing to the constitution of social realities. Indeed, according to Shanock (1979:
68), "social life is linguistic, social reality is language and thought" (emphasis in

original). Micro or local social practices, including texts and talk, are understood as
actively working to constitute the macro social world of which they are a part. Detailed
study of small phenomena, such as textual and conversational devices evidenced in
school-home communications, may provide "an enormous understanding of the way
humans do things and the kinds of objects they use to construct and order their affairs"
(Sacks, 1984: 24). In this thesis there is, therefore, reliance upon examining the data to
explicate the micro (local) organisation of textual and conversational practices. It is
shown that the macro social world is enacted within and through local textual and
conversational practices found in various forms of school-home communications.
Consequently, the following methodological considerations have informed this project.
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Research Considerations
First it should be noted that the analytic strategies used in this project are not
traditionally used to make generalisations. However, as Silverman (1993: ix) stated,
"generalisability need not be a problem in qualitative research". Despite finding a
number of identifiable recurring textual and conversational features and patterns across
various educational sites, this is not to suggest that such practices may be common to all
textually and conversationally consitituted school-home relationships. Studies of
ordinary conversation at the turn-taking level assume that "results are or should be
generalizable to the whole domain of ordinary conversations'' (Perakyla, 1997: 2 14).
However, it is argued here that it is only with the accumulation of studies of institutional
interactions such as school-home communications that comparative findings focusing
on similarities and differences will result in the possibility of generalisability. As such,
then, this project needs to be viewed as a collection of miniature case studies.
Second, it is argued that no text, including this one, is ever finished. These analyses
could or should be taken as but more readings, which could be analysed further, and so
on, ad infiniturn. Analyses are always partial and "limited to what can be 'seen' from a
particular position" (Reid, Kamler, Simpson and MacLean, 1996: 98). Furthermore,
textual and conversational analyses are inevitably subject to the problem of indexicality.
This notion argues that analyses, like other social science materials, "exemplify the very
phenomenon they would describe" (McHoul, 1982: 13). As such, then, the same
resource, language, is used to analyse the data in the forms of written and 1 or spoken
language. So it is that no claim is made here that these analyses are complete or
exhaustive.
Third, all social science is an ideological undertaking in that it reflects a particular
world-view, opinions and attitudes. What can be seen "is necessarily partial, that is both
incomplete and interested accounts of whatever is envisioned" (Brodkey, 1992: 297-

298, emphasis in original). As such, all research findings are particular social
constructions (Packwood and Sikes, 1996: 336-337). Researchers' biographical histories
and socio-cultural positions are always factors in the analytic process. Thus it is that "a
separation between researcher-qua-researcher and researcher-qua-member is not
possible" (McHoul, 1982: 88). McHoul (1982: 107) argued that "the sociologist doing
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... analysis

inevitably trades on his / her competence as a competent member in

recognising the activities that s h e and a text, as participants to social interaction, are
engaged in". He suggested that two movements towards a central point can be discerned

in this process: analytic knowledge becomes visible as ordinary knowledge, and
ordinary knowledge is analysed. The ethnomethodological object of reflexivity is thus
reflexively produced (McHoul, 1982: 99). Smith (1990b) supported this notion of
reflexivity when she argued that
the sociologist ... works as an insider, as one who is a practitioner of that
organization, explicating and analyzing its properties as she [sic] knows and
discovers them as actual practices. ... Such a sociology speaks ofthe same world

as that in which it is written and read (Smith, 1990b: 3).
The notion of intertextuality is also relevant to this analysis. This concept proposes that
texts and talk selectively draw upon orders of discourse; that is, they draw upon
particular figurations of conventionalised practices that are available to both producers
and analysts of texts and talk in particular circumstances (cf. Fairclough, 1992% 101136; Fairclough, 1992b: 194). Here I have drawn necessarily upon knowledges and
understandings of particular conventionalised orders of discourses with which I have
come into contact during my professional and parental experiences. The analyses of
texts and talk included in this thesis thus recruit a particular member's analyses,
influenced by particular subjectivities and world-views. As such, meanings reside in a
reality that I, as analyst, bring to the data. Such meanings undoubtedly influence my
analyses (cf. Packwood and Sikes, 1996: 343). It must also be acknowledged that every
analysis is only a partial analysis.
Fourth, the question of a researcher's pre-existing (cultural) knowledge regarding an
event is a continuing problematic for ethnomethodologists. Moerman (1988) views
transcript-extrinsic information as necessary in order to fully explicate conversational
data. In contrast, many other ethnomethodologists reject what they conceptualise as
ethnographic data (Nelson, 1994: 308), arguing that context can only be known fiom
what becomes evidenced within and through texts and talk themselves. The position
taken here is that background knowledge can be acknowledged only if traces of it are
found within the data. However, at times additional information provided by certain
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participants regarding particular events may make references to extraneous unnamed
factors within printed texts or talk easier to comprehend and thus to analyse. So, for
example, in one teacher-parent interview the adult participants talk of "problems" that
are not explicitly named. The teacher involved in this interview had provided me with
written comments consisting of background information about the students and the
parents with whom she met and whose meetings she audio recorded during the official
school teacher-parent interview night. She described the student in this instance as
suffering fiom school phobia. With extraneously obtained background knowledge
regarding the nature of the particular "problem", then, analysis of the topic in this
instance of teacher-parent talk was thus made easier. However, without such
background knowledge in this case, the "problem" might not have been so precisely
identifiable. Within these analyses, therefore, participant-provided background
information was, when available rather than assumed, used to complement analyses of
actual texts and talk.
Fifth, these analyses elaborate on an earlier study of specific instances of teacher-parent
interview talk (Keogh, 1992). Extracts fiom some of the interviews included in that study
are analysed further in this thesis. In addition, other examples of the same and different
types of textual and conversational events, originating in a number of different secondary
school and or educational sites, are also analysed here. This research should thus be
regarded as a continuing, but not final, exploration of some textual and conversational data
that document the nature and constitution of particular school-home (teacher-parent)
relationships. It will, perhaps, lead to further, and diffkrent, analyses of textual and
conversational practices in the investigation of continuing inter-institutional constructions
of educational social worlds.
Sixth, the use of 'naturally occurring data' needs to be considered. 'Naturally occuning'
refers here to printed textual and conversational events that took place in the everyday
world; they were not formulated particularly for research purposes. This research uses
naturally occumng examples of talk and written texts as analytic material resources to
document the constitution of particular school-home relationships. It might be argued
that the school documents and events would have been written or occurred anyway,
regardless of any process of collecting or recording for research purposes. However, the
possibility of 'the observer paradox', the often unacknowledged but present direct or
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indirect effect of the researcher or hislher recording equipment on the phenomenon
being investigated, must be conceded here, particularly with regard to the audiorecorded teacher-parent sessions of interactive talk (cf. Romaine, 1984: 16-18). This
would, of course, apply in any study using textual or recorded data.
Finally, it needs to be acknowledged that, as with all ethnomethodological studies, it is
not possible to separate theory from analysis (Wolcott, 1990: 7). Analysis is strongly
data driven; that is, the analytic process developed evidence of the actual phenomena
documented within the data. There has been, thus, a strong bias against a priori
speculation about the orientations and motives of the writers and readers of texts, and
audiences and participants to talk, in favour of detailed examinations of the actual
actions revealed within the data out of which the analysis developed (cf. Heritage,
1984a: 243). So it is that the 'topic' itself is absolutely inseparable from the accounts
given of it (McHoul, 1982: 7), and theory and analysis cannot be divided.
The Analytic Approach

Analysis proceeded in the following way. The data were first collected and interrogated
to discover the detailed ways in which the texts and talk worked to constitute particular
moral versions of the institutional memberships, and their inter- relationships. Analysis
identified a number of practices and features constituting seemingly standardised or
systematised identities and relationships. Such commonalities may partially account for
the apparent mundaneness of the data, and thereby contribute to the assumed
'naturalness' of teacher-parent (school-home) relationships. I am here concerned with
'showing and telling' school practices in such a way that they are made strange
enough to warrant a questioning consideration of their 'naturalness' and
'normality', ... so that they can be read as discursive constructs rather than
presentations of 'reality ' (Karnler, 1997: 371).

Examples of these analytic processes will be included and discussed in Chapters 5, 6, 7
and 8. This chapter now proceeds to describe and discuss the main analytic perspectives
used for this research project.
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Key Tenets of Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis

In this study, school-home relationships are explored using analytic strategies that seek
to understand social action as evidenced in institutional texts and talk.
Ethnomethodology (EM) views the social world as actively accomplished and mediated
through actual ongoing textual and conversational practices. Social interaction and
language are thus viewed as "the building blocks of any social order" (Coulon, 1995: v).
The analytic approach adopted here seeks access to the extended (macro) relations
organising society through analysis of the micro-social, as evidenced in texts and talk
(cf. Smith, 1987; 1990a; 1990b). Ethnomethodology provides a useful method by which
school-home communications, both in print and conversational modes, can be analysed
in order to reveal their constitutive accomplishments. It should here be noted that
conversation analysis (CA) is a development fi-om and thus a form of
ethnomethodology, so the key tenets specified here equally apply to CA, which is
considered in further depth in a later subsection of this chapter.
Garfinkel (1967) both coined the tern and was the founder of ethnomethodology. In his
text discussing Garfinkel's work, Heritage (1984a) defined ethnomethodology as:
the study of ... the body of common-sense knowledge and the range of
procedures and considerations by which the ordinary members of society make
sense ox find their way about in, and act on the circumstances in which theyfind
themselves (Heritage, 1984a: 4).

Garfinkel had been influenced by previous phenomenological work of Edmund Husserl
and Alfred Schutz, whose methodologies were grounded in the observation and analysis
of mundane, routine, everyday life. The ethnomethodological perspective views social
actors as accomplishing their social worlds through interaction, by means of a
continuous process of intersubjective adjustment. Social realities are, therefore, regarded
as action in process (Garfinkel, 1967).
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Ethnomethodological studies investigate social life in situ, in ordinary settings,
examining "the most routine, everyday, naturally occuning activities in their concrete
details" (Psathas, 1995: 1-2). They explore the meaning of language in its specific
contextual use, and as such are particularly suitable for the study of educational sites.
When using this approach, method is inextricably linked to theoretical orientation.
According to ethnomethodologists, the socially structured character of the world is "not
exterior or extrinsic to [members'] ... everyday workings, but interior and intrinsic,
residing in the local and particular detail of practical actions undertaken by members
uniquely competent to do so" (Zirnmerman & Boden, 1991: 7). That is, social worlds
and social realities are constituted intersubjectively.
Ethnomethodologists view social actions as meaningful for those who produce them.
They search for natural organisations that can be documented through close examination
of the texts and talk that organise them. Their interest "is in finding the machinery, the
rules, the structures that produce that orderliness" (Psathas, 1995: 2, emphasis in
original). At the same time, ethnomethodologists try to avoid pre-formulated theoretical
and conceptual categories when they approach data, but rather try to be led by the
phenomena of study, namely, the data themselves. Language, in the forms of both print
and talk, is the intersubjective resource whereby social members meet and accomplish
their social realities, including constituting their institutional identities and relationships,
and negotiating their relative positions within their social worlds. It appears reasonable,
therefore, to obtain and analyse examples of naturally occurring texts and talk,
originating in various educational sites, to investigate how school-home (teacher-parent)
identities, subjectivities and relationships are actively talked or written into being (cf.
Heritage, 1984a: 283; Baker & Keogh, 1995, 1997).
Shared Understandings

Garfinkel (1967) drew upon Schutz's (1962) view of intersubjectivity. As such,
intersubjectivity is viewed as "a practical 'problem' which is routinely 'solved' by
social actors in the course of their dealings with one another" (Heritage, 1984a: 54,
emphasis in original). Each social actor's individual subjectivity is thus unique, a
product of distinctive articulations of historical, biographical, cultural, psychological
and socio-structural practices. In order to make intersubjectivity non-problematic, and
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even possible, therefore, interactants need to assume a common knowledge or shared
view and understanding of the social world as it is relevant to their interactions.
Schutz's concepts of two idealisations account for the commonly shared world which
"transcends the actors' private experiential worlds" (Heritage, 1984a: 55). The two
idealisations are 'the idealization of the interchangeability of standpoints', and 'the
idealization of the congruency of the system of relevances' (Schutz, 1962'11-12).
The first idealisation, that of "the idealization of the interchangeability of standpoints"
describes a particular intersubjective assumption - the assumption by participants during
interactions that if they changed places they would view each other's worlds and
positions with the same typicality. That is,

I take it for granted - and assume that myfellow man [sic] does the same - that if
I change places with him so that his 'here' becomes mine, I shall be at the same
distance $+om things and see them with the same typicality as he actually does

(Schutz, 1962: 11).
The second idealisation, that of "the idealization of the congruency 'of the system of
relevances" suggests that participants' unique biographical situations are irrelevant for
the purpose at hand. Rather, they are selecting and interpreting objects in the world and
their features in an 'empirically identical manner' during their interactions. That is,
until counter evidence I take itfor granted - and assume that my fellow man [sic]
does the same - that the dzferences in perspective originating in our unique
biographical situations are irrelevant for the purpose at hand of either of us and
that he and I, that 'We' assume that both of us have selected and interpreted the
actually or potentially common objects and their features in an identical manner
or at least ... one suficient for all practical purposes (Schutz, 1962: 12).

As a result of these two idealisations, social actors assume that they share a common
world. Yet, during interactions, they have to engage in a continuous process of
adaptation and adjustment in order to resolve any potential discrepancies in their shared
perspectives. Thus an orderly common-sense world is continuously constituted and
negotiated during the course of its interactive production.
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Ethnomethodologists understand this shared common-sense world to be constituted by
orderly social practices evidenced in texts and talk. The task of ethnomethodologists is
to investigate the recurrent practices found within members' interactions that constitute
their shared common-sense worlds, and make them orderly. Indeed, a fundamental tenet
of ethnomethodology is that the primordal site of social order is found in members' use
of orderly practices to produce, make sense and render accountable their local
circumstances. In this they "constitute these circumstances as a real-world setting of
practical action" (Zirnmexman & Boden, 1991: 6). Accounts are constructed in
particular, selected ways, in response to and as reflexive components of the local
(institutional and sequential) circumstances (Firth, 1995: 203). Accounts thus are made
conditionally relevant (cf. Sacks, 1992: 657).
Ethnomethodologists view all interaction as intrinsically organised and ordered. It is by
means of this organization that "a context of publicly displayed and continuously
updated intersubjective understandings is systematically sustained" (Heritage, 1984a:
259). The task for analysts is to discover the social order, rather than to "impose an
order based on a preconceptualized category system" of people or practices (Psathas,
1995: 8). To investigate the ordered nature of the interactional constitution of the social
world, ethnomethodologists undertake detailed studies of texts and talk to identify how
features of social life actively accomplish the constitution of the social. Order is seen to
be

a produced order, integral and internal (endogenous) to the local settings in
which the interaction occurred. That is, it was ongoingly produced in and
through the actions of the parties. It was not imposed on them, nor was it a
matter of their following some sort of script or rules. They were freely involved
in that production and were themselves oriented to that production. What they
were doing was carrying out actions that were meaningful and consequential
for them in that immediate context (Psathas, 1995: 17).

Producing texts and talk are thus meaningful and consequential practices of social
action. Sacks (1992), the first sociologist to adopt a conversational analytic approach to
research, was instrumental in introducing the view that sequencing practices are
important in the analysis of texts and talk. He also pointed out the ways by which
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interactants make mutual sense of their worlds by formulations of membership
categories. Continuing Sacks9(1992)work, ethnomethodologists, have approached data
by searching for sequential patterns of textual and conversational practices which
elucidate the organisation of the social world. They have found that particular sequences
within texts and talk are evidenced recurringly within different types of social
interactions.
The Ethnomethodological View of Context

The relationship of text and talk to context is problematic. Within traditional
sociological frameworks the term context has been used to denote social sites or settings
wherein social relationships are achieved, sometimes known as the macro-social. Within
this thesis, however, context is used in its dynamic ethnomethodological sense. From
this perspective, context cannot be taken for granted, nor can it be seen as predetermined or independent of the participants's own activities. Rather it is viewed as
inherently locally produced and transformable at any moment (Heritage and Greatbatch,
1991: 94-5). Context is thus enacted w i h n the social practices by and through which
members actively and mutually achieve their discursively constituted social worlds.
This viewpoint conceives social realities as accomplished within and through particular
textual and conversational practices evidenced within members' social interactions. In
this way context is treated as both the project and product of members' interactive and
discursive practices (Heritage and Greatbatch, 1986: 119; Drew and Heritage, 1992).
According to Silverman (1993: 8), "participants in social life actively produce a context
for what they do". Social practices, enacted and embodied within talk and printed texts,
are thus embedded within contexts which allow members to constitute and make sense
of their social worlds (Lee, 1987: 33).
There has been much debate concerning the relationship between social structure and
interaction (see, for example, Alexander, 1987, and Boden and Zimmerman, 1991).
Following Silverman (1985; 1993), inter-institutional relationships and social structures
are viewed here as located and constituted by the social interactive practices themselves.
Thus social worlds are routinely talked or written into existence by interactants within
and through their written texts or talk (cf. Heritage, 1984a; Baker & Keogh, 1995).
Institutional contexts, such as the home or school, are viewed as ongoing courses of
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social action. Here social structures, including social institutions and inter-institutional
relationships, are understood to be contingent outcomes of participants' practical
activities. Members' everyday work practices, evidenced in texts and talk, can be
interrogated to document the ways in which they generate social structures. According
to Mehan (1991: 79)' such structures are often taken to be external and constraining
upon the social situation and "not subject to change by individual actors". However,
analysts need to show that members actually work with reference to such 'structures' in
that "the practices can not be simply a researcher's analytic device; they must be shown
to be 'members' phenomena"' (Mehan, 1991: 79). Within the corpus of data practices
need to be interrogated to show that social structures are members' phenomena rather
than simply the researcher's analytic or explanatory device. Institutional contexts, fiom
this perspective, are treated as "the contingent outcomes of a collaborative achievement
between the participants" (Drew & Heritage, 1992: 61).
Context is both reflexive and indexical. Reflexivity refers to the practices that at once
describe and constitute a social framework. It is the feature of social action that
presupposes the conditions of its production and at the same time makes the act
observable as an action of a recognisable sort (Coulon, 1995: 23). Indexicality refers to
the notion that words and expressions draw their meanings fiom their context.
Indexicality points to the natural incompleteness of words. Words thus only take their
complete sense in the context of their actual production; that is, they are "indexed in a
situation of linguistic exchange" (Coulon, 1995: 17). Context is thus part of the social
world that it shapes and by which it is shaped. That is, language is both mirrored by and
constitutive of the social world.
The significance of any writers' or speakers' communicative actions are doubly
contextual in that texts and talk are both context-shaped and context-renewing
(Heritage, 1984a). Writers' and speakers' actions are context-shaped in that their
contributions to an on-going sequence of actions cannot be adequately understood
except by reference to the context. Their context-renewing character is directly related
to the fact that they are context-shaped. Since every current action will itself form the
immediate context for some next action in a sequence, it will thus inevitably contribute
to the framework in terms of which the next action will be understood (Heritage, 1984a:
242).
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Interactive practices evidenced in talk and texts are influenced by both situational and
prelocutionary expectations that are a part of the assumed shared, commonsense worlds
of interactants (Drew and Heritage, 1992). Such expectations can be linked to social
factors that are either extrinsic or intrinsic to actual interactive events enacted between
social members. Extrinsic factors include structural characteristics such as gender, class,
age, race, and/or ethnicity. Smith (1987; 1990a; 1990b) argued that such features are
normalised and rendered invisible within the texts and talk that actively mediate and
organise social relations. Interactive and communicative practices thus accomplish the
extra-local social world of which they are a part. Similarly, intrinsic factors also
impinge upon written and conversational communications. Wilson (199 1: 23) suggested
that, whilst being context-sensitive, in that participants in interactions must be oriented
to the context of their actions to use them competently, fimdamental textual and
conversational mechanisms such as turn-taking are also context-free, in that social
interaction works through members using extremely general textual and conversational
mechanisms (Wilson, 1991: 23). Adjacency pairs, for example, are sequential devices
by which parties to talk may secure joint orientations to, and mutual understandings of
the categorisations they are making (Hester and Eglin, 1997a: 10). As such these are
"universally available devices employed by members in that work of construction"
(Wilson, 1991: 26). Interaction can thus be analysed to exhibit the stable organisational
patterns of action to which the participants are oriented (Heritage, 1984a: 241). The
approach here, then, is to search for recuning textual or conversational patterns located
across different educational sites in order to explicate the actual constitution of interinstitutional relationships as evidenced in teacher-parent communicative practices.
Social knowledges and realities are achieved through particular textual and
conversational practices that take place in specific sites. Realities are thus achieved
textually andlor conversationally. According to Smith (1990a: 71), both written and
conversational realities are, in effect, virtual realities. They become objectified factual
accounts through the process of "facticity" that she described as "a property of an
institutional order mediated by texts" (Smith, 1990a: 79). Smith suggested that facts or
knowledges are thus grounded and accomplished in a complex of ongoing actual
practices and relations that carry the properties of the organisation and the properties of
the relations of ruling of the greater social world of which they are a part.
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The extrinsic characteristics of the social order of the world of which they are a part are
enacted through, and embodied within, textual and conversational practices found in
inter-institutional communications such as school-home communications.
The Organization of Social Interaction

Two recurrent sets of rules have been found to be used in the organisation of social
interaction: rules of courtesy, manners and etiquette, and rules of relevance
(Goffinan,l961). Such rules "constitute thefiames through which a setting is defined"
(Silverman, 1993: 49, emphasis in original). A frame offers certain identities to the
participants sharing the encounter (cf. Strong, 1979). It seems that "encounters between
people are always framed, and the framing endows participants with certain identities"
Perakyla (1989: 127). As such, these fi-ames embody commonsense notions regarding
what is organisationally appropriate for certain categories or classes of persons within
particular social sites such as schools. Frames thus embody particular expectations.
Members orient to specific commonsense notions of relevant structural and
organisational matters within particular social sites. It must not be assumed, however,
that particular textual and conversational practices are merely functions of their
institutional contexts. Members have to be seen to make these matters relevant for the
occasion within their texts and talk. This is known as procedural consequentiality
(Schegloff, 1991). Members' orientations to structures must be warranted within
particular interactive events evidenced in spoken and written teacher-parent
communications. Interactants negotiate their relevant identities and positionings within
these sites, sometimes displaying evidence of subtle inter-institutional tensions and
contestations. In this way practices evidenced within each site can be seen, therefore, to
be context sensitive. Indeed, context can be as much a part of what traditionally has
been meant by social structure as are attributes of the participants (Schegloff, 1991: 52).
Issues of procedural consequentiality and relevance are important for 'setting the scene'
in enabling particular institutional work to be accomplished. However, not all texts or
talk written or said in some institutional context are relevantly oriented to that particular
context (Schegloff, 1991: 62). Analysis must show that talk or written texts actually
embody features that are demonstrably relevant to the participants and are procedurally
consequential for the situated interaction on any given occasion (Schegloff, 1991: 57).
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In considering talk, it seems that in aligning their situated identities, interactants provide
a working framework "which commits participants to the nature of the occasion ... and
thereby provides for the presumptive hearability of utterances as relevant to the
purposes of that occasion of talk" (Zirnmerman, 1984: 219). Such practices, however,
must be documentable within the institutional talk and texts themselves, and not merely

pre-determined.

Part 3: Analytic Method
The analytic method used for the purposes of this project involves documenting both the
membership categorisation devices and the sequential organisation of texts and talk.
This chapter now proceeds to a consideration of key concepts that underpin these two
approaches.
Membership Categorization Devices (MCDs)
Writers and readers of texts and conversational interactants position themselves and
each other within certain social categories or classes within and through their talk and
writing by using certain conversational and textual devices. Sacks (1989; 1992, Vol.1:
113-125) called these devices membership categorization devices (MCDs), likening
them to "inference-making machines". He suggested that members position themselves
and each other within certain categories or classes based on their extra-local
knowledges, and their knowledges gained from the use of particular prelocutionary
strategies. Such understandings allow members to make inferences about what people
are or should be like if they belong to certain categories or classes. That is, members
come to associate certain attributes or activities as appropriate or 'normal' for certain
groups of people. Some membership categories can be used and heard
commonsensically as

going

together,

such

as

husbandlwife,

parentlchild,

teacherlstudent, and so on. Such associations of categorisations or membership category
devices are known as "standardised relational pairs" (cf. Silverman, 1993: 111-112).
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Sacks (1974) suggested that particular activities are expected and done by persons who
are incumbents of certain categories. Such activities are thus viewed as category-bound
activities. Cuff (1980), Jayyusi (1984; 1991), Silverman (1987) and Baker & Keogh
(1997) proposed that expectations regarding appropriateness of behaviour in terms of
category-boundedness also involve a moral dimension. Incumbents' behaviours are
interactively constituted as sufficient or wanting in relation to their particular category
and social membership; that is, "categorization work is embedded in a moral order

...

[and] the social order is a moral one" (Jayyusi, 1984: 2, emphasis in original). In texts
and in talk, participants provide accounts that display possible findings about their
characters and moral appearances. Texts and talk are thus morally implicative. In telling
about the world, participants in interactions are thus also inescapably telling about
themselves (Cuff71980:35); that is, they constitute moral versions of themselves and
each other within and through their talk.
Moral categorisations and or versions or accounts are actively written or talked into
being in situ. Categories are collected with others in the course of their being used. This
means that the collection to which a category belongs on a specific occasion is
constituted through its use in this particular context. It is, thus, part and parcel of its use
in that particular way. Its recognisability is part of the phenomenon itself. "What
'collection' the category belongs to, and what the collection is, are constituted in and
how it is used this time" (Hester and Eglin, 1997a: 21-22, emphasis in original). That is,
membership category devices or collections can be regarded as locally produced
achievements of members' practical actions and practical reasoning.
One way of approaching textual and conversational data to document the ways in which
members achieve social order is by using membership categorisation analysis (MCA).
Such an approach "affords a way of examining how social structures are articulated in
the talk-in-interaction of everyday life" (Hester & Eglin, 1997c: 157). This approach is
used as one method to analyse the school-home communications obtained for the
purposes of this research project, as demonstrated in chapters 5 to 8. Analysis of
different modes of school-home communications reveal how moral categorisations or
versions of parenthood, teacherhood and studenthood, and their relationships with each
other, are textually and conversationally constituted within and though these various
educational sites.
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The Sequential Organisation of Texts and Talk
Simultaneously with identifying membership categorisation devices using MCA, the
sequential aspects of texts and talk can also be analysed. When interrogating printed
texts, the sequence of topics and ideas can be documented to see, for example, what
might be foregrounded and what might be omitted. In this way it is possible to identify
preferred readings and dominant discourses of practice. Similarly, with talk, certain
patterns of lexical, sequential and structural practices, such as the use of particular
adjacency pairs, can be identified. As such, particular sequences in talk provide
evidence of how the participants are hearing each other, how they position themselves
and each other, and how they actively work up particular interactive relationships.
Categorial and sequential aspects of texts and talk are both features of social interaction.
They are reflexively related and mutually determined (cf. Watson, 1997a: 73). Both can
be analysed in order to document how and what sorts of relationships are constituted
within and through school-home communications. However, in practice, these are so
closely interwoven as to be separable only for the purposes of analysis. Indeed,
the production ofparticular types of sequential items is informed by an orientation
to the membership categories of the speakers, just as these items contribute to the
categorization of the speakers. Social identity provides for a sense of the
sequentially organized talk [and t e d , just as the talk [and t e d provides for a
sense of social identity (Hester & Eglin, 1997a: 2).

So it is that there is a difficulty in isolating the categorisation devices and the sequential
aspects of texts and talk. The chapter proceeds to consider analytic features that are
specific to the analysis of talk-in-interaction, using conversation analytic devices such as
those described above
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Conversation Analysis (CA)

Conversation analysis (CA) is "the study of the structures and the formal properties of
language considered in its social use" (Coulon, 1995: 38). CA is one of the most
developed and richest fields of ethnomethodology (EM). CA originated in the
interrogation of everyday mundane conversations to see how the social world is
constituted actively through talk. CA was pioneered by Harvey Sacks at the University
of California in the period from 1964 to 1975. Sacks initiated the investigation of "the
levels of social order that could be revealed in the everyday practice of talking"
(Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998: 17). Sacks' method of analysing naturally occurring
conversational talk has now been extended to include analysis of not just informal
instances of conversational talk, but also to interrogate instances of institutional talk
such as that of classroom talk (eg. Mehan, 1979), courtroom proceedings (eg. Atkinson
and Drew, 1979) news interviews (eg. Heritage and Greatbatch, 1991), job interviews
(eg. Button, 1992), and doctor-patient interactions (eg. West, 1984 and 1990; Silverman,
1987). The basic tenets of CA still pertain to the analysis of institutional talk in that
there is an emphasis on revealing the orderly nature of such talk through the analysis of
sequential practices such as turn taking, and through the use of membership
categorisation analysis (MCA) to identi@ of how participants position themselves and
each other within and through their talk as institutional members. This broadening of
ethnomethodology's field of analysis has led to the realisation that "it is not
conversation but talk-in-interaction that is the broader and more inclusive
characterisation of the phenomena of study" (Psathas 1995, p. 2, emphasis in original).
Drew and Heritage (1992) suggested that such applied ethnomethodology may use
Schegloff s (1987) term 'talk-in-interaction' to refer to the analysis of institutional talk

as the object of analysis.
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Institutional talk-in-interaction legitirnises, naturalises and normalises particular ways of
interacting (Schegloff, 1991: 6 1). It is within and through such talk-in-interaction that
contextual realities are both enacted and embodied. Drew and Heritage (1992) suggested
that four main dimensions of institutional talk-in-interaction can be interrogated to
identify particular organizational arrangements: lexical choice; turn design; sequencing
strategies; and overall structural organization. The key concepts related to each of these
four dimensions are now summarised briefly, and their relevance to the analytic
approach used to interrogate the data for this research project is outlined.
Lexical Choice

One dimension of the analysis of talk is the choice of words used by the participants
during their interactions. For example, teachers may be heard to use technical
vocabularies and/or educational jargon in school documents and teacher-parent talk,
thereby establishing their position as that of professional, in contrast to the lay parents.

In addition, participants may position themselves as members of institutional 'teams',
such as a member of the school or a member of the family, rather than speaking on
behalf of themselves as individuals. This is often achieved by the selectibn of certain
pronouns, in particular their use of the first person plural ("wey') in contrast to the use of
the first person singular ("I"). In institutional talk-in-interaction it seems that "one
participant is often in a more powerful position discursively to constrain the actions of
his or her co-participant[s]" (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998: 170). Particular lexical
choices and strategies implicate the participants in positioning practices in relation to
each other, and can be viewed as practices of power in action. As such, asymmetrical
institutional relationships are actively talked into being. A productive approach to
analysing the ways in which inter-institutional talk and texts, such as school-home
communications, work is thus to document lexical choices.
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Turn Design

One of the first discoveries and foci of attention in the development of conversation
analysis was that of the ordered sequential organization of turn taking. Sacks (1992),
and Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson (1974) demonstrated the ordered nature of
conversation and other talk by interactants through their interrogation of turn-taking
procedures as documented in members' interactions. These authors emphasised the local
character of the organisation of interaction, arguing that "conversation ...[is]
characterized as locally managed, party-administered, interactionally controlled, and
sensitive to recipient design" (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson, 1974: 696). Their research
was foundational for CA because it revealed the systematic sequential or syntactical
structures of talk that occur across different conversational sites. Participants display
their understandings of the state of the talk for one another through turn-by-turn talk
(Sacks, Schegloff and Jefferson, 1984). They enact and display mutual understandings
in the sequentially organised details of their conversational strategies. Such publicly
displayed understandings are thus available for analysis.
Conversation analysis has also revealed that conversation is organised so bat only one
speaker speaks at a time and that there are regular transitions between speakers. The
transitions between the speakers are achieved in an orderly fashion, mostly without
overlaps between speakers and without gaps between adjacent turns. The participants in
conversation orient to these sequential features of talk in their conversational
interactions. Such sequential features of conversation have been found to operate
independently of contextual variations such as the identities of the speakers, the topic of
the conversation, the site of its production, or the size or length of turns (Heritage
1984a; Schegloff 1987; Mehan, 1991). In this sense talk, as has already been discussed,
is both context free and yet also context sensitive. For example, talk can be viewed as
context free in that certain conversational procedures appear to occur regardless of
context, such as only one person speaking at a time, and simultaneously context specific
in that particular turn-taking sequences appear to be specific within particular
institutional contexts (Wilson, 1991). Conversation analysts study data to reveal the
locally produced orderly sequential or syntactical structure of institutional talk.
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Sequencing Strategies

One of the most noticeable things about conversation is that certain classes of exchanges
conventionally come in pairs, such as questions and answers; greetings and return
greetings; and invitations and acceptances or declinations (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998:
39). Talk-in-interaction is thus organised in such a way that "what is said at any one time
sets up expectations about what is to follow either immediately afterwards or later on in
the interaction" (Gumperz, 1992: 304-305). Most talk occurs within a framework of such
paired linkages known as adjacency pairs (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973: 295-296). Pomerantz
(1984) showed how the preferred / dispreferred status of second part adjacency pairs is
signaled by particular conversational devices. So, for example, she documented that
preferred responses were delivered without delay, whereas dispreferred responses were
often preceded by hesitations or by weak agreement tokens. Analysis has revealed that
there is a preference for agreement in talk (Sacks, 1987).
Drew and Heritage (1992: 37) argued that the phenomena through which the
institutionality of the talk is substantiated are most often sequential phenomena such as
the use of adjacency pairs. It seems that "when a speaker produces the Grst pair of an
adjacency type structure, they may constrain what next speaker may do in next turn"
(Psathas, 1995: 18). Just who initiates new moves in talk, who tends to ask the most
questions, and so on can thus be analysed to docurnent who is setting the agenda during
inter-institutional talk. In this way the analysis of teacher-parent talk, for example, can
be interrogated to investigate the active constitution of structured interpersonal
relationships.
Overall Structural Organisation

Investigations of institutional talk have developed from CA findings regarding common
everyday talk. However, interrogation of institutional talk-at-work (cf. Drew &
Heritage, 1992) has shown that although institutional talk-in-interaction shares certain
similarities with everyday conversation, certain strategies may be used that make them
different. Particular institutions and inter-institutional relationships are thus actively and
differentially talked into being.
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Particular features of social action and social relations are characteristic of specific
institutional settings. For example, Mehan (1979; 1985) showed that classroom talk
tends to follow a three part initiation-reply-evaluation (IRE) sequence initiated by the
teacher: the teacher asks a question (Initiation); the student(s) answer (Reply); and the
teacher then evaluates the answer (E). Similarly, Maynard (1991) identified a generic
perspective display series (PDS) of three turn moves in medical consultations: the
clinician's opinion, query or perspective display invitation; the patient's reply or
assessment; and finally the clinician's report and assessment. This cycle was typical of
most of the diagnostic medical consultations he analysed. Researchers of courtroom
settings (Atkinson and Drew, 1979; Maynard, 1984), student-counsellor interviews
(Erickson & Schultz, 1982), HIV counselling sessions (Perakyla & Silvennan, 1991),
political speeches (Atkinson, 1984a, 1984b; Heritage & Greatbatch, 1986), and health
visitor visits (Heritage and Sefi, 1992) have all identified particular structural
organisations that are characteristic of sequences of talk-in-interaction in these specific
institutional settings. Particular organisational structures in talk during teacher-parent
meetings may be indentified through detailed analysis of such events.
CA then, as a branch of EM, examines order as it is produced through talk in an
achieved manner in situ, accomplished in and through the actual practices of social
members. So it is that in such ways the institutions of home and school, and institutional
identities of parents, teachers, and students/children, and their inter-institutional
relationships are actively talked into being.
Foucauldian Discourse Analysis
Foucault spoke of theory as "a tool-box of concepts" (Rajchrnan, 1995: 14). A central
concept in Foucault's theoretical tool-box is that of discourse. The details of talk and
texts constitute particular discourses. Discourses are products of texts or talk-in-interaction
(cf. Schegloff, 1995: 186). The term 'discourse' is used to denote "connected stretches of
language which hang together so as to make some sense to some community of people7'
(Gee, 1996: 90). In its simplest form, discourse is "a linguistic unity or group of
statements which constitutes and delimits a specific area of concern, governed by its own
rules of formation with its own modes of distinguishing truth and falsity" (Weeks, 1982:
111). As such, discourse is a social process.
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Foucault conceived discourses as "practices that systematically form the objects of which
they speak.

... Discourses

are not about objects; they do not identify objects, they

constitute them and in the practice of doing so conceal their own invention" (Foucault,
1974: 49). Foucault's theoretical framework can be applied to the analysis of discursive
practices evidenced in sites of inter-institutional interactions. This perspective is of
particular use when interrogating the active constitution of inter-institutional relationships
such as school-home relationships.

As discussed in Chapter 3, Foucault's notion of power is fundamental to his approach to
discourse analysis. The possibilities of who can and does say what and when are directly
related to the social and institutional positions held by the readers and writers of texts, and
the participants and audiences of talk. This concept of discourse emphasises the social
processes that produce meaning in particular places at particular times. It is the task of
discourse analysts to reveal "how it is that one particular statement appeared rather than
another" (Foucault, 1974: 27). This is achieved through close analysis of the details of
texts and talk. As can be seen, a Foucauldian discourse analytic approach can thus
effectively complement methods of detailed interactional and categorical analysis such as

EM and CA.
Foucault (1980) argued that power is exercised in a capillary way across different social
and institutional sites. He maintained that educational sites are subject to prefened or
official discourses, and are also centrally involved in the propagation and selective
dissemination of such discourses. He suggested that every educational system is thus a
political means of maintaining or modifying the appropriateness of discourses with the
knowledge and power they bring to them (Foucault, 1971: 46, translated in Ball, 1990:
3). By analysing the details of textual and conversational practices evidenced in various

examples of school-home communications using a multiperspectival approach to
include analytic practices adopted by EM and CA, and Foucauldian discourse analysis,
some aspects of the politics of mundane, everyday, taken-for-granted school-home
(teacher-parent) relationships will be revealed.
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In addition to the analytic approaches described above, critical discourse analysis
(CDA) also provides some analytic techniques that can be implemented usehlly when
interrogating the sites of inter-institutional interactions such as school-home
communications.
Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA)

Critical discourse analysis (CDA) is a development from Western Marxism, and has been
influenced by key thinkers and movements such as Gramsci (1971), and the Frankfurt
School including Althusser (1971) and Habermas (1977). All emphasised the notion that
"capitalist social relations are established and maintained (reproduced) in large part in
culture (and hence in ideology), not just (or mainly) in the economic 'base'

"

(Fairclough

and Wodak, 1997: 260). Other perspectives have influenced the development of CDA and
are attended to within their theoretical frameworks. These include discourse analysts such
as Fairclough (1989; 1992a & b), French discourse theorists such as Foucault (1970; 1974;
1979a; 1979b; 1980; 199I), researchers using systemic linguistics such as Halliday (1980;
1987), critical linguistic theorists such as Fowler, Hodge, Kress and Trew (1979), social
semioticians including the work of Hodge and Kress (1988), the critical work of sociocognitists such as van Dijk (1993), hermeneuticians including Maas (1984; 1989, cited in
van Dijk, 1997), and the Duisburg School including the work of Jager and Jager (1993,
cited in van Dijk, 1997).
CDA sees discourses evidenced in language use in writing and speech as forms of social
practices. Such social practices are implicated in dialectical relationships between events
and situations, institutions, and the social structures that frame them. As such, discursive
practices may have major ideological effects in that they help to sustain and reproduce
unequal power relations between different social groups in the ways through which they
represent things and position people (Fairclough and Wodak, 1997: 258). CDA thus views
discourses as being both socially constitutive and socially shaped.
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CDA is an approach that focuses particularly on the textual and conversational discourses
that constitute "power relations in the institutional contexts of everyday life" (Kamler,
Comber and Cook, 1997: 325). Dominant discourses of practice are identifiable by
interrogating inter-institutional textual and conversational practices found in examples of
different school-home communications. CDA is thus another usell complementary
m e w o r k fiom which to analyse the textual and conversational practices evidenced in
school-home communications in order to identify particular practices of power that
position family and school members in relation to each other within their textually
constituted and mediated social worlds.
As has been discussed, this research project thus focuses not just on the details of texts and
talk, using an integrated social approach, but also takes a broader perspective to show the

social, political or cultural functions of discourse within institutions (van Dijk, 1997: 5).
As such, then, this thesis implements a multiperspectival approach by using

complementary strategies utilised by ethnomethodologists, conversation analysts,
Foucauldian discourse analysts and critical discourse analysts to interrogate both the
textual and conversational details and the broader issues of power as evidenced in schoolhome communications. Such a multidisciplinary analytic approach allows for moves
between both micro-textual / conversational work and broad social formations (cf.

Kamler, Comber and Cook, 1997: 326).
The above approaches to textual and conversational analysis focus particularly on
language in the forms of printed and spoken words. In addition, some of the corpus of data
includes visual and pictorial components. In order to interrogate these features, an
approach was necessary to complement the above analytic techniques.
A Social Semiotic Approach to Analysing Visual Features

As well as using techniques primarily taken fiom these the above analytic frameworks,
some of the data analysed here contain visual representations in combination with print
that need to be analysed in order to identify how the documents work to constitute
particular school-home relationships. For example, school promotional materials such as
those analysed in Chapter 5 employ prominent visual features such as logos, pictures
and photographs in addition to printed texts. Such features must, therefore, also be
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considered for the purposes of analysis. In order to do this notions included in a
"grammar of visual design" are used (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996; 1998). This
approach can be viewed as comparative with the textual and conversational analytic
methods discussed above, and is used to supplement and complement them. The
methodology uses a social semiotic approach to visual analysis. The key notion here is
that of 'sign'. The visual components of school promotional documents such as colour,
perspective, line, position and their forms are considered to be 'signifiers' of particular,
culturally specific meanings. Members of any society
have available the culturally produced semiotic resources of ... societies, and are
aware of the conventions and constraints which are socially imposed on ... [the]
making of signs (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996: 11).

Kress and van Leeuwen (1998: 218) argued that ''the visual as a mode of representation
and communication displays regularities which are discoverable". They suggested that
printed documents present messages that are expressed not only linguistically, but also
through a visual arrangement of marks on a page. To them, the layout of documents,
particularly those that are multirnodal, containing more than one visual element
simultaneously such as blocks of texts, headlines, photographs, and so on, involve three
signifjmg systems, namely information value, salience and framing.
Information value is related to the positioning on the page of texts and visuals. Kress and
van Leeuwen (1998) suggested that a page layout opposes left and right, placing 'given'
elements on the left, and 'new' elements on the right. Simultaneously a layout polarises
top and bottom, placing the ideal at the top and the real at the bottom. Finally, visual
composition is structured along the dimensions of centre and margin, with the centre
presented as the nucleus of the information, to which the other elements are in some sense
subservient, and therefore marginalised.
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Salience refers to the way in which layout "places the various meaningful elements into
the whole, and provides ordering and coherence among them" (Kress and van Leeuwen,
1998: 200). Such meaningful elements include such features as, for example, the size of
the text (larger visuals and text provide greater salience), the sharpness of focus, contrasts
between strong and soft colours, placement in the visual field, perspective, and so on.
Salience has both an aesthetic function and also plays a role in structuring the messages
presented in multimodal documents.
Textual features may be marked off fiom each other (disconnected) or joined together
(connected) by the use of framing devices. Disconnection can be realised, for instance, by
thickness or colour, and connection can be realised, for example, by the repetition of such
features as colour or shapes. Information value, salience and fiaming all work together to
structure texts into coherent and meaningful wholes. Kress and van Leeuwen's (1998)
notion of the triptych (see Figure 4.1 below) is useful when considering the layout of
multimodal texts such as school promotional documents.

Table 4.1
The Dimensions of Visual Space (cf. Kress & Van Leeuwen, 1998: 198)

Margin

Margin

Ideal

Ideal

Given

New

Centre
Margin

Margin

Real

Real

Given

New
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The layout of school promotional documents are similar to those identified by Kress and
van Leeuwen (1996; 1998). The visual components of such documents are an analytically
essential extension of the printed documents, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 4. Such
features are viewed as signifiers of aspects of the school that are. actively promoted as part
of the schools' marketing and positioning practices. Again, such an approach, when used

in conjunction with ethnomethodology, CA, DA and CDA, provides a more detailed
knowledge of how school-home communications work to constitute particular interinstitutional power relationships than would be possible using a single analytic approach.
A combination of micro and macro approaches such as those specified above thus

provides a rich and complex way of analysing the data.

Summary:Mapping Theories of Discourse
It is not argued in this thesis that all the above approaches to textual, conversational and
pictorial analysis are, in fact, similar or interchangeable. Indeed, there are certain ways
in which they are divergent. Silverman (1993), for example, argued that DA and CDA
are different from EM and CA in that the former two analytic approaches possess the
following three features:
1. They are concerned with a far broader range of activities, often related to more
conventional social science concerns (eg. gender relations, social control, etc.).
2. They do not always use analysis of ordinary conversation as a baseline for
understanding talk in institutional settings.
3. DA [and CDA] work with far less precise transcripts than CA (Silverman, 1993:
121).
In order to highlight some major similarities and differences in the analytic approaches
used in this thesis, a number of key perspectives associated with these different theories of
discourse are surnrnarised below in the form of a table. As is shown, the various
approaches differ somewhat in the way they view some features of the social world. So,
for example, the notion of context is approached differently by conversation analysts and
discourse analysts. Conversation analysts deny the pre-existence of socio-structural
features such as, for example, gender, demanding rather that their existence must be
warranted within and through the actual talk. In contrast, discourse analysts assume that
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gender relationships are pre-existing and thus documentable within and through talk and
texts. Both approaches, however, acknowledge the importance of considering power
relationships. Similarly, context is viewed as interactively constituted by conversation
analysts, whereas discourse analysts assume that context is implicit within any social
interaction and thus influences the way participants talk. Again, both approaches
acknowledge the importance of such characteristics and are not, therefore, mutually
exclusive.

Table 4.2
Mapping Theories of Discourse
Theories
of
Discourse
Key founding
claims

Discourse
EthnoAnalysis
methodology1
CA
Interaction is Discourses
constitute the
an ordered
social world
achievement

View of the
social world

The world is
orderly and
constituted
through talk
and texts

The world is
interactively
constituted
through
discourses

Sequential
Discourses
organisation; are both
membership
shaped and
categorisation constrained
devices
by social
structure
Printed and
Main forms of Printed and
spoken
spoken
Language
materials;
materials
analysed
both mundane
and
institutional
talk and texts
Interactions
Context is
Concept of
are
Context
realised
within and
contextually
through texts situated and
and talk
influential on
what happens

Key Notions
and Concepts

Foucauldian
Discourse
Analysis
Institutions
construct
subjects as
objects of
knowledge
Technologies
of the self and
regimes of
truth
constitute the
social world
Social
regulation;
disciplinary
power;
panopticism
Mostly
printed
materials, in
particular
historical
documents
Social
institutions
are contexts
that work to
regulate the
populace

Critical
Discourse
Analysis
Linguistic
forms are
constitutive of
ideological
positions
The world is
interactively
constituted
through
discourses

Social
Semiotics
Texts and talk
constitute
cultural
signifiers and
social signs
The world is
interactively
constituted
through talk
and texts

MultiDiscourses
modality;
have major
information
ideological
value;
effects;
intertextuality salience;
framing
Printed and
Printed,
spoken
spoken and
materials
visual
materials

Institutional
contexts
influence
positioning
practices

Context both
shapes and is
shaped by
textual
signifiers
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Theories
of
Discourse
Relationship
of Language
to Thought

How 'power'
in language is
conceptualised

What
Analysis can
Reveal

Ethnomethodology1
CA
Language
normatively
writes and
talks social
worlds into
being
Power is
written or
talked into
being, and has
to be
evidenced in
the data
How social
members
manage their
interactions

Discourse
Analysis

Language
shapes and
determines
thought
Power is
everywhere
and enacted
within and
through texts
and talk

Foucauldian
Discourse
Analysis
Language is
related to
regimes of
truth that
embody
thought
Power is
everywhere,
evidenced in
regimes of
truth

The operation Institutions at
work
of powered
structural
constructions

Critical
Discourse
Analysis
Language
shapes and
determines
thought

Power is
embedded
within
identifiable
grammars
Social 1
ideological
grammars

Social
Semiotics

Language
signifies
thought
through a
system of
signs
Power is
enacted
through the
inclusion and
placement of
components
Systems of
social signs

Differences in analytic approaches do not mean that they cannot be used in
complementary ways. Despite some divergences, such as those discussed above, many
key notions can be used selectively in complementary ways within the multiperspectival
analytic approach implemented here. As can be seen, central to all these analytic
approaches is the place of various forms of language in the interactive construction of the
social world.

The term 'multiperspectival' is used to describe the overall analytic approach used for this
research project. This approach uses a number of key notions and strategies deriving fiom
the different approaches to textual and conversational analysis discussed above. It is
argued that despite certain divergences such a as those included in the table, by selectively
using some of the key notions derived fiom each of the above frameworks, a more
thorough and richer analysis is possible than by using a single analytic perspective.

Within this thesis, then, I use a combination of analytic approaches, not based on the
assumption that they are the same, or that they
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can be integrated into a larger and more comprehensiveperspective or that there
should be a single standard for evaluating the methodological emphases of these
approaches to qualitative research (Miller, 1997: 25).

Rather, the combination of approaches used here provides the possibility of dialogue
between these interpretive frameworks in order to provide an insight into the ways in
which meanings are constituted and implicated into mundane teacher-parent relationships

as evidenced in school-home communications. In this way it is possible to move between
micro-textual analytic work and broad social forxnations. As such, this multiperspectival
analytic approach is an original way to access an area of research that has, to the present,
largely been neglected. A rationale for using such an approach is provided in the next
section of this chapter.
Using a Multiperspectival Approach to Interrogate School-Home Communications
This research methodology uses a multiperspectival and cross-disciplinary approach to
interrogate the data. By analysing examples of both printed texts and talk using such an
approach, a comprehensive interrogation of inter-institutional language practices is
possible. The use of such a combination of analytic strategies derived from a variety of
frameworks in complementary ways represents an innovative approach to interrogating
the active constitution of inter-institutional relationships such as teacher-parent
relationships. Each approach has much to learn from the theoretical strengths of the
others. Indeed, when posited in terms of the interconnections between both their
differences and the common ground they share, a combination of different research
approaches offers researchers a rich theoretical and political opportunity to re-examine
the partiality of their respective views (Giroux, 1992:42). Such a multiperspectival
approach opens up theoretical inquiry to a multiplicity of discourses and methods.
Kellner (1995: 27) argued that such a transdisciplinary approach
involve[s] border crossings across disciplines Pom text to context, and thus
from texts to cultures and society ... drawring] on a disparate range offields to
theorize the complexity and contradictions of the multiple efects of a vast range
offorms of ... communications (Kellner, 1995: 28).
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The approaches used here implement and extend Garfinkel's (1967) documentary method
of interpretation. This method consists of treating the actual appearance as 'the document
o f , as 'pointing to', as 'standing on behalf o f a presupposed underlying pattern. Not
only is the underlying pattern derived from its individual documentary evidences, "but
the individual documentary evidences, in their turn, are interpreted on the basis of 'what
is known' about the underlying pattern. Each is used to elaborate the other" (Garfinkel,

1967: 78).

In order to capitalise on the advantages of such a multiperspectival approach, this research
project, as outlined above, employs some of the key perspectives and approaches used in
ethnomethodology, conversation analysis, and Foucauldian discourse analysis. Like Miller

(1997: 24), I argue that "the microsociological insights of ethnomethodology

... and

conversation analysis ... may [usehlly] be linked with the macro-historical emphasis of
Foucauldian discourse studies". By analysing textual and conversational features that are
common to both the printed and word and to talk, and that produce institutional
discourses, such as the sequence of events, categorisation devices and lexicon such as
pronouns, it is possible to document how certain textual practices and discourses work to
constitute specific social worlds and mediate particular interpersonal relationships. Such
an analytic approach thus "examines together micro and macro, global and local"
(Comber, 1997: 391).

In the following chapters, strategies of ethnomethodology, conversation analysis and
Foucauldian discourse analysis are used productively in complementary ways to identify
practices of power at work through discourses evident in the linguistic details of texts and

talk. Despite some differences, these analytic approaches are shown to work together in
that each perspective stresses how social life may be organised within multiple social
realities, and how the realities are socially constructed through our use of language. Each
also emphasises the reflexive nature of accounts of social settings, realities and issues
(Miller, 1997: 25); each, therefore, can provide a productive interrogation of the others.
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Heritage (1997) argued that the Foucauldian view of power inhering in institutional
knowledge, classifications, knowhow and nonnative arrangements works well with the
conversation analytic view that it is created, renewed and operationalised in many
disparate but interlocking facets of the organization. Both perspectives converge in the
idea that this power inheres both in the knowledge, classificatory and interactional
practices of institutions and their incumbents, and in the discretionary freedoms which
those practices permit for the incumbents of institutional roles (Heritage, 1997: 179). As
such, then, these approaches can be used in compatible ways.

Summary and Conclusion
Having argued that both written and spoken texts can be approached using the same
analytic resources, this chapter went on to outline and discuss some of the main tenets
of ethnomethodology, conversation analysis, Foucauldian discourse analysis, critical
discourse analysis and social semiotics that have informed analysis of the data corpus. It
has been argued that there was a need to adopt a multiperspectival and multidisciplinary
approach to analyse the data for the purposes of this particular research project. It has
been noted that theory and research practices are, in effect, inseparable.
The analytical strategies and techniques used here have made possible the study of such
inter-institutional relationships in a way which,
connects the intensive with the extensive context of institutions, which combines
the local episodic manifestation of power with social practices on a broader
scale, and which shows the structural significance of micro-political practice
(Gilbert and Low, 1994: 21-22).
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The methodological moves used were specifically aimed at identifying how particular
textual and conversational practices worked to write or talk institutional memberships
and inter-institutional relationships into being. The following four chapters analyse
examples of the data collected for this research project: Chapter 5 analyses printed
promotional documents; Chapter 6 examines examples of monologic school to home
talk and a school letter addressed to parents; Chapter 7 consists of an intensive case
examination of the initial talk evidenced in one particular teacher-parent interview; and
Chapter 8 interrogates a number of other examples of interactive teacher-parent talk to
show how certain themes and discourses of practice were enacted within and through
conversational practices originating in various state and private school teacher-parent
interviews.

CHAPTER FIVE
PRINTED SCHOOL TO HOME COMMUNICATIONS: SCHOOL
PROMOTIONAL DOCUMENTS.
One way of analysing how inter-institutional relationships are established is to
document textual practices evident in printed or written communications. According to
Bloomfield and Vurdabakis (1994), printed communications are a vital way in which
organisations or institutions constitute reality and the forms of knowledge appropriate to
them; that is, they constitute institutional discourses. Many organisations, such as
schools, are virtually dependent on paperwork. Atkinson and Coffey (1997, 45-46)
suggested that school administrators and teachers are all routinely, and ofien
extensively, involved in the production and consumption of written records and other
kinds of documents. If one wishes to understand how organisations such as schools
work, and how people work in them, one cannot ignore institutional members' various
activities as readers and writers. In addition to their record-keeping tasks, schools
produce significant documents of other kinds, including a variety of sources primarily
concerned with their self-presentation such as those analysed in this chapter.
This chapter focuses on a number of examples of school promotional materials to
document how teacher-parent relationships are actively constituted within and through
printed school-home communications. Part 1 introduces the method used for analysis. Part
2 describes and analyses a number of promotional documents originating fiom a variety of

private schools, and Part 3 does the same with a focus on state school promotional
documents. Part 4 looks at the issue of the commodification of education. It seems that
there is a continuity of moral versions of schools, homes, teachers, parents and students
textually and visually constituted across these various educational sites, evidencing Luke
and Luke's notion of a traverse of discourses (1995). As such, school promotional
documents are "revealing documents in terms of encapsulating the discourses cunently
underpinning late twentieth century education" (Syrnes, 1998: 148).
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Such discourses both shape and are shaped by the marketplace, reflecting education's
contemporary position as a purchasable commodity. The chapter concludes by arguing
that, despite differences in textual and visual details, that documents such as these work in
similar ways to constitute particular moral versions of the institutions of home and school,
moral categorisations of parents, teachers and students, and their inter-institutional
relationships. Textual and visual strategies are found to work in similar ways, producing
similar preferred school-ordered versions of the right sorts of schools, homes, teachers,
parents, students and children.

Part 1:Textual Analysis
Analytic Perspectives

It has been argued that texts construct and reflect the world of which they are a part.
Dorothy Smith's (1990b) view that social organisations are textually mediated is adopted
here. Texts are situated in and structure particular social relations in which people are
actively at work. Texts thus enter into and order courses of social action and relations
among individuals such as parents, teachers and students. The texts themselves have a
material presence and are produced in economic and social processes that are part of a
political economy. Textually mediated institutional discourses are distinctive features of
contemporary society. They appear as socially organised communicative and interpretive
practices that intersect with and structure people's everyday worlds (Smith, 1990b: 162163). School promotional documents can be interrogated to identify how they make sense
of their textually and visually constituted and mediated social worlds (Watson, 1997).
Texts such as these ccselectivelydraw upon orders of discourse - the particular figurations
of conventionalized practices ... which are available to text producers and interpreters in
particular circumstances" (Fairclough, 1992b: 194, emphasis in original). The school
promotional documents analysed here are viewed as active in that they predispose readers
to particular given interpretations (Watson, 1997: 95). That is, such texts evidence
preferred (dominant) and dispreferred readings and discourses. It must be acknowledged,
however, that multiple readings of and resistance to preferred discourses are always
possible. Every text allows for these possibilities, depending upon the readers' 1 analysts'
backgrounds, knowledges and understandings.
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Symes (1998: 139) suggested that there has been a transition to a more image-based
approach to educational marketing, and that this is at its most striking in the
promotional documents and prospectuses that some schools are now producing to
advertise themselves. Schools promote themselves through a variety of impression
management activities and techniques. School prospectuses provide summary accounts
of schools' immediate aspirations and outlines of their educational advantages and
assets. Symes (1998: 140) argued that because of its sophisticated narrative, a school
promotional document is more like an "advertorial" than an advertisement in that its
value-adding process is discursive, tapping into a wide range of educational impressions
and experiences. As such, discourses worked up in school prospectuses, for example,
tend to be mapped in ways that parallel the educational expectations of its ideal readers,
resonating with particular ideologies about schooling constituted within and through
these documents. Such discourses might be viewed as evidence of style. Kenway and
Fitzclarence (1998: 51) argued that style provides an impetus for markets, and can be
understood as "providing tools for 'constructing personhood' - as a statement about
who one is, and who one wishes to be". As such, style can be viewed as a tool for
constructing the identity of the school and marketable relations between adults and
children. School promotional documents aim, in part, to provide information for
prospective parents and students regarding the school in question. They also work to
constitute particular versions of the right sort of schools and homes, and of particular
preferred moral versions of institutional members such as parents, teachers and students,
and of their inter-institutional relationships.
School promotional materials range from glossy, professionally published information
packages and brochures, to school desktop-printed materials. This chapter now
interrogates eight school promotional documents aimed at potential parents and their
children. The documents are viewed from an ethnomethodological perspective in that
they are conceived as writing particular versions of institutionalised social worlds and
interpersonal relationships into being (Heritage, 1984a; Baker and Keogh, 1995, 1997).
These brochures were selected for analysis specifically because they were produced by a
variety of school types - private and state, single sex and coeducational. The analyses
provide a report of the major themes that arose in these exemplars of school documents.
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As discussed in Chapter 4, the following analyses are a member's analysis. According to
Cuff (1993: 3 4 , the basic difficulty is that an analyst is also simultaneously,
irreversibly and irrevocably a member of the society being studied. To grasp what is
going on, the analyst has to employ the self-same methods and procedures as any other
member of this society. One problem, therefore, is how to move outside the world of
commonsense while remaining irredeemably within it. This is a dominant
methodological problem for studying the world fiom an ethnomethodological
perspective as an analyst's biography and cultural membership inevitably impinge on the
selection of research topic, data collection and analyses. As such, analyses are always, to a
certain extent, subjective interpretations of what is viewed andlor read. Reid, Kamler,
Simpson and MacLean (1996) showed that researchers have different ways of looking at
even the same events, and that this "may result in the privileging of one particular reading
over others" (Reid et al., 1996: 94). An analyst thus views the world from a particular
vantage point, meaning that what is seen is always necessarily partial, in that it is both an
incomplete and interested account of what is envisioned (Brodkey, 1992: 297-298).
This chapter demonstrates the multiperspectival analytic method used for this research
project to document how particular versions of home and school, and school-home
relationships were written into being in a number of school promotional documents. The
analytic method aimed to address the main research questions specified in Chapter 1,
namely:
What versions of the institutions of home and school, and of parenthood,
teacherhood and studenthood, are constituted within and through these schoolhome communications?
How do printed school documents and teacher-parent talk work to constitute
particular school-home relationships? That is, how do the talk and texts work to
position parents, teachers and students? How are their inter-institutional
relationships

organised?

And

how

do

school-home

(teacher-parent)

communications actively mediate and constitute the social world of which they
are a part?
How can these phenomena be accounted for?
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In order to analyse these school documents, I focused particularly on the following
textual features:

The use of vocabularies and lexicon.
The textual 'sequence of events'.
The use and layout of visual materials.
The establishment of preferred and dispreferred discourses; and
How the preferred versions of institutions and institutional memberships, and the
relationships between these, are constituted.
The promotional documents analysed in both Parts 2 and 3 of this chapter include a
variety of photographs and visuals in addition to texts. These work, simultaneously with
the texts, to constitute particular marketable versions of the schools. Kress and van
Leeuwen7s (1996; 1998) social semiotic approach is used to interrogate the visual
components of these data, looking particularly at their layout in relation to information
value, salience and framing. The analyses that follow have resulted from close
interrogation of the selected school promotional documents using the multiperspectival
analyhc methods described in Chapter 4.
The initial section of Part 2 of this chapter describes and analyses a promotional
document originating from a boys' independent private school. This is followed by a
briefer analysis of other private school promotional documents, in particular those
originating from two girls7 independent schools and a coeducational independent
school. These were selected from 19 private school promotional documents collected at
the 1993 Independent Schools7Expo. They are all examples of elite private schools, and
are representative of other available private school documents.
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Part 2: Document Analysis: Ruling Class SchoolsyPromotional Documents
A Private Boys' School Promotional Document
A brochure originating fiom a boys' private secondary school is examined first (see

Figures 5.1.1, 5.1.2 and 5.1.3). The fiont cover (Figure 5.1.1) features the school's name
in a dark green strip towards the top. It overlays a distinctive school hat below on the
left, and a piece of blank paper on which are resting a watch and a record book on the
right. All three items feature the school's logo. All items appear to be situated on a dark
mahogany desk-top.
Kress and van Leeuwen (1998) have devised a method of analysing texts produced for
mass publication, such as the fi-ont pages of newspapers, using social semiotics. These
researchers suggested that items featured at the top of such texts denote the ideal, and
those towards the bottom the real. The layout of school promotional documents can be
viewed in this way. The name of the school is displayed prominently within a green
band, visually disconnected with the items photographed below by means of a white
frame outlining the top. According to Kress and van Leeuwen (1998)' the placement of
the school's name in this position signifies the ideal. Parents are expected, perhaps, to
understand what the naming of this elite boys' school signifies.
Certain colours carry particular socio-cultural meanings for most people (Fishel, 1991:
89). The rich dark green and gold colours in this brochure (Figures 5.1.l, 5.1.2 and
5.1.3) suggest a certain ongoing affluence, stability, conservatism and continuity.
Similarly the repetition of the school emblem and the inclusion of roman numerals on
the watchface conjure up connotations of tradition. This is in keeping with Synott and
Symes's (1995) suggestion that school badges or emblems, because of their symbolic
authority in the signifying practices of schools, lend legitimacy to certain conducts and
capacities such as those specified within school promotional documents.

[image removed]
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Synott and Syrnes (1995: 140) comment,
the total livery of the school @ere including its badge, watch, record book and
hat] acts in both nominative and normative ways ... [and] ... represents a symbol
of invariance, an emblem of educational values that stand out against the
passage of time (Synott and Syrnes, 1995: 142-143).

The "livery" of this school, connoting its exclusiveness and colourfulness, is dominated
by rich dark green and gold colours. The dark green and gold colours featured in this
brochure (Figures 5.1 .l, 5.1.2 and 5.1.3) suggest a certain continuing affluence,
stability, conservatism and continuity. Similarly the repetition of the school emblem and
the inclusion o'f roman numerals on the watchface conjures up connotations of tradition,
and a bourgeois attention to 'tasteful details'.
The importance of literacy, scholarship and learning are suggested andlor implied by the
inclusion of the record book and the writing paper on the front page of this document.
Potential parents, to whom this document is aimed, are positioned as presumably
valuing the attributes suggested by this picture. The picture of the watch is repeated on
two pages of this brochure, implicitly designating its importance or salience (Kress and
van Leeuwen, 1998). One possible reading of this repetition is that the watch signifies
the school's concern in terms of time to provide value for money. Another implies the
importance of parents to act quickly to ascertain a place for their son at this elite school.
The watch also works as a cultural signifier, indicating that this school has a past, a
present and a future. It should be noted that although the use of the watch on the boys'
school pamphlet suggests the theme of time passing, simultaneously the pamphlet
denoted timelessness in that the pseudo letter on the back page was dated by day and
month ("Thursday, November 7")but not by year.

[image removed]
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The backdrop of the back page of this brochure (Figure 5.1.2) suggests, like the fiont
cover, a mahogany desktop. Centred on it is a letter commencing "Dear Mr and Mrs
Johnson". At the lower right of the page, holding a green and gold fountain pen, above a
letter printed on school letterhead, is a well-manicured male hand. The position in which
the hand is photographed, marginalised at the bottom and lower right of the page,
suggests that the writer, supposedly the headmaster (as specified in the text at the end of
the letter) has just signed this letter. The headmaster's name is printed below the
signature on the pseudo letter. The presentation collages the symbols that call up a
nineteenth century gentleman's private study.
The reader is positioned as potentially part of or aspiring to such a masculine, ruling
class world. Kenway and Fitzclarence (1998: 54) suggested that choice of school "is
more about parental ambitions, hopes and anxieties than those of their children",
arguing that education markets thus play a role in class formation, differentiation,
distinction and mobility. Parents in a position to exercise choice are assumed to view
schools as a means of obtaining particular positional goods in the class interests of
themselves and their children. Readers could thus, perhaps, be expected to substitute
their own names for those of Mr and Mrs Johnson.here, reading themselves in as the
addressees. It should be noted here that the family name "Johnson" is of anglo-celtic
heritage, as is that of their son's name "MichaeZ". The titles "Mr and Mrs" appear to
preclude other professional expertise in that other titles such as "Dr" or "Professor" are
not used. Single-parent families are not acknowledged by this particular form of
address. The contemporary "Ms" address for women is not used either, textually
endorsing a preferred traditional version of parenthood.
The writer of this pseudo letter is making an explicit evaluative assumption in paragraph
1 that bbAIZparents" agree with hls first statement regarding the acceptability of their
b'rightfully" aspiring to give their child "the best education", asserting that the best
education is "the best start in life". The writer textually constitutes a particular version
of parenthood as one that wants the best. The signatory is addressing a readership that is
positioned as agreeing with his statements regarding what the best might be and, it is
implied, are suitable parents for this particular school. The document is thus working
towards the constitution of a particular preferred version of the school's parents as
potential clientele.
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In paragraph 2 the headmaster specifies the foundations of the school's "mission", as
based on "traditional principles of education, Christian values and respectfor others in
the community", none of which are elaborated or explained. (There is a strip to the left
of the centre-fold that explicitly spells out "Our Mission", as described later in this
chapter. This is provided as the given (cf. Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996; 1998), and its
repetition in the centre-fold and on the back page signifies the mission statement's
importance). It is implied that the readers understand and concur with these values. This
is in keeping with the ethnomethodological view that social members share a
commonsense taken-for-granted-world in terms of Schutz's (1962) general thesis of
reciprocal perspectives, discussed in the previous chapter.
Importance is signified through the repetition of the terms "traditionaP7and "tradition"
in this first paragraph (cf. Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996; 1998). The year of the
school's foundation ("1902") is also included here. Such textual features constitute the
school as a stable and established institution, one that has stood the test of time with its
continuing emphasis on tradition and traditional values. The inclusion of the school's
year of foundation in this paragraph works further to demonstrate its traditionalist
credentials, serving to join one generation of learners to another, constituting "an
ideological and axiological constant in the fluxion of time" (Synott and Symes, 1995:
143). Within this paragraph, the headmaster textually positions himself as a member of
the school's continuing institutional order by his use of the pronoun "we", an order that
has, presumably, continued since the year of the school's foundation.
The use of the term "nurtured" in the second paragraph regarding tradition is cohesive
with the next paragraph that considers the school's "caring educational environment",
The hand at the bottom of the page perhaps visually signifies the hand that nurtures. The
school is thus textually and visually constituted here as being simultaneously pastoral
(cf. Hunter, 1994) and pedagogic. Despite the possibility of addressing a wide audience,
particular versions of acceptable parenthood are constituted here. Parents are assumed to
value most, if not all, of the features specified. The text privileges a preferred reader,
one who values the characteristics specified in this document. The characteristics
include "the best start in life",

"traditional principles of education', "a caring

educational environment", and "responsive[ness]
students".

to the ever changing needs of ...
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The use of the pronoun "our" describing "students" in this paragraph is significant. The
term "students" is generally associated with the school rather than with the home. The
pronoun "our" is used in conjunction with the term "students" rather than with the
possible alternative terms "boys" or "sons". Here the school is signifying proprietorship
of the students within a school institutionalised discourse, rather than including them
within the discourse of 'home' or 'family'. It is the school's world that counts here, and
the boys and their families are incorporated into the school's world by the use of this
pronoun. The use of the term "evolved" is also noteworthy in this paragraph. This term
denotes a possibly slow but gradual and responsive evolution by this school fiom its
moment of foundation in 1902 to the present, suggesting once again a certain continuity
and permanence. This factor allows for the possibility of both tradition and adaptation to
change.

In paragraph 4, students are again included within the school's order by the use of the
term "our". "Our boys" are thereby continuing to be constituted as part of the category
'school' rather than 'home'/'family' here. The school world rather than the world of
home is foregrounded within this text. Parents are textually positioned as persons who
are expected to support and aspire to the sorts of values specified by the headmaster as
the school's representative in the letter. Until the final paragraph, however, parents are
not positioned as having any specific or direct role in supporting or taking responsibility
for their sons. The school seems to have textually assimilated and recast this
responsibility within and through this document. Students and their parents are
subsumed into the school's world. This document thus works in a textually imperialistic
way. Homes are textually colonised by the school's discursive order. Parents are
involved as both readers and clients in this textually constituted school world.
Also in paragraph 4, the headmaster promises to give "our boys" (not "your sons") "the
best opportunity to fulfil their potential in life and grow into mature, responsible
members of the community". The best here is designated as "fulfil[ing] their potential in
life" md "grow[ing] into mature, responsible members of the community". The
sequencing of ideas here is of interest in that "fulfil[ing] their potential in life " appears
before "grow[ing] into mature, responsible members of the community". It seems that
the writer, again, subsumes the readership as those who want just this for their children
in a commonsense, taken-for-granted way. It is proposed as natural, and foregrounded in
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these ways, that no good parents would want their sons to become the implied opposite:
immature, irresponsible outsiders. It is implied also that the boys are not yet mature and
responsible.
The use of the superlative "best" in this pseudo letter is of interest. Its salience is
demonstrated in that the term is used three times in paragraph one, preceding the terms
"education" and "start", and in this paragraph preceding the term "opportunity". It is
assumed that the readers share an understanding of what is meant by the term "best",
and are in agreement with it. In this way, readers are able to read into the text their own
versions of the school's aspirations for their children as being in keeping with their
children's "best" interests. The selection of attributions to educational practice detailed
in paragraph 4 are comprehensive and inclusive: "excellence" in "all of our pursuits",
including "academic, sporting, spiritual and cultural" pursuits. A preferred school
version is written into being. Potential parents are positioned as those who value the
aspects actually specified by the pamphlet.
Use of the pronoun "We" in the concluding paragraph serves a particular purpose. The
writer, the headmaster, has positioned himself as one of the school team, just one of
many who are school members and who are concerned with providing the items
promised in the preceding paragraphs. In this paragraph "Mr and Mrs Johnson" are
positioned as potential members of the school team. Specifically, they are positioned as
the parents of "Michael". Mr and Mrs Johnson signify any potential future school
parents. Michael, in turn, could be read as signifying any potential future student. The
use of specific names individualises the parents and student. Such a personalising device
suggests that the school is interested in each and every student attending the school. In
this instance there is no use of the depersonalising "Dear Parents" greeting found
commonly in other school documents. The writer states that he "look[s] forward to
discussing Michael's potential attendance" in this paragraph. This directly implies that
there are still certain gate-keeping procedures that need to be undertaken prior to
"welcoming you [the Johnson family members] into the family of [name of schoolJ".
Attendance is thus not a foregone conclusion. It seems that it is the school here that has
the right to the final decision regarding who can and cannot attend and become members
of the institution.
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Use of the phrase "thefamily of [name of school7 seems to indicate that the school is
partially subsuming the traditional family practices of nurturing through caring.
According to Syrnes (1998: 138), "time and time again the notion of school as family is
a feature of the promotional rhetoric of private schools". The "Johnson" family is,
however, here potentially to be welcomed into this school family category, thus
becoming a part of the school's institutional order. The parental home is positioned as
an adjunct to this pastoral school (cf. Hunter, 1994). In this way the school is seen to be
colonising home (family) space and responsibilities in a textually imperialistic way.
That is, the document is textually establishing its role as that traditionally undertaken by
parents, subordinating parents as partners rather than initiators of such practices.
Clear demarcations of educational and socio-cultural responsibilities are drawn in this
letter. The school positions itself as giving the boys "the best opportunity to fulJi1 their
potential in life and grow into mature, responsible members of the community". Parents

are subordinated as aspirants and clients, being positioned as those who should merely
"rightfully aspire to give their child the best education - the best start in life". Other

than that, no specific duties are directed at or specified for parents. The school is
textually constituted, in this particular document, as the main agency through which the
boys will mature and their futures will be produced. Parents and homes are textually
positioned as adjuncts to the school, the traditional parental roles of nurturing their
children being partially superseded by and subsumed into the world of the school.
Having looked in detail at the fiont and back covers of this independent boys7 school
promotional document, we turn briefly to the centre-fold of the document (Figure 5.1.3).

[image removed]
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The layout of the centre-fold is structured in the form of a simple, polarised,
symmetrical horizontal triptych: Margin-Centre-Margin (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996:
21 I), in which the centre acts as a mediator between the given on the left of the page
(the school's mission statement headed "Our Mission"), and the new on the right of the
page (a bulleted section headed "The Features of [name of s c h o o r . The middle part of
the centre-fold, consisting of two-thirds of the total space, is a spread of captioned
photographs of the school and its students, in the form of a collage showing various
aspects of the life of the school. This section draws the eyes, and the two sections on the
left and right of the centre-fold are, in effect, text in the margins surrounding the
photographs. The three sections of the triptych are disconnected from each other by the
use of different-coloured backgrounds.
Closer analysis reveals that a particular version of this school has been produced by the
usage of specific textual and visual signifiers. Within the top left-hand section of the
centre-fold, to its right, there is a disconnected framed photograph of the headmaster,
next to which are printed an extensive number of credentials that presumably relate to
him. These ascribe the headmaster as being well qualified to lead such a prestigious
school. The positioning of the photograph and credentials signify the ideal given (Kress
and van Leeuwen, 1996; 1998). Immediately below these is the school's mission
statement, positioned as the real (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996; 1998). Within this
mission statement the school, represented in the present tense, is again textually
constituted as being the primary vehicle or means for obtaining a particular sort of
future. Many of the discourses that appeared in the pseudo letter analysed above
reappear here in the mission statement. For example, the discourses of the
caring/n&ng

school; the provision of a comprehensive educational environment

including balanced involvement in the academic, spiritual, sporting and cultural life of
the school; and the goal of having the students take their places as responsible,
contributing members of society are again included.
One feature emphasised in this school's mission statement is that of the school's
spiritual 1 Christian mission: the emphasis is on being in favour with "God and Man",
and the statement that "students [will] graduate as well adjustedpeople having a Godly
purpose and goal in life" reiterates such a Christian perspective. The lack of precise
specifications of phrases such as "well adjusted" and "a Godly purpose means that the
"
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writer and readers are positioned as sharing common aspirations for their children 1
students. Like the pseudo letter on the back page, the statement made is that it is
unnecessary to spell out what these terms actually mean, such vagueness allowing for
multiple understandings.
On the far right side of the centre-fold, positioned as the new (Kress and van Leeuwen,
1996; 1998), is a list of sixteen bulleted points that enumerate some of the school's
valued attributes. Each item consists of a noun and related descriptor or adjective
embellishing the subject. For example, the boarding complex is "new", the surrounds
are "natural ... [and] close to the city", the staff are "experienced and dedicated", the
junior school is "newly constructed", the computer rooms are "well equipped", the
indoor sports complex is "modern", the music centre is "excellent", the drama and
theatre program is "highly developed", the class sizes are "controlled", and the chapel is
"beautiful". There is nothing ordinary about this school as evidenced by the frequent use
of such intensifiers in the language. Adjectives and descriptors are all amplifications.
The centre spread dominates the centre-fold, taking up approximately two thirds of the
double page. It consists of variously angled, sometimes overlapping, photographs in the
form of a collage featuring various aspects of life at this school. This works rather like a
storyboard for a potential video or television programme about the school. The
photographs resemble a series of scenes, and each picture is accompanied by a caption.
The textual captions contain various voices: the voice of a narrator (like a talk-over),
and, at times, the voices of the actual students portrayed in the photographs. The
captions for these are informal and chatty in style, emulating captions in a personal
photo album. For example, the caption accompanying the picture of the boys playing
rugby is the following: "'Spot the ball'. Strength in numbers as the boys pack into a
spirited maul in one of the weekly ... rugby games". Also, the caption accompanying the
photograph of two students and (presumably) a male teacher purportedly working at a
computer terminal, states: "The world of computers at your fingertips ...". There is
ambiguity in the use of the possessive pronoun "your" here in that it simultaneously
includes both the readers and 1 or the boys featured in the photographs within this
visually and textually produced school world.
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Within the display of photographs the only mention of a female is contained in the
caption accompanying the photograph of the boys undertaking woodwork: " 'Look mum,
a new kitchen table leg'. The manual arts course has given me the chance to take
woodwork right through to year 12". "Mum" is textually positioned in her traditionally

appropriate place, the kitchen. Apart fiom this, feminine influences are absent fiom
these photographs and captions. Two photographs, including this one, are captioned as
though spokedwritten by students featured in the pictures themselves. This one uses the
pronoun "me". The other caption using this device accompanies a photograph of a
student working out with weights in the gym. Here the caption begins, "'And after this,
it's homework next"'. This caption suggests that the words are being thought aloud by

the student featured in this particular picture. This is followed by the textual voice-over:
"The modern gym is a very popular place to practise the 'healthy body, healthy mind'
adage".

Competition and achievement are emphasised throughout this centre-fold, particularly
in the pictures featuring sporting activities. The nearest the captions get to constituting
the 'pastoral school' in this spread of photographs is contained in the text accompanying
the picture of the boys in the boarding house: "SomefiiendZy advice and guidancefiom
a dormitory senior proves a great help for students in the new boarding house
complex." Also within this brochure is a mix of the pastoral and the pastorale. "Caring"

and "nurturing" are both specified on a number of occasions. The pastorale is
particularly acknowledged within and through the photograph of a group of students
sitting around a large open book, seated on the ground of what looks to be a riverbed in
a natural bushland setting. This picture is accompanied by the caption: "Briefing the
adventurers ... students and teachers map out a strategy to tackle another day's trekking
on one of the Outward Bound Adventure Courses".

The world portrayed in the promotional brochure originating from this boys' school,
both textually and pictorially, is a stable but responsive white, masculine, Christian,
ruling-class world. None of the photographs shows a female or non-anglo-celtic facial
features. The captions, despite their apparent informality, feature aspects of life
traditionally associated with the heritage of traditional British male ruling class boarding
schools. Winning through competitive sports such as rowing or rugby ("the determined
crew of the first VIII digs deep during yet another win"), individual excellence such as
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featuring a nationally well known school sporting figure, and school achievements such
as winning the "Appeal Award for the highest fund-raising eflort" and the school
newspaper that has been "voted the best school newspaper in [the state7 are
emphasised throughout the pamphlet. Physical fitness is emphasised ("The modern gym
is a veiy popular place to practice the 'healthy body, healthy mind' adage"). Cultural

activities are not omitted from this document either, with bulleted items including the
"Excellent music centre" and a "Highly developed drama and theatre program".

This school promotional document draws on and constitutes a variety of discourses.
Discourses of individual excellence and achievement coexist with discourses of the
school as a caring community. Indeed, these two discourses are explicitly linked in the
one bulleted point that specifies an "Atmosphere of care and concern with an emphasis
on individuals and personal development". Similarly, discourses of tradition are found

linked directly to discourses of contemporary innovation, as, for example, in the letter
featured on the back page. Such discourses are thus used in a way that complements
rather than contradicts each other. The school also includes both the religious (the
"peace and ... tranquil surrounds of ... [the] Chaper' and the secular, albeit with a

military ring ("students and teachers map out a strategy to tackle another day's
trekkzng"). Such varying discourses might, on close critical inquiry, be understood as

potentially incompatible. However, varying discourses appeal to a range of potential
parents. Meredyth and Tyler (1993: 8-9) suggest that multiple discourses are common in
school documents because,
the modem education system cannot be understood as the (flawed) actualisation of
a single principle .. [such as] equality, democraticji-eedom or self determination

... The institutions, schemas and technologies which formed the modem school
system are ... more heterogeneous than this, supporting multiple and often
contradictoryprinciples.

The above textual and visual analysis of this school's promotional pamphlet has
revealed the following discursive and practices:
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The name of the school, and emblemic devices, including the school's badge and
a watch, are featured fiom the front page, through the activities, to the last page,
syrnbolising, in part, the school's continuing adherence to tradition.
Literacy and the awareness of time are both indicated by the use of particular
signifiers, namely a school watch, writing paper and a school record book.
The text frequently relies upon the readers' intertextual knowledges to signal
particular understandings, such as their understandings of such concepts as the
significance of the school's livery to signify tradition. There are texts within
texts. Hegemonic readings are foregrounded as preferred. However, multiple
readings are always possible.
The school order is presented as masculine, white and ruling class.
The preferred readership, and by extension, potential parents, are positioned as
members of a traditional nuclear family.
The writer endorses specific parental values, such as those of aspiring to give
their children the "best", through the use of such adverbs as "rightfully".
The readers of the pamphlet are positioned as in agreement with the particular
values specified by the writer. However, descriptors tend to he broad (for
example, the use of the term "best"), and therefore open to varying readings and
interpretations, appealing to a range of potential parents.
This promotional document constitutes itself as able to provide continuing
traditional educational principles simultaneously with providing for adaptation
to change, again appealing to a range of potential parental requirements.
The school presents itself as a nurturing institution (that is, a pastoral/pastorale
school). The school promises excellence in particular pursuits: namely
"academic, sporting, spiritual and cultural" pursuits. As such, this is not an
open set of pursuits. Alternate pursuits are thus devalued or negated through
their omission.
Potentially competing discourses are presented side-by-side as part of the
school's total market package. In this way a broad range of parents, with
possibly differing priorities, are addressed as potential clients.
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This chapter now proceeds to summarise some textual features that appear in other
private school promotional documents. It will be shown that, although each brochure
tries to represent its particular school as distinctive, the end result is, rather, a set of
general compatibilities. That is, such brochures work in the same ways to produce
different schools as fundamentally similar institutions.
Girls' School Promotional Documents: Past, Present and Future: The Theme of TimePassing
Similar to the boys' private school promotional pamphlet described above, two highgloss, A4 sized coloured pamphlets, folded into six sections, originating from each of
two different girls' private schools, also feature diverse discourses. In both pamphlets
the schools are textually and pictorially positioned within their socio-historical contexts.
The pamphlets stress both traditional values and the need to adapt to a changing
contemporary world.
The front pages of all the private school promotional brochures obtained for this
research project include the same features, namely the schools' names, their mottoes (in
Latin), their logos and, apart from the boys' school brochure analysed above, a
photograph of a group of uniformed students in a pastorale setting. "The Values of

..

Yesteryear. in Harmony with

... the College of

Today" are the headings of each

section of the triptych featured in the centre-fold section of the first of the girls' schools
discussed here (Figure 5.2.1).

FIGURE 5.2.1
[image removed]
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Chapter Five

There is a fourth section overleaf on this brochure that early part of this century.
Beneath this photograph is a section relating the early history continues the theme of
time with the heading "Meeting the Challenges of Tomorrow"(Figure 5.2.2).
The fiont sections of both the girls' school promotional pamphlets (Figures 5.2.3 and

5.3.1) are laid out in a similar way. Each is divided into a vertical triptych (Kress and
van Leeuwen, 1996; 1998), featuring three distinct sections from top to bottom. The top,
signifying the ideal, consists of the school name, disconnected from the rest of the
pamphlet in a separate strip or frame. In the centre are fiarned photographs of uniformed
students. And at the bottom, signifylng the real (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996; 1998),
is text. Both pamphlet covers include their respective schools' logos and mottoes. On
the first girls' school pamphlet the logo is centrally positioned right at the top of the
page, signifylng the ideal. In contrast, the emblem on the second girls' pamphlet is
superimposed on the bottom of the photograph. Both of the schools' mottoes are in
Latin. The first school's motto is not translated, whereas a translation of the second
girls' school motto is situated below the emblem, positioned as the real.
The centre of the fiont section of the first girls' school pamphlet (Figure 5.2.3) features
a coloured photograph of four current students, standing in what appears to be a
courtyard outside a brick and lattice verandahed building, presumably the school. One
of the students is shown holding a piece of paper, perhaps signifylng the notion of the
importance of literacy. The maroon-printed statement below ("A ... Church Schoolfor
girls providing quality education in a caring and Christian environment") explicitly
constitutes the spiritual 1 pastoral school. Below that, this time in black, smaller sized
font, the text continues: "Educating young ladies since its establishment in IPOI", and
below that: "Years 1-12". The theme of time passing is introduced, this time textually
rather than pictorially as was portrayed in the boys' school document that used the icon
of the school watch to document time passing, discussed previously.
Beneath the heading "The Values of Yesteryear", on the first page of the inner triptych
of the girls' school pamphlet (Figure 5.2.1) signifylng the given (Kress and van
Leeuwen, 1996; 1998), is a photograph of the heads of two girls in school uniform, the
sepia-coloured print giving them the appearance of having been photographed in the
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early part of this century. Beneath this photograph is a section relating the early history
of the school. The text is interspersed by another photograph of students. Unlike the
private boys' school promotional document, the nouns here tend to lack embellishment.
The tenor is more formal and businesslike than that of the previously analysed
document. One adjective that is used in this girls7 school document is the term
"potential". In school promotional documents such a term is often used in conjunction
with verbs as enabling or providing opportunities for students to fulfil or reach this state.
As previously discussed, the boys' school similarly included the text "Our boys are
given the best opportunity to fulfil their potential in life" in the pseudo letter addressed

to "Mr and Mrs Johnson".
The middle section of the centrefold triptych of the girls' school pamphlet features
"Primary School", b'SecondarySchool" and "Religious Education", and section three on

the right of the page signifLing the new features "Computer Studies", "Music", "Sport"
and "Debating and Public Speaking". Again, discourses of academic and sporting
excellence and the caring school coexist in this pamphlet. The traditional values,
discussed earlier, do not preclude innovation. For example "A feature of the new
Secondary Library will be an electronic learning centre with desktop publishing
facilities".

The pictures and text positioned on the first third of the back page of the pamphlet
(Figure 5.2.2) are a direct contrast to the sepia coloured photographs and discourse of
tradition of the first section of the triptych, described above (Figure 5.2.1). The exstudents pictured in this section of the document have taken up, in the main,
traditionally male careers, such as engineering and joining the Navy. However, "A ..."
travelled as a missionary, so attending this particular school presumably does not
preclude students from later following traditional female caring professions.
Interestingly, the common traditional female careers such as teaching or nursing are not
included among this particular cohort of ex-students. As with the boys' school
document, this girls' school promotional pamphlet seems to exclusively address and
include white, ruling class families. This is evidenced by the absence of girls of non
anglo-celtic appearance in the photographs.

FIGURE 5.2.3
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The final section of the pamphlet (Figure 5.2.2) concludes with information about the
school's "Location within the continuing maroon coloured strip, and features a map of
"

the school's geographical situation, its address, and a cut-out proforma requesting
'ffurther information regarding entry into Primary/Secondary School".

The first girls' school pamphlet conjures up a school world both similar to and different
fiom that constituted in the boys' school pamphlet. Emphases on both tradition and
innovative change are included in both documents. In summary,
The girls' school pamphlet includes the name of the school and its emblematic
device in a prominent position on the front section of the pamphlet. However,
these do not figure repetitively as happens in the boys' school pamphlet analysed
earlier.
The themes of literacy and of time passing are signified within and through the
texts and visuals included in both documents.
The girls' school is presented as simultaneously feminine and feminist and
ruling class by the inclusion of photographs portraying students in both
traditional ('caring') roles, and in potentially empowered roles. (working at
computers).

A variety of pictures portraying different aspects of school life are included in
both documents, appealing to a range of potential parents 1 clients.
Discourses of both tradition and adaptation to change are included.
The schools are presented as simultaneously pastoral, pastorale, academic and
spiritual l religious.
The second girls' school promotional pamphlet discussed here also embodies the theme
of past, present and future. The phrase "Academic excellence with Traditional Values"
features twice in the pamphlet, demonstrating its salience (Kress and van Leeuwen,
1996; 1998). Like the other girls' and the boys' school pamphlets described above, this
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pamphlet consists of various sections containing photographs, captions and descriptions
of the school. The front section of the document (Figure 5.3.1) contains a photograph of
two contemporarily uniformed students playing stringed instruments, signifying the
theme of cultural tradition. The scene is a pastorale. The school's name and its school's
crest and motto are positioned above this photograph, si,4fjmg the ideal. The visuals,
such as those included in this frontspiece, signify values such as continuity, tradition,
high culture, excellence and pastorality.
The first two inner sections of the centre-fold spread consist of a collage of variously
shaped and sized photographs featuring life at the school (Figure 5.3.2). The girls are
presented, both visually and textually, as familiar with and competent to handle old and
new technologies. Traditional female pursuits, such as sewing, caring (through the Red
Cross), as well as modem pursuits (the use of technology) and spirituality (the
photograph of a student sitting with a Uniting Church Pastor) are simultaneously
alluded to in this collage of photographs depicting school life.
The third section of the inner spread, on the far right of the centre-fold of the pamphlet,
consists mainly of text, disconnected from the rest of the page within a white ground. It
is headed with the slogan "Academic Excellence With Traditional Values", positioned as
the ideal (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996; 1998). On the right-hand side of this page
section, immediately below the slogan, positioned as the new (Kress and van Leeuwen,
1996; 1998), is a photograph of a middle-aged female, presumably a teacher.
Immediately under the slogan, and both adjacent to and beneath the picture, printed in
black, is an introductory statement about the school. The school has places for both boys
("jj-ompre-school to Year 4") and girls ("to year I T ) , and both day and boarding
places ("open to girls 10 years and over"). Another statement regarding the school's
"curriculum and environment" follows. Beneath these statements are four red-coloured,
bulleted sub-headings:
Academic Excellence ..
Academic Balance ...
Career Options ... [and]
Practical Christianity ...
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"Academic Excellence" is described in terms of students securing "tertiary places, many
achieving outstanding success"; "Academic Balanceyyis described as "a comprehensive
range of co-curricular activities.. ."; "Career Options" in terms of a course that "look[s]
beyond traditional career stereotypes"; and "Practical Christianity" as "the practical
application of firm Christian values for personal growth

...".

As such, a positive

descriptor accompanies each sub heading. Beneath these points, a text specifies the
Church group to which the school is aligned.
On the following section (Figure 5.3.3) three photographs depicting various other
aspects of school life are featured. Unlike the previously described boys' and girls7
school pamphlets, this document shows a number of teachers of both sexes, with
students. The teachers are pictured as either sitting or standing in positions that suggest
their overt continued surveillance of the students. This school is thus visually presented
as a regulated and controlled institution.
The final section of this girls' school pamphlet (Figure 5.3.3), similar to the previously
described girls' school pamphlet, features information about access to the school, its
geographical location, and contact numbers. There is no map on this pamphlet. Instead
this school has placed two further photographs on the back page, dividing the text
regarding "Access" (by rail, bus and street) fi-om "Forfurther details and prospectus
contact: ...".
Once again, this pamphlet originates fi-om a ruling class school. Despite its official
rhetoric specifying a curriculum "look[ing] beyond traditional career stereotypes", the
document does not feature, explicitly, any non traditional female activities, apart fi-om
the students featured in the photographs of the computer room, and in the science room.

In both these cases, however, the accompanying adults, who in the instance of the
science laboratory is the figure actually handling the equipment, are males, as is the
swimming coach. Only the teacher of Maths is female. Girls are portrayed undertaking
predominantly traditional, female-oriented activities. The world portrayed within and
through this document suggests the nostalgic values of yesteryear.

[image removed]
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Unlike the two previously described school pamphlets, this third one portrays a number
of pictures of girls with non-anglo-celtic facial features, perhaps depicting its
multicultural composition. The uniforms are, however, of very British looking tradition.
Most students are well groomed and neatly presented, although two girls are less neat in
appearance, perhaps allowing exclusivity to co-exist with inclusivity, thereby addressing
a wider audience of parents whose daughters possibly do not always appear perfectly
attired or groomed.
In summary, then, this girls' school pamphlet, like the other two pamphlets, textually
and pictorially constitutes a similar yet unique version of the institution.
The school name and emblematic devices feature prominently.
The importance of literacy (in both print and electronic forms) is featured.
The visuals and text are designed to appeal to a range of ruling class
parentslclients.
Complementary discourses are included and emphasised as a marketing strategy.
From the above descriptions of three single sex school promotional pamphlets, it has
been established that certain recurring discourses including such complementary
discourses as tradition and change, individual excellence and the school as community,
and the pastoral and pedagogic school were constituted textually and pictorially within
them. The remainder of this section of Chapter 5 now interrogates examples of coeducational school promotional documents. Both originate from the same independent
(private) coeducational school.
A Private Coeducational School Promotional Document: Pink and Blue: The Colours

of Coeducation

A poster (Figure 5.4.1) and a promotional booklet (Figures 5.4.2, 5.4.3, 5.4.4, 5.4.5, and
5.4.6) originating from the same coeducational private school feature pink hued
backgrounds upon which the text is printed. The upper strip of the poster, positioned as
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the ideal (Kress and van Leeuwen, 1996; 1998) contains the school's name. The outer
borders of the booklet's pages are dark blue, featuring a marbled effect. Separating the
two predominant colours are narrow strips of maroon, and the sub headings of the text
are also printed in maroon. Maroon is the dominant school colour, seen in the uniform.
Neither pink nor blue features as a uniform colour. However, within westernised
culture, of which the school is part, the colours pink and blue have connotations of the
feminine and the masculine, respectively. Perhaps, therefore, the use of these two
colours simultaneously within the document might be thought of as depicting visually
the colours of coeducation.
The strip at the top of the poster (Figure 5.4.1), signifying the ideal (Kress and van
Leeuwen, 1996; 1998), contains the school's name, and the school's motto. The main
area of the poster is a triptych, consisting of three columns of print containing
information regarding various features of the school. The centre column consists of four
subsections: "Commitment to Total Welfare"; "Music"; "First-Class Facilities"; and
"llze Fellowship of Boarding". It features no photographs. The left and right-hand
columns contain photographs of the school pastor (on the left) and a photograph of the
school chapel (on the right). The repetition of the religious connections of the school are
thus foregrounded within both the text and the visuals.

In the left column, under the heading "Coeducation", the author of this promotional
poster positions the school as offering "better educational opportunities" than can
single-sex schools, specifically because of its coeducational organisation. Student
academic achievement, as proven by "Our strong academic record" and the
development of "social and emotional maturity" are specified as consequential to the
coeducational environment, incorporating the "jamily environment based on Christian
values" provided by the school. This school is textually positioned in opposition to
implied other schools which do not offer such features.
On the left of the front page of this same school's promotional booklet (Figure 5.4.2) is
a blue marbled-effect strip, at the top of which is printed the school's logo and motto, in
Latin. (Like the second of the two girls' school's promotional brochures, and unlike the
boys' school and first girls' school brochures, this motto is translated in this
coeducational school's document, on the second page). The centre and right hand three
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quarters of the page is divided into a triptych. The top section, signifying the ideal,
contains the school name. In the centre is a photograph of students sitting on a wellpresented lawn outside a verandahed two story building in an idealised pastorale.
Beneath the photograph, positioned as the real, is a text headed "Calling allparents ...".
This is an open call to all potential parents, unlike the individualised closed call of the
pseudo letter featured in the boys' school pamphlet discussed above (Figure 5.1.2)
which specifically addressed the fictional "Mr and Mrs Johnson".
Parental choice is emphasised within the text headed "Calling all parents ...". It seems
that there is perhaps a 'right' parental choice of school here. This text addresses the right
sort of parents, those who are assumed to share the same concept of the importance of
choosing the "right" school for their children. Responsibility for such a choice is placed
squarely upon parents, although "we" (the school)" offer help in making this "important
decision". The students, as in other brochures, are not made part of the selection of
school process. The addressees are the sorts of parents who are textually positioned as
those who "Naturally ... want the best for each of ...[t heir] children".
The use of nouns and pronouns is informative in this text. Paragraph one addresses parents
directly in the second person, using the possessive pronoun "your" three times in
conjunction with the noun "child". Parents are encouraged to ascertain that the choice of
school they make "is the right one9'(emphasisin original). Paragraph two commences with
the (unnamed) author using the third person, writing of "many families [that is, parents
who] ... choose [school] ... fo r their son or daughter". The author follows this statement
by using the possessive pronoun "your" in conjunction with the noun "child" once again.
Use of the term "child" positions the student textually within the category 'family' rather

than within the category 'school'.
In keeping with traditional Christian principles, the parents being called do not
necessarily have to be wealthy, and might indeed be subject to financial "concessions ...
according to the family's means". However, Christian families do have 'tfirst preference
in all enrolments". Christian parents are thus explicitly designated as being the preferred
parents, and are seemingly assumed to share the school's commitment to Christian
coeducation, as specified in the earlier sub heading.

[image removed]
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In paragraph five of the message "Calling all parents", wanting the best for one's
children is naturalised. The best is explicitly textually designated as being the choice of
a 'tfirst-class Christian schoolfor your children 's education"(emphasis in original). The
school's help is offered in making this choice, thus implying that such help might be
needed. Parents wbo are aware of their responsibilities in making the right sorts of
choices and decisions regar&ng their children's educational futures are both explicitly
and implicitly constituted textually within and through this document. The school's
version of family is constructed and foregrounded within and through this document.
This school is textually constituted as a positional good. It is of interest here to compare
the textually constituted 'right' sorts of parents in this text with those textually
constituted in the private boys' school pamphlet as specified within the promotional
letter addressed to "Mr and Mrs Johnson". The parents in the boys' school document
were constituted as those who "rightfully aspire to give their child the best education

-

the best start in life". Such a statement implies that the "best start in life" is already

there - theirs for the taking, although conditions apply. The parents of students possibly
attending the coeducational school, in contrast, are constituted as those who "naturally

... want" to make the right choice of school. Such parents, it is implied, would like to
purchase an educational package "based on traditional principles ..., Christian values
and respect for others in the community". This coeducational school document recruits,

shapes and interpolates particular parental moral aspirations, constituting the parents as
naturally wanting the best; that is, parents are positioned as aspiring rather than prepositioned ruling class parents.
"Christian Coeducation" is a phrase used repeatedly within this school's promotional

documents. It seems that such a practice is associated with caring and nurturance. Later
in both the booklet and on the poster, under the heading "Commitment to Total Welfare"
(Figures 5.4.1 and 5.4.3)' the concept of "Christian Coeducation" is further explicated.
Students are discursively positioned as consumers who are actively "encouraged to seek
counsel" of the professionals based at the school regarding spiritual, personal and

academic matters. The school is thus constituted as being able to fully enact the duties
expected of a family regarding the total welfare of students / children. The school can be
seen to fulfil the role of carer / nurturer, acting 'in loco parentis' in effect. The
constitution of the 'pastoral school' (Hhnter, 1994) is thus enacted within and through
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this text. Such a caring and nurturant environment might be expected to undertake the
duties of the traditional family, and, indeed, might even be viewed as doing so better
than parents. Exactly what the features of nurturance and caring entail are not described.
Family and school are discursively constituted as sharing the same intangible
appreciations regarding what it is that constitutes "Christian Coeducation".
Inunediately prior to the heading "Commitment to Total Welfare" in the booklet (Figure
5.4.3) is a section headed "Academic Achievement". In this section it is stated that "80

per cent of our Year 12 graduates who apply for tertiary studies are offered placement
each year". It would be of interest to speculate on the 'other7 twenty percent of the
students omitted from this section. The next section is headed "Extra help Available",
stating that admission to the school "is not determined by academic achievement".
Support is available for both students "who need extra attention to help them attain their
peak performance", and for "the gifted" with the provision of "extension programs".
Academic help is implied, rather than help in other areas, such as sporting skills, for
example. The students are textually individualised ("Each") and nonnalised ("all")
within and through these sections. It seems that this school is textually constituted as
inclusive, a range of academic student ability levels being catered fo; within this

Christian coeducational school.
This coeducational school's advertising materials emphasise both academic (pedagogic)
and caring (pastoral) features throughout the remainder of the documents. Various other
sections are contained in the booklet, including those regarding "Junior Secondary
Curriculum", "Senior Secondary Curriculum", "Sub-Schools Promote Student Care",
"[School] Bush Campuses", "Extracurricular Activities", and "Why Choose [S~hool]?~.
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As with all the other schools' promotional materials described above, this school is
represented as a form of substitute home or family. Various phrases and terms appear
throughout the document which constitute the school as 'caring'. The constitution of the
school as caring is particularly evident in the section headed "Sub-Schools Promote
Student Care9'(Figure 5.4.5). The solution to this "challenge" of "being able to cope
with the pressure of providing a modem education while also providing proper pastoral
care for all students" is structural. The school itself is divided up into smaller, family-

like units, each of which containing specific "Heads" (father figures?) and other staff
responsible for relating and caring for their respective students. Catering for the needs of
students is, like caring, traditionally a parental duty. The section dealing with "Bush
Campuses" (Figure 5.4.5) also features the school superseding traditional family

activities or parental responsibilities for experiences beyond the classroom walls.
Parent-child responsibilities and activities are made redundant in this text in that
e v e w n g a traditional family can offer its children is available within and through the
school.
According to this document, under the heading "Why Choose [name of
school]?"igure

5.4.6), parents have the responsibility of choosing this school as "a

suitable school for your child", although parents are directed to do so "only a$er
considering all the factors", the decision being one "which you [the parents] should
make v e v carefully". By the use of the second person pronoun "you", all parents are

addressed directly as having this responsibility. Parental choice is presented as a moral
issue here. Parents are reminded that this decision has to be made "very carefully". Once
having made the decision to send their child to the school, however, the duties of
parenthood appear to be taken over by the school. Perhaps the author of this text is
implicitly suggesting that the school might conceivably be the main institution to
undertake the traditionally parental duties of responsibility and care rather than the
parents addressed in and through this document. Members of the school team will avail
their professional expertise and service to any parent who bbNaturally... want[s] the best
for each of ...[t heir] children" (Figure 5.4.2). A school such as this one, "Committed to
Christian Coeducation," appears to offer the 'best' in the form of a not fully explicated
'@-st class Christian school for your child's education" (emphasis in original). The

school in this instance is constituted as both a pedagogic and a pastoral institution,
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virtually positioning the parents as obsolete apart from their duties of "naturally...
want[ing] the best" and "Choosing the right school" for their children. "Wanting the
best" and "choosing the right school" are constituted as identical to, or equivalent to

each other in and through this particular text.
This private coeducational school is produced discursively as inclusive rather than
exclusive. Students of non anglo-celtic appearance are portrayed explicitly in most
photographs featuring groups of students. Coeducation is visually constituted by the use
of photographs depicting both boys and girls, the numbers of each being approximately
equal. Students are referred to as "students" throughout the documents, not being
differentiated on the basis of sex, apart from two notable exceptions. The only times that
the sexes are nominally separated is when the school's boarding facilities are referred to.

In these instances (Figures 5.4.2 and 5.4.4) boys are girls are specifically mentioned:
"there are limited vacancies for boarders in 1992 - especially for boys - and for boys
and girls in 1993 and beyond" (Figure 5.4.2), and "The college 's residential section
incorporates three boarding houses for boys and threefor girls"(Figure 5.4.4). It seems

that separate sleeping arrangements are "based on Christian values". Perhaps such
separate sleeping arrangements is what makes this, specifically, a Christian
coeducational school.
The school is officially non-selective according to either academic ability (Figure 5.4.3:
"remedial help is availablefor all students who need extra attention to help them attain
their peakperformance97),or to financial means (Figure 5.4.2: "Some concessions are
available for families according to the family's means"). School graduates are

constituted discursively as "tak[ingr their place, rather than perhaps being fitted for
their place in the world, covertly producing this school as a ruling-class institution. It
seems that "Young men and women who graduate from [School] are well equipped to
take their place in the world, contributing in a responsible and creative manner"

(Figure 5.4.3). Graduates of this school are thus implicitly positioned as having a right
to a particular place in the world. The text thus calls up a distinction between a ruling
class and a working class world.
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In summary, analysis of the above two promotional documents originating from this
private coeducational school reveals: the inclusion of emblematic devices and colours
signifylng tradition and coeducation; complementary discourses such as those of
tradition and innovation, individual excellence and community achievements, academic
and sporting success and achievements, and the caringlspiritual (Christian) ethos are
included as marketing features, and readers (parents/students/clients)positioned as in
agreement with the school's version of their institutional world.

Summary of Part 2
Analysis of the above private school promotional documents has demonstrated a
number of recuning features that might be understood as a traverse of discourses (Luke
and Luke, 1995). For example, all the private school promotional documents analysed
here feature their badges, mottoes and emblematic devices in prominent positions, and
often repetitively. Their mottoes tend to be in Latin. These Australian private schools
were textually constituted thus as similar to many British public (that is, exclusive
private) schools on which many of them were modelled, signifylng their imperial
heritage. Traditionally, British public schools were established for the sons and
daughters of the ruling classes, and emphasised values such as leadership and fair play.
These school documents thus contain traces of their colonialist origins, as suggested by
Synott and Symes (1995), through their depiction of their academic, sporting and
cultural achievements. Such schools are implicitly separated from 'other' less
prestigious schools.
Within these private school promotional documents, the school versions of the world
tend to be implied, and what are valued within these textually and visually constructed
school worlds are often photographically presented or suggested rather than specified
precisely. The visuals signify what are to be valued, and support the texts. Despite
differences in detail, certain visuals recur across these different educational sites. So, for
example, photographs of neatly presented, clean, uniformed, students actively
participating in various aspects of school life, located in various school sites such as the
gardens (signifymg the pastorale), and classrooms, and libraries (signifying the
pedagogic) often feature within these materials. As such, these versions of studenthood
might be viewed as value-added students:

Chapter Five
Those [students] with yace value' ... are those who l@ the school's academic,
sporting or cultural perJormance and image, and those who conform to the
school's and the teachers' educational norms (Kenway and Fitzclarence, 1998:

5 1).

In this way images of acceptable students function as commodities for marketing the
schools.
The documents analysed here all originated from schools with various Christian
denominational connections. Aspects of Christianity and spirituality are also frequently
included through photographs of students in or beside school chapels within these
promotional documents. Such images of the schools implicitly suggest rather than
explicitly designate well-ordered, conformist and regulated institutions.
The private school promotional documents position parent / client readers as a group of
like-minded persons; ones, it is assumed, who agree with the schools' versions of the
world. In this way the school documents constitute particular versions of parents as
being those who would like to send their children to these sorts of schools. That is,
particular moral versions (cf. Baker and Keogh, 1995, 1997) of parents are constituted
within and through these texts in relation to these particular schools. Again these
versions are implied rather than explicitly specified. Parents are implicitly positioned as
those who will support the work of the school. At times the traditional parental duties of
caring are subsumed into the world of the school. Like-minded parents are, however, to
be welcomed into the school family. That is, they are positioned as being part of or
adjunct to the school, rather than separated from it. Their duties of care and control are
constituted as implicated within the world of the school rather than within the home.
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A variety of discourses, presumably designed to attract a range of potential
parents/clients, are included within the documents. These usually include emphases on
tradition, adaptation to change, academic and sporting excellence, a caring environment,
well-kept surroundings, and uniformed students. Various contrasting discourses work in
complementary ways, offering ranges of educational attributes for the benefit of
students. Potential parentsklients are invited to buy into total educational packages to
ensure their children's future success; a future that can be enabled and purchased by
choosing to send their children to attend these particular schools.
From analysis of promotional documents such as those described above, therefore, it
seems that different private schools are presented in similar ways to a broad range of
potential clients. Texts and visuals suggest rather than assert regulation, conformity and
uniformity. They depict a comparable range of potential achievements. The schools are
discursively produced as regulated but flexible institutions, designed to cater for a range
of like-thinking parental clients. Despite attempting to specify aspects unique to each
school, It seems that similar features are highlighted in comparable textual and visual
ways by all the private school documents analysed here. The major difference tends to
be in the details of the mottoes, badges and uniforms featured by each school. The
private schools' promotional documents thus can be seen to constitute, overall,
somewhat similar, indeed 'uniform' institutions. Such institutions can be seen fiom
within their socio-historical contexts; that is, such schools can be viewed as institutions
of social regulation and control cast in terms of traditional, class-based activities and
demeanour. Students attending these schools are textually positioned as those who will,
in Euture years, be leaders rather than followers.
School promotional documents, such as those discussed in this chapter, may be read as
one of many "impression management" devices adopted by schools to attract potential
clients (Fitzclarence and Kenway, 1998: 50). As discussed in Chapter 2, increased
marketing of education has had a conservative effect on schooling. Analysis of the
private school promotional documents, discussed above, has shown that mostly
traditional images of the schools have been adopted as marketing features. Part 3 of this
chapter proceeds to examine examples of promotional documents originating from four
state high schools to ascertain whether or not Fitzclarence and Kenway's (1998: 54)
contention that state schools model themselves on schools perceived to be "better", such
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as those discussed above, is supported. Textual and visual features are again analysed to
show what sorts of versions of the schools and school personnel, parents and students
are textually constituted, and how such categories are positioned within and through
these documents. These are compared and contrasted with those identified through
analysis of the private school promotional documents described in Part 2 of this chapter.
Part 3: Document Analysis: State School Promotional Documents: The Textual
Explication of Marketable Discipline
Private schools such as those discussed above are all fee-paying; in contrast, state
schools are not. Despite this, parental choice is an element associated with student
attendance at state schools as well as private schools. State school promotional
brochures, such as those analysed here, make this clear. These four state school
promotional documents were collected in the period 1992 to 1993. Three were collected
fiom the waiting areas of the Administration buildings of these schools, and the fourth
was handed directly to me by the Principal of that particular school, who told me that
they had recently been delivered to all addresses in the school's immediate catchment
area specifically to attract new students. The difficulties associated with collecting data
fiom state schools has previously been discussed, in Chapter 3. These were the only
promotional documents I was able to obtain from the 29 state schools. As such, all three
have been analysed in full, to compare and contrast them with the private school
promotional documents analysed above.
Analysis of the four state school promotional documents shows the similarity of their
formats. Indeed, they could have been produced by the same advertising agency in that
their contents and structure seem to conform to a formula. This can be highlighted by an
examination of the four pamphlets simultaneously, page by page, starting by analysing
their fiont covers (Figures 5.5.1, 5.6.1,5.7.1 and 5.8.1).

FIGUR
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All four covers feature the schools' names, emblems (badges) and mottoes, all in
English rather than Latin, but specifymg the traditional values of achieving, learning,
and striving, and a photograph of an outside view of the school. The photographs
featured on the front covers of schools 1 , 2 and 3 (Figures 5.5.1,5.6.1 and 5.7.1) feature
groups of both male and female students wearing their school uniforms. The fourth
school cover (Figure 5.8.1) features an photograph of the front of a school building
labeled "Administration" and omits any students. There is an open door to this building
at the end of a path running through well-kept gardens. It is as though the path is
actively leading readers as prospective clients (students and their parents) into this
building.
The students in the photographs presented on the front of the first three state school
brochures are presented as well behaved, regulated and conformist. The school mottoes,
specified in English rather than in Latin as was the case for all the previously analysed
private schools, specify behaviours that may well have originated during
modern/industrial times. As such, these identify the schools' traditional function of
producing 'good workers' for the future nation are exemplified in the mottoes "Learning
for Living" (Figure 5.5.1), "Strive to Understand" (Figure 5.6.1) "Achieve with Dignity"
(Figure 5.7.1) and "Diligence and Integrity" (Figure 5.8.1). The front covers all suggest
the pastorale. Despite differences in details, the versions of these state schools that are
textually and visually constituted on these front covers of these promotional documents
appear almost to be mirror images of those found in the private school documents such
as those analysed above.
The back covers are also produced in an almost formulaic way. The major topic featured
on these pages, both textually and visually, is that of the schools' uniforms. Perhaps
recuning inclusion of this feature of schools is because they are associated with "a
tradition of schooling that emphasises discipline and sound behaviour principles, of
which care and management of a smart uniform are seen as important indices" (Symes,
1998: 144). In these instances, photographs of students, mostly standing, wearing
different combinations of the correct uniform are placed above textual information
regarding the school uniform requirements.

[image removed]
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Such requirements are, at times, specified very explicitly as, for example, in the
following: (Figure 55.2):

Senior Dress Uniform (Years 11 and 12)

GIRLS:

4 gored navy skirt oust below knee length)

In this same document, "Uniform Requirements" are highlighted by being placed within
a separate box with a white background. The requirements included in this box are of
particular interest, in that the rationale for placing such an emphasis on the wearing of
the correct uniform are herein specified:
The Parents' and Citizens' Association has decided that [name of school] will
be a 'uniform ' school for all students

The ambiguous meaning of the term 'uniform' here is noteworthy. There is a play on the
word in the form of the noun (the uniform) and the adjective (uniform meaning 'the
same'). Regulation through uniformity is the message here. The text continues (Figure

The wearing of a school uniform is an important factor in developing a healthy
school tone, pride in the school andpride in oneself...

An almost identical statement appears in the second state school document, under the
heading "School Uniform Details" (Figure 5.6.2) where it is stated that:
The wearing of the uniform is an important part of the development of a healthy
school tone and all students are encouraged to wear the uniform with pride"
A similar statement is included under the heading "Uniforms" on the fourth school

document in Figure 5.8.2. In this instance the school's Parents and Citizen's Association
is cited as the source of the uniform regulations. Here it is stated that:

[image removed]

i

UNIFORM REQUIREMENTS
The Parents' and Citizens' Association has decided that
will be a "uniforn~" school for
all students.
The wearing of a school uniform is an important Factor
in developing a healthy school tone, pride in the school
and pride in oneself. It is expected that all students will
wear the correct uniform on all occasions connected
with the school.
Further details about the school uniform may be made
at the school's clothing shop - phone 390 3543.

GIRLS:

BOYS.

niors ant1 ,Juniors)
Navy pica~cclskirr \\it11 s p o ~ briclk
~s

Navy shot r~
Palc blue \-ruck roa wirli 11nvv [rim

N a v y slacks ot. ii.acltsuii p

Jtlnior Winter Uniform
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The [name of school] Parents and Citizens Association has decided that this
should be a uniform school. It maintains that the wearing of a uniform heips
create an identityfor the school, fosters good school morale and engenders high
seIf esteem in the students ...

Such statements present uniforms and uniformity as signifying pride in the school and
pride in oneself. It is assumed that student appearance symbolises their internal state.
"Like the purchased object, the body can be made a sign of the individual's
accomplishments, talents, capacities and character" (Finkelstein, 1991: 4). A correctly
uniformed body signifies a correctly regulated self (cf. Syrnes and Meadmore, 1996).
The uniformed therefore disciplined student body, as signified by the wearing of school
uniforms, is thus textually and visually constituted within and through these documents.
Wearing the uniform with pride was not even an issue in the private school promotional
documents analysed above. Neither were "good school morale" nor "high self esteem in
students". Unlike the state school documents, it seems that such features were taken for
granted by those particular private schools.
Kenway and Fitzclarence (1998: 52) suggest that "most schools are obsessed with
students' appearance and the uniform is a central feature of this obsession". This
certainly seems to be supported by the emphasis on uniforms included within these three
state school promotional documents. The continued inclusion of strong directives
regarding uniforms within these state school promotional documents is of particular
interest at the present time. Traditionally in Queensland state schools, uniforms have
been supported, but the wearing of them has not been legally enforceable. That is, the
wearing of school uniforms has been a convention rather than a requirement in
Queensland state schools. Recently this issue has come to the attention of the public
since a parent of a student attending one particular Queensland state high school brought
this fact to the attention of the media. He contacted the State Ombudsman regarding this
issue when his daughter's school attempted to exclude her for not wearing its uniform.
As a result of this,

IGURE 5.7,2
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Business Education Centre
This well equipped, state of the art facility provides students with the
opportunity to develop entrepreneurial talents and to hone computer
and employment skills. Business ventures are undertaken in
laminating, reprographics,vending machines, business cards and book
binding. Students contract work from both the school and local
community.

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT
P & C Association
The Parents & Citizens Association meets on the first 'besday of every
month in the staff common room in the Administration building.
Meetings commence promptly at 7.45 pm and all are welcome to
attend.
Canteen
The School canteen opens ac 8.15 am every mornlng and with the help
of volunter workers and senior students. services the needs of
students and staff. Orders may be placed before school or at morning
tea to ensure speedy service.
Parent Volunteers
A range of opportunities are provided for parents to become involved
in school life. LAP (Learning Assistance Programme) tutors are trained
to work in a one on one situation with students in need, library
volunteers are always welcome, canteen volunreers are forever needed
and the school welcomes every opportunity co get to know the
parents of students.
Guidance
mined counsellors are available to assist students and their Families
in dealing with personal, educational and vocational issues. Computer
and other reference materials are available and guidance teachers can
assist with assessing information from these.

UNIFORM
Girls Uniform (Junior and Senior)
Both junior and senior girls wear the same uniform, the only
distinction being the style of the tie.
The basic uniform is a blue panel skirt with inverted pleats worn below
the knee. The blouse is blue checked with collar. short sleeves and
peplum
waist.
- Black leather shoes and short white ankle socks (no stripes or logos)
complete the basic uniform.
The school hat and cap are both optional, however, the wearing of a
hat is strongly recommended.
Jewellery: A wristlet watch is permitted. Plain studs or sleepers may
be worn for those students with pierced ears. However, only one
matching set is acceptable. A medical dlsk or a medical bracelet is
permitted.
Ties are compulsory for both junior and senior girls. The junior tie is
a short cross over style and the senior girls tie is the traditional mens
style.
In winter a dark blue school jumper and navy tights are added to the
uniform. Jumpers with stripes and logos are not acceptable.

Boys Uniform
The senior boys wear a button through open neck blue shirt which
is tucked in.
The junior boys wearan open neck blue jack shirt which is not tucked
in.
Shorts for both junior and senior boys are grey, in either stubbie or
King Gee B b styles (corded fabric or jeans are not acceptable).
Black leather shoes and long grey socks with blue top stripes complete
the basic uniform.
The school hat and cap are both optional. The wearing of a hat is
strongly recommended.
jewellery: A wristlet watch, medical disk or bracelet is permitted.
Ties are not part of the uniform.
In winter students may wear long college grey trousers and a dark blue
school jumper. Jumpers with stripes and logos are not acceptable.
Sports Uniform
A royal blue divided ski? is worn by the girls and royal blue ruggers
by the boys. The lacouste style sports shirt is the same for both boys
and girls. The basic pattern is white with royal blue and fawn stripes.
The shin is worn tucked in. Plain white joggers with white ankle socks
complete the sports uniform. Students are encouraged to wear the
school hat or cap for sporting activities.
Sports uniform may be worn to school on sports day only.
Years 11 and 12 sports day is Wednesday, Year 10 sports day is Monday
and Year 9 sports day is lbesday. Year 8's have sport periods and bring
their sports uniform to change into on these days.

SCHOOL UNIFORM SUPPLIERS
Penny's School Boutique, 135
209 8935
Heilbronns, 101 George Street Beenleigh Phone: 287 2004

Phone:

SCHOOL PROCEDURES AND RULES
dl school procedures and rules are outlined in. the Student Diary
issued to students each year. Information about absences, illness, late
to school, permission to leave the grounds, reporting etc can all be
found in this dlary.

Postal Address

S W E HIGH SCHOOL

'klephone
Canteen
Facsimile
Office Hours:

8am - 4 pm

A St~;(Icrit I < ~ ' [ ~ ~ ~ ~ e COLIIIC~I
i i l i l l i ~ is
e ;1150

STUDENT PARTICIPATION

elected. T l i i s ilivolves
all levels 2nd they are recluired l o m ~ i k cclecisions [)I>
bclialI'ol: tlic s i ~ l t l c l ~body.
t
S L L I ~ ~ I ~ Ifrolii
S

Logan Junior Colrncil

Eacli st~itlc11t
clectetl possesses
tl1e sc11ooI.

T h e Logan C i t y Junior Council is a group o f students w h o
represent high schools throughout Logitn City. These stutlents
;ittencl a meeting once a rnontll at the Council Chanibers i n
Wooclridge. D u r i n g the meeting, the Junior Aldermen and
Observers discuss vnrious problems that concern the y o u t h o f
Logan C i t y . These concerns include: public transport throughout
L o g a n C i t y , bicycle safety and environmenral awareness.

O ~ ~ t d oClub
or

;I

g ~ r l u i n einterest i n tlie spirit ol'

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT
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T h e Outdoor C l u b 118s been r u r l n i ~ i gat
f or
scver;~lyears. T h e aim o f the club is l o expose sturlents to such
ourtloor persuils as camping, busl~walking,carioeing and to
cleveloo teiuii w o r k and self reliance. Students are encouraeed to
take ;III active part in the planning o f ;ill facets o f camps and
ou[tloor i~ctivities.Tlw club ~ l s u a l l yuntlerr:ikes one ci1nlp per
term ant1 is open to all year levels.

-

Student Leaders
Every yeilr, 4 scllool captilirls and ;I prefect body are cllosen by
llle s t ~ ~ t l e n at sr ~sr;~ff
l
f r o m our senior body. T h e y adopt a
le;~clersliiprole witliiri tlle scliool.

T h e Parents and Ciiizens Association meets regularly o n the
first Wednesdily o f each 1nont1-t. bleetillgs are usually held i n the
school library and commence at 7. 30 p.m. A t various meetings
tlirougll tile yeilr, guest speakers ;Ire invitetl to adtlress parents o n
topics o f education aI Interest.
'

Parent Volllnteer
The scliool actively promotes [lie involvement o f parents i n the
school. As a result a larp,e ~ilunibero f parents voluntarily give u p
their time to assist i n the-school canteen o r are i n v o l v e t l - i n t l l e
Learning Assistance Proyfiuu. Others I l i ~ v e~ n a d ea subsr;intii~l
contriburion to [lie s c l ~ o o by
l volunteering tlleir trilde ;illtl

skills,
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fie Opposition plans to introduce a private members' bill giving principals the
legal right to enforce dress codes in schools [and] Education Minister Dean Wells

... vowed to tackle the issue and will address the Parliament when it resumes (The
Courier Mail, 28 January 1999: 1).
The issue of the wearing of uniforms in state schools continues, thus, to remain
contentious.
Nothing in the private school promotional texts compared to the high degree of
explicitness ,of directives regarding uniform contained in the state school promotional
documents. Unlike the private school documents, wherein parents / readers are
implicitly positioned as like-minded in terms of sharing the schools' values, parents of
state school students are positioned as not necessarily sharing, or even knowing, about
the schools' value systems. These have to be explicitly pointed out. Parents learn
exactly how to be acceptable parents by means of the precise specifications regarding
requirements included in these documents. It seems that these parents, as well as
students, need regulation.
As well as information regarding uniforms, state schools 1 and 2 (Figures 5.5.2 and
5.6.2) include information regarding safety requirements. These relate further to
uniform requirements. Such requirements are stated as based on Department of
Education regulations. An authority overseeing the school is inveighed in order to
authorise these uniform requirements. It is through such means that state regulations
enter and colonise school and thus home space. That is, state school promotional
documents, such as those analysed here, might be viewed as one means by which the
norms of the state are conveyed into the private sphere of home, "making it hard to
distinguish the family from the disciplinary continuum of.. . social apparatuses" such as
schools (Donzelot, 1979: 227).
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State schools 3 and 4 (Figures 5.7.2 and 5.8.2) also include sections on their last pages
that specify "Parental Involvement". This is an item not explicitly mentioned in any of
the previously analysed private school promotional documents. Apparently there are
particular ways of becoming involved as parents of students at these state schools, and
these need to be specified. Both these state school documents provide details of the
schools' P & C (Parents and Citizens Associations) times and places of meetings. Both
also cover the roles of Parent Volunteers. Such information brings parents physically
into the space of the school, and in that sense their 'involvement7is regulated.
State school 3 (Figure 5.7.2), under the heading "Parental Involvement", also includes a
sub section regarding the school canteen ("The School canteen opens at 8.15 every
morning with the he@ of volunteer [implying parent] workers ...". Parent volunteers are
expected to undertake work within the geographical location of the school. This school
also gives information regarding "Guidance" under the same heading. A parental deficit
model is implied within and through this text, the school positioned as able to "assist
students and their families in dealing with personal, educational and vocational issues".
Again, nothing like this appeared within the private school promotional documents
analysed above.
School 4 (Figure 5.8.2) also includes a section headed "Student Participation" on its
final page, in addition to sections regarding "Parental Involvement" and "Uniforms".
Inclusion of this section suggests that 'participating' students are used in a positive way
as a commodity to help 'sell7 this school to potential clients. It seems that students who
'participate' are used to represent, and thus market, the school in a positive way. These
include students involved in the local Junior Council, those involved in the Outdoor
Club, and students elected to represent their peers on the Student Representrative
Council. According to Kenway and Fitzclarence (1998: 51), "students' behaviour is a
major feature of school style and functions as a sign to adults. ... Compliant and docile
behaviour is integral to the idea of good students". Indeed, it seems that "only the good
are good for the school" (Kenway and Fitzclarence, 1998: 51). Students such as those
specified on this brochure are here constituted as 'good' (that is, well behaved) students,
and used in a marketing way.
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Having looked at the fiont and back pages of these four state school promotional
documents, the centre-folds will now be analysed (Figures 5.5.3, 5.6.3, 5.7.3 and 5.8.3).
A noticeable difference in these documents compared to the private school documents is
the relatively large amount of text included in the centre-folds, However, similar to the
private school documents, all of these state school pamphlets feature a selection of
scenes from the life of the school. Unlike the private school documents, none of these
photographs is captioned.
All centre-folds feature pictures of students wearing 'correct' school uniforms, and
undertaking various school activities. Only one centre-fold photograph omits students,
that of State school 4 (Figure 5.8.3). This is the same school that did not feature students
on its cover page (Figure 5.8.1). All of the other school promotional documents feature
photographs of students, some working or sitting in the school grounds (Figures 5.5.3,
5.6.3 and 5.7.3) signifjrlng the pastorale. Three schools feature photographs of students
working on computers (Figures 5.5.1, 5.7.3 and 5.8.3) signifying the importance of
information technology. Two schools (Figures 5.5.3 and 5.5.7.3) feature photographs of
students using library facilities, signifjrlng an emphasis on literacy. Two schools
(Figures 5.5.3 and 5.8.3) feature students playing musical instnunents signifjlng the
importance of cultural activities. Two schools (Figures 5.5.3 and 5.6.3) show students
working in science laboratories signifjlng an emphasis on the scientific. Two schools
(Figures 5.5.3 and 5.8.3) show students involved in sporting activities, perhaps
signifjmg the adage "healthy bodies, healthy minds". Two schools (Figures 5.6.3 and
5.8.3) feature students cooking signifjrlng the value of practical life skills. Two schools
feature students working in their respective Art Rooms, signifjrlng the value of
creativity. Finally, one school document (Figure 5.5.3) features students undertaking
Graphic Design, signifying vocational skills. As such, the f d l school 'package' is
portrayed within and through the various photographs included in these state school
promotional documents.

AIMS

SCFIOOL CURRICULUM

This scliool a'ims t o offcr thc bcst in a
comprchcnsivc secondary ctl~rcationfor
young pcoplc.
High Scliool provides a vcry
caring cnvironnicnr so tlrat cacli
srudcnr should dcvelop academic
knowlcdgc and processes, social anti
vocarional skills, cultural intcrcsts and
a concern and rcspcct in rclationsliips
with pcoplc.

A w i d c range o f academic ant1

BEHAVIOUR CODE
Students arc rcquircd l o abide by

;I

Rcliaviour Code emplrasisitig three
aspccts: Cot~rtcsy,Standnrtls, Respect.
Actions such as:
?r Speaking to people polircly.
;t Responding correctly to grcctinps
and instrucrions.
Offcring an apology w h c ~t1cccss;iry.
i
Rcing trustworthy.
Co-opcrating tvitli orhcrs.
fr Wcaring tlic correct uniform ncatly.
6 Bringing ell books and equipnicnt to
lessons.
I<ccpirig scliool grounds ncat and
lidy.
Considering tlic rights and fcclinss
o f evcryboJy.
arc all i~nportanrparts o f t l i c Bch;iviour
Cocle.
The Bcliaviour Code applies wliilc
students arc ~ravclling to and from
school as well as when at scliool.

*
*
*

*

COURSES

A t all Ic\,els the formation o f classes is
tlcpentlcnr 011 sltfficicrit stttclcnt
\,~>catio~i:~l
srutlics arc a\,ailable for
enrolments and tlic a\,ailability o f sraff
stutlc~lts. I n the .I~tnior school tlic
wirli sptcialisl espertise.
c t ~ r r i c t ~ l uis~ ndcsignetl to cns~rrcrIi;~t
;ill s t ~ t ~ l c n t srccci\fc a b a l a ~ i c c t l Year 8
1\11 studcnrs sttrtly n coninion r;uigc o f
ctlucarion. Strong emphasis is placed
s~lbjects:
on mastery o f ~ l i cbasics as \\,ell ;IS
catering for rhe intli\~idunl nccds,
Englisli. German. Social Education,
ititcrests and abilities o f studcurs.
blnthcmatic.;
Science. :\rr. h4tlsic.
h l a n u a l :\r;s,
Horn; ~ c & i o n i i c s ;
Senior stutlcnrs arc able r o selcct from
I'liysictrl Etlt~c;t~ion.
Computer Studies
e Iargc t111nibcr o f l3oard nud Roarrl
ant1
Hcnltli
arc
inicgrarctl
wirli other
Ilcgisterctl Subjccts. cnst~ritlya corlrsc
subjccts.
appropriarc to indi\~itlital abilities.
T o assist in [lie primory;scconcI:try
intercsts and career aspirations.
transition. T.1.P. (Tlic Inter-?car
I n ;~tltlitionto rornial studics thcschool
Proeram) Iias been clc\~eloocd.Trnirtcd
pro\,itlcs
marly e x t r a - c t ~ r r i c ~ i l a r Senibr stildcnr leaders arc artaclied to
opportttnitics ill sporting, culrttral.
small groups o f Ycar 8 srud~'nts for
lcadcrsliip atid ncadcmic acti\,itics.
some n~clfarcocti\,ities.
Tllc sclrool C O I ~ ~ U C I Sa Stuclcnt \\'el farc
Years 8-10
TIie Ycar 9-10 course srructurc at
Program (S.\\'.P.) at all year I ~ \ ~ c lTliis
s.
High School rollo\rs t l ~ c
progriim helps young pcoplc rlcvclop the
c u ~ - r l c ~ ~guiclclincs
lu~ii
Of [lie I)epartment
kno\\*lcdgc, skills ant1 nrtitutlcs ticctlcd
o
f
E
d
u
c
a
t i o n atrtl meets the
to ~r~idcrstandrkcnrscl\~cs and rlieir
rcqlrirctnents
for
rhc
issue o f :I .Il~rlior
rclationsliips wirli others. :\spccts o f
Certificate. 'The curriculum conrinucs ro
carccr ctlucation arc also inclutlccl it1 tlrc
lprovidc a balanccd etlttccltion for nll
\Vclfarc Program.
students t \ f i t l i core stt~tlics i n rlic
i n ~ p o r t a n r arcas
of:
Etiglish.
I\.t;~tlictnatics.
Sciencc,
Social
Education. Hcnlth and Physical Fitness.
T o carer lor individttal interests, ;ibilitics
and dcscloping carccr plans, students
clcct ~ l i r c csubjcc~sfrom rlic I'ollo\\'ing

[image removed]

electives covcring tlic practical. firre ztnd
p c r f o r t n i n g arts: ,Art, Business
Principles. German. Grapliics, Hcaltli
and Pliysical Erlucation, H o m c
Economics.
ktusic.
Shop
A
(Wood\vork), Sltol) 5 (bletal\vork).
Typing.
Years 11-12
.All ~ t u d c n t ssclccr sis subjects. Over 10
I3oard st~bjcctsarc ol'fcrcd. :\ minimt~ni
o f live Board subjects arc rcqt~ircdfor
tliosc students rcqviring all Ovcrall
Position (OP) to $air1 tertiary entrance.
Several Do:trd rcgistcrctl ~uhjects i\pl)lied .-\rt. Catering, blan1ral Arts,
Office Pracriccs, Pracrical Compt~tcr
;vIctllods. Rccrcational Stutlics - are
also offcrcd. These \ r o c a t i o ~ i a l l y oriented practical courses rnay be taken
i n combination with Board suhjccts.
As wcll as clioosing from Boartl and

COUNSELLlNG
Tllc school has a Guidance Officer in
;tttendancc o n most days. She is
availablc to counscl and assist I)arcrirs
and studcnrs in personal, vocation;tl alitl
educational matters. Slle ad\'iscs on
study rccliniques, subject selccrions.
carccr options and post-secondary
scliool srl~dy;tltcrnarivcs. Appointnlents
can bc made dircctly with rhc Guidancc
Officer or tlirougli tlic school office Phone 390 2425
r l l scliool
~
11;ts tlic services o f ;t trailred
Sistcr I'rorn rhc I)cpartrnctlt o f I-lcaltli
\vlio visits the school \ ~ c c k l y T
. h e Cliiltl
He:lltli Sistcr is availablc for individual
ct~ldcr~r
co~isulta~ions
:utd group talkson
l ~ c a l t l Issttes.
i

SPECIAL NI<I':DS SUPPORT

* Scvcral computer rooms including a

Ciraphics Electronic Learning ~ c n i r e
and a Bttsincss Education Ccntre.
Five klanual Arts workshops.
6 T w o Teclinical Drawing rooms.
T l ~ r c especialist A r t rooms.
H o m c Economics kilchens and
sewins rooms.
6 Music block wirli sound-proof
practice rooms.
6 T w o Typing rooms.
6 A Fitness Gymnasium.
6 A klulti-l'urposc Hall.
Estensivc grounds and sporting
facilities.
6 A tcrckshop which operates every day

*
*

*

*

- ,. .,. -
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EXTRA-CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES

{cacllcrs arc a\,ailablc
~ ~ a ~ v ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ r c ~ r ( ;Specially
~ , b ~rmincd
~ ~Higl,
~ ~Scllool
; ~ " to: $ help
r ~ ~ Studcnts
t ~ ~ ~arc encouraged to participate
i n tile lliarly extra activities offercd by
n8itliindi\~id~~;tl
nccds. S t ~ ~ t l c r ~ t stl'c scllool:
!vitli
~ lcarning
~
problems
~
are given
r t csliibirions
:~tltlitional t u i t i o n through special
** Alnsrrumcntal
music tuition

TAI'E accrcditcd courscs ar t l ~ escliool
or T;\I:E
scllool
~
~
, of,-crcd
~ rhc d
to
~
take part in \\'ark Espericricc.
Seniors
intcr-tcllool
sport
and assis[ in
ofsport tcalns
from lo\ver ycar le\,cls.
Leadership is ncti\,ely encollragcd,
is
tllc end o f Year
I I to
serlior leaders for
T,I.P,
\\.itlltile lie\,, year 8
o f the follo\ring year.

$a -

"I

S~LI~CIIIS

cottrscs. A tutor prosratli involving
wrnc ~ ) m ' e n t x ~ nconimunity
d
mcnibers
is available I n r srudcnrs needing extra
help. :\ssistancc to further dcvclop
gifted ;tnd ralerircd students is also given
by tlic Special Needs teacliers t l i r o l ~ g l l
[lie co-or*in:t[iori 01' appro1)riare
proerrims.

* Concert Band and Stage Ban*
** kRock
lll~icaI
llerfornlance
Eisreddro*
* Sporting learns

* bratliem?tics

and Science

compe'"lons
6 School
Magazine

-s Sharc klarket Game

* Student Exchange programs

TUTORIA1,S

STUDENT COUNCIL

H i g h School tcachcrs ofrcr
I'rcc
tutorials.
particularly
ill
kl;tthernarics. every Tttcsday afrcrlloon
until 4.30 p.m.

~ 1 ~~~d~~~
, ~
councilis a formally
conslirlltcd
group of
leaders
elec[c(l by s[udcn[s as rcprcsentatives o f
rlic w l ~ o l cstudent body. It operarcs
uridcr a committee structure k i t h a
formal constitution and committee

FACILITIES

[image removed]

Chapter Five

From the above it seems that certain visuals have a tendency to appear repetitively in
promotional documents originating fiom a range of secondary school sites; that is, there
is a traverse of discourses across different educational sites (Luke and Luke, 1995). The
state school photographs, with their inclusion of correctly uniformed students, are
similar in appearance to those featured in the private school documents analysed above.
Such findings support Kenway and Fitzclaren's (1998) notion that state school
marketing is based on emulation of more prestigious private school marketing images.
That is, "many schools model themselves on those perceived as better

... and distance

themselves fiom the ideas associated with schools of lesser standing" (Kenway and
Fitzclarence, 1998: 54). Such emulation involves a double movement: an imitation of
those richer, and differentiation fiom those poorer or less refined.
A range of student activities is presented as desirable, designed specifically to attract a

range of potential parentslclients in both private and state school advertising documents.

In addition to the repetition of certain visuals in state school documents such as the
inclusion of correctly uniformed students, certain sub sections appear repeatedly. Table
5.1 (below) shows the titles of sections specifically included in the four state school

documents. Of interest is the commonality of certain topics across all four educational
sites. Some topics, although not having sections to themselves, are included or
mentioned in other designated sections.

[image removed]

SCHOOL PHIIDSOPEE
High Scltwl's mission is ro help and guide storlcnrs ro
progrcss rewards rhe htll arralnmenr of tlicir porctirialtics as
individuals and as responsible members of our socicty. ever mindful
of our mocto "Achieve wlrh Dignity".
Underlying rlrfs pliilosophy is rhc belief thar [he student a rhc focal
m i n t of all our acrivitics.
The commitment of the school and staff ro rhls s dcmo~istnrcdby.
o 3 gerrulnc care and concern for each individual srudcnr
pr&norion of a rcspMr for self and for orlrcrs. and
o a concern lor tlic dcvclopmenr of the aholc cliild.
Our curriculum offcringc fcariirc:
a equality of acccss to all opponr~ntticswlthln the school. and
0 the provision of a nngc of subrects rhat cater for all ,iblllty lcvcls.
I n all aspars of reaching and inreracrlon tvirh srudcnrs. we sect ro
D~OmOtC:
0 the ucncptlon o l Ic.lrntllg 2s .1 life long process
0 the nurtnilnx
drtlrudes rowvxd, leltn~ng
.of \mslrlvc
.
a exccllcncc
a tlic crcatian of J st!mulatirig and caciting learning environment.
and
a A comm~tmenthy staff to kcep abreast of modern devclopnrents
in education and to rcspond cflecrlvely to tile changing dcniaiids
of soclcry as ~trlfecrs the scliool.
All 3vaiL>ble rcsotlrces
human. fi~ianclal atid p h y s k ~ l arc
harnnsed and co.ordlnated ro enable 11s ro aciilcve these gmls.
Shallcr Park High rrccog~riseseducatlon as being a panncrship
involving the .itrive paniclprlon of all stakeholders i n the Iifc atid
ongoing dcvclopmcnt of rlic school.

-

-

COURSES
All students study the follo\vlng sublects:
~ ~ d i~ ~ l ~~ , ~ ~ h ~~~~~d~
~
of
i~ soclcty,
~
~
r\n,
~ ~ i,omc
i ~~
Economics. Manual Arts. Human Rclarionsliips Education,llcalth and
pllyslcal Eduutlon. c
~~
~l~ " ~ ~1~~~~~h
~~ . or~ japncsc.
~ ~ , ~
Yells 9.10
All stndcnrs select seven sublects
Of rlresc. ~rigllsh.Mathematics. Sclence. and Study of Soclcry arc
corripulsory.

The rcntainlng sublccrs \uill bc sclecrcd from lincs and include:
An. Home Economics. Buslncss Principles. Sllonliand. %c!vnttn~.
Spcrccli and Dnma. Shop I\ . Woodrr,ork. Shop B . Mere1 work.
Gnohlcs.
Music. Mcalth and Phvslcal Edr~catlon.
St~~dcnrs
in years 9 and 10 arc .dso involved it, rlre Computer Litcncy
prognmmc. Human RelarionshipsEducation and Spon.
Years 11.12
All srudenrs selccr six strbiecrs. These car1 k a conlbinarion o l Board.
8oard Registered and TA6E lii\kcd SU~INIS.
T l ~ cBmrd sltbiecrs arc:
Engllstr. Marhcmarics I. Mathcmarlcs II. Marhs in Srxlcry. Blolog)..
clremisrty. Physics. Multi-Smnd Sclcncc. Mcdcnr Hlstory.
Gcognphy. Economics. Study o l Soclcry. l&@l Sntdles. Thcarrc.
Music.
arid Phvslcal Education. AccoonrinP. Sccrerarial
. Ilcalth
.
Snidles.. Hornc ~cono!;iics. Cnphlcs. ~\n/Conrnct An. French.
I n f o m ~ r i o nPrrxcsslng and mhnolopy. Technical Srudies.
Thc Bmrd Regisrered Schwl Suhjccrs include:
Small Duslncss Studlcs. Careritig'. Fashion. B r l y Childhood Studies.
Pnctkd Conrpurcr blethods'. Pncrlcal Communication %i!l-'.
Applicd Llatlis. Dancc. Offlcc Technology and Conlmttrlicatiort'.
Tourism. P~cvm~tlonal
blarhs'. Spurn Studies'. lvlant~alArts. Aft as
Cnfr, Tcchnlcal Dnwing.
Norc: Stiblecrs tvitl, a ' .>rc TXFE Iinkcd.

.

CURRICULUM EEATURES
Thc schwl c~wrrctrlt,mis designed to ensure rhat srudcnis in [he
jt~nlorSchool rccclvc a thll~nccdcducarlon with a strong cmphaslson
hsic skills and on catcrirrg for the needs of individual srudcnis. The
ideals of ac~dcmiccxccllence and maximising rhc porenrlzl of each
studcnr arc reflccred in tlic leaching srnrcgles used and in rhc htgh
sranhrds sct for surdcnt ~ch!cvcmcnr.
i~
n rheSenlorscl~oola
large nngeof k r d . BoJrd RqBrcred andTAFE
~
. .

i.lnk&mblars
cnsun~~raral~srudcnrscanselectacOurjca~pro~rwrc

s .~
Ancmph~is~spla~ed
~r o r~h c i r ~~~ ,l i r f clnrcresrsandcarccrasplntlons.
~
on the Icadcrsl~iorole of rhc Scnlor smdcnrs. and rhls is rcflcctcd In
their involvcmCnr in rhe Student Councll and varlous school
cornlnlrteez.

CULTURAL ACTNITIES

FACILITIES

Students arc given many opponunltics to become involvd i n rhc
ct~ltunlacri\'irlcs of the school. ~vhichincludc dehtlng. rhcatrc
pcriormances. musical producrions. dnma. dlc school concen band.
instrumental music prognmmc and many othcrs.
Our Fine :\ns Dcpnmcnt has a full calcndar of cecnts cach ).car
\vlrich providc srudcnrs with oppomntties to dlsplay thcir wlents at
both rhc school and cornmunlty level. A wide nngc of experiences
Is offered i n many and varied an flclds. including cxrcnsion courses
for commirtcd an studcnts.
'The Performing .\ns Dcparrmcnr carcrs to srudcnrs with lcring 2nd
~nuslcrl~ntcrcsrs.Our lr~srn~mcnral
M l n s ~Prqnmnnc ~ n dScliwl
ind Conccn Bnds cnablc rrudcnrs ro hone rhclr sl:~ilsand plrtlclprc
.
.
in a vancty of prriormanccs throughout the ycar.
I\ highlight o l cvcry year is rhc Muslcal Producclon 2nd Rock
Eistddfcd xvhich dlsplay rhe ralcnrsof our singers. danccn and actors.
The~crc.music and dance cvenlngs are held for 211 ycar ler,els toallorv
smdcnrs ro display rhcir ralenrs to family and fricods.

Computer Rooms
The x h w l has four wcll cqulppd 1BM compatible compurcr rooms.
each with 15 or rnorc compurcrs. three prlnrcn, and a variety of
sofnmn cncompming word processing, spreadsheecing. data bases
and gnphlcs functions.
h scare of the an Macintosh nenvork which is used by Commerce
srudcnrs 111 a nngc of subleas provides a flfth computer room for
smdcnt usc.
R m r c c Centrc
Thh wcll srocked cenrrc houses 3n cytcnsivc bwk. p c i d c a l and
audlo visual sofnvcar collecdon as weU s computer faclliria h r
srudcnrs to 11% In rcsearch and communication. A modem prouldes
access ro QNlS and Rcyllnli A large rangc of audfo visual hardwax
tndudlng vldm rasserre rcccdcn. televBlon camcras. film pmlecrors
and the llkc are made avahblc ro borh srudenrs and staff.
Sponlng Facllitcs
The schwl has nvo wcUrnsscd ovds as well as access l o the fadties
providcd by Cornubla ?ark ncrr door. Cricker pnctlce \vfckers.
vdleyluU. rcnnk. baskecbaU and netball courts x e JU avafkble for
sNden" lnrcrcsrcd
In
S P T ~ BFacilitis
~
Thc school is well quip@ edrh a new carering kitchen where
mdcnrs a n p i n skfll in the use of c o m m c r c ~cqulpmenc. An
ac~chedr ~ t ~ u ~ t Comblm*Ons".
" ~ ~ m ~cmb1e8
~ s the srudcnrs lo
pncrice rhc~rfcod service shlls and provide cnloymenr for the food
COnnOburj
InIh
schwl.
e

SPORT

High is

of

Rclftc

DBrdcr

Association.and panlciprcs in a rsngeolsummcrand winter sporting
fixtures against other lrxal schools. Successful nudcnrs have rhe
opprmnky to move on to Region$. Swre and Ausrnlian
rcprcscnwtion.
Recreat(onal ~ponis wdaMe im s~11dcntz not inrcrcstcd i n
compcrltlon.
Srudenrs arc allocarcd to sponlng houses far arhlctics. cross counrry
and nvimming and slrnilar competirions.

,,,,,,,.t L L,,C"','gL .I,,,, .,,1II%~,UIII(,I1Ig %1,IICI, , I , L ,IL<U ~ L L
\*:lrtotls vcnttcs (~lcpcntlirigon llic scliool org:tnisinp ~ l ~ c t r l l .

,,L,,',,'L.,

.nc scliool 11;1\ cnrctisi\~cccitlillnler I;!cililics

St:~leFlip11S c l i o l ~exisls
l
I n <crr.c llic ncccls c ~ i
mtr Ilic:ll cnrnnittntty. Our pri,gr:llris rcllecl llic \'ica.s :~ti<l
:~spir:irio~t<
o f ~ l i cp:lren! :1ti11s ~ ~ t c l eliody,
t i ~ gtiidcd Ity tlic
eclcrc:ttior~:tlexperiise o i ot1r 1e:tclicrs h t ~slill
l
i n cunc o i 111c hroadcr
:lims r i i ~>~tconsl;~ncl
society :IS rcprcscnlecl 11)' lltc I~CII:I~I~IICIII oI'
EcIttc:t~intt.

VALUES

- iuur colnptilcr

rooms n.itlr :I 1cil;11o i 7 0 n1:tcllincs. 5 Inp lops in llle 1ilir:lry
:tv:tii:iblc ior clnsb use :iticl nvernigltl h ~ i r m m i ~ ,Iby
g Senior <titcI~ti~s
: ~ n dconiputers loc:tletl in !lit >l:~ll~s.Scic~tcc.I-iornc I:conomics.
:\n. bl:tnu:!l :\ns :t~idE ~ i r i c l i i ~ i cIIcl)itr!nie~iis.
~it

S ~ u ~ l c n ill
r s :dl yc:r lcscls 11:1\~clllc opponu~iilyl o play cillicr
in~erscl~ool
sprin :tg;ii~isl llle live r,lllcr sclit~olsiri our dirlrict ctr
inrr;~scltcir,l spnn \\,llcrc cnti~pelilior~
is :it :tn in~erclnssIc\'el.
I~itcr%clic,olrpon.; inclucle Ici~gue.rtxccr. touch. hnskctb:~ll.
I i ~ ~ c k ci~nllcyb:~ll.
y.
<olili:~ll.It:tseh:~ll. ~tclh:tll. ~cr~tiis.
indoor
crickcl : ~ n dsclc~ilsli. SIudcnts rcprcscnl;~ti~ig
111cscliool itt lllcir
cll~rscri<pons :ire :~lsogi\,cri 111~
oppctnttltil!. :ind lionour o f
porclt:tring :I ~ c l i o c.;pons
~l
j:~ckel.
:\I :I scllaal Ic\*cl.slllclcllls :Ire :llloc:llal l o one 0i.I Ilotlsca
r Rrncltn:~ti. Fr:lscr. l.:i\.er :ttid S~rickl:t~i~l)
;t~tdtlies~:ion11 1lic 0:lsis
11i:,ti : ~ c ~ i \ 'irilcrlic~t~sc
c
c o ~ i i p c r i l i n in
~ t stvinitriing. :~~ltlctics
:lnd
crosscollnlry.

Tnfe Srchject~

[image removed]

respect i o r ,mcscli:~ncl~,llters
co-c>lxr;~~ion
:t1ic1le:!lii work
cn~tiniitmcnlto 111eclevelopmenl trf c~tlc's~pr~len~i:!l
~villitig~icss
and : ~ I i i l i l yI n cnnlinttc l o Ic:~rn

. Ei1iii1i;irily \villi tccltnnli~gy

Snt<lenls in Y w r s I I ;incl I ? :!re :i\.cn tltc ~ ~ p p ~ l n u tlioi l y
~ x i n i c i l ~iin~:~
I !c~ t ~ ~ t i t,I"I'
h e:\[:E
r
I-ink course.; in tlic :irc:ts 01'
b l : i ~ i ~ t :\fix.
: ~ l l~lotiicl ~ c ~ ~ i i o i i i iCoriinicrcc
cs.
:it10 :In. S~itiicn i
lllc\c cottracs rctloirc lllc slittloils l o : ~ l l e ~ lllic
t l 1',AFI: en1I~:c
\vliilc t111iers:ire c:irrictl ottt :11 !lie sclit>ol. 011c t ~ r i i p l e t i ~ot ~i 111c
i
coitrsc%.llic \toclcii~srccciec 'S:\IzE ccniticotes \vliicli csn enli;itice
llicir cti111lny1iic1i1
nlip11r1iini1ics.

iirzriclzt~rerrlDepc~rtrtrerrt

lolcr:ince n l pcnple ~ ~ f ~ l i i i c r r:icc.
c t i l religion or .;en

Tltc [Snricl~tticr~t
I)cp:truiicrit >ltppnrIs ~tctclcctl.:\rliasc tncctl\ ;ire
no! rile! 11). llic \clir,<,l c~~rriculitrii.
:\ssist:incc is initi:rlccl .)1, :~ii
ope11rcicr:il %ysrc~ii.S1ttde111s:ire o~cntiragcd11) \elf-refer :is \ontt
:IS :i t l i i l i c i t l ~ y;irises, : \ ~ s t ~ ~ : t t i11i:iy
c c cnI:til ;i vxricly o f
tiirio\,:~tic~ti%
\itelt :ts iii-class xi~ppnn':11i<1witli~Ir:~w:tl.Enriclinictii
l~cp:irltiiettlh l : ? f i i ~ ~:II%o
: ~ y rcl'er ~ i t t i l c ~ iG>r
t s 1p:trc111~10 o111cr
Iiclpirig ;lgcncics \vlicn nccc\c:lr?. :\n <rpcndonr policy :lllox-.:
~ 1 1 ~ ~ I cte:lcIicrs
~ils.
:!!id ~1:ircntsllic opptxluriily 10 <lisc~c.;s:tny
tliificiilty cnct~~iihcrccl.

positive work :~tlitt~tlc

Grliclarrce

iibilily l o ~ii;,in~;tinsttccchalitl i111erpcrsc1ti:il
r c l ~ t t t o r ~ s l i:!Ii p ~
;!I\ lc!~cls
:tpprect;~lion ol':t~itl concern ior t l ~ ec~i\,irnnnlcn~
:tlliltly III c < ~ n t ~ m ~ t i i ccifccrivcly
:~tc

. cmploy:tbili~y

Otzr :!illis i n tltc ioor Kc). Ilcsult :\re:ts o f .LI;~n:~gcriie~~~.
Stlcdics. Iltt!it:!n Rc.\ottrccs :tot1 llcso~lrccs:inrl : \ ~ l ~ i i i ~ i i s t r : ~ ~ i r ~ ~ t
r c l l c c ~rltesc \.;ili~es.

CURRICULUitl FEATURES
School Crtrriculrtm
Tlie Scllonl c u n i c t ~ l i t ~isi i~lcsigtictlI n ensi~rc111:11 \IIICICIIIS III
llie Junior sclionl rcccivc :I h:tl;tticccl e~litc:i!ionwit11 :I slrotig
cnipli:~sis ;,rt b;tsic skills ;i~tclon c;ilcritig i l i r llic ~ncccls.inlcrcsls
:iiid 1:11eti1s,~I'individu;tl s~itclenls. 'Sl~ci<lc;ils oioc:i<lc~~iic
c.~ccllencc:~nd~ i i ; ~ x i t i i i s iIII~
n ~ polctili:~lc ~ i e : ~ esti~clcti~
li
:Ire
rellcclecl ill t l ~ ctc:tcliinp s ~ r : ~ ~ c g ttscrl
i c s i t ~ i din tlic I ~ i g l stit~idar~ls
t
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Table 5.1
Recurring Topics Featured in the State School Promotional Documents
Figure 4.19

Figure 4.20

Figure 4.21

Figure 4.22

d

d

d

d

Courses

II

d

4

d

Curriculum Features

d

d

d

Cultural Activities

d

d
d

Sport

4

Facilities

d

Philosophy/Aims/ObjectivesNalue
s/Mission Statement

Behaviour Code

d
1/

Counselling/Guidance

4

Special Needs Support

d

Tutorials

d

Extra Curricular Activities

4

Student Council

d

d

d
d

d
d
d

Pastoral Care

d

School of Excellence: Gymnastics
LibrarylResowce Centre

d
d

Computer Literacy

4

The topics included as sub sections in the cases of some documents include the topics
"Computer Rooms':

"Resource Center'', "Sporting Facilities" and "Specialist

Facilities" under the section title "Facilities in the first state school document (Figure
"

5.7.3). Similarly, in the fourth school document (Figure 5.8.3) "School Curriculum",
"Catering", "Tafe Subjects", "Enrichment Department" and "Guidance" come under the
heading "Curriculum Features"; "Assembly Halr', "Computer Rooms" and "Library"
come under the heading "Facilities"; "Dance7', "Music/Drama", "Debating" and "The
Equestrian Club" come under the heading "Cultural Activities"; and "Sports Facilities"
comes under the heading "Sport". Not having a formal heading does not, therefore,
preclude the inclusion of certain topics somewhere within the centre-fold of these
documents.
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These are all behaviours that would, presumably, also be valued by potential employers.
School 4, rather than specifying behaviour codes, includes a section on "Values" (Figure
5.8.3), stating that the school values a number of qualities, including "responsibility; ...
co-operation and teamwork; ... employability ... [and] positive work attitude" among
others. These, like the behaviour codes described above, specify practices concerned
with social interactive practices. They are, once again, expressed explicitly in this

particular document. It seems, thus, that state schools, unlike private schools, act as if
they cannot assume that parents operate on appropriate understandings of what
constitutes appropriate behaviours. As such, this is signaled by the explicit inclusion of
such directives regarding school values. It also suggests that parents, justifiably, should
be concerned about their children's employability.
As stated above, state school texts, such as the promotional documents considered here,
tend to emphasise behaviours that have traditionally been valued as positive attributes in
workers. Such inclusions in state school promotional documents signal their origins in
the industrial era, when docile workers would have been valued, and mass schooling
was the means of providing such workers. Schools, were then, as now, agencies of state
regulation and control, and a means of disciplining the social populace (Foucault, 1977).
Such processes help to construct both the identities of particular subjects such as state
school students, and also distinctive class forms at the cultural, symbolic, economic and
structural level (cf. Willis, 1977: 2). These practices work simultaneously with various
others as a means of self-induction and self-regulation to constitute "the regeneration of
working class culture in general ... [They are] an important example of how this ... is
related in complex ways to regulative state institutions" (Willis, 1977: 3). The inclusion
of explicit directives regarding behaviour in state school promotional documents
positions parents as needing to know such expectations. It is notable that none of the
private school promotional documents analysed in this research project contained
comparable explicit directives regarding behaviours, perhaps signaling an assumed
expectation that private school parents already know, and are in agreement with, the
schools implied views regarding appropriate student behaviours.
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A final, obvious difference between state and private school advertising documents, as
specified above, relates to the amount of printed text. The private school documents
tend to rely largely upon pictorial, often iconic reminders of a certain culture,
photographs conjuring up visions of the school worlds. Such worlds are 'envisioned',
alluded to or evoked rather than spelled out. Because prospective private school parents
are assumed to share the same sets of values and visions for their children's htures as
the schools, and the institutional organization of the schools are alluded to through brief
captions and pictures, rather than being specified or elaborated upon. In contrast, as
discussed above, the state school promotional documents specify overtly their
expectations regarding student behaviour within the texts themselves. The institutional
worlds of the schools are thus explicitly 'set out' in detail in these documents.
Summary of Analysis

It seems that school promotional materials such as prospectuses are a well-defined genre
(Symes, 1998) that exhibit some general structures and features in common. Typically
they include some or most of the following, depending perhaps on the importance that a
school accords them: a message from the principal; an overview of the school and its
history; the school's mission statement; its location and accessibility; enrolment
procedures; a code of conduct or behaviour; and a description of the curriculum.
Particular school promotional documents may also feature some more specific
idiosyncratic properties that work to distinguish them from other schools.
School promotional documents such as those analysed in this chapter constitute particular
versions of schools designed to attract particular new clients. They use specific images
that function as commodities for the image of the school (cf, Kenway and Fitzclarence,
1998: 50). Simultaneously with constituting particular versions of schools, such
documents also constitute particular selected versions of parenthood and studenthood.
Parental readers learn, through the documents' inclusions and exclusions, of the sorts of
parents and students preferred by particular schools. Parental readers, further, may well
read more than one of these documents, whose comparabilities thereby assume increasing
significance.
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Parental-reader positions are constructed by textual discourses which in the short term,
according to Kress (1985: 37), provide instructions about how to read the text, how to
act in certain ways, to take stances, to conform or adapt. In the longer term those
constantly reiterated demands construct certain 'subject positions', that is, sets of
statements which describe and prescribe a range of actions, modes of thinking and
being, for an individual, compatible with the demands of a discourse.
Readers of school promotional materials learn the normative versions of the category
'preferred parent'; that is, the texts construct ideal parent readers by supplying interests,
aesthetics, demeanour and aspirations that provide reading positions fi-om where the
texts seem unproblematic and natural. In such ways, parents learn how to be particular
sorts of parents, in keeping with school-preferred versions. Like-minded parents are
encouraged to choose certain schools whose value systems are in accordance with their
own. Although it will be the students who will ultimately attend the schools chosen by
their parents, these documents are aimed to attract parents with their particular
constituted versions of uniformed, disciplined and regulated students. These documents
seem to be catering for parental rather than student choice. In this way the education
market reflects and helps to shape power relations between adults and children (cf.
Kenway and Fitzclarence, 1998: 50). Such texts help shape 'good' students according to
normative adult moral versions of studenthood.
Both the state and private school promotional documents portray disciplined, uniformed
students. However, it seems that private schools' promotional materials portray the
discipline of students and their parents subtly rather than explicitly through textual and
visual strategies, using pictorial representations of uniformed bodies in well-managed
surroundings. The photographic tableaux presented within private school advertising
materials show how children will or would look doing things if they attend these
schools. According to Foucault (1977: 148, emphasis in original),
the first of the great operations of discipline is ... the constitution of 'tableaux
vivants', which transform the confused, useless or dangerous multitudes into

ordered multiplicities. ... It was a question of organizing the multiple, of
providing oneself with an instrument to cover it and to master it; it was a
question of imposing upon it an 'order'.
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As such, then, school promotional documents can be viewed as a particular technology
of power, enacting discipline on the bodies of the students portrayed in these
documents, producing "docile bodies" (Foucault, 1977). The children's regulated
futures are envisioned through the use of such pictorial materials. Although the second
private girls' school document, previously described, contains photographs of students
who might be viewed of as under teacher surveillance (Figures 5.3.2 and 5.3.3),
regulation of student behaviours and activities are presented mainly in the form of
student self-regulation in these private school documents. Of all the 19 private school
promotional pamphlets, posters or booklets collected for this data corpus, none
explicitly specifies particular expectations regarding student behaviour and appearance
or school rules. This is in direct contrast to the state school promotional materials that
explicitly specie, both textually and visually, the schools' expectations regarding
behaviour and appearance.
Despite such differences in presentation, both private and state schools market
themselves as uniform and uniformed, disciplined and regulatory institutions that
contribute to student future possibilities. School promotional documents can thus be
viewed as instances of disciplinary practices that classify and name populations,
producing what counts as normal for a certain group at a certain time. There is a
commonality in what counts as the preferred version of the school, and the categories of
characters who occupy the school presented within and through such documents:
parents, teachers and students. School promotional materials can thus be conceived as

commodifying practices of social regulation, contributing towards the production of
docile social bodies. Schools are, thus, discursively produced as similar, even though
the details of the ways in which schools do this vary. The end products are recognisable
as similarly functioning institutions of state control, and as such, disciplinary power

through schooling becomes commodified. The following section examines the notion of
the commodification of education. It is argued that both private and state schools in
contemporary western societies must increasingly enter the social marketplace for their
growth or even their continued existence. Practices that position schools within the
market are evidenced in home-school cornrnunications such as promotional materials.
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Part 4: The Commodification of Education
Baudrillard (1990) pointed out that contemporary society can be described as 'the
consumer society', being primarily determined by consumerism. It seems that
contemporary government "has placed education within the ideology of the market and,
in particular, within the notion of consumer power'' (Bowe et al. 1994a: 63). Consumer
choice, that is, parental choice, has become a key notion associated with education
today. As discussed in Chapter 2, part of being a 'good parent' is making the 'right
choice' of school for one's children. Parental choice has 'become a moral issue, and is
now closely associated with the populist notion of "the responsible parent" @owe et al.,
1994b: 38). Evidence fkom school-home communications have shown that family
practices "are increasingly aligned with social objectives not through coercion but
through acting upon the wishes, desires, and aspirations of adult'' (Rose, 1990: xii).
Parents are positioned as potential clients, with particular aspects of the schooling
commodified and made marketable in ways that work to persuade parents to purchase
particular futures for their children. As such, parents are encouraged to view schools as
institutions that will provide their children with future positional goods. Most schools
today, both private and state, produce information brochures and packages such as those
analysed in this chapter, designed specifically to attract potential clients (parents and
students) to take avail themselves of and 1 or buy into their distinctive educational
services.
The increasing commodification of education as a consumer product appears
widespread throughout many western nation states, including Australia. Bowe et al.
(1994b: 42) suggested that parents and students might today be "'overdetermined' by
the world of consumption
society'

... so that the images, ethics and practices of 'the consumer

... begin both to construct the 'educational product' and the activities of the

consumers". Evidence of a consumerist-driven move to increasingly commodify
education can be documented in a variety of different kinds of home-school
communications, and in particular in schools' promotional materials such as those
discussed in this chapter.
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School personnel of both state and private schools are increasingly investigating,
investing in and implementing innovative ways of packaging and selling their
institutions. This is evidenced by the proliferation of advertising materials emanating
fiom schools today. In a previous generation only private schools did this, but with the
increasing commodification of education, state schools now also market their
educational products. Mass media publish and produce special editions profiling
particular schools and other educational institutions. Specialist educational magazines
feature regular columns proffering advice aimed at educationalists concerning school
marketing techniques (cf. Hodge, 1993; Vining 1994% 1994b, 1994c, and 1995).
Schools are conducting market research, and a number now employ specialist Publicity
Officers. Schools are increasingly competing with each other for 'clients' (parents,
students and sponsers). Indeed, many are importing expertise fiom marketing and fund
raising experts, and developing marketing plans (Kenway and Fitzclarence, 1998: 48).
Selling schools has become big business, and educational establishments are utilising a
variety of outlets and modes for this purpose. These include appearing and marketing at
particular public exhibitions, for example at Independent Schools' Expos that are held
annually in a number of Australian State capital cities. It seems that schooling has now
entered the social marketplace. According to Watkins (1992: 22),
we see principals of schools openly touting for business ... in the competitive
quest for prestige, status and consumers. Similarly, schools have to compete
with each otherfor the dwindling supply ofresources which had been previously
available j?om the state. The ensuring stress on image and 'brand' status ...
impinge on the packaging of the education product, assuming a much greater
significance than any needs of the general school population.

Parents rely on a range of sources, including family members, old school networks,
friends' and neighbours' advice, open days, advertisements, pamphlets and brochures to
obtain information about potential schools for their children (Benton, 1994). Often
posters, leaflets, handouts, videos, prospectuses, parents' information books and
packages comprise the first textual contact prospective parents have with schools,
although they may have heard about the schools previously. In addition, a number of
schools now organise information sessions for potential parents and students, an
example of which is analysed in Chapter 6 .
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Particular features of schools are emphasised within and through such marketing
packages. Advertising is a complex type of communication that is both selective and
strategic; it advocates and seeks to persuade. It is about 'face value' and 'best face'. Best
face involves the publication of successes in such areas as sporting and cultural
competitions, and face value involves concealing relative failures and problems (cf.
Kenway and Fitzclarence, 1998). According to Kenway and Fitzclarence (1998: 49),
"through their advertisements, schools are constructing educational dreams - they tap
into a whole range of fantasies, but the question is, whose?'. As such, then, school
promotional materials have to appeal to a wide potential market by attempting to present
the school as everything to everyone, comprehensive and value-neutral, while
simultaneously establishing the institution's unique character that is attractive and
persuasive to particular potential clients (parents) (cf. Lesko, 1988: 145). In order to
achieve this, many school promotional documents include contradictory discourses in
complementary ways, such as the discourses of tradition / innovation, and of individual
excellence / community values, among others. Such features are frequently addressed
explicitly in school promotional packages. In this way a school can come to terms with
its paradoxical nature as a social entity by developing and projecting a unique
identifiable character, basing that character in traits that have broad market appeal.
The recurrence of many of the features included across the various types of school
promotional documents is in keeping with Synott and Syrnes' (1995) research of the
'symbolic architecture' of education such as school uniforms, mottoes and badges. They
found
a large degree of uniformity in the meaning content of ... school icons, derived
j?om a common core of educational values established during the formative
decades of universal school but resting on older heraldic principles (Synott and
Symes, 1995: 139).

Monis (1994: vi) suggested that such commonalities may be viewed as "the outcome of
an orthodox way of thinking about school that is part of the history of schooling''
(emphasis in original). Repetition of such themes constitutes particular discourses that
embody and enact charismatic ideologies that perpetuate the legitimacy of certain
hegemonic versions of schooling (Bourdieu and Passeron, 1977). Indeed, consumerism
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in schooling, such as that evidenced in the school promotional documents analysed in
this chapter, can be used to reinstate traditional and oppressive educational practices. As
such, "educational consumption works as a form of displacement and social control, and
power relationships are refracted through it" (Kenway and Fitzclarence, 1998: 55).
However, despite the pervasiveness of such commonly occurring traditional themes or
discourses, each school tends to emphasise particular features that they market as unique
unto themselves. So it is that school promotional documents are simultaneously both
similar and unique.

Conclusion
This chapter has suggested that despite differences in the textual and visual details, that
school promotional documents tend to market common versions of schooling. Versions
of well-disciplined students, parents and teachers are marketed as a commodity. As
such, regulatory practices are marketed as discursive facts within and through school
promotional materials.
Chapter 6 proceeds to analyse two examples of monologic school talk and a school
letter addressed to existing parents to see whether, and how, similar versions of schools,
teachers, parents and students are constituted within and through such texts and talk,
thus further evidencing common interests, pursuits and consequenses in the
accomplishment of school-home relations.

CHAPTER SIX
SCHOOL TO HOME COMMUNICATIONS DIRECTED TO PARENTS AS
COLLECTIVE AUDIENCES
Institutional facts, including particular moral versions of institutions and institutional
personnel and their relationships, are talked and written into being and made
accountable within and through school-home communications. This chapter interrogates
two examples of school talk and a school letter directed to parents who are collective
audiences to illustrate such processes. Part 1 of the chapter analyses an instance of a
state school Principal's speech to potential parents and their children during a new
parents' and students' induction morning (see Appendix 6 for the full text). Part 2
analyses a private school Principal's address to existing parents, students and other
interested parties who attended the school's Speech Night (See Appendix 7 for the full
speech). Part 3 analyses a letter signed by the Dean of the School sent to the parents of
students attending a private school immediately before the commencement of a school
vacation (see Appendix 9 for the full letter). The chapter concludes by suggesting that,
like the school promotional documents analysed in the previous chapter, it is the
schools' moral versions of the social world and order that are foregrounded as the
preferred moral versions in these examples of school to home communications.
Although all communications are interactive, as discussed in Chapter 2, it is not
possible to ascertain how these particular school-home communications were received
by the parents. For this reason I designate the two speeches and the letter analysed in
this chapter monologic.It is acknowledged, however, that there is always the possibility
of multiple hearings and readings by any audience.
The school Speech Night (analysed in Part 2) was video-recorded, so it was possible to
comment on the general appearance of the participants in this event. However, for all
three examples of data here, I concentrated particularly on analysis of the transcriptions
of the two Principals' speeches, and on the text of the school letter. This chapter deals
with specific features identified within each of these texts. For example, in Part 1 I have
concentrated specifically on highlighting the use of pronouns as positioning practices in
considering the Principal's speech presented at the state school parents' and students
induction morning. In Part 2 I look in particular at a private school Principal's use of
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rhetorical devices in his Speech Night Address. Such devices are frequently used by
public speakers. I argue that this Principal used a number of these devices recurringly to
maintain audience attention and as an aligning strategy. Finally, in Part 3, I focus
particularly on the main discourses textually constituted within and through the private
school letter addressing parents of existing students, to show how they work to set up
oppositionals or contrasts between 'us' (this school) and 'them' (other schools, parents
and students).

Part 1: Analysis of a State School Principal's Speech at a New Parents' and
Students' Induction Morning1
The example of home-school communications presented below is a transcript of a
speech given by a male Principal of a coeducational state high school in December
1992. He addresses an audience of parents and soon to be enroled children. The
prospective grade eight students were expected to commence attending the school at the
beginning of the following school year, in January.
The full transcript of the speech is presented below. As specified above, rather than
undertaking a detailed report of all the conversational strategies found within this
speech, the analysis focuses, in particular, on this Principal's use of pronouns as
positioning practices. This speech, similar to the school promotional documents
analysed in Chapter 5, allows for a multiplicity of hearings or readings. Both
compliance and resistance are possible. There is, however, no evidence within the audio
recording of how the audience received this Principal's directives.
Transcript of the State School Principal's Speech
(See Appendix 10 for transcription conventions).
The participants2are designated in the following way:
P:

Principal (Mr Woodstock)

A:

Audience

' Analysis of this speech has appeared in Keogh, 1997a.
For the purposes of this thesis, all names are fictitious.
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MW: Mrs Winter (Grade 8 Coordinator)
I'd like to talk to the studentsfirst of all and thenjust a couple of words to
couple of words to the parents. I've no doubt what I'm about to say and other
people are going to say to the students, Mrs Winter ((name of Grade 8
Coordinator)) is going to say and otherpeople are going to say during the day. But,
they I are the basic things and I think they're important to? all of our students coming
in. They are the haIfa dozen basic rules that this school runs on. ( )so important,
our school doesn't believe in a lot of rules, we believe that this is a? an adult
situation and therefore we shouldjust be able to put down the basic rules. But I
make (no beg yourpardons) about any of the, any that we put down there. There's
no negotiation. gyou the student don't want to keep to the rules then you shouldn't
have coming here. ( ). First of all students, can we get thefirst mainfour (up)
out of the way. Any time you er er see any of the teachers on stafyou've got to
talk in an adult way and I'm about to say good morning to you and you're not
allowed to give me the primary school good mo:rning Mister Wo:odstock, okay?
Good morning students
16. A: (Cfast chorus)) Good morning Mr Woodstock
17. P: Yeah that S good, this one here blew it

19. P

Okay. L'see, what about the basic rules? Thefirst one, students, is that your

20.

mother and father send you to us, and they would hope that you'll be accounted

21.

for. Let me tell you quite clearly, your ( ) must be accounted for at all times. In

22.

other words here's no wandering around the school. It's a very situation here

23.

fiom primary where you were with the one teacher all the time, and, it's very ( )

24.

temptation there to duck o f i Mum and Dad are entitled to expect that we

25.

account for you and we will insist on that. And there is no way around it. Any

26.

time you're going to have to report in to? Mrs Winter ( ) Mrs Mills is one of

27.

the deputies. Keep that in mind.

28.

The second thing. Mrs Winter I'm sure will talk about this one. When we draw

29.

kidsfrom a number of high schools, there's always hh a number of&der

30.

schools there are alwaysfights. Well we're beyond that. That's kids'stufl That's

31.

kids'shrff You're entitled to come here. And Mum and Dad will expect that you

32.

be left alone. And you may not bullv anybody else. And thatjust means ifyou

33.

camefiom ( ) and another student comesfiom? From [name ofprimaly
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school], there's always that bit where you've got to work out? The pecking order
isn't there? Who's the new boss? Well there are no bosses. You come here you keep
your hands to yourself: You don't bully anybody and ifanybody is bullyingvou, and
I'm afiaid that's the reality of life, that occasionally not often in our school,
particularly at the beginning of t h e m the older students tend to push the?
see Mrs Winter straight away. Ifanybody's pushing you around, make sure you don't
younger ones around. Now that's not on. Anybody who's bullying you, you go and
put up with it.
Third thing. Whenyou're given an instruction in this school, it is carried out
without debate. Isee an awfirl lot of rubbish on TV these days, where? Um hh
there's ( ) all the time and diflerent situations. Now that's not the reality. At
our school, ifa teacher gives you, i f a teacher gives you an instntction, without
debate, ifyou can't handle it, whether another school is more, more with it or
modem in their, in their attitudes. Ifyou believe that you've been unfairly dealt
with, by all means handle that in an adult way. Go and have a talk with your
teacher, you can go and have a talk with Mrs Winter. But, the third basic rule
is? you do what you're told. No debate.
Fourth thing. ( ) I brought a letter up o make a point. That the presentation of
our students and our school makes a big dzflerence. And this has comefiom an
employer, round here that's looking after one of the students for work experience
and the last paragraph says?
AS A RESULT OF RA CHELS PERFORMANCE AND PRESENTATION
WHEN SHES BEEN WITH US, WE LOOK TO GIVING RACHEL THE
OPPORTUNITY TO WORK WITH US ON A CASUAL BASIS AND AS SOON
AS WE HA VE A PERMANENT VACANCY SHE'LL GETA JOB, WITH US.
Now that's part of the thing that you'll hear with us and it applies at all times.
Ifour school presents well, i f our students present well, our students do the
right thing we get lots of these letters. Ifyou don't? Then we don't receive
letters and you guys don't get a job. That's the reality of it. That's the reality
of it. The better this school's, the more likely our students are to get jobs and
that's what it's all about.
Tied in with that, look after our school. We've got a beauafirl school, we'veput
an a*l

lot of effort into it. The eight years we've been in existence. We've got

67.

great facilities here, we've got as good as any, any state high school in the

68.

state. There's been an awful lot of work gone into it. The P and C, in particular

69.

the ladies in the tuckshop, have raised an awful lot of money a d we um we

70.

should be ( ) proud of what we've got.
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Last, I'll leave the students, I'd like t h i ~ t seconds
y
to the parents ( ) I
believe that the theory that is, put out, and ( ), schools are run as a
cooperative between parents and, parents and staff Any time Mum or Dad is
concerned about anything, we I would like very much ifyou would contact us.
Ifyou have a son or daughter in grade eight then Isuggest to you that you
contact Mrs Hope or Mrs Winterfirst. Ifthe problem is of a more general
nature then by all means ask to talk to one of the deputies or myseIf:Feelfree at
any time (0.2) to make contact with the school to discuss a problem.
And again there's no negotiation of those halfa dozen basic rules that we put to the
students. I believe that it is in the best interests of our students to keep the
very basic rules. That's all I've got to say. Has anybody? would anybody like
to address any question to me before I leave? I've got to go Mrs Winter
83. W You go it went very well Mr Woodstock
84. P

( ) has anybody got a question they'd like to put to me? (2.0) That's great. Welcome

85.

along, I'm sure that you'llfind this is a, a really excellent school (and it's right

86.

for your) sons and daughters. Thanks Mrs Winter.

In this speech, the first full speech of the induction session, the Principal introduced the
audience to the moral order of the school by announcing school rules. he first four
rules were ostensibly directed at the new students themselves: accountability for
movement around the school, behaviour with other students, the non-debatability of
teachers' instructions, and the presentation and appearance of the students and the
school environment. The Principal overtly addressed the final directive to the parents,
describing the school as "a cooperative between parents and, parents and staf' (Line
73), although he was also addressing the students indirectly as an overhearing audience
(cf. Atkinson, 1979 and 1982; Heritage, 1985; Silverman, 1987; Heritage and
Greatbatch, 1991; Keogh, 1992; Baker and Keogh, 1995).
What is notable were the ways this Principal designed the talk to address the two
different audiences simultaneously throughout his speech. At times the different
member categories in the audience (parents and 1 or their children) were positioned as
direct addressees of the talk, whereas at other times they were positioned as overhearing
audiences. Such ambiguities of audience allowed participants to maintain positive moral
versions of themselves and each other within and through such talk. Just who exactly
the direct addressees were, and who the indirect addressees, remained ambiguous and
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shifiing. Using pronouns, this Principal constituted an ever-changing and dynamic
audience of parents and 1 or students who might or might not have received his words as
directives for themselves or for each other. In this way the Principal subtly avoided the
possibility of being heard to make direct commands to any one category in the audience.
(This is similar to much interactive talk in parent-teacher interviews analysed later in
this thesis when students are present at the meetings). As will be shown, the direct
recipients of parent-teacher-student talk frequently remain dynamic and ambiguous.
The inclusion of school rules in this Principal's speech as a topic of interest for these
prospective state school parents and students was noteworthy. Perhaps, like the state
school promotional documents analysed in the previous chapter, such talk implied that
this Principal perceived it necessary to introduce this audience explicitly to the school's
moral order by specifying school rules precisely; that is, he stipulated particular
institutional regulatory practices in his speech. It seems that full membership of this
institution involved an acceptance of these rules, "without debateW(Line43) by all in the
audience. The Principal, speaking on behalf of the school, talked about expectations
regarding what was deemed appropriate, according to this school's value system. That
is, the school's moral order was talked into being in this way.

he school

was

constituted thus as a disciplined and disciplinary institution. Expectations regarding the
moral categories of acceptable parents, students and teachers were presented within and
through this Principal's speech.
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The Use of Pronouns

There are many possible ways of approaching texts in order to discover how they
actively organise and mediate social relationships. As previously stated, there is no
attempt to explicate fully this example of the data. Rather, the specific focus of this
section of Chapter 6 is analysis of the Principal's use of pronouns, to reveal some
particular institutional positioning practices evidenced in this speech. Such practices
reveal the relevancies of parents, teachers and students as constituted by and for them,
within and through this example of school talk.
Wright (1989: 1) proposed that:
individual subjectivity is produced in and through ... language and this in turn
locates the subject in the discursiveframavorh available in society. It is neither
unzped nor fixed but is the site of conflict as contesting forces strive for
dominance.

According to Wright (1989), the use of pronouns within texts is complex and varied.
She maintained that the use of pronouns is indicative of multiple and ambiguous subject
positions available to interactants, and signals differences in social relations and
individual subjectivities that may be explained in terms of subjects' positionings in
dominant discourses in the culture.
Pronouns play a central role in the routine use and understanding of language (Hanks,
1992: 46). Smith (1990b) designated pronouns (pronominals), with temporal and spatial
terms such as now, here, there, then, and so on, "deictic terms". Such terms
organise socially, as what is present for both speaker and hearer (and writer
and reader), time and distance, and the positions and arrangements of persons
with reference to the position' of the speaker [or writer]. What they refer to can
be identz9ed only when the position of the speaker [or writer] and the context in
which they are used is known. (Smith, 1990b: 56).
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Speier (1973) suggested that pronouns might be viewed as the social cement of
interactional management. By this he meant that pronouns work by producing and
maintaining particular participant relationships. Watson (1987: 264) argued that such
terms are "part of social members' jointly-held conventional apparatus for achieving
orderly, intelligible communication". He further suggested that the selection and use of
given personal pronouns are effected with regard both to the typical and to the particular
characteristics of the social 1 interactional settings or occasions in which co-participants
are situated, or are part of, or are referring to (Watson, 1987: 266). According to Brown
(1970), pronominalisation (the use of personal pronouns in communicative practices)
demonstrates and constitutes relations of power. Brown considered the work of
pronouns of address, in particular, arguing that they have a close association with
dimensions of power and solidarity fundamental to the analysis of social life.
If one accepts the above proposals regarding pronominal use, the analysis of pronouns
in this Principal's speech can be used as a useful means of identifying what is present
within this educational site, and for detecting the positions and arrangements of the
audience with reference to the speaker's position as Principal of the children's
s
prospective high school. The analysis of pronouns, such as those used by t h ~ Principal's
in his speech, elucidates power relations between the speaker and the audience as
recipients of this talk. By such analysis it is possible to identify:

how the school and institutional expectations were actively talked into being, and
how members of the audience, as potential parents and students, were positioned in
relation to the school's expected institutional order.
This section now looks at the ways in which this Principal positions himself and his
audience by his use of different pronouns including 'I,, 'we", 'my' and 'our'.
The Use of "I"

This Principal consistently referred to lxmself either in the first person singular or plural
throughout this speech. It is noteworthy that the Principal was not formally introduced,
nor did he refer explicitly to his official position as Principal to his audience, although
all the other speakers at this educational event were either introduced, or introduced
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themselves by the use of their names, institutional positions and roles. The Principal's
frequent use of ''I" within this context actively established him as an institutional
authority figure whose words counted. Occupying the category Principal perhaps
designated the right to talk authoritatively and imperatively about school rules.
The Principal talked on behalf of the school here. His position designated him the right
to issue institutional decrees such as those directed, explicitly, to students in lines 42-43:
"When you're given an instruction in this school, it is carried out without debate".

Parents were positioned as overhearing audience who might or might not have heard
themselves also implicitly directed to accept such directions without debate.
Questions fiom the audience were called for, but none were asked. This could
conceivably and equally be seen as a proper response to the Principal's statement "I've
got to go Mrs Winter" (Line 82) which was inserted between two calls for questions.

While this statement may well have been a stock administrator's phrase, it also carried
the implication that, whatever the reason for the Principal's leaving, it must surely have
been because of school-based business. By this means the Principal delegated Mrs
Winter, the Grade 8 Coordinator and school representative, to respond to any questions.
Possibly, therefore, the audience did not need to delay the Principal by asking any
questions, despite his token invitations to do so.
The audio recording of the whole morning suggested that the audience did not respond
directly or interact with the speakers at this educational event. The audience tended to
remain silent, apart fiom occasional laughter during, or applause at the end of the other
speeches, suggesting compliance. Such a practice indicates that members of this
audience appeared to accept ostensibly the school-ordered institutional versions of the
world as constituted by the Principal who was speaking as an official representative of
the school. As such, then, it seems the speeches presented by the Principal and teachers
at this school event was received by the audience as one-way; that is, the morning was
largely a monologic rather than an interactive event. It was the school's version of the
world that counted within this site. The possibility of resistant hearings cannot,
however, be discounted.

Chapter Six
The Use of "We"

The pronoun we is used to denote sets of persons working together as a single team; that
is, it works as a solidarity marker (Wright, 1989). As the analysis below will show, this
Principal's use of we, in particular, discursively shifted the composition of teams to
include and / or to exclude different members. From time to time the pronoun we
signified we as part of the professional (school) team. Sometimes it signified we the
adults, parents and teachers, all working together for the common good of the students.
At other times, it signified the teachers and students as members of the school team.
Teams constituted within home-school communications thus both included and I or
excluded different members of the school and or home: that is, they included varying
combinations of parents, teachers, students, or members of the broader social
community. Its use made team memberships dynamic and ambiguous.
The Principal used the we of the institution to voice school-ordered concerns. Strong
(1979: 70) designated this technique "the explication of collegial authority". The use of
we actively legitimises or reinforces the authority of the author I speaker as an

individual in terms of his / her membership of the official institution. Such use of the
collegial we is common in inter-institutional texts (Strong, 1979; Keogh, 1992; Keogh,
1995). The authors or speakers of institutional texts thereby constitute themselves as
having the backing or authority of the professional institutional team when they speak or
write. In addition, this Principal simultaneously used the pronoun we to disavow any
assertion, or potential assertion, that he was speaking in a personal capacity. "We"
signified here that he was speaking collegially; that is, the Principal was speaking not as
an individual but as an official representative of the school (cf. Watson, 1987: 271).
This Principal used the collegial we eighteen times in his speech, almost as often as he
used the first person singular pronoun I, which he used twenty times. He used these
pronouns as devices that worked to authorise what he said as the official institutional
version of the world. The Principal thus inserted himself discursively within the school

as one of many. That is, this Principal positioned himself as a member, albeit an
important one, of the larger bureaucratic school system. His words were not his alone,
but were presented as the words of we, the bureaucratic institution. For example, in lines
78-79 he states "there's no negotiation of those half a dozen basic rules that we put to
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the students". The use of we here signifies that he is speaking not as an individual, but
rather as a representative of the school.
Connell et al. (1982) suggested that access to state schools is more problematic for
parents than access to private schools because of the bureaucratic nature of the state
education system. The frequent use of the collegial we in this example of a state school
Principal's speech to potential school parents and their children might perhaps be
viewed as a conversational practice that embodies the active achievement and mediation
of such a bureaucratic home-school relationship. It may equally be an implicit
acknowledgement of the physical presence of the teachers, parents and students in the
school with the speaker.
The use of we to denote the school-inclusive team, its members thereby constituted as
working together for the common good, was also used by the Principal in his speech.
This type of we-teaming was done in contrast to the implied you or they teams of the
non-institutional (that is home) teams. By utilising this textual practice, the speaker
superimposed the school's version of the world as the legitimate one, and parents and
students were directed to conform to this preferred version. For example, towards the
beginning of his speech, the state school principal said (Lines 7-9):
our school doesn't believe in a lot of rules, we believe that this is a? an adult
situation and therefore we shouldjust be able to put down the basic rules. But I
make (no beg yourpardons) about any of the, any that we put down there
His use of the collegial we three times here emphasised the school's institutional order
in terms of rules. The Principal positioned hmself as one of the institutional team that
formulated the basic rules. He constituted himself thus as not being alone. Rather, he
positioned himself as one of the school collegial team, having the backing and support
of his institutional colleagues for these directives. This technique strengthened his
position as authoritative.
At times we the professional teams were constituted conversationally in such a way as
to be separated from the you or they of the parental teams. For example, towards the end
of his speech (lines 71-74), the Principal said
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I believe that the theory that is, put out, and (

) schools are run as a

cooperative between parents and, parents and staff Any time Mum or Dad is
worried about anything, we I would like very much ifyou would contact us.
The Principal firstly uttered "we" in this extract, then corrected himself by using 'T'.
In
this way he recalled himself briefly as a special individual working in and through the
institution of the school. The Principal then reverted to using the we-type device
immediately after this in the same utterance in that he asked parents ("'Mum or Dad") to
contact "us" (the institutional/school team).
Although the Principal suggested earlier that he would now like to address parents
directly (in line 71: "1'11leave the students, I'd like thirty seconds to the parents"), he
proceeded to speak of the parents in the third person ("'Mum or Dad'), rather than
speaking directly to the parents in the audience by using the second person plural you
form. Thus, the principal shifted around his acknowledged audience. Who was being
positioned as the direct audience, and who as overhearing audience, was made
ambiguous here. Both parents and students could hear another group rather than
themselves as the one addressed. By giving directions in this way, the Principal ensured
that both groups overheard the description of the school as "a collective between parents
and staf'.

Students were explicitly omitted from this collective category here.

However, not all parents, but only those parents who might encounter problems were
addressed here. This textual device thus seemed to work as a form of monologue,
simultaneously directed towards both, or either, parents and 1 or students.
Possessive Pronouns: The Use of "My" and "Our"

The use of possessive pronouns, such as my, your, our, their etc. denotes ownership.
The use of my generally denotes personal private ownership. This Principal did not use
the possessive my at all in his speech. However, he did use the possessive our four
times, during two particular utterances, in Lines 5-8:
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I think they're important to? all of our students coming in. ... our school doesn't
believe in a lot of rules, we believe this is a? an adult situation

and in Lines 59-6 1:
that's apart of the thing you'll hear with us and it applies at all times. Ifour school
presents well, if our students do the right thing

In both extracts, by juxtaposing our with students and school, this Principal could be
heard as placing the students within the category school rather than within the category
home. School and home were, thus, discursively separated, and the school was given
primary ownership of the students in this instance, despite the actual physical presence
of the parents who had accompanied their children to this school event on this occasion.
Such categories were constituted through the use of membership categorisation devices
(MCDs). It is to these that we now turn.
Membership Categotisation Devices

Based on both extra-local knowledge and textual devices included within oral and
written communications, members can make inferences about what people are or should
be like if they belong to a certain category or class. That is, members come to associate
certain attributes or activities as appropriate or normal for certain classes of people. In
the texts analysed here, such categories are established in terms of official institutional
(school) accounts of what parents and students are or should be like. Certain classes or
categories of persons, such as parents, teachers, or students, are constituted in particular
ways. Sacks (1992: 113-125) named such textual devices "membership categorisation
devices", likening them to an "Inference-Making Machine".
Personal pronouns are often set in opposition to an 'other', which might be either
textually explicit or implicit. I, for example, might be set in opposition to you or they.
Similarly, my or our might be set up in contrast to your or their. Smith (1990b)
designated textual strategies that set up such oppositionals "contrast structures".
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The use of possessive pronouns in relation to the constitution of areas of responsibilities
is an effective way of setting up categorisations and contrast structures. By talking about
school rules, the Principal, speaking as a representative of the school, sets up
categorisations regarding what persons are or should be according to the school's moral
order. As such, moral versions are established (Sacks, 1992; Jayyusi, 1984, 1991;
Silverman, 1987; Baker and Keogh, 1995, 1997). The Principal made statements fiom
the position of the collegial we (the speaker-as-representative-of-the-school) about you
(the parents) and 1 or they (the students). In this case, the Principal used pronouns that
set up specific categories, allowing for a certain ambiguity, such as the instance in Lines
73-74 discussed above: ("'Any time Mum or Dad is concerned about anything, we I
would like very much ifyou would contact us"). Just who the primary audience and or

addressees were was not clear here. Also noteworthy was the substitution of the pronoun

'T' immediately after he used of the collegial pronoun "we" in this extract. The
Principal appeared to adopt briefly a stance of personal responsibility for his directions

in this instance.
Establishing Authority

As shown above, this Principal positioned himself as a member of his particular
institutional team by his use of particular pronouns. He did this by the use of pronouns
such as we and our in order to substantiate the authority of his directives. At times the
teams were ambiguous. This allowed for different hearings of the talk, thereby avoiding
the possibility of specified undesirable behaviour from being heard as direct criticism of
the audience.
Another technique that this Principal used to corroborate the importance of his
directives was the invocation of external authorities to substantiate his points. For
example, in his speech, the Principal specifically invoked the authority of the parent
audience to students in support of school rules in lines 24-25 ("'Mum and Dad are
entitled to expect that we account for you") and lines 3 1-32 ("'Mum and Dad will expect
that you be left alone"). In this instance he aligned the school's institutional order with

that of the home, thus strengthening his demand for student compliance. This is in
contrast to other times when he discursively separated home and school by his use of
"our", such as in lines 5-8 ("'Ithink they 're important to? all of our students coming in
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... our school doesn't believe in a lot of rules, we believe this is a? an adult situation")
and 59-61 ("that's a part of the thing you'll hear with us and it applies at all times.

If

our school presents well, if our students do the right thing"), discussed above.
The preceding analysis of this Principal's use of pronouns as he speaks on behalf of the
school, in his capacity of school representative, has shown that these devices contributed
to the constitution of a school-ordered version of a disciplined social world. This world
was presented as subject to specific school imposed rules and regulations that the
audience was both explicitly and implicitly positioned as supporting. The schoolordered version of the world was thus normalised within and through this talk. This is
similar to the school promotional documents analysed in Chapter 5 when it was found
that disciplined and disciplinary school-ordered worlds were constituted and mediated
within and through the texts and visuals in those documents.
This chapter now proceeds to analyse part of a private school Principal's Address to
parents and students on Speech Night (see Appendix 7 for the full speech).
Part 2: A Private School Principal's Speech Night ~ d d r e s s ~
This educational event took place at a private school's assembly hall towards the end of
the 1992 academic year. I focus here on Atkinson's (1984a and 1984b) and Heritage and
Greatbatch's (1986) method of studying political speeches. This Principal's speech
worked like a political speech in order to maintain the audience's attention and in order
to align all present into a cohesive affiliated school community. One way the Principal
undertook this was by using rhetorical devices such as oppositionals to constitute this
school in particular ways, in contrast to other less desirable insititutions. In this way, the
Principal can be seen to be enacting the process of emulation (cf. Kenway and
Fitzclarence, 1998: 54), as discussed in Chapter 5. As such, the process of emulation can
be viewed as having a marketing function and involves a double movement: an
imitation of richer schools, and differentiation from schools that are poorer or less
refined. Both such movements were evidenced within this Principal's address. As will
The Principal's address at this event was titled "Principal's Remarks" in the Official Speech Night
Programme.
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be shown, he used oppositionals to conversationally construct this institution as a model
school, distancing it from the ideas associated with schools of lesser standing.
The analysis to be presented below highlights in particular the Principal's use of
invitations for applause. This is a key strategy used by many public speakers designed to
"attract, sustain or upgrade the attentiveness of audience members who might otherwise
be inclined to go to sleep" (Atkinson, 1984a: 11). It will be shown also that this
Principal used certain specific conversational devices, in particular pronouns,
systematically in a technique that further bound the audience together in an affiliative
way to form a united school community or "family". He also used various oppositionals
to present a particular moral version of this school in contrast to both explicitly
designated and implied other schools, rather like the school promotional docu~nents
described in the previous chapter. It should be noted that students, as well as parents,
were present at this educational event, and were an overhearing audience.
This speech was presented by the Principal of a large private coeducational school on
the night of its annual Speech Night towards the end of the 1992 academic year. The
Speech Night was one of a number of formal educational events held at this school
annually. The procedures were full of ritual and tradition. The importance of ritual in
school proceedings has long been acknowledged. Bernstein, Elvin and Peters (1971:
160) argued that
the symbolic function of ritual is to relate the individual through ritualistic acts
to a social order, to heighten respect for that order, to revivrfi that order within
the individual and, in particular, to deepen acceptance of the procedures used to
maintain continuity, order and bounda~y and which control ambivalence
towards the social order.

Similarly, Lesko (1988) suggested that collective rituals emphasise commonalities
among people, working as re-presentations of participants' lives. Thls Principal's
"Remarks", like the state school Principal's speech analysed in the previous section, can

thus be viewed as an integral part of a ritualistic event designed in such as way as to
bind together all members of the school, staff, students, parents, and associates as "a
moral community, as a distinct collectivity" (Bernstein et al., 1971: 160).
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Unlike the previous example that was directed at potentially new parents and students,
this Principal's "Remark$' were directed at an audience of existing school families and
associates. Rather like a politician at a party political conference speaking to a group of
mostly like-minded people, this Principal's speech presented the school and its
achievements in a way that conversationally bound the audience and participants
together at this event.
One of the key problems public speakers face is keeping their audiences with them. As
Atkinson (1984a: 9-1 1) stated,

public speaking has an immense potential for boring audiences, as is well known
to anyone who has ever fallen asleep during a speech, sermon or lecture. ...
Speeches and related forms of talk can ... be seen to represent, almost by
definition, a potentially unreasonable imposition on the tolerance of listeners.
A problem common to most formal settings is how to affiliate or align an audience
where "a single sequence of interaction is oriented to by all co-present parties"
(Atkinson, 1982: 96). One practice that signals alignment is applause. According to
Atkinson (1984b: 371), the action of applauding is invariably a display of affiliation
that, in the context of political speeches, for example, expresses support or approval for
the assertion that it follows. As such, it has been found that public speakers often seek
applause through the use of seven routine rhetorical patterns "to solve the tricky
interactional problem of ensuring that a collection of unrehearsed, disparate individuals
can be coordinated in their behaviour as a group" (Hutchby and Woofitt, 1998: 238).
Such devices include, in particular, the use of oppositionals or contrasts, three part lists,
puzzle-solutions, headline-punch lines, a combination of these, position talung, and
pursuit. These devices are known as "invitations to applaud" (Heritage and Greatbatch
(1986: 117), or "audience management devices" (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998: 235).
Such devices work in a way that project their own ending, thereby allowing the
audience to anticipate when the device, and thus the point being made, will end
(Hutchby and Woofitt, 1998: 238). Like the audience at the induction morning
discussed above, this audience refrained from applauding during this Principal's speech,
waiting until the end of his speech to do so. The prolific use of the above seven devices
within this Principal's speech will now be discussed. It is argued that the use of such
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devices worked partly as a means of subtly breaking up the speech into manageable bits
of information, as well as working as an aligning strategy.
The evening commenced with the playing of the "Tnunpet Voluntary". The audience
stood at this point in the proceedings. At the end of this orchestral piece Handel's
"Zadok the Priest" was played by the school orchestra and sung by the "Performance
Choiryy.During this rendition, the official party, comprising staff and official guests,
processed into the hall, walking along a central aisle between the seated rows of parents
and other family members (towards the back of the hall) and students (closer to the
stage in the fiont of the hall). The students, if they were not part of the school orchestra
or choir, were seated in rows immediately in fiont of the stage, and every second row
had a teacher standing beside it in a supervisory arrangement. The students were thus
disciplined through both external surveillance and self-regulation, in a way reminiscent
of Foucault's notion of panopticism (Foucault, 1977). Students tended to remain quite
still and quiet under these circumstances.
The official party was preceded by school prefects carrying the school flag. All
participants were dressed formally. Staff and some of the special guests wore academic
gowns, and students wore full dress uniform. Parents and family associates were mostly
wearing semi formal dress, the men in lounge suits with ties, and the women in smart
dresses or suits. Smith (1990b: 176) suggested that "dress itself, hairstyling, makeup,
packagng, themselves take on textual properties. They are to be 'read', 'interpreted',
not merely seen. Their styles, colors, forms etc., are codified". As such, the formality of
this speech night event was indicated explicitly by signifiers such as the standard of
dress, the appearance and the comportment of the participants. Thus the formality of the
occasion emerged not just fiom the language used but also "as a gloss for a myriad of
features that can be heard to be 'non-conversational'" (Atkinson, 1982: 96).
The teachers, staff and special guests of the official party positioned themselves in fiont of
chairs situated in a number of rows on the stage, facing the audience, during the musical
item. The evening's proceedings were specified in an official programme that had been
placed on their chairs (see Appendix 8 for the full programme). Once the music had
finished, after the entry of staff and guests, all remained standing for the national anthem.
An opening prayer and a reading fiom the Bible by two religious ministers followed this.
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All then sat then while a male student lead the performance choir with a rendition of the
song "Give me Wings". This was followed by the ' T ~ c i p a l ' sRemarks" (as it was
entitled in the officialprogram).
As stated earlier, I make no attempt to analyse this Principal's Speech Night address in
its entirety here. Rather, I focus particularly on paragraphs 11 to 31, below. These
paragraphs were selected as they contain a number of "invitations for applause"
(Atkinson, 1984a and 1984b; Heritage and Greatbatch, 1986). The selection was, once
again, somewhat arbitrary. Other segments of the speech could equally have been
selected for detailed analysis and would have revealed similar devices.
This section of Chapter 6 considers particular examples of incidences where the
Principal used the seven "invitations for applause" identified by Afkinson (1984a & b)
and Heritage and Greatbatch (1986), including both explicit and implicit oppositionals
that worked to establish a particular moral version of this school in contrast to other less
desirable schools. At times such devices implemented pronouns as positioning practices,
while simultaneously constituting particular invitations to applaud and moral versions of
the institution. I have analysed this speech sequentially here, although I do not
document it in its entirety (for the complete speech, see Appendix 7).
I discuss specific segments of the speech which are presented as extracts when they are
analysed within this text. It must here be noted that I have labeled each section of the
speech "Paragraph 12", "Paragraph 13" and so on. These are numbered according to the
number of the paragraph of the printed version from which the Principal read. The
Principal tended to pause between each sentence and paragraph for approximately point
five of a second before proceeding to read the next printed section or paragraph, as
indicated by full stops (.) in the transcript of the speech. Within each speech paragraph
the Principal tended to pause for less than point five of a second, and these pauses are
indicated by commas (,) in the transcript. The Principal's pauses mostly, but not
invariably, followed the punctuation of the printed version of the speech.
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Transcripf of the Private School Principal's Speech Night 'Xemarks"
Paragraph 11

...thanh to our many other honoured guests and to the great number of parents who
are with us tonight as we reflect on the progress of our college during 1992 and
throughout our first decade.
Paragraph 12
We live in an exciting age of change. Mankind has inhabited this planet of ours for
many hundreds of thousands of years. Yet, the technological, scientific and industrial
era, to which we belong, is less than 300years old.
Paragraph 13
Mankind's fund of knowledge is doubling every three years, and this time dzflerential is
decreasingfrom year to year.
Paragraph 14
It is an exciting age of change. It is the exciting age of the 'knowledge explosion :
Paragraph 15
It is an exciting age for us, as educators and as parents, as, together, we mould the
education of the young people who are entrusted to us. An education which, we hope,
will prepare them for a rewarding life in this rapidly changing world of the 21st
century.
Paragraph 16
As the educators, and as the parents of the young of our nation, we have, in partnership,
the opportunity to nurture young men and women who will be the leaders, initiators and
contributors in this world of dynamic change. But we also have the opportunity, $we
get it wrong, to turn out young men and women who will merely be reactors to our
changing world, and thefollowers in it.

This version of the speech is transcribed from the video recording. It is not a copy of the printed text.
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Paragraph 17
Like most educators who think seriously about providing the most relevant start in life
for the young men and women of our society, I am not particularly impressed with what

I see in most of our schools of the late 20th century.
Paragraph 18
In the past decade, while a handful of progressive schools have been striving, through
innovation, through change and through reform, to ensure, always, that their schools
provide the very best start in life for the leaders of the 21st century, many of our fine
non-government schools have become, or are becoming, little more than refuges for
those professional educators who wish to escape the realities of the 21st century.
Paragraph 19
Schools in the late 20th century cannot be attached to the 19th century status quo. There
is a continual need for us to examine what we teach and how we teach it, in order that
the young men and women who are entrusted to us will become creative thinkers,
autonomous learners and people who understand that education is a life-long process,
young men and women who will be capable of taking their places as leaders and
positive contributors in the rapidly changing world of the 21st century.
Paragraph 20
Those of us who work at [name of school] understand that we need to have some
sympathy for the Tom Peter's statement, that WE MUST LEARN TO LOVE CHANGE
AS MUCH AS WE HA VE HATED CHANGE LN THE PAST.
Paragraph 21
Teaching has ceased to be the comfortable profession that it has been for the last
century, and we understand now that members of our profession need continually to
reskill, and continually to rethink our teaching practice and our classroom
management, in order that what we do remains totally relevant to the young men and
women of our schools.
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Paragraph 22
V e , at [name of school], have accepted that the curriculum today can no longer be
transmitted as it has been for decades in the past.
Paragraph 23
The past gave us the facto7y model of education, with the focus on batch processing of
groups of students in classes.
Paragraph 24
Unfortunately, this still persists today in the way that we group students and in the way
that we describe a teacher's load as the number of classes that are taught by that
teacher.
Paragraph 25
Even at [name of school] some classes and classrooms continue to exist in much the
same way as they did in schools 100 years ago. But because of the changing needs of
the students who must be well sewed in our schools, thefuture of such classes and such
classrooms is not assured. There is a search for a better way of relating the teacher to
the student in a setting that is more personal and individual, and which is more relevant
to the needs of the student of the 1990s.
Paragraph 26
The educational focus is moving fiom teachers teaching, towards individual students
learning. The educational focus is moving from the teaching styles of teachers to the
learning styles of individual students. Teaching will be subordinated to learning. The
curriculum is opening up with fewer class prescriptions and more opportunity for a
student to contribute to a personal curriculum, and more opportunity for students to
interact with the world in which they will exist as adults.
Paragraph 2 7
There is a greater emphasis on co-operative learning, with joint projects encouraged.
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Paragraph 28
The timetable has been modified to allow for more sustained learning that is not
intempted by some arbitrary bell to signzfi the end of a teaching period. Students will
be encouraged to take far more responsibility for their learning, with the teacher
becoming the facilitator of that learning, rather than the imparter of a stereotyped and
definitive body of knowledge which, in any case, will soon be out of date.
Paragraph 29
Education, generally, has not kept pace with the changes of the modern scientiJic and
technological world. The only area of our modern world where technology has not fully
permeated is our classrooms, and, yet, we still confess, as educators, that our schools
should be preparing our young for life in this scientific and technological world.
Paragraph 30
At [name of school] we have accepted our obligation to provide the very best
educational opportunitiesfor our students. In 1993, all students in years six and seven
will acquire their own laptop computers, a further aid to individualized learning. And
by 1998 all students above year three will have a personal laptop as an aid in their
learning, their thinking and their research.
Paragraph 31
As we prepare ourselves to enter the 21st century, schools which perpetuate the rejected
and the mediocre will be run over by those which are dedicated to change, which are
dedicated to educating the young for life by providing them with life skills and life role
competencies, and which will, also, provide their students with the skills of basic
numeracy, literacy and computer awareness.
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(The speech continues for another 43 paragraphs, ending after Paragraph 74. For the full
speech, see Appendix 7).
The Principal gave me a copy of the printed version of his Remarks in the form of the
actual text of the speech fiom which he read on the night of the event. I was also
provided with a video recording of an edited version of the Speech Night that included
the Principal's Remarks in its entirety. The video camera was trained on the Principal
throughout his presentation. Mostly it focused on the entire figure of the Principal
standing behind a lectern on the stage, although at various times the camera zoomed in
to a close-up of the Principal's face while he read. It is noteworthy that the Principal
read almost word for word fiom the printed version of the speech; there was a minimum
of lexical changes fiom the original printed version. The version of the speech, above,
was transcribed fiom the video-recording of the event. There are very few differences
between this version and the printed version.
The Principal read fiom the printed sheets with his hands resting on the lectern on which
the printed sheets were placed, using minimal body or hand gestures. This is in keeping
with Atkinson's (1984a: 66) findings that "speakers who rely on scripts are much more
restricted when it comes to using non-verbal signals". The Principal occasionally looked
up and evidenced sweeping eye contact with the audience, but he made no attempt to hide
the fact that this was a reading rather than a presentation of a rehearsed or a spontaneous
speech. There was a microphone secured to the lectern, making his voice audible and clear
for all in the audience. He punctuated his speech with pauses, usually at points marked by
commas or full stops on the printed version. He spoke mostly in a monotone, with very
little change in intonation. The audience remained mostly silent.

In the first ten paragraphs the Principal commenced his speech by thanking, by name
and position, the Chairman of the Board of School Directors and other official guests
that included a number of church representatives, an alderman and a Professor of
History, invited there to launch his history of the school. He thanked them and "... our
many other honoured guests, and to the great number of parents who are with us
tonight, as we reflect on the progress of our college during 1992, and throughout our
first decade" (Paragraph 11). This paragraph effectively set up the main topic of the

speech, that of the development of the school during the 1992 academic year and
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throughout its first ten years. This Principal used sexist language within his welcome
and throughout his speech; for instance he employed the terms "alderman" and
"chairman", implying a patriarchal view of the world. His inclusive use of the pronoun
"our" positioned all present into the category "the school family" to which he referred

later in his speech.
Contrasts and Lists

According to Heritage and Greatbatch (1986: 122), "the contrast, or antithesis, is perhaps
one of the most basic resources of an orator". Such a rhetorical device embodies both
emphasis and completion-point projection. This strategy was used time and again by this
Principal in his "Remarks". Similarly, the three part list, "the second rhetorical device
identified by Atkinson as a major weapon in the armory of public speakers" (Heritage and
Greatbatch, 1986: 125), was frequently evidenced in this Principal's Speech Night
address. Both these devices were evidenced in the Principal's next paragraph (Paragraph
12). Having introduced the topic or theme of the talk in Paragraph 1 1, the Principal's next

paragraph was as follows:
We live in an exciting age of change.
a

Mankind has inhabited this planet of ours, for many hundreds of thousands of
years.

b

1

Yet, the technological,

2

scientzpc and

3

industrial era, to which we belong, is less than three hundred years old.

In this paragraph we can immediately see the use of both a contrast (designated a and b)
and a three point list (designated 1, 2 and 3). The contrast was between the length of
time "mankind has inhabited this planet ..." and the relatively brief period ("300yearsw)
of a contemporary "technological, scientzpc and industrial era", this era being
expressed as a three part list. In this way the Principal introduced a contrast between a
particular past and a particular present. He developed this theme during the continuation
of his speech. The Principal's use of the sexist term "mankind" is noteworthy here.
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In the next paragraphs (paragraphs 14 and 15, below), the Principal used repetition "to
strengthen, underline or amplify almost any kind of message" (Atkinson, 1984a: 60).
This device emphasised the importance the Principal placed on the concept of the
present "age of change" and "age of the knowledge explosion". This theme was
continued in Paragraph 15:
Paragraph 14:
It is an exciting age of change. It is & exciting age of the knowledge explosion.
Paragraph 1.5:
It is an exciting age for us, as educators and as parents, as, together, we mould the
education of the young people who are entrusted to us, an education which, we hope, will
prepare them,for a rewarding life in this rapidly changing world of the 21st centuly.

These two paragraphs might also be viewed as evidencing the rhetorical device designated
'headline-punch line'. Here the speaker "proposes to make a declaration, pledge or
announcement and then proceeds to make it" (Heritage and Greatbatch, 1986: 128).
The notion of a teacher-parent partnership was introduced for the first time in the speech
in Paragraph 15. Versions of teacherhood and parenthood as "mould[ers]" and
"educat[ors] of the youngpeople who are entrusted to us" were worked up. This talk is

morally implicative.
Hunter (1993) argued that schooling has long developed a multiplicity of distinct
functions, including a pastoral function, a skilling function, a regulative function, a
human-capital function, a function of individual expression, a cultural heritage function
and a political function. People's institutional identities, when they are working in or
with schools, will be variously constituted depending on the preferred enactments of the
functions of schooling, at that time and in that school. Paragraph 15 suggested
particularly the preparing function of educators at this school to produce a rewarding
life.
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According to Atkinson (1984b: 384-5),
afiliative responses recurrently occur aper self-directed statements of praise or
boasts and opponent-directed criticisms or insults (or in other words favorable
assessments of 'us ', and unfavourable assessments of 'them) [and that] this is
particularly so at political meetings (emphasis in original).

Such a strategy was evident in this paragraph (Paragraph 18). A "handful ofprogressive
schools" of which, it was implied, this was one, was contrasted with "many [other] of
our fine non-government schools [that] have become or are becoming little more than
refuges for those ... who wish to escape the realities of the ... 21"' century". The

Principal did not specify exactly who "those" were who were wishing to escape such
realities. It is noteworthy that the Principal spoke explicitly of non-government schools
here. Government (that is, state) schools were not included as being either "progressive"
or "refuges". This Principal was implicitly promising a particular sort of future success
for students attending this school, that of a "the very best start in life". This is
reminiscent of the textual constructions and promises contained in the school
promotional documents analysed in Chapter 5.

In Paragraphs 19 to 3 1 this Principal continued to emphasise the need for contemporary
schools to keep up with change, rather than continuing to use outdated 19"' century
practices. There was both an explicit and implicit 'us and them' contrast throughout this
talk. Paragraph 19, for example, contrasts 19"' century and 21" century education. It also
included a three part list:
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a

Schools in the late 20th century cannot be attached to the 19th century status
quo.
fiere is a continual need for us to examine what we teach, and how we teach

b

it, in order that the young men and women who are entrusted to us will
1

become creative thinkers,

2

autonomous learners,

3

and people who understand that education is a life-longprocess, -young
men and women who will be capable of taking their places as leaders
and positive contributors in the rapidly changing world of the 21st
century.

This theme was continued and extended in Paragraphs 20 to 31. Paragraph 20, for
example, implicitly positioned this school as better than other schools. It was implied
that staff in this school did "understand that ... we must learn to love change", unlike
staff in other schools. Paragraphs 21 and 22 contrasted the teaching profession and
curriculum of the past with the present, indicating that this school has accepted the need
to change and adapt. Paragraphs 23, 24 and 25 discussed the past "jactory model of
education" that "even" at this school "continue to exist in much the same way as they
did in schools 100 years ago". However, it was suggested that within this school there

was "a search for a better way ... which is more relevant to the needs of the student of
the 1990s" (Paragraph 25). The importance of adapting new and innovative ways to

teach present-day students was emphasised in Paragraphs 26 to 29. This latter paragraph
concluded with the statement: "schools should be preparing our young for life in this
scientific and technological world". Paragraphs 30 and 31 specify some ways in which

this school has done this, as, for example, through the introduction of the use of laptop
computers for "all students in years six and seven". In paragraph 3 1, the Principal again
constituted this school as one that would appropriately prepare its students for the
demands of the 21" century, in contrast with those other schools "which perpetuate the
rejected and the mediocre". Using a three part list, the Principal here specified that, in

line with such innovations, this school would continue to provide its students with "with
the skills of basic numeracy, literacy and computer awareness".
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Paragraphs 20 to 31 consisted of an extended sequence of talk in which the Principal
contrasted schooling of the past with the requirements of contemporary schooling. This
sequence worked as a pursuit device in that it involved "reiterating or otherwise drawing
attention to a point that has just been made, [and]... serves to emphasize the point"
(Heritage and Greatbatch, 1986: 135).
Oppositionals or contrasts such as those of past and present, them and us, tradition and
change were continuously used to present this particular school as desirable in contrast
to other, and therefore less desirable schools. This school's good points were thus
commodified as positives. Throughout his speech, the Principal implicitly positioned his
audience as like-minded, assuming that they held views similar to his own, by the use of
such devices as pronouns, particularly "our", to align the audience with himself.
In the remainder of his speech, the Principal continued to emphasise aspects and
features of the school that he saw as positive. He frequently employed six of the seven
invitations to applaud in what followed, including contrasts between them and us, the
use of lists, in particular three part lists, the use of headline-punch line, position taking,
pursuit, and a combination of these. The one rhetorical device identified by Heritage and
Greatbatch (1986) that he did not include was that of puzzle-solution, where a speaker
begins by establishing some kind of puzzle or problem in the minds of listeners
and then, shortly afterwards, offers as a solution to the puzzle a statement that
stands as the core of the message that he or she wishes to get across (Heritage

and Greatbatch, 1986: 127).
Despite the absence of this particular rhetorical device, this Principal's speech worked
very similarly to party-political speeches such as those analysed by Atkinson (1984a;
1984b) and Heritage and Greatbatch (1986). By using these particular invitations for
applause, this Principal positioned his audience as having the same views as himself.
This strategy maintained audience attention and worked to conversationally align all
present at the event, emphasising the positive aspects of the school in ways that were
reminiscent of the marketing documents analysed in Chapter 5.
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The Principal's Address was a normative political message that embodied not just the
social world as is, but also the social world as it should be, according to this Principal's
institutionalised order as constituted within and through this speech. Notions of past and
present were presented in ways that worked the school into a classist position. This
school's educational practices were foregrounded as offering the possibility of particular
positional goods in the form of ruling class fuhues. By using the various rhetorical
devices identified above, this Principal positioned the audience as in agreement with his
views and points. Such strategies thus subtly colonised homes as supporting and
continuing the work of the school. It should be noted, however, that the audience
reception was not discernible fiom the audio recording, apart fiom applause at the end
of the speech. Multiple hearings were possible. The audience was free to accept or reject
the speaker's remarks, and thereby accept or resist such colonisation.
Parents were given attributes of a preferred version of parenthood within and through
the two Principal's speeches analysed in this chapter. This also happened in the school
letter addressing parents, analysed below. As such, moral versions of parenthood,
teacherhood and studenthood were textually constituted, and relationships between these
categories textually mediated within and through this letter. Like the promotional
documents analysed in the previous chapter, it is shown that there was a certain
continuity of versions found across the three school-home communications analysed
within this chapter, demonstrating Luke and Luke's (1995) notion of a "traverse of

Part 3: Document Analysis: A Private of a School Letter Addressed to Parents

This section examines features of the printed text contained in a lette? sent to parents
from an independent, coeducational secondary school situated in an outer suburb of an
Australian State capital city. The analysis shows how this school was written into being
as desirable, in contrast to other not so desirable schools. The particular focus is on the
use of oppositionals and contrasting discourses in this letter. Aspects of the text that
contributed to the school's public image and marketability are analysed. In addition, this
section develops analysis to consider devices evidenced within the text that may be read
Analysis of this letter has appeared in Keogh, 1995.
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as contributing to the construction of power relations between the author
as-school-agent and the potential readers of the letter. In analysing this letter, the
particular concern is with answering the questions: what was the text about and how did
it work? Answers to such questions identify specific methods by which the author-asschool-representative wrote a particular moral version of this school in contrast to other
schools, and of moral versions of parenthood, teacherhood and studenthood, and their
inter-institutional relationships, into being.

In this section of the chapter, the letter in its entirety (see Appendix 9 for the full text)
is analysed by describing the order of events in the form of a summary of the sequence
of topics dealt with in the letter. The major categories of descriptions as they were
constructed in and through the text are discussed in order to explicate how they were
assembled. The section concludes with a summary of the letter's most prominent
categories, oppositionals, and textual narratives, and the ways in which they were
assembled within the text.
This letter was sent home to the parents of students attending the school immediately
prior to the commencement of the winter vacation. Although the letter was addressed
ostensibly to the parents (''Dear Parents"), students might also have been anticipated as
indirectly reading this text, or receiving its contents second hand. The particular moral
versions of childhood 1 studenthood, parenthood, and teacherhood constituted in this
letter might thus have been constructed for the benefit of such students as secondary
readers of this text as well as for their parents. In addition, the versions might have been
constructed to instill them as preferred moral versions among parents, or to display the
school's rightful enactments of these particular versions.
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Paragraph 1
June 23,1992
Dear Parents
Thank you for supporting your son or daughter through a very challenging and
rewarding term. It is most pleasing to note the special eforts of those parents who have
taken the time to attend the many sporting and cultural events of the term, and who
have, at the same time, remained steadfast in their commitment to the standards and
expectations we have at

College.

Paragraph 1 immediately positioned the parents as readers of this letter as parents with
certain attributes in that they were thanked for being supportive. Parents were placed
within the category 'family', and their children were also placed within the same
category by the use of the pronoun "your" preceding the terms "son or daughter". The
author, the Dean, wrote herself in as an official member of the school when she used the
pronoun "we", thereby textually positioning herself as writing on behalf of the
institution. School life was constituted as "challenging and rewarding" here. A moral
version of acceptable parents who attended "sporting and cultural [school] events", and
who "have ... remained steadfast in their commitment to the standards and expectations
we have at

College" was presented. Other parents, who did not do such things,

were implicitly contrasted as not displaying school-appropriate attributes of good
parents. The moralistic tone of "steadfast in their commitment" was almost biblical in
form, reminiscent of traditional nostalgic, as well as Christian, displays.
Paragraph 2
At times, children are quite capable of manipulating others in order to have things their
own way. On such occasions, it is sometimes easier to give in and thereby have a quiet
life, rather than insist on standards which can, at times, create conflict between you and
your son or daughter. I commend those parents who, on such occasions, do not succumb
to the pressure of their children.
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Paragraph 2 commenced with the construction of a version of childhood that was
manipulative of adults. Such a version was installed and rendered normal within this
text, and began the narrative that involved the constitution of childhood as pre-moral;
that is, the state of childhood was textually constituted as a normal amoral pre-condition
to the state of (morally acceptable) adulthood.
The author acknowledged the difficulties that parents might have had in dealing with
potential conflicts caused by pre-moral children wanting to have things "their own
way", suggesting that it was natural "sometimes to give in and thereby have a quiet life".
That the insistence of certain "standards" can cause conflicts was normalised by this
writer. Of what these standards consisted was not spelled out. It was assumed that there
was an implicit agreement between reader and writer regarding them. A version of
acceptable parenthood that included those who did not give in was presented here.
Parent-child conflict was naturalised and presented as morally appropriate. Good
parents who "do not succumb to the pressure of their children" were commended.
Again, note the moralistic tone of the letter.
The artful use of pronouns carried much of the textual work. The use of 'you" in front
of "son or daughter" placed responsibility for control of their children on parents within
the category 'home'. It was implied that all good parents at times experienced conflict
with their children. However, that not all parents actively "insist" on particular
"standards" was acknowledged by the use of the thrd person in the last sentence of this
paragraph. The author used the first person pronoun ''7' when she commended "those
parents", in particular, who "do not succumb to the pressure of their children". There
was an implication here that not all parents who read this letter were, in effect, diligent
in such matters. The use of "those" and "their" depersonalised the accusation as directed
at all readers of this text. Addressees had the opportunity thus to either read themselves
in or out of the category of acceptable parents according to this author's personalised
stipulations.
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Paragraph 3
We consider our relationship with you to be a partnership in all aspects of your son 's or
daughter's growth. Should you need our support or assistance in this, we will be only
too happy to cooperate.

Paragraph 3 introduced the constitution of a good teacher-parent (school-home)
relationship as a partnership. The sequencing of the construction of the acceptable
teacher-parent relationship as harmonious was in direct contrast to the construction of
the acceptable parent-child relationship as one associated with conflict established in the
previous paragraph. Although the teacher-parent relationship was constructed as a
partnership, the author suggested that this may be an asymmetrical partnership in that
she offered the school's assistance or help, and stated that "we will be only too happy to
cooperate" in aspects of children's "growth" according to the schoolysconstruction of

acceptable parenting. Note that it is the adults (parents and teacher) who were written
into being as partners here, and the children were positioned as the disciplinary objects
of their coordinated regulation.
The goal of the partnership was to re-shape the child in the adults' assumed agreed-upon
image. The teacher, once again, used the first person plural we, signifying her position
as school (institutional) representative, in contrast to the implied you, the parents. It was
the school's versions of parenthood and childhood that counted in this text. Parents were
assumed to agree with the school's expectations. It was the school (or, at least, the
author-as-representative-of-the-school) who set the agenda for everyone here.
Paragraph 4
As we close this term and look forward to a refreshing start to term three, I would ask
that you support me in addressing a number of matters so that, at the commencement of
the new term, your son or daughter has a positive start.

Having offered her institutional help to support parents in aspects of their children's
growth, the writer nominated, by way of exchange, her need for parental support in
order to maintain the moral order of the school during the holiday period, so that "at the
commencement of the new term, your son or daughter has a positive start". The request
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for parental support in this paragraph was thus juxtaposed with the school's offer of
support for the parents in the immediately preceding paragraph. Support from either
source was suggested as necessary for the continued maintenance of the moral order of
the school in the home situation. The home, that is the familylparents, was asked to
continue the moral work of the school within the private space of their homes. The
parents were thus positioned 'in loco pedagogis' by this text. What a "positive start" is
was not expounded upon here. Once again, the author of the letter assumed a common
understanding of this concept.
It is noteworthy that the author used the first person singular here and in the remainder
of the letter, apart from one exception in the first sentence of paragraph six when writing
of "shoes ... which we do not support as a regulation shoe" (below). However, the
writer later used nouns such as the name of the school (paragraph six, sentence two),
"the staff' (paragraph nine, sentence two), and "the College" (paragraph nine, sentence
two, below) instead of personal pronouns, in a technique possibly designed to
depersonalise the agency of the teacher-as-author as the direct initiator or receptor of
suggested actions. Similarly, the noun "parents" was substituted in paragraphs six and
nine for the pronoun "you". The writer implicitly positioned herself as 'T' within the
category of 'member of the school', and "you" the parents as members of the home in
the remainder of this letter. Their respective institutional memberships were thus
assumed. Of interest is the fact that in this, and in the majority of private schools, most
regulations and so on are made by College Councils, so the separation of ''I" from "we"
of the schooYcollege and from "sta$?" is not accidental in the writer's knowledge. It is
the private school equivalent of "The Education Department" versus "I" as school
representative.
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Paragraph 5
Firstly, as a matter of immediacy, could I ask that you look to a review of the state of
your son's or daughter's uniform. You would aware by now,. of the recent checks on
some aspects of the dress code, such as socks and shoes. It has been brought to my
notice that some students are persuading parents to allow them to purchase
non-regulation shoes and also to purchase socks which are too small for them. Please
discuss this issue with your son or daughter and insist on their maintaining the
standards required of them at

College. You should note that the preferred

regulation shoe is:
[Brand name] (black)for boys
[Brand name] Mid-term (brown)for girls
These shoes are available at [store name] stores locally and in the city.

Paragraph 5 was introduced as a priority, the topic being described as "a matter of
immediacy", a phrase that has connotations relating to both time (quickly) and salience

(urgency). This paragraph addressed the issue of signifiers of the moral. order of the
school, syrnbolised by the school uniform, specifically socks and shoes. Once again,
students were constructed as those who would undermine the moral order by
')persuading parents to allow them to purchase non-regulation shoes and also to
purchase socks which are too small for them". This conspiracy theory regarding

childhood is a continuation of the discourse regarding children as manipulative,
introduced earlier in paragraph 2. Inappropriate parents were implied as being those who
would allow themselves to be so persuaded.

A managerial parent-child relationship was suggested by the author in this paragraph by
her use of bureaucratic discourse ("could I ask that you look to a review of the state of
your son's or daughter's uniform" and '>lease discuss this issue with your son or
daughter7').The parents were constituted in terms of a middle management position by

the author with her use of such professional/instructional language. The use of pronouns
"their" and "them" ("insist on their maintaining the standards required of them") when

writing of the students is significant. Just who was responsible for maintaining
standards was not made clear; was it the parents who needed to maintain vigilance, or
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was it the students who were ultimately positioned as responsible for their actions? This
ambiguity of responsibility may well have been for the benefit of the students
themselves who may have been readers of this letter, or at least, second-hand recipients
of its message; or perhaps it was a device for parents who failed to ensure continuation

"of the standards required at [the schooZJ", redirecting responsibility from them and
reassigning it to the children, thus maintaining an acceptable moral version of the
parents-as-readers. The use of the passive voice created a lack of agency. The
paradoxical use of the adjectival description "preferred regulation in relation to the
"

school shoe also resulted in ambiguity. Such textual strategies worked towards a shifting
or softening of moral responsibilities from the parents-as-readers of this letter towards
the students. The letter was thus a gentle reminder to parents not to be inappropriately
persuaded by their children. Parents may or may not have intended to be 'vigilant' over
the holidays. The letter was, therefore, strategically implicative of both the primary and
secondary recipients of this letter.
Paragraphs 6, 7 and 9 (below) detailed aspects of student dress and or appearances
signifying the school's moral order that might have been susceptible to undermining by

the students / children. Parents were directed to maintain their surveillance regarding
these concerns.
Paragraph 6
You should be aware that there is another style of[brand name] shoes in the boys shoes
called [brand name] which are available, but which we do not support as a regulation
shoe. This shoe is a trend at the moment and is a reyection of mediocre standards
accepted by some but certainly not accepted by

College. Ifyou are unable to

purchase the regulation [brand name] shoe, you should first seek approval porn the
Head of School for an alternative style. It is disappointing to be told by the shop
assistants at [store name] that some parents are allowing their son or daughter to
purchase the incorrect shoe. I know that, as a parent, you are committed to the
standards of the College and I lookforward to your continued support in this regard.
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The writer used the inclusive pronoun "you" here to address all the readers. She then
went on to discuss details of dress such as the brand name of particular shoes which she,
as institutional representative, signified by her use of "we" here, did not support. She
rejected this shoe type as merely "a trend at the moment'' and, as such, it was
constituted as being "a reflection of mediocre standards accepted by some but certainly
not accepted by" the school. Trendiness or fashion was equated with "mediocr[ilyl" and
"unacceptable standards" in this text. Trends were thus, perhaps, implied as being
vulgar in the author-as-institutional-agent's view, again sustaining the College's
emphasis on tradition and nostalgia. Who the "some" were was not immediately
obvious. This term may have denoted either some parents or some students. Such
ambiguity once again allowed responsibility for ~macceptablestudent behaviour to be
redirected away from the particular parent-as-reader of this letter,

In the fourth sentence of this paragraph, "some parents" were presented again as
"allowing their son or daughter to purchase the incorrect shoe". Perhaps this sentence
also served as an implied warning to 'other' (that is, unacceptable) parents. The author
viewed such parenting as "disappointing". That t h ~ stype of parental behaviour did, in
fact, happen had been confirmed, according to the writer, by "some shop assistants", a
demonstration of the College's breadth of informational gaze.
Surveillance of manipulative students beyond both the school's geographical boundary,
and beyond the boundaries of home was textually constituted by this author as
extending into the greater community, and included such space as shopping centres.
Persons such as shop assistants were included as knowledgeable about the
appropriateness of shoes in the school's terms. By implication there were two categories
of shop assistant: those who were properly aware of the school's standards, specifically
with regard to shoes, and those who simply sold shoes. Other adults, in addition to
parents and teachers, were thus textually constituted and positioned as members of this
school's institutionally invoked moral world. The school thus textually colonised not
just home space, but community space as well. It seems that the panoptic institutional
(school) gaze (Foucault, 1977) was all pervasive.
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The final sentence of paragraph 5 categorically positioned readers of this letter as
parents who were "committed to the standards of the College", and it seemed that their
continued support was here assumed. Readers were constituted as well-intentioned,
although perhaps not always sufficiently diligent parents according to the school's
version of acceptable parenthood constructed in this text. The text was here written in
past conditional tense - if you as a parent hadn't succumbed, you would have been a
very good parent. If you read yourself into this letter as one who will not or would not
succumb, you would be or would continue to be a good parent. Indeed, good parenting
was difficult given such manipulative children.
Paragraph 7
Other areas of concern with regard to the dress code are :
Socks which are too short. Students must buy socks which are long enough
to be worn directly under the knee and held with garters ifnecessary.
Jumpers which are ill-fitting because they are too big.
Hats: some hats are in need of replacing. Your son or daughter may have
been asked to do so over the holiday break.

This paragraph provided precise details regarding "areas of concern with regard to the
dress code", specifically socks, jumpers and hats. This information was presented in an

indented, tabulated form, so the eye was immediately drawn to these items. Size and
appearance were emphasised. Adherence to the specified size and look of items of the
uniform were constituted as signifiers of the acceptance of the school's moral order. By
inference, any-hng else was to be viewed as exemplifying the "mediocre standards"
mentioned earlier.
Paragraph 8
Secondly, could I ask that you review with your son or daughter, the Code of Behaviour
as a document which sets out some sensible rules and guidelines for their care, welfare
and safety. The staff will continue to address this with the students, but it is important
that parents show students, through their adherence to standards, that they support the
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College in this same endeavour. It is, in fact, this v e v aspect of the College, which
encouraged many of you to select it as the educational institution which would enhance
the personal and social development of your son or daughter. You would also be aware
that

College students have an outstanding reputation for their dignified and

gracious behaviour which sets them apart from so many other young people.

Paragraph 8 is significant because not only did it include the fundamental 'essence' of
the writer's view of acceptable parenthood, but it appeared, at first glance, to have been
placed out of sequence. In the preceding paragraphs 5, 6 and 7, and in the immediately
following paragraph (9), the author had been and continued to address the topic of
student appearance and dress. Paragraph eight, however, switched to the topic of
behaviour. In sequencing this paragraph in this way, in this position, the author linked
behaviour to appearance. It seemed that morally acceptable behaviour was signified by
wearing the correct uniform. In contrast, "other youngpeople" were visually identifiable
by their "mediocre standards" of dress and appearance.
The author specified behaviour as second in importance in her series of priorities in the
letter, and used bureaucratic 1 managerial discourse that was reminiscent of the world of
business for prescriptive parental practices here ("Secondly, could I ask that you review
with your son or daughter, the Code of Behaviour"). The Code of Behaviour was

described as "a document which sets out some sensible rules and guidelines for their
[the students '] care, welfare and safety". Thus school behaviour agenda were presented

as "sensible", and justified in terms of their being in the best interests of the students.
Couched in such terms, therefore, it would be difficult for any sensible and caring parent
to disagree with them. Parents were assured that "the staffwill continue to address this
with the students". This comment was particularly significant in that it drew the parents'

attention to the staffs best efforts, and preceded the assertion that the efficacy of this
would be tempered by the degree of parental support.
Parents were directed to demonstrate that they were, indeed, good parents in that they
should bbshowstudents, through their adherence to standards, that they support the
College in this same endeavour". It is at this point in the paragraph (sentence 3) that the

author ceased being prescriptive, but directly constructed her view of acceptable College
parents and students, in contrast to unacceptable 'other' parents and students who had
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not opted to send their children to the school, or fully accept the school's expectations
regarding standards of behaviour. The writer suggested that "it is, in fact, this very
aspect of the College [adherence to standards], which encouraged you to select it as the
educational institution which would enhance the personal and social development of
your son or daughter". Thus it was that adherence to school standards, as signified by

insisting that their children present themselves in the required manner, was suggested as
crucial to becoming or remaining an acceptable College parent. This sentence served to
construct oppositional categories of "many" (that is, acceptable) parents who actively
concurred with school-based prescriptions regarding good parenting practices, in
contrast to "some" (other) parents who did not concur with school agenda and were,
therefore, bad 1 unacceptable parents. The compliance or resistance of the reading of this
letter could be thus correlated with the categories of parenting established in the letter
itself.
Similarly, the following sentence in paragraph eight (sentence four) constructed an 'in'
group of students as opposed to an 'out' group ('you [the good parent readers] would
also be aware that ... [or, if not, you should be aware that] ... College students have an
outstanding reputationfor their dignified and gracious behaviour which sets them apart
from so many other young people"). College students were, therefore, constituted as set

apart from other young people. Other less acceptable young people, by implication,
lacked the dignity and grace that identified College students. Again these descriptors
were redolent of traditional values and nostalgic aspirations. This was made relevant to
why trendiness, a typical youth characteristic, was viewed with such disdain by the
writer earlier in the text as indicative of mediocre standards.
Sentence 4 in paragraph 8, just discussed, was the section of the letter that formulated
most directly the author's constitution of acceptable parents and students as those who
were set apart by their maintenance and adherence to the "sensible [school] rules and
guidelines", created in the best interests of the students, despite the temptation to take

the easier course and give in to manipulative students. Thus an elite parental
membership category was constructed within and by the text. Such parents were
expected

to

work

in

partnership

with

the

author

of

the

letter

as-representative-of-the-school in order to regulate their children's behaviour and
appearance.
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Paragraph 9
Finally, I would ask that you be particularly careful in your choice of a hairdresser over
the holiday period. It is my experience that many students choose a hairdresser they
know is not familiar with the standards required at

College and think that,

because the holiday period is a reasonably long one, they have time to allow a
'non-regulation' haircut to grow out. I urge you not to accept this reasoningfrom your
son or daughter.

The author here reverted to the topic of student appearance, asking parents to be
particularly vigilant in their "choice of hairdresser". Once again "many [morally
unacceptable] students" were naturalised as devious, continually trylng to undermine

the moral order of the school by choosing "a hairdresser they know is not familiar with
the standards required at

College". A student conspiracy theory was once more

propounded here. Such students were, it was suggested, intentionally strategic in that
they might have actively reasoned about the possibility of growing out a "nonregulation haircut" over the holiday period. In addition, they might have made reasoned

and or informed judgements about whether or not a particular hairdresser was both
familiar with, and committed to acting upon the requirements of the College. Parents
were directed to be particularly vigilant of such a prospect, and were urged "not to
accept this reasoning" from their son or daughter. Again, the use of "your" in front of
"son or daughter" directly positioned the parents as responsible for the control of their

children's behaviour and appearance beyond the school boundaries. The parents were
held accountable here for their children's practices during the holidays. The children
were constituted as 'the problem', and the parents were expected to address this through
their surveillance and control during the school vacation period.
Paragraph 10
My warmest wishes go with you all during the holiday break and I look forward to
renewing and further strengthening our partnership in Term Tkree. Yours sincerely
(Signature)
DEAN OF THE COLLEGE
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The final paragraph concluded with a statement of politeness, using the inclusive term
"all" to designate the addressees of this letter. The use of this term implies that all direct

or indirect addressees of this letter should have taken heed of the directions contained
herein, along with the good wishes. In effect, the ''partnelyship" mentioned in this
paragraph was an adult partnershp between the author-as-school-representative and
parents who were, according to the author's institutional expectations, morally
acceptable, and as a by-now rational response to the need to regulate the naturally
manipulative children / students. The inclusion of the 'partnership' view of teacherparent relationships here that was again reminiscent of those documented in previous
data.
Like other school-home communications analysed earlier, categorisations were set up
here with contrastive attributes within the text. Competing moral categories and stories
were presented to cater to a multiplicity of readers, and allowed the text to be read in
different ways. Within this text the author-as-school-agent constructed oppositional
versions of acceptable ('College') and unacceptable ('other') parents and children /
students. Acceptable parents were constituted as those who were vigilant and in control
(with the school's help) of their children, whereas unacceptable parents were those who
would "give in" to their children, and who did not adhere or support school specified
standards, or were not sufficiently vigilant. Acceptable students were those who were
compliant, tidy, well dressed, traditional, di,gified and gracious, according to school
specified criteria. In contrast, 'other' students were constituted as manipulative,
slovenly, trendy, flighty, out of control and mediocre. Within the text, adjectives of
quantity (some, most, many) became adjectives of quality (other). In this way the author
constructed world-views of 'our' (elitist) school in opposition to other schools.
Readers were expected to read themselves into the world-view installed by this
author-as-school-representative, in order to obtain enhanced life chances and choices for
their children. 'College' standards were symbolised by dress and appearance. Indeed, as
specified in Paragraph 8, "it is, in fact, this very aspect of the College which encouraged
you to select it as the educational institution which would enhance the personal and
social development of your son or daughter".
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Bowdieu (1991) discussed the link between the cultural and material marketplace of
schooling. The author of the letter as school-agent marketed the school as one that
would produce socially acceptable students, if readers were prepared to adhere to the
order of the College. Non compliance would, by implication, produce "mediocre"
students. This text worked by constructing the public face of the school as desirable and
marketable, in terms of its potential to enhance the life chances and choices of its
student clientele, as long as the clientele 1 readers of the text were prepared to adhere to
the author-as-school-agent's prescriptive practices as specified within this letter. The
teacher-parent relationship constructed within this text was, therefore, asymmetrical in
that readers were expected to follow the author-as-school-agent's prescriptions in order
to remain acceptable, thereby producing compliant students (cf. Foucault, 1977).
The letter evidenced intertextuality (cf. Fairclough, 1992a & b) with a range of other
discursive sites. The tone of the letter was almost biblical at times, the vocabulary and
phraseology used reminiscent of pulpit talk. The pleasure that the author expressed
concerning parents who had "remained steadfast in their commitment to the standards
and expectations we have at ...[t he] College" was couched in fundamentalist / biblical

terms. Similarly, her commendation of "those parents who

... do not succumb to the

pressure of their children". The narrative of construction of childhood within this letter

seemed to reflect the theme of temptation and sin, and parents were invoked to maintain
their vigilance. It appeared to be a case of 'spare the rod and spoil the child'. Looked at
fiom this perspective, adult-child relationships were presented in this letter as contested
and disturbed, but normal. That such conflict was inevitable for the future good of the
students was natural if viewed fiom within this perspective.
A second narrative was related to the detail concerning what might perhaps be regarded

by some as trivia. It was obvious that the author viewed details of dress, appearance and
behaviour of fundamental importance. They were written of here as symbolic of the
maintenance of the moral order of the school, signifying "adherence to standards".
Parents were invoked to "show students ... that they support the College in this same
endeavour". It was implied that students would try to undermine this moral order unless

all adults continued with their surveillance. The intergenerational conflict narrative was,
thereby, applied to such details regarding dress, appearance and behaviow. It seemed
that the outcome of not maintaining vigilance would, (inevitably) result in a
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studentlchild dominated anarchy, or at least mediocrity, and the redirection of the
distinctiveness originally purchased by the parents through their investment in
enrolment in this school. Indeed, unsupervised students would no longer be "set apartyy,
but would descend to the level of "so many other young people". By emphasising such
details within the text, the author positioned her readers as part of this aspiring middle
class (Bourdieu, 1991), who might well have been purchasing a means of upward
mobility for their children by sending them to t h s particular private school. Thus it was
suggested that potential membership of the elite class would be enhanced through the
adherence to details of dress, appearance and behaviour as specified by the author
within this letter. The habitus that needed to be shaped and disciplined was embodied by
the students within and through this text.
The emphasis placed here on detailed uniform requirements in this letter was
reminiscent of the explicit emphasis placed on uniforms in the state school promotional
documents, and the implicit emphasis included through the visuals contained in the
private school promotional documents analysed in Chapter 5.
Finally, when considering this letter, a word regarding gender. Unlike the Principal who
gave his address during his school's Speech Night (above), the author of this letter was
meticulous in her use of non-sexist language, superficially indicating a non-gender bias.
However, by emphasising details of appearance and behaviour, this letter implied that
someone needed to be at home full time during the holiday period to maintain the
surveillance. Who would be there to check that students buy the "preferred regulation"
shoes, or would accompany the students to the hairdresser? Such activities are
traditionally viewed as maternal roles. There was no acknowledgment within this letter
that students might well have had two parents both of whom could have been working
full time. One parent (or parents) appeared to be expected to take time away fiom work
and have school holidays too

in

order to become

acceptable in this

author-as-school-agent's terms. The families / parents addressed perhaps needed to
conform to traditional parental roles in order to act effectively, according to the author
of this letter. It might in effect have been mothers who were constituted primarily as 'in
loco pedagogis' during the holidays within this text. This letter might thus have been
interpreted as a reminder to parents, mostly mothers, regarding the necessity and ways
of maintaining the College's standards in order to 'do holidays' correctly, and continue
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to set their children apart fiom 'other young people'. If it is fathers who are involved in
the 'important' aspects of school life such as fund raising, and if mothers are the ones
expected to undertake the details of everyday school life (Jowett and Baginsky, 1991)
then this letter, with its emphasis on domestic detail was, in effect, primarily addressing
women.
Within this section of Chapter 6, various textual practices have been identified which
constructed the public image of the school, and positioned the readers in relation to the
speakers- or author-as-institutional agents. Moral versions of teacherhood, parenthood,
and studenthood I childhood were evidenced within the school text by the use of
competing moral categorisations and stories.
Summary
The analyses included in this chapter focused on particular details of school to home

communications. The chapter now proceeds to summarise some of the main
constructions that were documented, showing how particular inter-institutional
relationships were talked or written into being. Analyses showed that various
conversational or textual devices worked in similar ways. All these communications set
up their respective schools as desirable, regulated and regulative. Positive characteristics
were foregrounded, often in contrast to other schools, in ways that commodified these
schools. There was a high use of oppositionals and contrasts to establish moral versions
of these particular schools as the 'right' sorts of schools. Parents and homes were
aligned with school requirements, and homes were conversationally and textually
colonised as adjuncts to the schools. No concessions were made to possible variations in
the practical and material contexts of homes. Parents were assumed to agree with, and
expected to continue the moral work and order of the school within their home
practices, working 'in loco pedagogis' in effect.
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In summary, these school to home talk and texts:
Foregrounded the schools' versions of the world.
Set up the schools as disciplined I disciplinary institutions.
Commodified such disciplined schools, using the feature of discipline as a
marketing device to attract and maintain a particular parental clientele.
Constituted moral versions of the institutions of home and school, and moral
categories of parenthood, teacherhood and studenthood according to the schools'
social orders.
Positioned parents as persons who were expected to agree and comply with the
schools' moral versions of the world.
Constituted students / children (both implicitly in the two speeches, and
explicitly in the school letter) as amoral or pre-moral beings who would
undermine the schools' moral order unless subjected to continual adult
surveillance.
Worked in affiliative ways to align the speakers and I or writers with both the
direct and indirect addressees of these spoken and written school to home
communications.
Positioned addressees as those who were expected to concur with the schools'
moral versions of the institutional 1 institutionalised world.
Positioned parents as adjuncts to the schools, thus imperialistically positioning
them as school agents, expected to continue the moral work of the school within
their home practices.
Mediated family practices as prescribed by the speakers I authors, thereby
creating school based cunicula for homes.
The chapter now concludes by suggesting that school to home communications, such as
those analysed in this and the previous chapter, in part work to present particular
positive moral versions of the schools and their clientele (that is, parents and their
children) in a way that commodifies them within the economic marketplace.
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become marketable commodities. There is a continuity of moral versions across different
educational sites, demonstrating a "traverse of discourses" (Luke and Luke, 1995).
Chapters 5 and 6 have focused particularly on examples of monologic school to home
communications. Audience reception was not documentable in the data themselves.
However, it is once again emphasised here that it is always possible to hear or read such
communications in a multiplicity of ways. In comparison, the following two chapters

turn to examples of interactive school-home communications. Such events show what
and how particular moral versions of the world are organised, mediated and negotiated
within and through interactive teacher-parent talk. It is suggested that analysis of such
talk is important in that it is, of the various kinds of school-home communications
collected as part of this research corpus, the most dynamic and least subject to explicit
control. The following chapters show analyses that aim to document the various ways in
which participants of the talk position themselves and each other in terms of their
institutional identities. To that end, Chapter 7 presents an intensive study of the first 39
interactive turns evidenced in one teacher-parent interview. The chapter presents three
different readings of this extract of inter-institutional talk.

CHAPTER SEVEN
THREE READINGS OF INTERACTIVE TEACHER-PARENT TALK
This chapter presents three readings of an extract of talk that occurred at the beginning
of a teacher-parent interview6. Unlike the examples of the school-to-home
communications discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, participant responses can be
documented within this transcript of inter-institutional interaction.
As mentioned in Chapter 2, apart from studies conducted by Mehan (1983), Gilbert and
Low (1994), Leirniner (1996), Leiminer and Baker (1999) and MacLure and Walker
(1999),

there

has

been

no

site-specific

precedent

within

educational,

ethnomethodological or conversation analysis literature for the type of analysis
presented above. Findings published by Keogh (1992), Baker and Keogh (1995 and
1997), Baker (1997b) and Silverman, Baker and Keogh (1998) have derived from this
particular data corpus. I have drawn partially on applied conversation analytic work
undertaken in other institutional settings such as medical and clinical consultations
(Davis, 1988; Fisher, 1983; Silverman, 1987; Silverman and Perakyla, 1990; Strong,
1979; ten Have, 1989, 1991; Todd, 1983; Todd and Fisher, 1988; Voysey, 1975; West,
1984, 1990; Waitzkin, 199l), courtroom proceedings (Atkinson and Drew, 1979),
classroom talk (Mehan, 1979) and political speeches (Atkinson 1984a & b; Heritage and
Greatbatch, 1986), among others, to inform this study.
The following interview took place on a teacher-parent interview night at an Australian
state coeducational secondary school. In this chapter the teacher-parent interview is
analysed in three ways to exemplifL the detailed methodologies used to explicate this and
other interactive teacher-parent events discussed in less detail in the following chapter. As
such, the analytic approach is multiperspectival. This extract demonstrates many of the
interactive strategies and discourses of practice identifiable within and through various
other examples of school-home communications included in the data corpus collected for
this project.

Adaptations of analyses of this particular teacher-parent interview have previously appeared in Keogh,
1992; Baker & Keogh, 1995 & 1997; Baker, 1997b, and Silverman, Baker & Keogh, 1998.
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The first reading (Part 1) uses Conversation Analysis (CA) to docu~nent,in particular,
the sequence of events as they unfold during the interview, and the membership
categories that are talked into being by the participants. This section of the chapter
discusses, in detail, the first two segments in the talk (turns 1 to 6 and 7 to 18), and then
analyses the next three segments (turns 19 to 26, turns 27 to 3 1, and turns 31 to 39)
more briefly. The conversation analytic method follows Hutchby and Wooffitt's
(1998: 110) three-part procedure. The data were approached thus, in the following way:
1. A potential object of analytic interest was identified within the data transcripts, in
this case, the initial 39 utterances in this teacher-parent interview.

2. The talk was described as it happened. There was a specific focus on the
sequential environment in order to define what the talk was doing.
3. The data collection was then re-examined to refine the description until it became
a generalised account (cf. Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998: 110).
This chapter addresses the first two steps, and Chapter 8 focuses on the third step.
Again, like the monologic texts and talk discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, I specifically
focused on the following conversational devices:
1. The use of particular vocabularies and lexicon.

2. The textual 'sequence of events'.

3. The use of membership categorisation devices to constitute acceptable
institutions and institutional memberships, and the relationships between these,
and
4. The constitution of preferred and disprefened discourses of practice.

By focusing on these devices, I addressed the following research questions:
What versions of the institutions of home and school, and the participants' institutional
memberships, are constituted within and through interactive teacher-parent talk?
How does teacher-parent talk constitute particular school-home relationships? In other
words, how does teacher-parent talk position the participants and actively mediate and
constitute their inter-institutional relationships?
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The first analysis revealed that certain preferred discourses of social practice were talked
into being within and through the teacher-parent talk. The notion of social practice
"implies a broader social dimension of discourse than ... various acts accomplished by
language users in their interpersonal interaction9'(van Dijk, 1997: 5). A study of
discourses of social practice can thus document a broader perspective, showing "the
social, political or cultural functions of discourse within institutions, groups or society
and culture at large" (van Dijk, 1997: 5, emphasis in original). Part 2 presents a second
reading of the talk, looking at some of the dominant discourses of social practice that
were established within and through this extract of inter-institutional talk-in-interaction.
These include the establishment of the focus of the talk, the conversational constitution
of ambiguous addressees, the constitution of moral versions (Sacks, 1992; Jayyusi,
1984, 1991; Silverman, 1987; Baker and Keogh, 1995, 1997), the negotiation of moral
boundaries of responsibilities, and prescriptions for future actions. Although the
conversational details vary fiom segment to segment, these discursive practices were
found to recur across the data corpus, working in similar ways to enable the participants
to present moral versions of themselves and each other. These devices worked also as
positioning practices. Participants used particular conversational devices to negotiate
their relative positions of power in relation to their respective institutional membership
categorisations.
Institutional practices such as those evidenced in this teacher-parent interview extract
might be viewed as examples of technologies of the self (Foucault, 1977). Such
technologies of the self, sometimes known as technologies of subjectivity, are largely
concerned with establishing normality, working in ways that "enhance the productivity
and moral worthiness of all citizens" (Preston and Syrnes, 1992: 197). They thus
represent instances of social regulation and control. Part 3 reads the same transcript
fiom a Foucauldian perspective to account for the similar preferred discourses of
practice such as those evidenced in this transcript, as well as in other examples of
teacher parent communications such as those discussed in the previous and next
chapters.
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Although these three analytic approaches to the same transcript, because of their
different perspectives and interests, produce different readings, it is argued here that
they are not mutually exclusive. By using a multiperspectival analytic approach, such as
that demonstrated in this chapter, understandings of how and why inter-institutional
talk-in-interaction work, both in institutional settings and within the social world of
which they are a part, are enriched and enhanced. The chapter commences by providing
some background information in relation to the particular teacher-parent interview
extract selected here for analysis.
The Teacher-Parent Interview Setting
The school in which this teacher-parent interview took place is located in a mainly
working-class outer suburb of an Australian State capital city. The interview took place
simultaneously with other teacher-parent interviews in an open area teaching space at
the school on an officially designated teacher-parent interview evening.
Previously the school had sent written student reports home, and this teacher-parent
interview night had been organised to enable parents to meet with their children's
teachers to discuss these reports. Some teachers had requested to meet with particular
parents, although many parents attended even though their presence had not been
directly requested. Teachers were seated at tables placed in a large circle facing the
centre of the room (see Diagram 7.1 above).
The tables were placed approximately two meters apart from each other. Each table had
two chairs placed on the inner side of circle, positioned facing the teachers' tables for the
parents' use. In instances when both parents attended the interviews with their children,
the students either found themselves another chair, or stood near their parents. The
prioritising of seating for parents through the provision of only two chairs, although
students were also expected to be present, was indicative of the institutional arrangements
regarding who the central parties to the talk should be (Baker and Keogh, 1995: 271). The
room was sparsely furnished, noisy, impersonal and lacked privacy. Each interview was
scheduled for a ten-minute period, although most continued beyond this.
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Three teachers at this teacher-parent interview night agreed to record their meetings, and
two actually did so. Audio recorders were placed in prominent positions on these
teachers' tables. Prior to recording an interview, the teachers involved in this study
obtained parental permission to do so. For this reason, opening talk is not available for
transcription or analytic purposes. In addition, recorders were stopped frequently prior
to the parents and students (if present) physically moving away from the teachers'
tables. The chapter proceeds to the first reading of the extract from the transcript of one
of the teacher-parent interviews that took place in this educational site.

Part 1: Sequential Analysis of the Initial Talk in a State Secondary School
Teacher-parent Interview
Reading 1: A Conversation Analytic Approach

This section of Chapter 6 interrogates the selected state school teacher-parent interview
extract by using CA. The interview was audio-recorded and transcribed in fuil, and is
viewed as naturally occurring inter-institutional talk-in-interaction. Reading 1 focuses on
the production and interpretation of this talk-in- interaction as an orderly accomplishment
that is oriented to by the participants. It was analysed in this way to discover how the
participants understood and responded to each other in their turns at talk, with a central
focus on how sequences of action were generated (Hutchby and Woofitt, 1998: 14). In this
instance, the first 39 turns of the teacher-parent interview have been transcribed and
analysed to explicate how the talk worked to constitute particular moral versions of
parenthood, teacherhood and studenthood, and how the participants positioned themselves
and each other within and through the sequences in their talk.
Donna (the student), her female English Teacher, and Donna's mother and father were
present at the interview. The extract from the transcribed interview (below, and
transcribed in full in Appendix 11) includes the initial talk recorded at this interview:
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The participants7are designated in the following way:
T = Teacher (of English);

M = Mother
F = Father.
S = the student (Donna).
Segment 1: "Do you work with Donna?'
I

T

Okay all right we'll just forget it I should cover it up or something I hate tape
recorders!
hh right urn Donna urn Ijust took over Mister Jay's class urnfour weeks ago so, I don't
really know a lot about Donna's work I've had a quick look at her work in her folder,
and from her marks she urn, you seem to have, passed in the first part of the year and
then really gone down in last two urn, pieces of work which was a poetry oral? an a urn
a novel (2.0) a novel in another form that was putting part of the novel into another
style of writing. Now urn (2.0) in class (1.0) Donna's a little bit distracted? often? down
the back there, with urn the girls that she sits with, though she does give in class when
she's asked to, she does all her work, urn I'm (1.0) would you like to, do you work with
Donna at home with her schoolwork at all? do you see it at all or?

2

F

Not really no =

3

M

= (We very rarely) see her homework

4

F

They generally disappear offto their bedrooms with their homework and urn =

5

T

=Ye:s (2.0) well urn

6

F

We don't see much of (it)

This is the beginning of the transcribed teacher-parent interview. As the opening moves
were not recorded, it is not known whether and how the parents' and student's permission
to record was sought prior to the recording of this interview. The unrecorded opening talk
could well have functioned as a significant pre-sequence in the organisation of the talk that
followed (cf. Schegloff, 1984), but is not available for analysis. Presumably the teacher
used the beginning of the meeting to introduce herself, and obtain permission of the
parents and Donna to record this interview. The teacher referred explicitly to the tape
recorder during her first transcribed turn when she said that they should 'fforget it [and] ...
cover it up or something I hate tape recorders". It seems reasonable fiom the teacher's

utterance here to assume that earlier talk had included reference to "it" (the tape recorder).

'For the purposes of this thesis, all names are fictitious.
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In this first audio-recorded turn of talk, the teacher involved the participants by her use of
"we" when she said "we 1' 1just forget it". She used the first person plural pronoun for selfreference, speaking as and for the multi parties present at the meeting (cf. Schegloff, 1996:
444). In this way the teacher positioned the parents, and possibly the student, as agreeing
with her regarding the recording of the talk. Ostensible agreement between the parties on
this point at least was thus immediately established. Here the teacher's talk evidenced an
assumed agreement (Sacks, 1987) between all the participants present regarding the tape
recorder. Her "hh" and repeated "um"s provided possible turn transition points for any of
the other participants to either agree or disagree with her. As it was, none did, and so the
teacher continued with her talk.
The teacher's talk in this turn (turn 1) worked to locate the topic and establish the
participants of the talk. Donna was implicated immediately, as evidenced by the teacher's
specific reference, "right urn Donna". Whether Donna was addressed directly, or whether
the teacher was positioning her as an overhearing audience (cf. Atkinson, 1979 and 1982;
Heritage, 1985; Silverman, 1987; Heritage and Greatbatch, 1991; Keogh, 1992; Baker and
Keogh, 1995) was not clear. The reference in the third person in line 3 ("I don't really
know a lot about Donna's worlt.") constituted Donna as the topic rather than as the
addressee (Silveman, Baker and Keogh, 1998: 226). In line 4, the teacher talked about
Donna rather than to her, as signified by her use of the third person singular possessive
pronoun "her" ("I've had a quick look at her work in her folder"). In line 5, an ambiguity
of audience was signaled when the teacher switched fiom speaking in the third person to
using the second person "you", ostensibly addressing Donna directly again ('ffi.omher
marks she urn you seem to have, passed"). From that point onwards, Donna was mainly
spoken of in the third person. The teacher thus positioned the parents as the direct
audience of this talk. That Donna's parents actively accepted this positioning was
demonstrated in that it was they rather than Donna who invariably responded to the
teacher's utterances. Donna did not find a nominated space in which to speak until turn 36,
following a question fiom her father that addressed her explicitly in his previous turn (turn
35).
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The topic of the talk established by the teacher was Donna's work, achievement and
behaviour at school. The teacher implicated herself immediately as responsible and thus
accountable for knowing about these. However, the way that she initially acknowledged
her inadequate knowledge ('I don 't really know a lot about Donna's worK') could well
have been construed by the parents as evidence of incompetence. According to Baker
(1997a: 78), "appeals to social-moral facts about students, their behaviours, motivations,
the conditions of inevitable decline, and so on, are part of the routine competence ... of
teachers as professional". However, in this episode the teacher exonerated herself by
rebutting a potential charge (cf. Atkinson and Drew, 1979) by the parents of possibly
inadequate knowledge in advance of their doing so when she accounted for this by stating,

"1just took over Mr Jay's class um four weeks ago". The teacher's shortcomings were
presented, therefore, as reasonable in these circumstances. The teacher then acknowledged
that she had undertaken only "a quick look in herfolder, andfi-om her marks ...". Indeed,
the teacher's knowledge of Donna's work in the form of details about Donna's marks in
different assessment items and the teacher's knowledge of Donna's classroom behaviour
was quite impressive, beating in mind the short time that she had known her new class. In
this way the teacher positioned herself within the moral category of a possibly, but
accountably not, incompetent teacher; that is, she presented herself as both competent and
professional through her preemptive rebuttal move, despite her having ."only just [taken]

... over Mr Jay 's class umfour weeks ago".
The teacher's reference to the folder and marks contributed also to the construction of an
asymmetrical home school relationship (cf. ten Have, 1991), with the parents and Donna
being positioned as the subordinated participants. The teacher, not the parents, had direct
access to Donna's work and marks. The mark-book or work folder figured as a closed
resource for the teacher to use for diagnostic or prescriptive purposes in this interview
(Baker and Keogh, 1995: 279). The teacher self-selected herself to be the person to consult
and interpret the work in the student's folder. The teacher interpreted the folder's contents
and provided information regarding these to the parents and student present at the meeting,
even though the folder actually contained work undertaken by the student. The school thus
laid claim to Donna's work in the person of the teacher, the school's institutional
representative. In this way, the teacher's professional status was evidenced, in contrast to
the lay status of the parents and their daughter. The teacher as professional positioned
herself as the person who was able to interpret the mystique of the mark-book (cf. Keogh,
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1992). A collection K was thus occasioned in this talk (cf. Jayyusi, 1984; Sacks, 1992) in

that the teacher-parent relationship enacted here was a lay-professional relationship. In this
way, "scenes, actions and utterances are oriented to as seeable 1 hearable / understandable
for what they are by competent others whose looking and hearing is informed,
unproblematically, effortlessly and immediately by their knowledge" (Jayyusi, 1984: 143).
The competent other in this instance was the teacher. What the teacher said was not
questioned, appeared to be accepted as 'fact', and became what counted in this talk.
Interpretation of marks in a closed file tangibly demonstrated the teacher's professional
position and competence. By interpreting these marks, the teacher positioned herself as the
person who was presumed to know what was of practical relevance on this occasion. The
parents and Donna complied with this construction of the teacher's identity.
The teacher stated that the student's academic work had recently deteriorated in that
Donna had 'bassed in thefirst part of the year and then really gone down in last two urn,
pieces of work which was a poeby oral? and a urn a novel". It seems that a search for

reasons often accompanies or follows the delivery of poor student marks or results. There
seemed to be an implicit agreement in these interviews that improvement was always
possible, and that any lack of success could be traced to some situation, practice, accident,
or context in home or school (Baker and Keogh, 1995: 275). In this instance, the teacher
provided a possible reason for Donna's having "gone down in last two urn, pieces of worlt'
when she connected Donna's marks with her behaviour in line 8 ("in class (I. 0) Donna 's a
little bit distracted"). Note that it was Donna's behaviour, rather than that of the teacher or

parents, that was held accountable here. The teacher linked Donna's distraction with both
classroom space ("'down the back there") and the girls with whom she sat ("with urn the
girls that she sits with"').

This teacher's talk implicated Doma within the category of possibly improper students
who sit at the back of classrooms. Being distracted was named as a category-bound
activity that was 'normal' for the sorts of students who sit in such immoral spaces. It was
the students who were held accountable for their behaviour in the space at the back of the
room in this instance.
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Western cultural expectations require adults, such as teachers and parents, to encourage
autonomy and self-expression in their students and teenage children. In dealing with
adolescents, teachers, like doctors, face the dilemma of supporting teenage autonomy
while maintaining professional responsibility (cf. Silverman, 1987: 234-5). In the case
of this meeting, it seems that the goal of student self-regulation was constituted as a
possible way of improving achievement levels. Students who were not able so to do
were constituted as being perhaps 'pre-competent' rather than incompetent (see Speier,
1976). Prescriptions to address problems in the area of academic achievement would, it
was suggested, be addressed if students such as Donna would become fully selfregulatory. By malung Donna and the girls with whom she sat at the back of the class
ultimately responsible for their own behaviours and actions, the teacher maintained her
moral version of herself as a good teacher who was aware of, but not directly
responsible for, student behaviour at the back of the room. Students were thus
positioned as needing to become self-regulatory and autonomous, in keeping with adult
expectations and constructions regarding behaviour deemed to be appropriate for 'good
/ competent students'. Donna was an overhearing audience to the teacher's constructions

of 'good' in opposition to 'not-so-good' students.
The teacher continued to present herself as conscientious in that she actively "asks"
Donna to "give" in class. She constituted Donna as a student in whom not all was lost in
that, despite being distracted by the girls with whom she sat with in the back of the
classroom, that she did actually "give in class when she's asked to" and that Donna
"does all her work". In this way she constituted herself as a competent teacher who
encouraged student involvement through her questioning and guidance.
The teacher maintained her moral version of herself as 'good teacher' simultaneously
with maintaining a moral version of Donna as a student who might have, on occasion,
abrogated responsibility for her own actions, but who was capable of doing the right
thing when asked. The implication was that Donna would have to become actively selfregulatory and not have to rely on teacher supervision to maintain her work efforts in
order to improve her achievements.
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Having positioned Donna and her friends as responsible for their behaviour in classroom
space, the teacher then moved the talk into space beyond the classroom walls, namely
that of home space, when she asked the parents "would you like to do you work with
Donna at home with her schoolwork at all? do you see it at all or?'. This shift fiom

school to home suggests in this instance that "home activities can or should be an
extension of school activities" (Baker and Keogh, 1997: 29). Street and Street (1995)
wrote of the pedagogisation of home literacy practices. They found that while
apparently simply giving instructions about schoolwork that can be continued within the
home such as, for example, how to handle a text, teachers also embed relations of
hierarchy, authority and control into family practices (Street & Street, 1995: 151). The
implication in this particular case was that these parents might or should work with
Donna and see her homework. The teacher thus positioned the parents as responsible for
these aspects of supervision beyond classroom walls. In effect, she was positioning the
parents as adjunct teachers who should continue the work of the school / teacher beyond
the public classroom space in private home space. Fraatz (1989) suggested that parents
are expected to rely heavily on the teacher's guidance in structuring their activities with
their children. According to her,
this is an important form of support for the teacher's pursuit of routine and
control. l%e teacher's attempt to serve as classroom commandant thus extends
beyond the walls of the classroom and into the homes of 'cooperative'parents"

(Fraatz, 1989: 151).
This particular home was conversationally colonised by the school through the agency
of the teacher. There was a cuniculum for homes being talked into being here (cf.
Keogh, 1995; Baker & Keogh, 1995, 1997). Thus, like the parents addressed in the letter
analysed in Chapter 6, these parents were positioned 'in loco pedagogis' within and
through this talk. Such talk supports Smith's (1987) contention that schoolwork is made
dependent on work done by mothers (or, in this case, both parents) in the home.
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The way in which the teacher inquired about homework practices is also of interest. She
delivered her inquiry through an initial "would you like to". This was cut off, and then
followed by two question formulations: "do you work with Donna at home with her
homework at all?' and "do you see it at all or?". In this way the teacher provided a selfsolved question, downgrading the parents' responsibilities from "help" to "see",
signaling a preference for agreement (cf. Pomerantz, 1984: 68), working as an invitation
to the parents at least to see their daughter's homework (cf. Davidson, 1984). Such
varying formulations allowed for different parental response options. The parents
acknowledged the downgraded "see" form of the teacher's question; working with
Donna was, perhaps, somewhat more demanQng than just seeing it (Baker and Keogh,
1997: 28). The softer "would you like to" that preceded "do you work with Donna"
handed the floor to the parents, interactively enabling, or perhaps even encouraging, the
possibility for them to acknowledge that they would like to work with their daughter, or
at least to see her homework, but that particular circumstances prevented this. Such a
response would allow these parents to maintain their moral versions of themselves as
'good parents'. T h s was, in effect, how the parents responded. The father's "not really
no" and the mother's "(we very rarely) see their homework." acknowledged themselves
as possibly remiss in their supervisory practices. The father appeared to hear the
teacher's question as a Q-type question, that of a straightforward elicitation of
information, whereas the mother's utterance perhaps demonstrated that this question had
been heard as an N-type question, that of an implied negative such as a complaint or
warning (cf. McHoul, 1987: 445). Both the father's and mother's responses to the
teacher's question acknowledged their possibly less than adequate supervisory practices
in the home. However, the father's "they generally disappear oflto their bedrooms with
their homeworp' accounted for this possible lack of competence. The reason that these
parents did not work with Donna or see her homework was constituted as quite
understandable and reasonable under the circumstances.
The parents positioned themselves as supporting their children's self-directed autonomy
in relation to their homework practices. This strategy to remove themselves from
responsibility for their children's homework practices was further demonstrated by the
use of the third person pronouns "her" in turn 3, and "they", and "their" in turn 4:
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2

F

Not really no =

3

M

= (We very rarely) see her homework

4

F

They generally disappear 08to their bedrooms with their
homework
and um=

5

T

=Yes (2.0) well urn

6

F

We don't see much of (it)

The parents' jointly produced quick latched replies in turns 2 to 4, and the father's use
of "urn" in turn 4 was quickly followed by the teacher's latched "Ye:s", followed by a
two-second pause in turn 5, signaling her acknowled,gnent, that the parents' answer to
her previous question may not have been normatively preferred. This also indicated a
possible transition point that none of the other participants took up.
Donna's father continued to present a disprefened version of home practices in his turn
(turn 6),

not directly after the teacher's two seconds pause that allowed him a space to

do so, but after her "urn" in turn 5. This sequence is suggestive of a continuing
difference of what is considered to be in the best interests of the child held by parents
and teachers identified by Waller (1932: 68), in that
both, supposedly, wish things to occur for the best interests of the child ... both
wish the child well, but it is such a dzferent kind of well that confict must
inevitably arise over it.

In this instance the teacher implied that 'good' parents should supervise their children's
homework practices, whereas the parents implied that it was in the best interests of their
children that they themselves become autonomous regarding their own homework
practices. There was, thus, a difference of views regarding what were deemed to be
'appropriate' parental practices in relation to homework, indicating the possibility of
inter-institutional tension.
These parents made Donna and her siblings accountable for their homework practices
rather than taking responsibility for supervision themselves. This move enabled the
parents to continue constituting a particular moral version of their family practices. Like
the teacher's rendering of the students as responsible for their behaviour in the back of
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the classroom, these parents positioned Donna as responsible for her homework in the
space of her bedroom. Furthermore, the parents constituted a moral version of Donna as
the sort of child who was keen to get on with her homework without parental
intervention; that is, Donna and her siblings were conversationally positioned within the
category of 'good students 1 children', and the parents' lack of direct supervision was
thus made acceptable.

In this extract, the mother and father together built the story of how things were
undertaken in their home. This, in itself, was a description of parenting as a team effort,
such a description working to establish a moral version of their home as a good one. In
this way moral versions of parenthood were produced as part of the diagnostic talk in this
interview (cf. Baker and Keogh, 1995: 274). In this sequence of talk, the mother and father
developed a harmonious version of what kind of parents they were, and what sort of home
they inhabited. It was the sort of home where "they [their children] generally disappear off
to their bedrooms with their homeworP'. The teacher's "yes" in turn 5 denoted that she

had accepted the parents' explanation, and her "well urn" signaled a possible new topic,
although the father continued to answer the teacher's previous question with his statement
in turn 6, "We don 't see much of (it)". The behaviour of the children in this family was
normalised in this talk. Parental practices that might have been viewed as inadequate were
accounted for and implied criticism was rebutted. The parents, like the teacher earlier,
preemptively refbted a possible future charge of being less than satisfactory in their
supervisory practices (cf. Atkinson and Drew, 1979). Parental behaviour practices of not
seeing their children's homework was naturalised and made morally justifiable. These
children, it was implied, were self-directed and autonomous when it came to matters of
homework. It should be noted, however, that the father's "We don 't see much of it" did
not fully negate the parents ever having seen any homework. There was an implication
that the parents did at least see some homework sometimes. In this way the father
provided partial agreement and / or acceptance of the teacher's proposal at the end of turn
1 (would you like to, do you work with Donna at home with her schoolwork at all? do you
see it at all or?), signaling a compromise. Such strategies enabled the participants

cooperatively to display and manage their moral adequacy I howledgeability and advice
reception in ways that produced a world of "no charges / no blame" within their respective
institutional spheres (Silverman, Baker and Keogh, 1998: 235).
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Despite abstaining fkom utterances that might have indicated direct moral charges against
one another, the parents and teacher delicately raised questions of responsibility for both
student behaviour and achievement. These were made accountable practices in the
interview talk. Just who was responsible for what was a matter continually under
negotiation during this interview. In this case, the question was shelved, at least for the
time being, at this point in the talk. This talk worked to locate an action-space for Donna's
parents. Help with Donna's homework was something that they could say that they would
do. The issue of responsibility for surveillance of student achievement and behaviour was
continuously exchanged between the adult participants throughout this interview. It seems
that none was prepared to either fully accept or deny their responsibilities for this feature
of social regulation. However, at times possibly less than satisfactory adult practices were
accounted for by conversationally shifting responsibility to the student, Donna. It seems
that it was she who was made ultimately responsible for these aspects of her behaviour. In
this way the adults maintained their moral versions of themselves as good teacher and
good parents, but still carefully circumscribed the spaces in which they could act.
That negotiation of areas of responsibility is a delicate matter is demonstrated by the
fiequent number of "um"s, pauses, hesitations and inflections documented in this talk (cf.
Silverman & Perakyla, 1990). At times, such features punctuated the teacher's talk prior to
her delivery of bad news (eg. "Now um (2.0) in class (1.0) Donna's a little bit
distracted?"). This was also evidenced by the teacher in her talk when she was about to

enter the delicate area of positioning responsibility for student achievement away fiom
herself and towards the parents (eg. "urn I'm (1.0) would you like to, do you work with
Donna at home ...?3. Likewise, the difficulty of accepting responsibility for his children's

homework practices was also evidenced by the "um" which followed the father's
statement that "They generally disappear o f t o their bedrooms with their homework and
urn".
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Although the adults continually negotiated their areas of moral responsibilities within and
through this talk, they appeared to be largely speaking in harmony. Agreement was
maintained in that Donna herself was positioned as ultimately responsible for her own
academic success and behaviour. In this way the adult participants in this talk continued to
position themselves and each other as 'good' parents and teacher. Donna, however, was
positioned as possibly wanting. Despite ostensible tensions associated with the assignment
of responsibilities in relation to Donna, a semblance of agreement was reached on this
matter among the adults through their talk.
From this teacher-parent i n t e ~ e wtalk it can be seen that particular versions of
parenthood, teacherhood and studenthood were occasioned here. Implied dualities or
oppositionals of 'good' versus 'not-so-good' identities were co-constructed by the
participants of themselves and each other within and through their talk.
By implication, 'good teachers' were those who:

knew about their students' marks and achievement levels;
knew and understood the details evidenced in their students' work;
were aware and vigilant of student behaviour in the classroom;
knew with whom students worked and did not work within the geographical
locations of classroom space;
were able to direct students' work and keep them on-task as and when necessary; and
had justifiable reasons for seeming to be lacking in any of these areas.

In contrast, it was implied that 'not-so-good' teachers did not have these attributes.
'Good parents' were those who:
were interested in their children's marks and achievement levels in their academic
work;
were interested in their children's behaviour in class;
were willing and able to oversee their children's homework, and act as ancillary
teachers
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in their homespace;
were encouraging of their children's attempts to become autonomous; and,
similar to teachers, could justify any areas where they might have been held to be
wanting.
Again, 'not-so-good parents' did not have these attributes.
Finally, 'good students I children' were those who:
maintained passing marks and above average levels of achievement, and did not "go
down" in later pieces of work;

did not "get distracted" by their fiends;
did not sit at the back of the classroom;
did "give in class" when asked to;
did all their work, both at school and at home;
did all their homework, with or without parental supervision; and
were generally autonomous and self-regulatory.
The identities that were interactively talked into being here were moral versions of parents,
teachers and students I children. By implication, these versions embodied commonsense
notions of what and how social members should be in their conversationally constituted
and mediated social worlds. 'The-world-as-it-should-be' was actively organised and
mediated within and through this inter-institutional talk. Boundaries of responsibility for
Donna's academic and behavioural activities were negotiated in ways that were "delicately
implicative of proper courses of teaching or parenting" (Baker and Keogh, 1997: 41).
The moral versions that the participants worked up within and through their talk regarding
themselves and each other were oriented to their institutional identities as teacher, parents
and student I child. The parents talked themselves into, and were positioned by the teacher,
as acceptable-for-all-purposes-at-hand, proper representatives of their home. The teacher,
similarly, positioned herself, and was positioned by the parents, as an acceptable or proper
school agent or representative. Their common interest was that of Donna's well-being in
the form of her academic achievement and behaviour. Doma was established as one who
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was simultaneously associated with both school and home. She was, metaphysically and
symbolically, moved fiom space to space within and through the talk, rather like a piece in
a chess game. Parental and teacher responsibilities for her movements within the
institutional spaces of home and school became an aspect through which the adult
representatives of these two institutions negotiated their respective boundaries of
responsibility. It seems that both parents and the teacher positioned themselves and each
other as having obligations to be vigilant of Donna, and delicately negotiated their relative
responsibilities. In this way, parents and the teacher were reminding each other where their
responsibilities could or should be located; that is, they did "moral mapping" (cf Baker &
Keogh, 1997). Ultimately it was Donna who was positioned as responsible for her own
situation within these two spaces. In this way possible tensions associated with
accusations of conceivable deficiencies in parental or teacher practices within the
institutional spaces of home and school were defused, and parents and teacher were able to
maintain their moral versions of themselves as proper, that is, accountable members of
their respective institutions.
The initial moves of this interview worked in a similar way to that of medical
consultations in that &agnosis of 'the problem7(the student's achievement and behaviour)
was collaboratively arrived at, and prescriptions or remedies to address this were
interactively worked up throughout the meeting (cf. Baker & Keogh, 1995). All the
participants could be shown to treat the interview as comprising such diagnostic and
remedial moves.
Donna's activities within both home and school became 'the problem' that needed to be
addressed. The teacher and parents talked of and about Donna in her presence, positioning
her as a (largely) silent audience. Donna overheard their co-produced prescriptions for her
future well-being (cf Jaccoby and Ochs, 1995). These were formulated in a way that
seemed designed to help her improve her behaviour and thus her levels of achievement. It
seemed that if Donna would only have taken up such advice and become self-regulatory,
the problem would have been solved. The moral version of Donna as 'good student' was
only possible if she undertook to act upon such overheard adult prescriptive advice.
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Analysis of the talk that followed the initial moves in this teacher-parent interview shows
that many of the topics, positioning practices and themes evidenced above come up time
and again. So, for example, in the following segment of this same interview, the teacher
continued to make herself accountable in terms of Donna's work and achievement at
school:
Segment 2: "What's the problem ?

"

Let me see yes I didn't mark this this was all Mr Jay's (1.0) This is a
summary, they had to summarise um this (1.0) um let's see where her, mistakes seem to
lie.(3.0) Oh it seems alright. (3.0) Why did she

only get four and a halffor that.

Hmmm. It's aw$l when you're when you're talking about, something another teacher's
(7th) done! (5.0) Only seems have limited English grammatical mistakes, um,(4.0) oh it
seems fine it's not covered all in red,
mm no
( ) what's the problem with it then( )?

I don't know. Obviously maybe it's the the standard or the um (4.0) the
ideas I'll see what Mister Jay's written here let's have a look. (2.0) Good
more impact in conclusion is possible. That doesn 4 really say a lot does it.
Not really, no ( )
No. (3.0) Uh this is, I'm sorry about this because I haven 7, been with
Donna's class so I'm not sure, I've only just come backfiom leave. I
know, the piece of work that I've done with the class was a, radio play which we'vejust
done. And,(2.O) we spent a couple of weeks in class learning about it and then we did
um had some time to prepare it, andthe girls the group of girls really didn't do a lot of
work on it I wasn't really happy with the work that was done, and the work tha tdid
come out was um, readfiom Dolly magazine or Cleojust onto the tape? So I found that
um, that wasn't not just Donna the three of them together working together really didn 4
put a lot of work into it an'

[I
[Who was she working with?

Umm (2.0) Joanne someone and Vicki (3.0) Joanne Williams

I
an' Vicki (0.3) Hawkins
( )?

No. So on on the whole, um that's the only work I have real experience
fiom, from (2.0) Donna. Um,
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In this sequence the teacher appeared to continue to consult the work folder, accessing
knowledge that was closed to the parents and student unless actively revealed by herself.
It was the teacher who decided what could be revealed, and what should remain closed
knowledge. In this way the teacher continued to constitute her superior position as a
teacher 1 professional in contrast to her lay audience. Donna's teacher continued to
interpret Donna's previous teachers' marks. Here the teacher appeared to be using a
'think aloud' process, looking at the student's work in her folder, progressively
revealing her interpretation of results. Pauses of varying lengths punctuated her talk.
The teacher's frequent lengthy pauses during turns 11, 13 and 15 could have signified
her discomfort at potentially being held to be wanting. However, it may also have
signaled times when she was consulting the student's folder of work. Was the teacher
addressing the parents, or was she speaking aloud to herself?
Despite leaving spaces (that is, possible turn transition points in the form of pauses) for
possible comments or responses, the other participants did not self-select to speak. Such
hesitancy in the teacher's talk may have been interpreted by the parents "not as turntransition points, but as further hesitancy prior to a recommencement of T's [the
teacher's] turn" (Silverman, Baker and Keogh, 1998: 23 1). It was as though the parents,
in addition to Donna, had taken up the position of overhearing audience.
Once again this teacher implied that she might not have been klly responsible when she
complained about the difficulty of interpreting another teacher's marks ("'It's awful when
you're when you're talking about, something another teacher's (7th) done?'). Her use of
"you're7' placed her on a similar knowledge base as the parents and student. She
strategically removed herself from direct responsibility for Donna's work in this instance
in that she located herself as institutionally responsible for merely interpreting another
teacher's marks for the benefit of the parents and Donna, rather than taking responsibility
for the work itself This record of Donna's mistakes was thus not hers, but "Mr Jay 's". In
this turn the teacher supplemented her account with a comment on professional relations
in terms of the difficulty of accounting for what "another teacher 's ... done". Her pauses
and other aspects of news delivery, such as those described above, helped to secure her
work as a professional reading of the work folder as a difficult and somewhat mysterious
document, intended for a specialist or professional reading, just as a doctor might read the
results of a blood test. "It's not all covered in red" was hearably the result of a visual scan,
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not a substantive reading (Baker & Keogh, 1995: 282). In this way the teacher maintained
her institutional version of herself as professional, and preemptively rebutted possible
criticism.
Student achievement was again quantified here, although the result was questioned by
this teacher ("Why did she only get four and a halffor that"). The sort of language used
by the teacher to interpret results here became progressively more lay. She commenced
by talking of aspects of the work that might perhaps have been comprehensible only to
other teachers ("This is a summary, they had to summarise um this (1.0) um let's see
where her, mistakes seem to lie"), and then simplified matters to talk in a way that was

possibly more comprehensible for lay persons such as these parents and Donna ("oh it
seemsfine it's not all covered in red").

The teacher's talk here might be viewed as functioning as a talk-aloud technique. This
was a commentary rather than an information sequence. In this way the teacher did a
"stake inoculation" (Potter, 1997: 154) that worked to prevent her talk from being
undermined by the parents:
7

T

...(4.0) oh it seems fine it's not covered all in red,

8

F

mm no

9

M

( ) what's theproblem with it then ( )?

10

T

I don't know. Obviously maybe it's the the standard or the um (4.0) the
ideas

I'll see what Mister Jay's written here let's have a look

(2.0) Good more impact in conclusion is possible. That doesn 4 really
say a lot does it.

II

M

Not really, no ( )

The father concurred with the teacher's comments about Donna's work when he
responded "mm no" in turn 8. In contrast, Donna's mother wanted more information and
posed a direct question ("what's the problem with it then?"'), in turn 9. This question
positioned the teacher as one who should know the answer to this question right then and
there. The teacher was put on the spot with such a direct question. She was still held
accountable for another teacher's marks, despite her previous disclaimers regarding Mr
Jay's work. The teacher's "I don't know. Obviously maybe it's the standard or the urn
(4.0) ideas" was not very helpful. The teacher conceded that she was perhaps floundering
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by the way she downgraded "Obviously" to "maybe', and by her 4 second pause. She tried
to align the parents with her when she invited them to agree with her that Mr Jay's
marking "doesn 't really say a lot does it" after her failed attempt at interpreting what he
had written. In this way the teacher used a criticism of the other teacher's practices as
justification for not being able to interpret the results adequately. This had the effect of
avoiding answering the mother's question directly. In this way, the teacher placed
responsibility for Donna's results with Mr Jay who was not, presumably, available to
answer for himself. This time the mother concurred with the teacher when she responded
"Not really no", endorsing the teacher's lack of knowledge in these circumstances as
reasonable. Once again the participants in this talk came to an agreement at this point

within and through this talk, aligning in the same speaking party (Schegloff, 1995b).
Possibly implied criticism had been deflected by the teacher and the status quo was thus
maintained.
After her "No", there was a three second pause, allowing for the possibility for any of the
other participants to continue the talk. They did not do so, so the teacher, once more
having apologised for her gap in knowledge ("'I'm sorry about this because I haven 't,
been with Donna 3 class so I'm not sure, I've only just come backfi-om leave"), continued
to account for Donna's work in turn 12, providing in detail just what was wrong. As can
be seen, it was the teacher who tended to lead or introduce new topics in this talk. It was
she who usually directed the way the talk developed and signaled most changes of topic.

An asymmetrical relationship was thus actively constituted through the way the talk
continued. The teacher was generally able to maintain her moral version of herself as a
competent professional as the talk progressed, as will be shown later. However, this was
not always the case.
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12

T

No. (3.0) Uh this is, I'm sorry about this because I haven't, been with
Donna's class so I'm not sure, I've onlyjust come back from leave.

I know, the piece of work that I've done with the class was a, radio
play which we've just done. And (2.0) we spent a couple of weeks in
class learning about it and then we did um had some time to prepare
it, and the girls the group of girls really didn't do a lot of work on it I
wasn't really happy with the work that was done, and the work that
did come out was urn, readffom Dolly magazine or Cleojust onto
the tape? So I

found that urn, that wasn't not just Donna the three of

them together

working together really didn't put a lot of work into it

an'

[I

13

M

14

T

Umm (2.0) Joanne someone and Vicki (3.0) Joanne Williams

15

M

( )

16

T

an' Vicki (0.5) Hawkins

17

M

( )?

18

T

No so on on the whole, um that's the only work I have real

(Who was she working with?

experiencefrom, from (2.0) Donna. Urn,

The teacher moved the topic of talk fi-om details regarding Donna's work on a particular
assessment item, to Donna and her fiends' work efforts. The use of

in tum 12

shows a shift of locus of responsibility. The teacher first positioned herself as director of
activities with her use of 'T', and then positioned herself as part of the class 'team' with
her use of "we" ("the piece of work that I've just done with the class was a, radio play
which we've just done"). The teacher then removed herself from being accountable for

how the work was actually undertaken by Donna and "the group of girls" with whom she
worked by then speaking in the third person ("and the girls the group of girls really didn 't
do a lot of work on it").

The teacher positioned herself as an assessor of work here, rather than responsible for
student work application, with her comment "Iwasn 't really happy with the work that was
done". She positioned Donna, who was physically present and an overhearing audience to

this talk, as not solely responsible for the disappointing work, when the teacher said "that
urn, that wasn't not just Donna the three of them together working together really didn 't

put a lot of work into it". In this way the teacher positioned all three of the girls as

responsible for their lack of application to the set work. The teacher thus distanced herself
from direct responsibility in a move that retained her professional competence.
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In turn 13, the mother positioned the teacher as accountable for the classroom behaviour of
Donna and the three girls with whom she worked, intempting and confronting the teacher
with the direct inquiry "Who was she working with?" The mother here held the teacher
responsible for at least knowing with whom Donna was working, if not for ensuring that
Donna did not sit with bad influences. The teacher's organisation of arranging seating was
made a morally accountable matter. Classroom practices and comes of action were thus
implied to be the teacher's possible responsibility. By asking for detail in this way, the
mother "constructs herself as vigilant of the teacher's practices in the classroom, thus
turning the tables a little way at least7'(Baker & Keogh, 1995: 283-284).
As can be seen here, the distribution of power between the participants in this interview
was delicately negotiated within and through this talk. Traditionally, in a formal interview
situation, it is the interviewer rather than the interviewee(s) who has the right to ask the
questions and set the agenda. Indeed,
the notion of an interview as a speech event governed by rules for speaking is
well recognized within English speaking societies ... Speakers ... are aware of
the rules which gives one of the participants [generally the interviewer] in the
event the unilateral right to ask questions, and the other[s]the obligation to
answer them (Romaine, 1984: 22).

This interaction can, however, be viewed more as a teacher-parent consultation session
rather than a formal interview. In such a situation, one might expect the teacher to be the
initiator of most of the questions asked. On this particular occasion the mother could be
seen to be the questioner a number of times, moving the topic of the talk to aspects of
teacher accountability, often in the form of implied charges about possibly incompetent
teaching practices (for example, turns 9: "( ) what's the problem with it then( )?",and
13: "I;Vho was she working with?'). This is a reversal in the expected power relationship.
However, the teacher, in the same way, as has previously been shown, moved the talk
towards parental accountability for home practices (for example, in turn 1 with her
question "urn I'm (1.0) would you like to, do you work with Donna at home ...?'). So it
was that power and agency were conversationally enacted here, and can thus be
documented within this institutional talk-in-interaction. The participants negotiated their
relative positions within and through their talk about responsibilities for their students7/
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children's behaviour in the respective sites of school and home. The adults positioned
themselves and each other as responsible for surveillance within their respective
institutional territories.
The mother's utterance in turn 15 and her question in turn 17 were not audible. There was,
presumably, a continuation of the inqujr about with whom Donna sat. In turn 18 the
teacher produced a negative reply and then a summation of what she was capable of telling
the parents with her: "No. So on on the whole, um, that's the only work I have real

experiencefi.om,fiom (2.0) Donna. Urn" (cf. Baker & Keogh, 1995: 284).
Having analysed the first two segments of this interview in depth, the chapter now looks
more briefly at the following three segments of this transcript. These segments document
already lscussed main strategic practices, as well as additional ones.
Segment 3: "I Suppose a lot of children are the same"
She said she wasn't keen on this oral
No she hates oral, she hates getting up an '
[(standing up in front)
[Speaking,

[right

['N ifshe ever has to stand up in front of the class, or
anything like that she's not that
Yeah,

[well

N ) you know I suppose that a lot of kids are the same
Yes well this is um (1.0) this is where she's got a very low mark here.
Wonder ifher oral, oralpaper's here. Oh it hasn't been put into her
folder. Um, she would lose marks for ner- uh - well not nervousness but when you
y'know ifyou move your legs 'n speak to the floor'n the way you you're not speaking
out looking at the audience iz i f you're nervous you do that sort of thing so that 3 what
she would have lost marks for also, you had to understand the poem in a lot of detail
( ) and because because I didn't hear and I wasn't here and I'm not sure what sort of

standard she gave there
yeah
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In segment 3, the father moved the talk from Donna's behaviour to her emotions ("'She
said she wasn 't keen on this ora2").He also flagged the parent-child relationship as one of

open communication in this family. In this way he evidenced himself as an empathic,
communicative and aware parent. The mother, similarly, displayed her understanding of
Donna's feelings, extending talk to the father's comments in turn 22 (" 'N ifshe ever has to
stand up in front of the class, or anything like that she's not that"). The mother did not

complete her turn, but implied that she knew about and understood Donna's classroom
practices. The parents were again speaking in harmony. Their moral versions of
themselves as good and aware parents, and their open family communicative practices,
were talked into collective being. Such talk might have been understood by the parents as
possibly heard as criticism of Donna by the teacher. In turn 24, however, the mother
deflected this in that she naturalised such behaviour ("'youh o w Isuppose that a lot of kids
are the same"). Donna was thus conversationally constituted as normal, and the same as a

lot of other kids. The teacher, in turns 21 and 23, flagged her understanding and agreement
of this version of Donna's behaviour and family life. All the adults worked as a
collaborative t e r n to position themselves as persons who understood and knew about
children. In this way, a 'normal' version of childhood was constituted as signaling,
perhaps, a period of pre- or incompetent social being. This is similar to the conspiracy
theory of normal childhood as a time of undermining adult authority that was textually
constituted in the school to home letter discussed in Chapter 6 .
The teacher continued the talk in turn 25 by providing details of Donna's classroom
practices, again positioning herself as competent and knowledgeable, despite "not [beingJ
sure [o_R what sort of standard she gave there". That particular oral assessment item was

assessed by Mr Jay and not by herself. The father once more appeared to accept this
version of events as sufficient with his response "yeah" in turn 26.
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The conversation proceeded:
Segment 4: "It's important that she does it right"
27

T

This novel in anotherform (6.0) I don't know (1.0) I think the only
way I can really, what I can really suggest at this stage B she does do urn
draji copies and give them to me and $1 think, obviously her, her
standard of English is okay because she isn't corrected everywhere
but the ideas ifthey need improvement I can help her in that way and
say look this isn't really you're not really getting you're not really
understanding it here and try and look at it again. That's that's the
only way I can really, really helr, at the moment and for Donna
herseIfto urn do a little more in class and not chat so much down at

+

the back with Vicki and Joanne? (1.0) urn (2.0)just showing you the
work that has to be done urn for the rest of the year with year eleven
English, we havejust (I.0)finished urn (1.0) this radio study (2.0)
we're now doing newspaper studies (2.0) and we're going to write a
ffont page story and what wiIl happen is that Mr Kelly the Principal
comes into the classroom (2.0) he gives a talk and then the students
have to write it up as a news article

28

F

Oh I see

29

T

All right? and urn so we in the next week are going to practise
writingfront page stories Now urn, ifyou want to check you know
her, what she's doing at home with that and you could read it
through? And urn I will have a look at how she's going. But when it
comes down to it it's an exam its not a urn an assignment so really it 's
urn important =

30

F

= uh huh (1.0) It's important that she does it right

31

T

Yes urn that's right, she urn she has to have some short sentences,
urn all the information in thefirst paragraph, er, and appropriate
headline urn that sort of thing. Just like affontpage article in the
paper. That's the next

In turn 27, the teacher continued her presentation of herself as a competent teacher.
Having provided more details regarding work requirements, she offered, for the first time,
to provide help for Donna. Her version of herself as a good teacher, through willingness to
help, was thus constituted through this talk. Such help was conditional, however, on
Donna's own behaviour. Donna must "do a little more in class and not chat so much at
the bacK' with her friends if she was to benefit from the teacher's help. In this way, the
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teacher positioned herself as one who cared sufficiently to help Donna, but only if Donna
herself was willing to do the initial work. As before, Donna was thus held accountable
here for her work achievements, and these would be dependent upon her own efforts. It
seems that the adults maintained their moral institutional versions of themselves by means
of conversationally positioning their students 1 children as ultimately self-regulatory,
autonomous beings, beyond their direct surveillance, and thus, control.
Of particular interest in line 10 of turn 27 were the two lengthy pauses, separated by an
"um", signaling turn transition points where other participants were implicitly invited to

take up the talk (see

+ above). Both the parents, and Donna in particular, who was

present in this interview, had the opportunity to account for Donna's classroom
behaviour at these points. None of them did. Such silence in response to advice can be
used strategically by participants as a practice of power by and through which
participants position themselves and each other during interactions (cf. McHoul, 1993:
2; Silverman, Baker and Keogh, 1998).

The "I don 't know", in the first line of turn 27 at the very least, served to downgrade
what the teacher said from advice to a set of provisional suggestions. It should be noted
that the parents' non-response here need not have indicated non-recipiency, but rather its
opposite, a careful waiting until the teacher had completed her turn (Silverman, Baker
and Keogh, 1998: 23 1).
The teacher continued by saying, "what I can really suggest at this stage is she does do
urn draft copies and give them to me

...". This might have been hearable, not just as

advice about what should be done, but also as information about what could be done.
Ambiguities are evident both in the form of how advice is heard, either in the form of
'information as advice' or in the form of 'advice as information', and in ambiguities of
who the advice recipient was (cf. Silverman, Baker and Keogh, 1998). These
ambiguities were evidenced by the non-uptake of the teacher's talk by the other
participants, despite the teacher having provided possible turn-transition points.
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Classroom space was once again established as a moral space, and the behaviour of
people who worked in such space was category-bound through their positioning in
particular locations. The topics of student behaviour in different geographical locations,
and with specific peers, are frequently raised in teacher-parent communications included
in the data corpus, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 8.
29

T

All right? and urn so we in the next week are going to practise
writing$-ontpagestories Now urn, ifyou want to check you know
her, what she's doing at home with that and you could read it
through? And urn I will have a look at how she's going. But when it
comes down to it it's an exam its not a urn an assignment so really it 3
urn important =

Like the documents and talk analysed in previous chapters, this teacher's use of
pronouns in this interview is noteworthy. For example, she used them to set up
collections in turn 29. She first used the first person plural pronoun "we", ("so we in the
next week are going to practise writing"). The use of "we", the students and teacher

together in the classroom, was contrasted with her emphasised "-&',
in home space ("'Now urn, if=

the parental team

want to check her, what she's doing at home"). In this

way, the teacher once again conversationally colonised home space, and positioned the
parents as adjunct teachers. The pedagogic family (cf. Hunter, 1994) was thus talked
into being. The school and home were proposed as harmonious courses of action and
interests (cf. Baker & Keogh, 1995: 285) in this talk.
In lines 4 and 5 of turn 29, the teacher rebutted the idea of possible less than satisfactory
achievements in the W e when she stated that the next assessment item was "when it
comes down to it it's an exam not a urn assignment so really it's um important". What

was suggested, in essence, was that regardless of how much help the teacher and the
parents actually gave Donna, ultimately it was Donna herself who would be responsible
for her results. Donna was positioned throughout this sequence as an overhearing
audience to the adult constructions of her as student. In this talk, Donna, and not her
parents or the teacher, was positioned as accountable for her future academic
achievements. Thus the adult participants maintained their moral versions of themselves
and each other as 'good' parents and teacher despite possibly disappointing future
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student results. They also established adult co-constuctions of what constituted 'good'

in contrast to 'not-so-good' students.
30

F

= uh huh

(1.0) It's important that she does it right

31

T

Yes urn that S right, she urn she has to have some short sentences,
urn all the information in thefirst paragraph, er, and appropriate
headline urn that sort of thing. Just like a fiontpage article in the
paper. That's the next

Jn turn 30, Donna's father signaled his agreement of the teacher's use of the term
"important" by his utterance "Uh huh", and then elaborated this meaning as "it's
important that she does it right". His use of "she" moved the responsibility of getting it

right &om himself, his wife or the teacher, to his daughter, Donna.

In turn 31, the teacher signaled her agreement with what the father said ("'yesurn that's
right"), and then proceeded, once again, to detail the actual work to be undertaken in the

future

- a suitably neutral topic. The mother's

silence at this time is hearable as her

compliance with the way the talk was going.
The talk continued:
Segment 5: "Oh well"
31

T

Yes urn that's right, she urn she has to have some short sentences,
urn all the information in thefirst paragraph, er, and appropriate
headline urn that sort of thing. Just like a front page article in the

+

paper. That's the next thing we're doing in a week or so (3.0) then
we 're having a dramaticpe~onnancewhich might throw her ifshe
gets nervous infront of the class

32

M

[coughs afier trying to interject] Shejust doesn't like being up in
front of her classes (2.0) well notjust infront of the class, she
doesn't like to

be up, er, thefocus being on her

33

T

Uh huh, mm (1.O) that's a problem

34

M

Yeah

35

F

Probably why she hides down the back (5.0) Is that why you hide
down the back, you don 't like being near thefront of the class? and
being? yeah?
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36

S

( )

37

F

and being a (drip)

38

T

Well they ha, we have to test all their skills which is writing as well as
speaking (2.0) and that's why we give them a chance to speak on the
tape, so that they don 't have to do all their speaking infront of the
class, but the rest of it is, um, you know (I.0) infront of the class,
but even this one, urn this radio, urn, was disappointing in that the girls just read it (2.0)
you know er there wasn 't any expression onto
(I.0) theyjust read onto the tapes so you know, it was meant to sound
like a real radio program

39

F

Oh well

In turn 3 1, line 4, (see + above), the teacher provided another possible turn transition
point in the form of a 3 second pause in which any of the other participants in the talk
could have continued. Again, none did. Consequently the teacher continued with talk
about a future "dramaticper$ormance". This, bearing in mind earlier talk about Donna's
dislike of orals, "may well throw her f s h e gets nervous in front of the class". Here
Donna's mother took the opportunity to speak, her cough assisting her to secure the
floor and punctuating the seriousness of the situation. This strategy, in effect, signaled
potential "talk about troubles", indicating that it might not be received as good news by
the teacher (cf. Jefferson, 1984b).
Donna's mother confirmed the teacher's view of Donna's nervousness by saying that
"she just doesn 't like being up in front of her classes". Here she provided a two-second

pause for a possible uptake by the teacher or any other participant. When this did not
happen, the mother elaborated on Donna's nervousness, saying that it was "not just in

pant of the class, she doesn 't like to be up, er, the focus being on her". The teacher did
not offer a solution to this behaviour here, as she could have done. Rather, she signaled
her agreement with Donna's mother (utterance 33: "uh huh, mm"), and then paused,
thereby allowing any of the other persons present to continue. When this did not
happen, the teacher formulated Donna's dislike of being up fiont, the focus, as described
by Donna's mother, as "a problem". Donna's mother concurred with this version of
Donna's behaviour in turn 34, when she said "Yeah". Agreement was again interactively
achieved. The repetition of pauses within these turns signaled possible discomfort or
tension in relation to how the talk was developing.
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Donna's father tried to provide a diagnosis for Donna's behaviour in turn 35. He
suggested that was "probablywhy she hides down the back". In this, he categorised Doma
not as a naughty student who tended to sit at the back of the classroom with her fiends
and did not try, but rather as a nervous student who hid at the back in an attempt to deploy
the class's focus away from her. Thus he constituted Donna as an understandably insecure
kid. It is noteworthy, despite the long 5 seconds pause, that no-one explicitly agreed or
disagreed with this classification of Donna.
The father then explicitly selected Doma by naming her as the next speaker in his
continuing move. This is the first time that Doma had been selected since the teacher's
first utterance (line 2: "right um Donna um"), when Donna might or might not have been
directly addressed. Donna's reply to her father's questions in turn 36 was inaudible,
although she did say something. Donna's father's possible description of her as a "drip"
was also virtually inaudible.
It is striking in this interview, which consisted of a total of 125 utterance turns by the
participants, that Doma spoke only eleven times. Most of her utterances were either
inaudible or token responses such as "mm", or "yeah". Twice she had actually tried to
disagree (in turns 64, when she said "nope", and in turn 67 when she said "no but I")
before being interrupted each time by the teacher. Donna's longest statement was
accounting for her poor oral result in turn 78, when she said "But I've never had to do
oral work before, before either, SO". In h s instance the teacher cut her account off by

saying "Oh right". The student then said nothing until she had the final recorded turn at
talk in this interview at its completion (turn 125) when she said "Hooray see you". The
recording of this interview was stopped at this point.
It seems that this student, about whom and for whom this interview was taking place (ie.
she was the reason for having this interview), was, in effect, positioned as
disempowered, an overhearing but largely silent audience. It was rare for her to be
addressed directly. In this study, although the teacher-parent interviews varied, some
students taking part in the talk more than others, it seemed that students who attended
teacher-parent interviews with their parent(s) tended to be positioned frequently as
overhearing and silent audiences, as will be shown in Chapter 8.
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Whatever it was that was said by the father at the end of turn 37, the teacher continued
talking in turn 38, once again accounting for her classroom practices. Such practices
may not have been of any real help considering this particular student's nervousness
when talking in front of the class. The teacher depersonalised the situation by talking
about having to test "all their skills", they being all the students, not just this particular
student, and mentioning that "we" (presumably all the English teachers) had to test
speaking as well as writing. It seemed that there was still some hope for Donna in that
not all assessment tasks would entail speaking. Donna's parents already knew that there
was not too much red on her written work, so that it would have been possible for her to
do well in such writing tasks. After a pause, allowing for the possibility for parent (or
student) uptake, the teacher continued to account for her classroom practices in
institutional terms. The assessment task had enabled the students to speak onto tape for
the radio play rather than having had to stand up in front of the class, thus overcoming
possible nervousness at being the focus of attention. Despite this possibility, Donna's
group's work had been "disappointing in that the girls just read" and "there wasn 't any
expression". It seemed there would be no future second chances for the girls now, as the
"rest of it is, urn, you know, (1.0) infiont of the class". The use of "you know" was used
both as a nonnaliser and a softener here. The teacher aligned the parents with her in her
disappointment. By implication, if the girls had read with expression, so that they
sounded "like a real radio program", their marks would have improved.
In turn 39, Donna's father appeared to accept the teacher's explanation and account. The
interview then continued for another 86 turns, containing, in total, 125 participant
utterances. As it developed, the talk continued to cover in more detail much of what had
preceded. Focus topics included the issues of speaking versus writing tasks, the group
that Donna worked with, the necessity of not being distracted at the back of the
classroom with her fiiends, and so on. Parents and teacher continued to talk themselves
and each other into categories of 'good' adult parents 1 teacher. Donna was positioned as
being a possibly 'not good' student at present. However, it seemed that if she heeded the
(largely overheard) adult proffered prescriptive advice regarding student classroom and
homework practices, she could, perhaps, become a 'good' student in the future. Donna
was made responsible for her own actions. Chapter 7 will show that students were
frequently positioned thus through such talk, as ultimately autonomous and self-
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regulatory, in conversational strategies that worked to maintain the adult participants'
institutional versions of themselves and each other as morally proper.
From the above detailed analysis of the beginning of one teacher-parent interview, it can
be seen that the talk was morally implicative. Participants presented and positioned
themselves and each other in particular ways, assieging and accepting or rejecting each
other's moral positioning moves. Tensions were evidenced, although a semblance of
agreement was maintained throughout the talk. Specific conversational devices worked
to produce discourses of social practice. These positioned the participants in particular
ways. It is to these that we now turn.
Reading 2: The Construction of Discourses of Social Practice through
Conversational Strategies
This chapter has so far presented an analysis of the details of the initial extract of a
particular teacher-parent interview. In this section we extend the conversation analysis
using a new and useful set of CA terms to show how these conversational devices
established particular discourses of practice that positioned the

in certain

ways. In this instance, the tern 'discourse of practice' refers to social practices that are
implicated in dialectical relationships between events and situations, institutions, and the
social structures that fiame them. This second reading shows that such dscursive social
practices may have major ideological effects in that they help to sustain and reproduce
unequal power relations between different social groups in the ways through which they
represent things and position people.
The functions of the discourses of social practice identified in the teacher-parent interview
analysed here include ways in which the focus of the talk is established, the continuing
ambiguity of addressees, the constitution of positive moral versions, the negotiation
boundaries of moral responsibilities, and ways of prescribing future actions. The initial
talk in this interview firstly worked to establish the focus of the talk that followed.
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Establishing the Focus of the Talk
The opening talk in this teacher-parent interview was produced by the teacher, who
established the focus topic: Donna's academic results and behaviour. The teacher
seemed to answer the unstated question "How is Donna doing academically?' The
teacher's initial talk offered the parents their reason for attending the interview. She also
used this turn to explain her abilities to answer this question, again, as if in response to a
second question: " How do you know?'@aker and Keogh, 1995: 269).
Simultaneously with establishing the topic of the talk that followed, the teacher's initial

talk determined who, situationally speaking, the participants were, and what they were
doing there (Baker and Keogh, 1995: 268). The local situational context and insititutional
identities of the participants present were achieved through the beginning talk relatively
easily and early in this interview. The participants positioned themselves and each other
within their respective institutional categorical incumbencies of teacher, parents and
student that provided regimes for the talk that followed. According to ten Have (1991),
such a set of category incumbencies is one axis of asymmetry in institutional tak.
The focus of the talk in this instance was initiated by the teacher in her position as
official school representative; that is, it was the school's versions of events that were
foregrounded. This is similar to the school promotional documents and school to home
talk and text analysed in previous chapters. Unlike the previously analysed examples of
school to home communications, however, it is possible to document the responses of
the parents and, at times, the student, to this teacher's version of events. Subtle
contestations regarding boundaries of responsibilities, worlung as positioning practices,
were evidenced within and through this example of interactive talk, thus demonstrating
particular inter-institutional tensions. Ultimately, however, the adults talked themselves
into positions of agreement regarding Donna's achievement and behaviour. As
previously discussed, the interview participants addresssed each other both as direct and
indirect overhearing recipients. This chapter now discusses briefly how and why this
might have occurred in this way.
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The Ambiguity of Addressees

As in the school to home talk and text analysed previously, there was an ambiguity
regarding who were the direct and indirect addressees and audiences during this extract of
inter-institutional talk. So, for example, the teacher in this episode may or may not have
been directly addressing Donna when she used the student's name in her first turn. The
teacher continued by speaking about the student rather than to her with her use of the
student's name, and when she used the third person singular pronoun for the remainder of
her first turn. In these ways she positioned Donna as the indirect, silent, overhearing
audience. This is similar to the school letter that addressed students indirectly, although
students may have been anticipated as either directly reading it, or being informed of its
contents. In the teacher-parent talk analysed in this chapter, that the parents in this
interview heard themselves as the direct addressees was confirmed by the second and third
turns when the father and mother responded to the teacher's question regarding whether or
not they (the parents) worked with Donna at home on her schoolwork.
Most of the talk that followed appeared to be co-constructed by the teacher and the parents
(cf. Jacoby and Ochs, 1995; Goodwin, 1995), virtually excluding or, at the very least,
marginalising the student, Donna. However, as Donna was present throughout the
interview, it is conceivable that much of what was said was presumably included for her as
an indirect audience. Donna was positioned as overhearing audience to the jointly

produced adult diagnoses and prescriptions regarding her academic and behavioural
problems. As such, then, ambiguity of audience may have the function precisely of
attending to the overhearing audience. "In this way, ambiguity may be seen as an
interactional resource rather than necessarily a 'problem' for participants" (Silverman,

Baker and Keogh, 1998: 226).
During the interview, advice, sometimes in the forrn of questions, and sometimes in the
form of directives, was proffered regarding ways to address the 'problem' of Donna's
academic achievement and behaviour. This teacher-parent interview talk included many
potential turn transition points in the form of pauses where Donna, or, indeed, the other
participants, might have responded. However, Donna tended to remain silent in most
cases, thereby sustaining the situation that the main participants to this talk continued to be
the teacher and her parents. This is not to say that Donna did not have any possibility of
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entering the conversation until that particular turn. Rather Donna did not, until turn 36,
actually do so. This indicated one of a number of possibilities. One possibility was that
Donna had switched off from the talk, demonstrating perhaps the common non-response
of adolescents well-known by those who are familiar with normal adolescent behaviour
practices, such as teachers and parents. A second possibility was that there was an
ambiguity of addressee constituted within the talk, thereby resulting in a lack of certainty
regarding who had been selected to reply. A third possibility was that Donna used silence
as a means of resisting the way the institutional talk was fiarning and constraining her
social competencies (Silverman, Baker and Keogh, 1998: 220). For whatever reason, the
result was that Donna was heard to speak only a few times throughout this interview (of a
total 125 turns in this talk, Donna was heard to speak only eleven times). As such she was
positioned, and positioned herself, as a (possibly) overhearing but silent audience to the
adult talk about her.
Donna's silences indicated "theoretic" choices. Donna positioned herself as a theoretic
actor (cf. McHugh, 1970), her silences working possibly as ways of resisting overheard
adult co-constructed moral versions of her as student; that is, the silences were
accomplishments in their own right (Silverman, Baker and Keogh, 1998: 238). Donna
listened in rather than collaborated with the adults' co-produced moral versions of
themselves, of each other, and of herself, the student / daughter, in the same way that
students possibly overheard or read particular moral versions of home and school, and
institutional memberships in the previously analysed examples of school to home
communications. Such institutional texts and talk worked in a way that produced
particular normalised versions of acceptable student subjectivities. Ideologies of
studenthood were thus constructed within and through the talk. Donna was
conversationally positioned to receive such versions as though they were guidelines
regarding how to become a 'good' student. It is to the constitution of such moral versions
that we now turn.
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ConstitutingPositive Moral Versions
Moral-organisational work, that is, the work of assembling the responsibilities and
performances of parents and teachers (Baker and Keogh, 1995: 287), occurred during
this interview. The talk was morally implicative throughout, and happened "as much in
the formatting of the conversations as in the substance of the talk" (Baker and Keogh,
1995: 287). As such then, in addition to introducing the topic of the talk that was to
follow, all the active participants in this interview presented particular positive moral
versions of themselves in the initial interview talk. Such strategies worked rather like
the marketing practices documented in Chapters 5 and 6 in that the adult participants
presented their institutional selves and institutional practices in ways that constituted
themselves and each other positively as acceptable parents and teachers. Moral versions
of studenthood were also constituted within such talk. In this instance, the adults
colluded to produce particular versions of the 'right' sort of student. These was
overheard by the student Donna who, as already described, was present at the i n t e ~ e w
and was positioned mostly as a largely silent audience to the adult talk.
One way the teacher presented herself as a competent teacher was to demonstrate her
professionalism in the classroom. In this interview, the teacher demonstrated this
categorisation by unpacking the mysteries of the students' marks in her folder, rather
like a doctor interpreting test results from the Pathology Laboratory. The teacher
seemed to avoid using educational jargon, speaking in a lay person's terms in moves
perhaps devised to simplify the contents of the work contents for the benefit of the
parents who may or may not have had pedagogic understandings. This teacher
progressively disclosed some of the contents of Donna's work folder. The teacher, from
her position as 'professional', revealed what she presumably considered relevant
contents of Donna's work folder for the benefit of both Donna's parents and for Donna
herself. Thus the teacher's audience was constituted as 'lay-persons'. Such a strategy
actively produced a collection K (lay/professional) inter-institutional relationshp (cf
Jayyusi, 1984; Sacks, 1992). Asymmetry was thus talked into being by such
conversational strategies. This is similar to the previously analysed examples of school
to home communications when the writers and speakers presented themselves as
professional and authoritative, as persons whose words counted.
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A number of the exchanges included in this teacher-parent interview extract might be
viewed as implied charges and as defences or rebuttals (cf. Atkinson and Drew, 1979).
By such means the adult participants in this interview managed potential accusations.
For example, by indicating her gaps and difficulties in knowledge about Donna, this
teacher constituted herself as someone who should have but, for understandable reasons,
did not know fully about her student's academic work. In this way, she presented a
version of a good teacher as one who should be knowledgeable about students'
achievements and classroom behaviours. She preempted possible criticism of herself as
perhaps being held wanting in this area by stating that she had "only just come back
from leave" (turn 12). Similarly, the parents' talk jointly rebutted possible charges of

inadequate parental practices such as surveillance of their children. By constituting their
children as those who disappeared " o f to their bedrooms with their homework-', they
constituted their home practices, in terms of both their own and their children's
behaviours, as simultaneously both acceptable and commendable. Thus it seems that in
order to maintain their versions of themselves as adequate, the adult participants in this
talk tended to conversationally position Donna as responsible for her own academic
achievements and behaviour. It was she who was "a little bit distracted? Often? Down
the back there, with um the girls that she sits with" (teachers' statement, turn I), and

Donna who, like the other children in this family, disappeared "oflto their bedrooms
with their homework" (father's statement, turn 4). That is, as part of achieving positive

moral versions of themselves and of each other, the adult participants in this interview
raised and resolved questions of responsibility.
Negotiating Boundaries of Responsibilities
Much of the initial talk in this interview appeared to have "the purpose of producing a tour
of possible points of responsibility on the part of the teacher, parents, and the student
&lonna.]" (Baker and Keogh, 1997: 27). As such, the talk worked to identify these as
points on a moral map, serving almost as an index to the moral order produced through the
talk. The talk was thus morally implicative.
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Both the teacher and parents used direct questions strategically to advance the work of
finding places of possible responsibility for Donna's academic work and behaviour. When
the teacher pre-empted possible criticism of herself as perhaps insufficiently knowing
Donna in her first turn when she said "Ijust took over Mr Jay's class urnfour weeks ago
so, I don 't really know a lot about Donna's worK', she was actively positioning herself as
responsible for knowing such matters. That she did not know "a lot" is constituted as a
special circumstance. This teacher thus, both explicitly and implicitly, positioned herself
as being knowledgeable and perhaps responsible for Donna's behaviour with "the girls
that she sits with " in the classroom. The question of where Donna sat, and with whom,
became a moral issue. It seems that being "distracted' was associated with classroom
space "down the back". Both factors contributed to a dispreferred version of studenthood.
Thus, the wrong sorts of students were construed as sitting in the back of the classroom in
what, it was implied, was immoral space, beyond the direct surveillance or control of this
teacher. Such students, by locating themselves in classroom space beyond the teacher's
gaze, resisted the teacher's version of what constituted a good student, positioning
themselves alternatively. By implication, students who sat in other classsroom space and
did "give in class", even if not asked to do so, constituted a morally acceptable version of
studenthood.
The teacher positioned herself as knowledgeable about, although not completely
responsible for Donna's classroom behaviour with her fiends. It seems that it was Donna
who was made responsible implicitly for where she sat, and with whom. By this means the
teacher maintained her version of herself as morally proper. The students in this instance
were described as having physically positioned themselves alternatively by not enacting
and thus resisting the teacher's version of 'good student'.
When the teacher moved from talk of her own classroom responsibilities to the topic of
parental responsibilities, she implicitly positioned the parents as responsible for their
daughter's schoolwork beyond the classroom walls in home space. This move worked to
conversationally colonise the home through positioning the parents as persons who
might have, or might not have taken responsibility for continuing the work of the school
within their home space. Like the school letter analysed previously, parents were
positioned as adjunct teachers who were expected to continue the work of the school
within home space. That these parents heard the talk in this way was confirmed by
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Donna's father's and mother's responses in turns 2, 3, 4 and 6. The parents delicately
rebutted possible implied criticism of their home practices by positioning Donna rather
than themselves as responsible for behaviour within her private bedroom, beyond their
direct surveillance. Their answers were signaled as dispreferred here. The topic of
parental homework supervisory practices was thus not resolved, but was left hanging
there in the talk, and was consequential for the way the talk continued.
Responsibilities for Donna's academic achievements and behaviour were continuously
moved around in this inter-institutional talk. Such responsibilities became part of the
"moral map" that was produced collaboratively by the parents and the teacher (cf Baker
and Keogh, 1997). Boundaries of responsibility were thus negotiated continuously
throughout this interview. This is like the talk and text discussed in Chapter 6, where
school representatives held the parents responsible for overseeing their children's
behaviour in order to maintain the various schools' institutional orders beyond the
classroom walls. Unlike those examples, however, it has been possible here to
demonstrate parental responses to such positioning practices during this interactive
school event. As discussed, the adults tended to maintain acceptable moral versions of
themselves by positioning the student as ultimately responsible for her own actions in
this teacher-parent interview.

In addition to assigning and questioning each other's responsibilities regarding Donna,
the adults in this interview talked also of ways to address the "problem" of her academic
achievements and behaviours. As such, then, they prescribed possible future courses of
action, similar to prescriptions for good students constituted within and through the
examples of school-home communications analysed previously.
Prescribing Future Actions

The initial talk in this interview could be read as if it were a medical consultation in
which it was possible to hear the collaborative activities of diagnosis working their way
towards prescriptions or remedies in relation to a particular student's academic wellbeing. As previously discussed, the parties to this talk could be shown to treat the
interview as having such diagnostic and prescriptive purposes (Baker and Keogh, 1995:
266). Although prescriptions for action were not explicitly stated in the initial twelve
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turns in this interview, implications by the teacher that the parents perhaps should have
taken a more active part in the supervision of their daughter's homework practices
might have been heard as prescriptive both by Donna's parents and by Donna herself.
All adults during these turns in talk implicitly formulated prescriptions regarding how
Donna should become self-regulatory in order to solve the problem of her academic
well-being. In this way, the adults, despite holding themselves and each other as being
indirectly responsible for the continuing surveillance of Donna's behaviour, maintained
moral versions of themselves as not being held to be wanting. Donna was ultimately
positioned as needing to become responsible for her own actions and behaviour. Donna,
who was present at this interview, overheard such adult prescriptions for her future
actions. This is similar to the ways in which students as indirect or secondary addresses
or audiences to the examples of analytically monologic school to home talk and texts
were positioned.

Summary
The various conversational strategies (discussed in Part 1 of this chapter), and the five
functions of social practice, namely, (1) Establishing the Focus of the Talk, (2) The
Ambiguity of Addressees, (3) Constituting Positive Moral Versions, (4) Negotiating
Boundaries of Responsibilities, and (5) Prescribing Future Actions, (discussed in Part 2)
all worked as practices of power, positioning the various participants to the talk in
different ways. These evidenced various inter-institutional tensions, but ultimately
worked to maintain a semblance of agreement between the participants. So, for
example, the following were achieved in orderly ways through the various
conversational strategies and discourses of practice evidenced in this teacher-parent talk:

It was the school's interests that were foregrounded within and through this
institutional talk-in-interaction. The interests of the parents and student were
established in relation to the school's order and interests rather than interests in their
own right.
Homes were acknowledged as important school annexes where the work of the
school was to be continued.
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The teacher tended to set the agenda for the talk, although the parents used subtle
devices to negotiate their interests.
This talk tended to be asymmetrical in that the teacher established herself as the
professional who had the right to speak about institutional (school) topics. The
teacher positioned herself and the parents in a professional-lay relationship by
occasioning a K-type category collection (Jayyusi, 1984; Sacks, 1992). She did this
by such means as assigning herself responsible for interpreting the marks and work
in Donna's folder.
The teacher was positioned, and positioned herself responsible for knowing about
student academic achievement and behaviour within the physical location of the
school.
The parents were positioned, and positioned themselves, as adjunct teachers,
responsible for continuing and supervising school work within the private space of
their homes.
The adults co-constructed moral versions of themselves and each other as members
of their respective institutions - home and school.
The adults maintained their moral versions of themselves by ultimately positioning
Donna as responsible for her future work and behaviour.
Donna was an overhearing audience of these adult, co-constructed, norrnalised
moral versions of acceptable teacherhood, parenthood and studenthood.
Findings described in this section have shown similarities to the findings identified in
other school to home communications discussed in Chapters 5 and 6. In brief, three major
preferred discourses of practice were identified in particular within this interview talk,
which are similar to those identified in the previous chapters:

1. The ways in which the participants presented their respective institutions and
themselves worked to constitute positive moral versions that were reminiscent of
the promotional practices identified in Chapter 5. In this light, such social
discourses of practice could be viewed as working rather like a marketing strategy.
Positive versions of schools and homes, and of the categories of parents, teachers
and students were presented and examined within the talk. As such, these versions
were produced as commodities.
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2. It seems that it was the school's moral version of the world that was foregrounded
within this talk. The home was constituted in such a way as to mirror the school,
the school's concerns constituted as also being the concerns of the home. This talk

thus worked to colonise this family as an adjunct to the school.
3. The moral versions of parents, teachers and students constituted within this talk

present these categories as both regulated and regulating. Therefore, a disciplined
social populace was talked into being.
It has been shown that certain conversational strategies and discourses of practice are
evidenced recurringly across various teacher-parent communicative sites. Having
discussed how various conversational devices and discourses of social practice work to
constitute particular institutional versions of the participants and their inter-institutional
relationships, we now turn to different order of analysis to account for their existence.
To do this, a Foucaudian perspective is implemented. It is to this analytic reading that
we now turn.
Reading 3: A Foucauldian Perspective on the Interviews

In order to account for the recurring conversational strategies and dominant discourses
of social practice from a Foucauldian perspective, it is first necessary to briefly review
Foucault's notion of a contemporary disciplinary society, discussed more fully in
Chapter 2. Foucault (1977) argued that contemporary society is governed by a system of
internalised disciplinary practices that permeate the whole body politic of society.
Disciplinary power is enacted within and through the habits and micro social practices
of everyday life. Foucault suggested that power is everywhere, working in a capillary
way within and through the entire social populace. Foucault (1977) viewed state
institutions, such as schools, hospitals and prisons, as social apparatuses where state
controlled disciplinary power, in the form of govemmentality (Foucault, 1979b; 1991),
is exercised in order to regulate the social populace. Key notions associated with
Foucault's notion of governmentality are those of examination, normalisation and
panopticism, described previously in Chapter 2. These are useful notions to consider
when trying to answer the questions: Why the recurrence, and why these particular
discourses of practice?
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These recurring conversational strategies and discourses of social practice might be
viewed as technologies of power, working in capillary ways across this educational site
(Foucault, 1977). So, for example, the topics of Donna's academic achievement and

marks, and her behaviour (comportment) in various institutional spaces were frequently
topics of discussion. The adults positioned themselves as knowledgeable about these
issues, and spoke of them in Donna's presence, positioning her as a mainly silent but
overhearing audience. The adults positioned themselves and each other as responsible
for surveillance of the student, Donna, within their respective institutional spaces. The
private space of home was constituted as adjunct school space, and parents were
expected to continue the moral work of the school within the private space of their home
- in Zocopedagogis in effect.

Donna herself was conversationally subordinated, largely positioned as a silent but
overhearing audience to adult co-constructions of normalised moral versions of
parenthood, teacherhood and studenthood. -Donna was objectified, her academic
achievement and behaviour becoming 'the problem'. Prescriptions for managing the
problem of Donna's academic achievement and behaviour were worked up within and
through the talk. Donna, as overhearing audience to the adult co-constructions of what
makes a 'good' student, was ultimately positioned as responsible for her future
achievement levels and behaviour in both school and home space.
Foucault (1977) suggested that the social practice of examination works in a normalising
way as a technology of the self that hsciplines the social populace. This notion might
explain the teacher's repeated talk about Donna's academic achievement levels and marks
in this teacher-parent interview. It seems that Donna's academic achievement was
examined by the teacher through the use of a variety of formalised records of test results,
such as the results of the poetry oral and the novel assessment tests spoken of in turn 1 ("a
poetry oral? an a urn a novel (2.0) a novel in another form that was putting part of the
novel into another style of writing"). Donna's achievement levels were quantified (earlier
in turn 1: "her marks she urn, you seem to have, passed in the first part of the year and
then really gone down in last two urn, pieces of work"), in a practice that worked to
normalise her in a disciplinary way (cf. Foucault, 1977).
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In this interview Donna was, thus, "described, judged, measured, compared with others, in

... [her] individuality; and it is also the individual [in this case, Donna] who has to be
trained or corrected, classified, normalized, excluded, etc." (Foucault, 1977: 191). The
subject, Donna, was objectified and made a social body to be socially regulated and
controlled through the disciplinary practices of examination and normalisation as
evidenced in this inter-institutional talk.
Another recuning topic of talk in tlus teacher-parent i n t e ~ e wwas that of specific student
behaviours in various institutional spaces such as the classroom and the home. So, for
example, in turn 1, the teacher spoke of Donna's being "a iittle bit distracted? oflen?
down the back there, with urn the girls that she sits with". As previously discussed, space

at the back of the classroom was conversationaly constituted as moral space.
Simultaneously, such space could be viewed as disciplinary space. Foucault (1977: 143144) argued that "discipline organizes an analytic space ... particular places were defined
to correspond not only to the need to supervise, to break dangerous communications, but
also to create a usehl space". The space at the back of the classroom was conversationally
established here as one in need of further supervision. Similarly, in turns 2 and 3, Donna's
mother and father talk of another space beyond the bounds of their supervision or
surveillance: that of bedroom space:
1

T

... work with Donna at home with her schoolwork at all? do you see it at all or

2

F

Not really no =

3

M

= (We very rarely) see her homework

4

F

They generally disappear off to their bedrooms with their homework and

um=
5

T

=Yes (2.0) well um

6

F

We don't see much of (it)

In this instance, however, the parents (turns 3 to 6 ) constitute such space as potentially
useful in that it was the place where their children would "disappear ... with their
homework.". As such, these parents implied that their children might well be already self-

regulatory in their homework practices.
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Foucault's (1977) notion of the disciplinary practice of panoticism is a usell one to
account for these turns in the talk. As discussed previously, in Chapter 2, Foucault (1977)
suggested that the architectural design of state buildings in the period during and after the
industrial revolutionary era was based on Jeremy Bentham's design for a prison. This
included a central observation tower from which all inmates could be observed. However,
the prisoners were never sure of when and whether they were being observed, and so had
to become self-regulatory of their own behaviours. Both the teacher, in turn 1, and
Donna's parents, in turns 2 and 3, speak of space beyond their direct surveillance,
specifically space at the back of the classroom, and bedroom space. These spaces were
talked into being as locations beyond the panoptic gaze, in effect. The adults coconstructed moral versions of ideal subjects who should, or would, regulate their own
behavious within these particular spaces. That is, Donna and her fiiends and 1 or her
siblings were expected to become self-regulatory and, thus, self disciplined.

In this same extract of teacher-parent talk (turns 1 to 6), the teacher appeared to expect the
parents to continue surveillance of Donna within their private home space. In this way the
parents were positioned as adjunct teachers, and homework thus became school work to be
undertaken in the home (Baker and Keogh, 1995). If schools are viewed as institutions of
govemmentality, as suggested by Foucault (1977) and Preston and Syrnes (1992), it can be
seen that the teacher, as agent of social regulation and control, conversationally colonised
private home space by positioning the parents as ancillary teachers responsible for
surveillance of their children's behaviour in private home space. This move worked to
continue the moral order of the school beyond the physical boundaries of that institution
into the private space of the family home. In this way the family was positioned as part of
the disciplinary continuum of state social apparatuses (cf Donzelot, 1979: 227). These
parents delicately resisted this positioning by declining to enter the private space of their
children's bedrooms to engage in direct surveillance.
Foucault's (1980) notion of power 1 knowledge is also a useful fi-me fi-om which to view
talk in this teacher-parent interview. As has already been discussed, the teacher in this

interview constituted herself as a professional, subordinating Donna's parents, thus
establishing an asymmetrical professional-lay collection K relationship (cf Jayyusi, 1984;
Sacks, 1992). So, for example, she constituted herself as expert in deciphering Donna's
marks in her mark-book. It was the teacher who thus controlled what was and was nor
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revealed regarding Donna's achievement levels and classroom behaviours. Because the
teacher had 'expert' knowledge, therefore, she was thus able to exercise superior power 1
knowledge. Donna's parents appeared to comply with this positioning of the teacher.
Similarly, the parents constituted themselves as knowledgeable experts about home
practices, evidencing their own particular positions of power / knowledge. Differing
agenda and tensions were evidenced in this example of inter-institutional talk-ininteraction. The teacher and Donna's parents used positioning practices to negotiate
relative positions of power. Power was, thus, effected in both enabling and constraining
ways by the participants (Foucault, 1980).
Finally, Foucault (1977) suggested that children learn to become "docile bodies" through
institutional (school) practices of disciplinary power exercised within and through the
micro-practices enacted in schools. As an overhearing audience to the adult coconstructions of the good student, Donna was, perhaps, expected to internalise and enact
these moral versions of studenthood in order to address the problem of her academic
achievement and behaviour, thus becoming a compliant and docile body. In this way she
would fulfil her future role as a productive future citizen.

Conclusion
This chapter has demonstrated that various conversational strategies and discourses of
practice such as establishing the focus of the talk, constituting audiences, constituting
moral versions, negotiating boundaries or responsibilities, and prescribing courses of
action were enacted simultaneously within and through the initial twelve turns in the
interview analysed here. Such strategies are, in effect, practices of power. According to
Ivanic (1994: 5), the use of such strategies is not a matter of fiee choice among a fieely
available set of alternative identity-creating discourses. It is, rather, a matter of selecting
f?om the specifically school-ordered dominant discourses that are constituted within and
through school-home communications in different educational sites. These strategies
might be viewed as technologies of the self (Foucault, 1977) that work as techniques of
governmentality within contemporary disciplinary society.
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This chapter has analysed an extract from a state school parent-teacher interview using
three different analytic readings. It has demonstrated that, despite implementing different
perspectives and interests, findings using these approaches in complementary ways can
provide different methods of viewing the operations of institutional talk-in-interaction . In
this way Miller's (1997) bridging research paradigm has been shown to be a productive
means of documenting the complexity of everyday life. Miller (1997) argued that,
while ethnomethodology, conversation analysis and Foucauldian discourse
studies are distinctive approaches ... comparative qualitative research that
bridges them provides analysts with conditions of possibility for artfully
extending and displaying (in concrete detail) the importance of their insights

(Miller, 1997: 41).
The teacher-parent i n t e ~ e w
extract analysed in depth in this chapter was selected because
it demonstrates many of the main features and practices found recuningly in various
modes of school-home communications, across different educational sites. In order to
demonstrate that there is, indeed, a traverse of discourses (cf.. Luke and Luke, 1995)
evident across different school-home communications, Chapter 8 presents extracts from
other teacher-parent interviews. In this chapter it is argued that such similarly recurring
conversational strategies and discourses of social practice work as practices of social
regulation and control of the body populace.

CHAPTER EIGHT
CONSTITUTING SIMILAR MORAL VERSIONS IN DIFFERENT
EDUCATIONAL SITES
This chapter analyses extracts from fifteen teacher-parent interviews including the one
analysed in the previous chapter. It is shown that although the details of conversational
devices and discourses of social practice evidenced within and through these i n t e ~ e w s
varied, they worked in similar ways to constitute similar moral identities and interinstitutional relationships. This chapter focuses again on teacher-parent interview talk as
the most spontaneous and interactive kind of school-home communications collected for
this research project. The interview transcripts were approached using the same three
analytic methods as detailed in the previous chapter. It will be shown that the
conversational strategies and discourses of social practice used by the participants
functioned primarily in marketing, colonising and regulatory ways.
The first task for the participants of any teacher-parent interview is to come to an
agreement regarding what the talk is or should be about. The focus of succeeding talk

was negotiated within the beginning moves of the interviews. Part 1 of this chapter
looks at how the problem of establishing an agreed upon topic of conversation became
instituted within different instances of teacher-parent interview talk. Part 2 looks
particularly at how positive moral versions of the participants were talked into being.
Part 3 considers how positions of responsibility were negotiated. Part 4 documents

prescriptions for action. The chapter concludes in Part 5 by viewing these data from a
Foucauldian perspective.
In this chapter extracts from 15 teacher-parent interviews, conducted by teachers based
at three different schools, are analysed (see table below). Segments from these
interviews have been included to exemplifL the main recurring conversational strategies
used by the participants. It should be pointed out, however, that other segments fiom
other interviews would have revealed these same strategies, as they are evidenced across
all data sites. Sequential documentation, such as that demonstrated in Chapters 5, 6 and
7, showed how the talk and texts built a system of prospective and retrospective

relevances that enacted particular versions of moral categories and social worlds. For the
purposes of the thesis, this chapter includes analysis of only portions of the talk found in
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a number of different interviews, illustrating the range of discourses of social practice
that it revealed, rather than looking at all of the talk sequentially. Interview transcripts
are numbered fiom 1 to 15 (inclusive) for ease of reference. Table 8.1 (below) shows the
types of schools (private or state), the teachers and the participants who were present at
each interview.
Table 8.1
School Types, Teachers and other Participants in the Featured Interviews

State School 1:

Teacher 1

Participants

Interview 1:

Teacher; Mother; Father; Donna (present)

Interview 2:

Teacher; Mother; Father; Jenny (present)

Interview 3:

Teacher; Mother; Christa (present)

State School 1:

Teacher 2

1

I

Interview 4:

Teacher; Father; Leanne (present)

Interview 5:

Teacher; Mother; Alison (present)

Interview 6: Teacher; Mother; Barry (present)

Private School 1:Teacher 1

Interview 7:

Teacher; Mother; Father (re. Emily)

Interview 8:

Teacher; Mother (re. Anne)

Interview 9:

Teacher; Mother (re. Ronan)

I Private School 1:Teacher 2

I

Interview 10: Teacher; Mother; Shane (present)

I Private School 1:Teacher 3 (This was a meeting called to register a new student)

I

Interview 11: Teacher; Guardian; Student

I Private School 2:Teacher 1 (This interview took place in the home)
Interview 12: Teacher; Mother; Father; Hannah (present); Liz
(Hannah's sister)

I
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Private School 2:Teacher 2

Interview 13: Teacher; Mother (re. Harry)

I--Private School 2:Teacher 3
I

Interview 14: Teacher; Mother; Father; Student Teacher (re. Sharon)
Interview 15: Teacher; Father; Student Teacher (re. Shirley)
This chapter looks generally across a broad range of different educational sites. It is shown
that similar conversational devices are used to produce comparable moral versions of
schools and homes, their members, and their inter-institutional relationships as those
identified and discussed in the previous three chapters. The chapter concludes by arguing
that the Foucauldian notion of governmentality is a useful M e fiom which to view and
account for the continuity of conversational strategies and traverse of discourses evidenced

within these teacher-parent i n t e ~ e w s .
Part 1: Establishing the Topic of the Talk
As in the interview analysed in Chapter 7 (Interview I), the beginnings of all the other
teacher-parent interviews included in the data corpus worked to establish the focus of
the talk that followed. Participants needed to come to an agreement regarding what the
talk was or should be about. The focus of succeeding talk was negotiated within the
beginning moves of these interviews. In surveying the opening moves of all the teacherparent interviews collected for this research, the topic or focus of conversation
invariably became that of the student's academic achievements and behaviour, both
within the classroom and the home. Only eighteen of the twenty teacher-parent
interviews collected were fully transcribed because the poor reproductive quality of two
of the audio-recordings made accurate transcription virtually impossible. Of these
eighteen, fourteen of the opening moves concerned the student's achievements in the
form of marks or results, and eleven concerned their behaviour or work ethic. Usually
the opening moves focused on both issues.

I
I
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For example, in Extract 8.1 (Interview 4), involving the teacher, the student Leanne
(who was present) and Leanne's father, the student's achievements and behaviour were
introduced as the focus of the talk that followed:
Extract 8.1
Leanne,English,HA8.That's what you got?=
=yeah=
=wasn't it
uh hu
That was um that was a good result, but you've got to keep working at it
to keep it though
Yeah
Because it was urn it was you know afairly borderline HA (2.0) and urn
as long as you, as she, keeps up the work I'm sure she can maintain it
Uhh ..
hh (0.5) how did you go in the other subjects

(0.5) oh, all HAS, one EL4 and one SA
Well that's good, you must be pleased with that
Yeah very pleased
Urn, that 's great

Talk initially revolved around Leanne's levels of academic achievement. Turns 5 to 10
here showed the participants orienting to a need to find a problem, even though
Leanne's levels of achievement were mostly at high or very high levels, with only one
"satisfactory level". The emphasis on grades might be viewed as enactment of
Foucault's (1977) notion of 'norrnalisation'. As such it

HA denotes a 'High Achievement' level of attainment. Similarly VHA denotes 'Very High Achievement',
SA denotes 'Sound Achievement', LA denotes 'Low Achievement', and VLA denotes 'Very Low
Achievement'.
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measures in quantitative terms and hierarchizes in terms of value the abilities, the
level, the 'nature' of individuals. It introduces, through this 'value giving'
measure, the constraint of a conformity that must be achieved (Foucault, 1977:

183)
Such a strategy works to position students normatively in relation to other students, and
implicitly positions the teachers as disciplinary agents of govermnentality.
Achievement was linked here to the need for Leanne to "keep working at it" to maintain
these marks. The teacher produced a transition relevant point for either the father or the
student to respond in turn 7 with a pause of two seconds (see + above). However, as
neither of the other participants did so, the teacher continued with her talk about the
student's achievement levels in the remainder of this turn.
Initially, in turns 1, 3 and 5, the teacher addressed Leanne, using her name and the
pronoun "you". However, in turn 7 she moved from addressing the student to addressing
Leanne's father, as signaled by her change of pronoun ("and um as long as you, as she,
keeps up the work ...", see

* above).

Leanne's father acknowledged this by his reply

"Uhh" in turn 8 to the teacher's utterance in turn 7 "I'm sure she can maintain it [her
work l e v e r . In turn 9 the teacher reverted to using the pronoun "you" to which Leanne

responded again. The addressee of turn 11, when the teacher said "you must be pleased
with that" became ambiguous. It must be acknowledged that because only audio details

are available of this interview, the use of eye contact or bodily gestures are not
observable for the purposes of this analysis. It may well be that the teacher directed her
gaze or body towards the father rather than the student, thereby signaling that he, and
not Leanne, was the direct addressee. Whether or not this was so, the father rather than
Leanne responded. The student was thus positioned as an overhearing audience through
this move (cf. Atkinson, 1979 and 1982; Heritage, 1985; Silverman, 1987; Heritage and
Greatbatch, 1991; Keogh, 1992; Baker and Keogh, 1995), similar to Donna in the
previously analysed interview. Leanne was heard to speak only nine more times in the
next 260 turns in this interview. Such evidence suggests that it was the father rather than
the student who was positioned and positioned himself as the main interviewee in this
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talk, despite the initial teacher talk being directed at the student. Leanne became

effectively the silent but overhearing audience to adult talk regarding her schooling.
As in the opening turns of Interview 1, it was the teacher who initiated talk regarding
Leanne's achievement and work efforts. However, unlike the previous interview, here it
was Leanne, and not the teacher or the parent, who was, from the beginning, positioned
as responsible for her achievements and behaviour in this talk.
Similarly, below, in the beginning of Extract 8.2 (Interview 6), involving the teacher,
the student Barry, who was present, and Barry's mother, the teacher defined the topic as
the student's (Barry's) achievements and behaviour by asking "how did

go ".

Extract 8.2
Right now Barq (2.0) how did
Not real good actually

yo^ go

can Ijust have a look at that?

[we're not really happy with it
[No (3.0) I think Barry's he's had a lot of

activity
mm
with his um, er rap dance=
=yeah yeah=
the rock eistedfodd
He's had the rock eisteddfod and he's had ((theatre group)), yeah I
know, that's allfinished now
Yeah, but that S good, I mean I don't think there's anything wrong with
that and I think it might um perhaps, had something to do, perhaps, with
his results
Yeah
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The mother positioned herself as being the direct addressee in that she responded to the
teacher's question with "not real good actually". The teacher's and the mother's talk
briefly overlapped here. A lengthy pause of three seconds (see + above) provided the
opportunity for either Barry or her mother to respond, although neither did so. So it was
the teacher's "I think Barry's he's had a lot of activity" that became the continuer for the
talk. The term "activity" was used euphemistically to indicate activity other than
schoolwork that might have been undertaken outside the school. That the mother heard
the teacher's comments turns 3, 5 and 7 as an implied criticism was displayed by her
response completing turn 8 "that's all finished now". She thus positioned herself as
responsible for supervising Barry's activities beyond the school. The teacher colluded
with the mother's version of herself as not being held wanting in her response in turn 9
when she said "Yeah, but that's good, I mean I don 't think there's anything wrong with
that", and suggested that the rock eisteddfod and the theatre group may only have been

partially to blame for Barry's disappointing results. There was subtlety in the way the
teacher restored the mother to competent parenthood, and a tentativeness in her
attribution of Bany's schoolwork problems to his activities signaled by her use of "urn"
and her use of "perhaps" twice in the remainder of turn 9 (Silverman and Perakyla,
1990). Throughout this sequence the student, Barry, was positioned as an overhearing
but silent audience. That Barry did not participate could also have been "grounds for
[his] later dissent fiom the moral order described by the teacher and parent" (Baker and
Keogh, 1997: 34).
It is of significance that in all but two of the interview beginnings when the students
were present, the teachers used the students' names within their first three utterances.
Such usage constructed the named students as one of a series of students the teachers
were talking about and to, during the meetings. Although ostensibly such a strategy
nominated the students as the direct recipients of the news to come, students were
mostly, but not always, soon positioned as overhearing audience (Baker and Keogh,
1995). When, whether and how the students were positioned in this way varied,
however, fiom interview to interview. The main participants in most of these interviews
were the teacher and parent(s).
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The students were not always present during the teacher-parent interviews recorded for
this project, as was the case during Interviews 14 and 15 (below). In these interviews the
teacher was accompanied by a student teacher who was not heard to speak during either
of these interviews, and who was, without exception in born the interviews that he
attended, a silent but overhearing audience. Some of the teacher-parent talk may well
have been for his benefit.
Extract 8.3 (Interview 14) is of consequence because, unlike most of the interviews
obtained for this research project, it was the parent who introduced the focus for the
following talk (in turn 3) rather than the teacher. However, he did not take the initiative,
but rather the teacher invited him to introduce the topic of the talk as displayed by the
father's "go ahead? okay yeh that's fine" in turn 2 (+below). Both parents attended
this teacher-parent interview to discuss their daughter Sharon. Despite being introduced
by the father rather than by the teacher, the topic of conversation became, as in nearly
all the teacher-parent interview data, the student's academic achievements and
behaviour. The participants positioned themselves and each other in relation to their
responsibilities for these.
Extract 8.3

T

1

Testing (0.5) Jayne ((name of researcher)) I'm just talking to ah people
now called Mary and Terry? And they have a daughter in my year eleven
German class (0.5) okay

2

+

F

go ahead? okay yeh that'sfine (0.5) d l again Iguess (Dudley and I)
where to begin, but we'll begin by telling you what we told Mr Green

3

M

4

F

certainly

[(would)
[we've had hh this year's been a very dzficult year, for us,

u:um,starting, Christmas time last year (0.5) ah starting um Australians
growing up as (

) and we've had a lot of problems Christmas time

(1.0) we, tried to get her
5

T

6

F

[a
[was that at Christmas time six months (ago) [now (
[six months ago

[
[yes

I
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7

M

[we tried to

8

F

[no six months ago yes

9

T

right

10

F

A:hm we tried to get her in the rightpame to want to come back to
schoolpositive erpame of mind which was okay theprst term she
coasted through did no work at all (0.5) urn, in

11

T

12

F

so that was your observation at home

[(was it)?
[that was our observation

During this introductory talk, the teacher questioned the parents to establish specific
details regarding when exactly the "problems" were first observed, again rather like a
medical consultation when a health professional tries to elicit symptoms in a perspective
display series from a patient in order to make a diagnosis (cf. Maynard, 1991; Tapsell,
1995). The topic of conversation concerned the student. The father commenced by
providing background information. In turn 4 he stated "this year's been a very dzficult
year, for us" and "we've had a lot of problems Christmas time". These difficulties and

problems were not explicitly described or named within the talk itself. (The teacher who
participated in this interview had provided me with a written account containing
background information regarding her interviews, and as part of this she reported that
this particular student was "suffering from school phobia"). In turn 10 the father was
shown to orient to this problem with his comment: "we tried to get her in the right
pame to want to come back to school". The problem was not explicitly named within

the talk. However, the participants oriented to an assumed shared view of the student;
that is, they spoke as if they shared an insider's knowledge of the situation they were
discussing. In this instance a knowledge of background information regarding this
student's situation was an aid in explicating the talk more fully, and helped identify to
what the father was orienting within his turn "we tried to get her in the right frame to
want to come back to school''. So it was that within the talk, despite not being explicitly

named, that this student's condition was procedurally consequential; that is, the problem
was shown in the talk (Schegloff, 1991).
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Sharon's father tended to self-select himself as primary speaker in this exchange of talk
with the teacher; her mother's only two contributions in turns 3 and 7 were interrupted
or spoken over by him. The father's use of the pronoun "we" indicated that he was
speaking for them both. In thls way he conversationally aligned himself and his spouse
as a parental team. The use of the pronoun "we" signified that he was speaking on
behalf of both persons as one party.
The beginnings of most teacher-parent interviews appeared trouble-fiee, all parties
evidencing shared views of the purposes of and for these meetings. In contrast, the
beginning of Extract 8.4 (Interview 15), involving the same teacher as Interview 14,
attended by the father and the student teacher, concerning the student Shirley who was
not present, is of significance in that the reason for this meeting was disputed in turns 3,
4 and5:
Extract 8.4
1

T

( ) ah no

2

F

Len Len

3

T

Len (0.5) right (1.0) now how can I help you with Shirley

4

F

a:h, well I think, we you put a er er you asked for an interview (0.5)
that's why I

5

T

urn (0.5) I (1.0) going through her urn (0.5) mark (4.0) (can't see) let's
have a read here er urn , I was concerned (0.5) partially from her
reading test (0.5) 'cos she had a mark ofJive and a halfout of ten?

Such a beginning could have initiated conflict between the parties involved here.
However, as seems common in the corpus of teacher-parent interview data obtained for
this research, disagreement and conflict was avoided. The teacher's multiple pauses and
use of "urn" at the beginning of turn 5 suggest possible discomfort regarding the way the
talk had commenced. However, she then moved the talk to the more neutral and
commonly recurring teacher-parent interview topic, that of the student's marks and
work. In this way the issue of who called the meeting was not pursued, so a semblance
of agreement and a politeness ethic was retained.
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While the initial turns in all except two of the teacher-parent interview data set up the
focus of conversation as the student's academic achievement and behaviour, the
exceptions were Interview 11 and Interview 12. These two interviews were different
kinds of educational events from the other teacher-parent interviews obtained for this
study .inthat Interview 11 consisted of a school enrolment meeting, and Interview 12
took place at a student's home rather than on school premises.
Interview 11 was a meeting conducted by a private school Registrar (designated " R in
the transcript below) with a potential new student, Janet, and her guardian. In this case
the purpose of the meeting was to gather certain background information about the new
student in order to complete a school registration pro forma. The student's academic
achievement and behaviour were, therefore, not made relevant for this meeting. The
transcript began thus:
Extract 8.5
Right, so you're Jane Timm
(Janet)
Janet I'm Ron White and

[now
[I'm her guardian

You're her guardian
ryes
[right, in Australia=
=yes
Ok? Take a seat thank you (8.0) ((sounds of paper rustling)) hh
(we're only her

)

[hh
[Oh that's no problem?

[hh

rhh
Now tell me, you're a visa student, or will be a visa student, ah what
country do you comefrom
Taiwan
Taiwan?, and how long have you been in Australia

four years)
(three months)
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18

R

for three months

19

S

yes=

20

R

=and are you at language school now?

21

S

yes

22

R

which language school

Here the Registrar appeared primarily to address the student, although the student's
guardian interrupted during turn 4 to establish her presence. The Registrar responded to
this with an inserted sequence in the talk (turns 5-12) when he spoke directly to the
guardian, then resumed addressing the student (turns 13-22). There was an extremely
long pause of 8 seconds in turn 9 (see + above) during which time paper could be heard
rustling. Janet's guardian took the opportunity to speak here, possibly as an
acknowledgement of the abnormal gap in the talk: "we're only her (

)", to which the

teacher responded "Oh that's no problem". The guardian laughed briefly at this point in
the conversation and spoke only once more during this sequence of talk in turn 16 when
she responded to the teacher's question in turn 15 ("and how long have you been in
Australia"). The guardian made herself the primary addressee in this turn with her

statement "jour years" in turn 16. However, the student also answered the teacher's
question in turn 17, when she said "three months". That the student, and not the
guardian, was the direct addressee was confirmed by the Registrar when he repeated the
student's words in turn 18, thus positioning the guardian as overhearing audience. The
student, having been conversationally confirmed as the primary addressee within this
exchange in talk, confirmed the Registrar's "three months" when she said "yes" in turn
19. The Registrar and student then continued with their talk as though the guardian had
not spoken, continuing to position the guardian as the silent but overhearing audience
here.
The sequence of questions asked by the Registrar in this interview paralleled the
registration pro forma that included spaces for the new student's name, the student's
parents' or guardians' names, the student's residential address, the student's nationality,
the student's country of origin, and her length of residence in Australia, if applicable. As
such, the interview talk thus worked largely to obtain such relevant information to
complete the registration form.
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The other exceptional case (Interview 12) did not take place at a teacher-parent
interview evening, but rather took place in a home visit by a private school's chaplain
(designated T in the transcript below) as part of his official school duties. He visited the
family homes of all the school's new students each year. This meeting took place in
June, about midway through the school's academic year. Present at the meeting were the
chaplain, both the student's parents, the student (Hannah) and, intermittently, the
student's younger sister (Liz) who seemed to walk in and out of the room a number of
times. The location was the family's formal lounge room. This interview started in the
following way, with the teacherlinterviewer trylng to establish the identities of the
family members, and providing the reason for both the use of the audio recorder, and for
the interview that follows:
Extract 8.6
Hello Greg how are yo:u
busy day ahead

[of me

N
N

no not at all

N

N

) you don't mind $
call
.I
you Greg

)

)

)lovely

ro

ro
N
o:h that's

) thank you, thanksfor your time?

[really great
[thank you

[that's really good

l-(
Talk at the beginning of this interview featured a number of overlapping turns, making
it difficult to transcribe exactly what was said. The chaplain continued the talk by
presenting his institutional identity in terms of hxs "work".
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Extract 8.7
4

T

oh this is a part of m:y work that I enjoy because I, see, parents in their,
in the home=

15

M

=yeah=

16

T

=and they can talk with fveely about (0.5) things I don't report back to
the headmaster

17

M

hhhh

18

F

ah hh hh

The chaplain's use of the third person when speaking of parents in turns 14 and 16
positioned these parents almost as colleagues, thus equalising the inter-institutional
relationship. These parents were simultaneously positioned implictly as the sorts of
parents that the chaplain enjoyed visiting "in their, in the home".
The chaplain, despite having an institutional school role, established his autonomy in

turn 16 by speaking of the issue of confidentiality. He suggested that in such meetings
family members "... can talk with freely about (0.5) things I don't report back to the
headmaster". Hannah's parents neither agreed nor disagreed with the teacher's version

of himself here, as demonstrated by their laughter. This strategy may indicate either
alignment with the chaplain (Jefferson, 1984b), or a back channel move that
demonstrated a certain amount of discomfort. Whatever the reason for the laughter here,
it had the effect of curtailing talk about confidentiality. The chaplain therefore
introduced a new topic in his next turn:
Extract 8.8

19

T

Ijust

20

M

(

21

T

just hear the er, hello how are you (0.5) who's &&?

22

M

this is Ldzie

23

T

hello Liz how are yo:u

M

(0.5)
and you know Hannah of course

24

)pleased
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T

yeah hi Hannah

26

S

hello hh

27

T

hh hh Hannah (0.5) it's lovely to see yo:u (0.8) ye:ah (0.8)
((sounds of audio recorder being moved))

The identities of all present had been established and acknowledged. It is notable that,
despite earlier assurances that this meeting would remain confidential, the talk was
being audio recorded. The chaplain provided an explanation for this in his continuing
talk:
Extract 8.9
27

T

( ) did urn (1.0) Greg explain to you you

that
28

F

29

T

[I'm
[yes I did

er that they're trying to, urn (0.5) that they're trying to (1.0) this lady
?om the university she's doing a PhD? (0.5) er er a doctorate?, and her
theme is, urn teachers talking er talking to, p- parents about students

30

M

right

This talk provided an appropriate entry point to talk about teacher-parent interviews
here:
Extract 8.10
and er (0.5) she just wants to, she she's trying to, er, wants tofind out,
just what, what happens when there's parent teacher interviews, a er do
you have a

[parent teacher

[interview coming on?

[yes we do

[mm we have a Wednesday one

oh Wednesday night
mm
ye:ah yeah (0.5)

[a about you isn't it?

N

) hh hh

hh hh hh
hh hh o-h I hope it's not bad hh hh
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In this instance the participants orient to the "interview coming on" as something other
than what was happening here and now. This talk about teacher-parent interviews was
explicitly reflexive in that it was talk about talk. The chaplain, in turn 35, suggested that
the potential teacher-parent interview would be "about you [Hannahr. This is in
keeping with evidence from the teacher-parent interviews transcribed for this research in
that the foci of the interviews invariably became the students.
During this particular meeting the teacher appeared to address every member of the
family present during his initial talk, both by the use of their names and or by the use of
the pronoun "you". The participants in the talk here changed. All persons in attendance,
except Hannah's sister Liz, took the opportunity of speaking. Liz was given an
opportunity to speak by the teacher, who paused for half a second during turn 23, but in
this instance she did not do so. This use of silence by Liz possibly indicated a theoretic
choice not to speak. Such an absence of verbal uptake may well have been used by her
to avoid implication in the collaboratively accomplished adult moral universe and
thus to resist the way in which an institutional discourse serves to pame and
constrain their social competencies (Silverman, Baker and Keogh, 1998: 220).

When the chaplain asked the parents whether they had "a teacher-parent interview
coming on", and suggested that, if so, it would be "about you", the student, Hannah,

positioned herself as recipient to the teacher's use of the pronoun "you". It was she who
replied, saying that she hoped "it's not bad". The mother, chaplain and student all
laughed as part of this sequence of talk (turns 35-38), as a strategy of alignment
(Jefferson, 1984b). Such simultaneous laughter can register possible discomfort in that
the forthcoming interview could reveal the student as being "bad". This, however, was
not likely.
The topics initiated at the beginnings of the teacher-parent meetings included in this
data corpus were normally those of the students' academic achievement levels (marks)
and behaviour (work ethic). As such, student academic results and behaviour became
the 'problem', and discussion regarding how to solve this became established as the
focus of subsequent teacher-parent-(student) talk. When students were present at the
interviews, they were generally, although not invariably, positioned as the indirect
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addressees early in the talk. Co-produced adult prescriptive talk regarding how to
address the problem was often presented as being in the students' best interests, and
may well have been aimed at them as an overhearing but largely silent audience.
Explanations for the exceptional cases in this corpus may lie with the different purpose
for the meeting that was acted out in Interview 11, and with the change of location and
extra participant in Interview 12.
As has been shown through the analyses of the above examples of teacher-parent
interviews, such talk often works to constitute particular moral identities or versions of
the participants. Part 2 now progresses to other examples of talk that work in this way.

Part 2: Constituting Moral Identities
Goffinan (1967) suggested that when individuals interact that they are concerned with
maintaining "face". Brown and Levinson (1987) further argued that the presentation of
positive face worked towards a person's concern that he or she be thought well of by
others, while the presentation of negative face preserved a certain degree of autonomy.
Brown and Levinson (1987) viewed social interaction as based on the need for
interactants to balance their own positive and negative face needs with the needs of
other interactants. Thus in inter-institutional talk such as the teacher-parent interviews, it
seems that a politeness ethic is maintained to preserve face for all participants.
During teacher-parent interviews, teachers, parents and 1 or students maintained face by
providing and developing positive moral versions of themselves and each other as
acceptable teachers, parents and students. They positioned themselves and one another
within the institutional orders of home and or school, often by means of describing
particular teaching and parenting practices. Idealised versions of their identities were
worked up in and through the talk. The following sections of this chapter will consider
moral versions of teacherhood, parenthood and studenthood as constituted within and
through various examples of teacher-parent interview talk.
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Moral Versions of Competent Teacherhood
Teachers used various strategies to present themselves as being competent within and
through parent-teacher interview talk. They constituted themselves as professional,
knowledgeable about the student, helpful, empathic, and not the 'wrong' sort of
teachers. A 'good' teacher was one who could provide detailed accounts of student work
and behaviour.
The Teacher as 'Professional'

Demonstrations of Professional Knowledge

One way of presenting oneself as a 'competent' teacher was by describing one's
professionalism in the classroom. In order to do this pedagogic practices were
sometimes described. Teachers also frequently demonstrated professional competence
by referring to concepts and terminologies specific to their particular cuniculum
disciplines. They presented themselves in this way to constitute themselves within a
collection K (cf. Jayyusi, 1984; Sacks, 1992). Professional knowledges wete interpreted
in lay terms for the benefit of their co-participants. For example, in Interview 2, when
the student, Jenny, and both her parents were present, the teacher spoke of details of the
student Jenny's writing that might have brought her grades down:
Extract 8.11
5

T

... Ooh oh, what did you do here? Three out of ten (0.5) what did you do
Jenny, do you know? Are you not good at writing exams? Orjust (0.5) you
just couldn't remember yeah

6

S

I knew there was something else to learn

7

T

um well that often happens to people in exams and this one (2.0) ah this
was that disastrous one wasn't it now, question two (2.0) um I didn't
mark this either (0.5) it's all very confusing (0.5) the subject mistress
marked this (0.5) you got a zero for this (2.0) um well I don't know er A
LOT OF IRRELEVANT FACTS LVCL UDED IN THE ESSAY seems to
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be not relevant and scoring out things ah, and your essay writing style is
wrong (0.5) you never put that in your first paragraph (0.5) you don't put

A B C D sort of thing in your first ...
Like a doctor reading a specialist's report, this teacher interpreted another teacher's
marking by referring to Jenny's work folder. By reading another teacher's comment ( ' A

LOT OF IRRELEVANT FACTS INCLUDED RV THE ESSAY'), and by stating
interpreting her marks ("you don't put A B C D sort of thing ..."), the teacher
demonstrated her professional expertise. As such, she described details about the
student's writing that might or might not have been known or understood by Jenny's
father, demonstrating specific technical discipline knowledge.
A fiequent way of demonstrating professionalism evidenced in the data corpus was an
emphasis on student grades or marks. It seems that good teachers were constructed as
those who could provide detailed accounts of student work and behaviour, with a
particular emphasis on marks. So, for example, in Interview 1, discussed in Chapter 7,
the teacher presented herself as professional when she explained the student's marks in
her folder during her first utterance. The beginnings of a number of interviews evidence
similar constructions. For example, this occurred in Interview 9, attended by the teacher
and both the student (Ronan)'~parents. Here the teacher specifically questioned the
parents regarding their mathematical knowledges in the following way:
Extract 8.12
19

T

... let's aim to spend some timefor he and I to spend some time
specrJicallylooking at those areas (0.5) How's your Maths

20

M

[terrible

21

F

[woeful (0.5) [Other subjects

22

T

23

F

I can help on, maths it's er, it's er pretty=

24

T

=well basicallyfiom a eh eh from an equation point of view all they've

[oh well

got to do is, two things, identzfi er what they want, what's in the way of
having that then get rid of it (0.5)You get rid of it by its inverse, so
identzfiing how to get rid of something, and then, what to get rid offirst
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25

F

He's certainly got a littleproblem in the area

26

T

yes

Having established that the mother's knowledge was "terrible" and the father's
knowledge "woeful", the teacher, in turn 24, tried to explain a mathematical process in
lay terms. The father rebutted the implied charge that his mathematical knowledge was
wanting, despite his previous description of his mathematical knowledge as "woeful", in
turn 25 when he said, "He's certainly got a little problem in the area". In this way the

father positioned his son rather than himself as having the problem, to which the teacher
agreed in turn 26 ("yes"). The mother, however, demonstrated that she was still not
sufficiently 'in the know' regarding mathematical procedures in her next turn (turn 27)
when she said "all I think about is why don't he come home and teach me". Here she
positioned her home almost as a school annex and herself as a potential external student.

In this the mother implicated herself in the process of colonising the home space,
positioning her home as an extension of the school, constituting a pedagogic family
(Hunter, 1994). Simultaneous with constituting herself as being morally acceptable, she
thus positioned herself as a pseudo teacher aide, and a version of a morally acceptable
pedagogic home was talked into being.
'Knowing' the Students

Another strategy used to constitute the 'right' sort of teacher was by indicating a precise
knowledge of students in terms of their behaviours. For example, at the beginning of
Interview 10, attended by the teacher, the mother and the student, Shane, the talk was as
follows:
Extract 8.13
1

T

@ oh well

2

M

Maths

3

T

Math,e,matics:s and er (1.0) this (2.0) erfellow of ours here is (1.0)
probably er sixteen out of forty for content skills and

4

M

sixteen out offorty

5

T

mm and eight out of twentyfor the um mid semester (0.5) ah
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The talk here concerned the student Shane who was physically present. The teacher and
Shane's mother were the participants in this initial interview talk, and the student was a
silent overhearing audience. The teacher implicated himself into the category of teacher
who knew his student's levels of achevement, as demonstrated by his precise
specification of mark details. In this way he presented himself as competent, creating
credibility regarding his professionalism. Foucault (1977) suggested that an emphasis on
features such as student marks works as a technology of the self. Such technologies
work as disciplinary practices to regulate or control the populace. In this instance it was
the student, Shane, who was so regulated.
Knowledge of the students' internal states was also often spoken of by teachers as part
of constituting themselves as professionally competent. For example, in Interview 3,
attended by the teacher, the mother and the student Christa, the following sequence took
place when talking about an oral assessment item that Christa had presented earlier in a
previous academic year:
Extract 8.14
114

T

Yeah,you get embarrassed

115

M

She, she gets really stuck

116

S

hh

11 7

T

ye:es I remember in grade nine she, you got really embarrassed doing
that play we did a play and you didn't project yourselfin there

118

S

hh

119

M

yeah

120

T

You know, which you can do

121

M

You know, She's she's definitely um improving, you know, she's a
hundred percent on what she was even two years ago

131

S

0:oh hh
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It seems that this teacher has had an on-going association with this student. Here the
teacher and the mother worked together to constitute themselves as aware of Christa's
feelings regarding the oral presentation in a way that worked to present themselves as a
'good' teacher or mother. Both expressed an appreciation of (h-ista's capabilities and
improvement in the area of oral work in a way that was possibly designed to promote
Christa's confidence in her ability to 'do well'. It is notable how both teacher and parent
worked together, in harmony, to present moral versions of themselves as a good teacher
or mother by the strategy of presenting themselves and each other as 'knowing' the
student / child; that is, they collaborated to present moral versions of themselves and
each other through their knowledge of Christa.
The 'Help&l' and Empathic ('Human ') Teacher

Helpfulness is taken to be a positive teacher attribute. At times teachers in this project
tried to present professional versions of themselves by showing themselves as helpful,
as in interview 1. At times teachers also presented their 'human side' by suggesting that
they were 'just like anyone else'. An example of this occurred in Interview 2, attended
by the teacher, both parents, and the student Jenny. When talking about Jenny's
academic work, the teacher said:
Extract 8.15
9

T

Yeah yeah, irrelevant detail. I did this in grade ten myserI got ten and a
harout of twentyfor a Histoly test that really shook me to the core
because I didn't answer the question and um that's when I learnt my
lesson about that and sometimes um marks help you do that (2.0) urn
apartfrom this the essay ( ) writing skill Jenny's great in class she's
always participating
delight to have

never any trouble, does everything urn she's a
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This teacher notes her understanding of her students by describing how she was once in
the same position herself. The student was again positioned as overhearing audience.
The two second pause (+) in this turn is significant. With it the teacher signaled a
possible turn transition point for either Jenny's parents or for Jenny herself to respond to
the biographical narrative. That they did not do so is noteworthy. Such a withheld
response showed that the parents and Jenny did not take the opportunity to extend or
elaborate the teacher's personal disclosure; that is, they may well have been rejecting
the teacher's categorisation of himself as being 'like Jenny' here. When the parents and
teacher did not respond, the teacher then returned to the topic of Jenny's behaviour in
class, marking the topic change with "um".
Similarly, in Interview 12 which took place in the family home, the following sequence
occurred:
Extract 8.16
yeah well ifyou're um, I mean (0.3) there's a lot of things in newsletters I
I'm I've been a parent
yeah
and a lot of the things hh ( ) well they come out once a fortnight and
you say, oh you know they're so boring (0.5) a a lot of the things?, and
you sort of say we well sh sh sh shouldn't I read that or o or shouldn't I
(0.5) er but there's a lot times that er li little messages have come out in
the newsletters
oh yeah we we read those things
yeah yeah, you have to &for
oh jgs, oh yes
hh hh hh
hh hh the bigpanic hh ( )
hh hh hh
yeah that's right

them too don't you
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Here the chaplain (designated T above) demonstrated his ability to understand and relate
to the world of families in that he had "been a parent too". The parents here, unlike the
parents and the student in the previous example who rejected the teacher's version of
himself as being 'like the student', accepted the chaplain's moral version of himself
being a parent too. It seems that this mother may have heard the chaplain's narrative as
an implicit charge or check-up that they, the parents, might not have read the
newsletters, and she responded in turn 147 by preempting this charge with her "ohyeah
we we read those things". The father aligned himself with the mother in turn 150, and
all aligned themselves together in the next three turns with their simultaneous laughter.
Throughout the data corpus, parents presented themselves as doing the 'right' thing in
their roles as parents. Teachers presented themselves as aware of the concerns of both
parents and students. For example, one teacher recounted instances of herself as a
student on more than one occasion. In two instances other than Interview 12, the
teachers presented themselves as simultaneously both teachers and parents in similar
ways to the chaplain, discussed above. On these occasions they spoke as parents,
acknowledging that they too had experienced situations common to many parents. As
such, these teachers presented themselves as being just like parents and students,
thereby humanising and normalising their versions of themselves.
The 'Wrong' Sort of Teachers

Another way of presenting moral versions of institutional identities was by talking of
unacceptable or inadequate versions as either explicit or implicit 'others7. That is, the
'wrong' sort of teachers and parents were talked into being as oppositional to
themselves as teachers or parents. It is to such examples that we now turn.
Interview 3 is unique in that it is the only instance in the data corpus that evidences
critical talk about other named teachers' classroom practices. In this interview the
teacher, mother and student (Christa) talked versions of the 'wrong' sort of teacher into
being. By implication t h s teacher positioned herself, and was positioned by the student
and mother, as not part of such a category:
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Extract 8.1 7

20

S

I'm doing better this year than what I did last year, anyway

21

T

Ah, did you?

22

S

'Cos I had so many teachers last year (0.5) I had about four dzyerent
English teachers

23

T

Did you have Mrs Schmeilleuy?

24

S?

Yeah, and

25

T

ah, yes ((sounding sympathetic)) Mrs (0,5)

26

S

Mrs S SS, whatever her name was, some funny long name fih)

27

M

She's had a terrible run, not only with English but with Maths as well
She's ( ) in this school, she's seems to have so many dzflerent teachers
eve? year
Yeah, well, Mr Toms Mrs
Yeah, well she kept on going home being sick and
And the year before she had some other lady

We had Mr Nevill and Miss Harris and some lady who=
=Mr Nev, not the the Graphics teacher look they're all
the ( ) hh teacher
Ah, wow
We had him forMmaths (Ah) terrible
(hh) That Mr Nevill, he'd just stand at thefiont of the classroom while it
went &
d

Oh

Um
We had him in grade nine and with our class in grade nine and
remember you had us?
Yes, I remember[!]
Fh)
Oh no
That was when poor Christa decided not to take Maths one? I really was
a bit disappointed with that ( ) these days
Yeah
and she really did miss out in a heck of a lot of opportunities
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Yeah
Through not doing that?
Yes
And she's really doing so well in Maths now I'm sure she could have
coped with the advanced Maths
Oh yes
but anyway=
=But then again Igot a funny teacher again now? she can't talk English
Oh, the Polish lady?
hh She comes and sits with us at lunchtime, and she can't talk English?
um. I've only met her once and=
=Could you understand her?
I tri I had to listen ((S and T laugh)) yeah. That's a shame urn, yeah.
(2.0) that's a problem

In turn 20 the student, Christa, presented herself as not a 'bad' student in that she was
"doing better this year". In turn 22 she accounted for being a poor student in the past by

providing a reason: "'Cos I had so many teachers last year (0.5) I had about four
dzfferent English teachers". The teacher and Christa's mother collaborated with her

version, and together they co-constructed versions of inadequate teachers in the
remainder of this sequence of the talk. The participants to this talk tried to account for
Christa's disappointing marks. It seems that not only did "poor Christa" have "so many
dzferent teachers", but the teachers she had were classifiable as incompetent. A number

of teachers were named and their inadequacies listed, including: Mrs Schrneillery who
had a funny long name, Mrs Toms who "kept on going home being sick.", Mr Nevi11
who used to "stand infiont of the classroom while it went wild', Miss Hanis, and "the
Polish lady" who "can 't talk English". This sequence worked as a co-produced atrocity

story (cf. Dingwall, 1977). In this way the teacher and student collaborated in their
stories of other incompetent teachers' classroom practices to contrast them with, it was
implied, this teacher's reasonable conduct as a teacher. As such, it established the
category incompetent teacher in opposition to this teacher as competent teacher.
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In turns 43 to 50 the mother talked of her disappointment that Christa had decided not to
take Maths One, saying that her daughter "really did miss out in a heck of a lot of
opportunities" and that she was "sure that she could have coped [with] advanced
Maths". This might have been heard as a criticism of the school or, indeed, as an
indirect or implicit criticism of the teacher. In this instance the teacher declined to
respond, but rather used neutral continuers such as 'yeah", "yes" and "oh yes". The
conversation was taken up by the student again in turn 52, after her mother's completion
statement in turn 51 "but anyway". Christa continued to talk about other incompetent
teachers, excluding the teacher present here from that particular group. From this talk it
is shown that this teacher did not hold herself accountable for Christa's academic
decision regarding Mathematics, or her poor results in the past, and these possibilities
were not pursued. The pedagogic practices of several other teachers were held to
account for Christa's disappointing achievement levels rather than this teacher. By
implication, the participants in this teacher-parent interview excluded this teacher from
the category 'inadequate teacher' within and through their talk here.
From the above extracts of teacher-parent interview talk, the constitution of moral
versions of competent teacherhood were talked into being through strategies such as
those documented above. Teachers presented themselves as professional, as knowing
their students, as helpful, as empathic or 'human' and, in one case, as not being the
'wrong' sort of teacher. As has been shown, simultaneously teacher-parent talk often
worked to constitute particular moral versions of acceptable parents. Such versions tend
to be similarly constituted across the various teacher-parent interview sites. It is to these
that we now turn.
Constituting Moral Versions of Acceptable Parenthood

Various conversational strategies are documentable in teacher-parent interview talk that
work to constitute versions of acceptable parenthood, including knowing the child,
caring for the child, valuing education and talking about home practices. This was
frequently done simultaneously with constituting versions of the 'right7 sort of teacher
and student. Part of being both a 'good' teacher and a 'good' parent is to demonstrate
knowledge of the child, as documented below.
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Acceptable Parents

'Knowing' the Child

At times interactive teacher-parent (-student) talk worked concurrently to constitute
moral versions of more than one institutional category. In Interview 3, analysed
immediately above, for example, Christa's mother was presenting herself as a
competent parent. She positioned herself within this category through her talk of
knowledgability regarding Christa's school performance. All this mother's turns at talk
within this extract of the interview worked to further this classification of herself as
knowledgeable regarding school, as in turn 27 ('She's had a terrible run, not only with
English but with Maths as well She's (

) in this school, she's seems to have so many

dzferent teachers every year"). The mother's version of herself as knowledgeable was

consistent in almost every turn in this extract. This version of the mother was colluded
with and implicitly agreed among the other two participants to this talk. The only time
the mother's version was not adhered to is in turn 30 when the mother uttered "oh"
perhaps denoting a change of knowledge state (Heritage, 1984b). This is the sole
instance in this sequence indicating that something was 'newsworthy' or previously
unknown by the mother.
It seems that parents often constituted themselves as the 'right' sort of parents in terms
of knowing about their child's work and behaviour in school, as illustrated earlier in this
chapter. Similarly, they often presented themselves as knowing about their children's
home behaviour practices, as shown later in the same interview (Interview 3):
Extract 8.18
219

M

My son 's read Beatty Bow, I think

220

T

eh?

221

M

My son, he goes to Widnes Place (High School)

222

T

does he, did he enjoy it?

223

M

See he's dzferent, he'll read anything

224

S

hh he'sjust as bad as mum
((all laugh))
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225

M

Yeah, he'll read anything

226

T

Yeah, it'sfunny, isn't it?

In this instance the mother was talking not about Christa, the student present at this
interview, but her brother; Here the mother demonstrated, albeit tentatively ("I thinK')
not just her knowledge of her son's schoolwork, but also of his behaviour habits at
home. Both mother and son read and enjoy "anything", unlike Christa who, it had
already been established in an earlier sequence in the talk, was not "that good at
english" and "hates reading books":
Extract 8.19
184

S

But I've never been well that good at English

185

M

She's afunny kid, because, as Isay, she never has any trouble with her
spelling or um she can read anything

186

T

mm

187

M

But she hates reading book

188

T

Do you?

189

S

I can't read, mum , I mean I can't take it in

It seems that literacy was a practice that was valued and appreciated in this home,
despite Christa's dislike of such associated activities. Christa was the exception, not the
rule in this family. Thus the family was presented as normatively 'literate'.
Other interviews included similar sequences that constituted the parents as acceptable
parents in that they 'know' their children. In Interview 1, for instance, Donna's parents
seemed to have a good understanding of some of Donna's attitudes towards her school
work, as shown in turns 19 to 24, discussed in the previous chapter:
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Extract 8.20
19

F

She said she wasn't keen on this oral

20

M

No she hates oral, she hates getting up an '
[(standing up infront)

21

T

22

M

[Speaking,

[right

['N ifshe ever has to stand up in front of the class, or
anything like that she's not that

23

T

24

M

Yeah, [well

N ) you know I suppose that a lot of kids are the same

These parents demonstrated a detailed awareness of their children, suggesting that they
were the sorts of parents who communicated openly with their children at home, another
positive parental attribute. Not only were Donna's parents aware of their daughter's
feelings about school assessment activities such as the oral mentioned, but they, or at
least the mother presented herself as someone who knew about kids in general, and
knew what was 'normal7 for most kids ("Isuppose that a lot of kids are the same").
Such demonstrations often implied competent parents who not only knew, but also
cared about their children. This theme is continued in the following sub section.
The 'Caring'Parent

Interview 2 was attended by the teacher, both parents and the student Jenny. Jenny's
mother provided a possible explanation for Jenny's disappointing test result in turn 26
below:
Extract 8.21
25

T

So (1.0) you can't really do anything about when you go blank

26

M

Yeah the way (2.0) the time, maybe. You werefeeling tired? or er,
something

27

T

That'sjust? (4.0) Yes, so

28

F

Let's hope she does better in the next test then
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It is noteworthy that the mother did not contradict the teacher's version of Jenny going
"blanK' here, but rather offered to account for this factor in that Jenny might have been
"jieeling tired

... or ... something".

The mere inclusion of such an account, lessening

possible criticism of Jenny, implied caring and concern on the part of the mother. Here
she softened teacher criticism of the student by the provision of an understandable
explanation. The mother used the pronoun "you" in this turn, directing her question at
her daughter. The teacher spoke directly after this turn (turn 27)' but signaled a space for
the student or mother to respond when she paused in this turn. The pause became a four
second silence at this point.
It is possible to view student silences as theoretic choices; that is, as accomplishments in
their own right (Silverman, Baker and Keogh, 1998: 220). This student chose not to
enter into or respond to the teacher's or her parents' account for her disappointing test
result here. As such, this silence might perhaps have signaled Jenny's non-compliance
with the adults' co-constructed account of the reason for her disappointing result. Thus
it was the adults' version of events that were foregrounded here. Jenny's silence worked
to position herself as silent but overhearing audience to this adult talk.
Valuing Education

Another strategy used by parents to demonstrate that they were acceptable was by
explicitly supporting or valuing education and schooling. So, for example, in the
following extract from Interview 4, Leanne's father demonstrated his positive views of
education by providing a biographical narrative regarding his own schooling
experiences:
Extract 8.22
159

F:

I I mean I never left school before I was eighteen and a halfl was up to
my A levels and then my father died and I couldn't carry on because
money=

160

T:

=mm

161

F:

It um Inever wanted to leave school=

162

T:

=mm mm
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163

F:

I mean it was the best time of my life

164

T:

it is a good time urn, I always thought it was a good time

165

F:

New experiences

166

T:

Mm

167

F:

I mean I'm still learning now

168

T:

Oh we learn, we all learn

It seems that family circumstances necessitated that Leanne's father leave school prior
to gaining his 'A' levels (presumably this father attended school in the United
Kingdom); he "never wanted to leave school". Indeed, for him school "was the best time
of

... [his] life".

The teacher here colluded with this version of school in that she

"always thought it was a good time". Both adults cooperated in their co-constructed

version of schooling as a positive experience. Leanne was, throughout this talk, an
overhearing but silent audience to their adult reminiscences regarding their respective
memories of educational experiences. A version of schooling as valued was presented
here, probably as much for the benefit of Leanne as for each other. The father
broadened this concept of education to include his version of the category 'the school of
life', or, by implication, 'the school of hard knocks7in contrast to his formal educational
experiences at school. As such, formal schooling was constituted as preferable to
education through life experiences, although, as the father acknowledged, "I'm still
learning now". The adult participants thus co-constructed a moral version of schooling

as "a good time". Indeed, fonnalised schooling was presented as a once-in-a-lifetime
experience that Leanne, positioned as overhearing audience, needed to hear about in
order to appreciate.
Home Practices

Moral versions of parenthood and the family were constituted recurrently through talk
about home practices. One version of a 'good7home, as earlier specified, was that of the
"pedagogic home" (Hunter, 1994). In Interview 3 the mother presented her home in this
way, even though her actual pedagogic practice might have been viewed as being
somewhat questionable. She implied, however, that her approach might have been
warranted in terms of the ends justifying the means:
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Extract 8.23

227

M

... Sometimes ifyou've seen um ifyou've seen thefilm

it's easier to read

the book ifyou 're a bit that way, that probably helps you concentrate
228

S

I always end up dreaming some other way, I always like reading the
words but not taking it in like thinking about something else

229

M

I've even tried giving her sex and violence books hoping that they would
at least help her concentrate but she still

230

T

hh that's amazing, yeah, it must be, yeah, oh I don't know

231

M

She's not a very patient person so I mean that's got something to do with
it I mean, she's not ajigsaw type person who 'IIsit and do crosswords
and jigsaws and reads booh I mean =

232

T

=mm

The mother, in turn 227, presented herself as someone who knew effective reading
activities, using the second person pronoun ')leu" here, directly addressing her daughter,
Christa. Christa responded by disagreeing with her mother's implied advice in turn 228.
The mother then redirected her talk to the teacher, speaking in the third person of her
daughter rather than addressing her. Her pedagogic practice of encouraging Christa to
read by

"... giving her sex and violence books hoping that they would at least help her

concentrate" was, perhaps, an unconventional approach. The teacher responded by

expressing her amazement in turn 230. Whether or not this amazement was genuine or
expressed in this way for the benefit of Christa who was, once again, an overhearing
audience to this talk, and or for the teacher, cannot be determined. This talk constituted
a particular version of adulthood that neither supported nor discounted the notion of
exposing students to traditionally taboo topics such as sex and violence. According to
the mother in turn 231, however, it seemed that even such an extreme home ploy to
encourage Christa to read had not been effective. Christa was not the sort of student to
be taken in by "sex and violence", perhaps thus being implicitly constituted as the
'right' sort of student in this way. However, neither, it seemed, was she "a verypatient
person" and '', she's not a jigsaw type person who'll sit and do crosswords and jigsaws
and reads books" and "that ...[m ay have] something to do with it". These, it was

implied, were acceptable versions of childhood and or studenthood.
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Questions about homework, as already shown in previously analysed segments of
different teacher-parent interviews, were a common topic. Homework became
schoolwork that is done in the home. Parents and teachers both conversationally
positioned homes as suitable places to continue the work of the school. Parents and
teachers were constituted as a team. Teachers set the work, and parents were positioned
as responsible for supervising such work in their homes - in loco pedagogis in effect.
So, for example, again in Interview 5, attended by the teacher, the mother and the
student Alison, the following sequence of talk-in-interaction took place later during the
meeting, as a preliminary to introducing talk about homework practices:
Extract 8.24
71

T

And it's good to see that er, well it's good to meet the parents and to
see that they're that they're interested because that also can be a problem
with students not achieving that there, that they, there's no interest

In this extract the teacher talks of parents in the third person, using the pronoun "they".
In this way she implicitly suggests that this mother, similar to the parents of whom she
is speaking, is also interested in her child's achievements. By using the third person
pronomial form here, this teacher depersonalised her statement, allowing this mother to
feel indirectly commended for her behaviour in just being there. Simultaneously the
mother was, in effect, positioned almost as a professional colleague through the talk.
The teacher seemed not to be talking about this mother, but about 'other' parents,
almost as though she was talking to another teacher. This teacher's talk continued
regarding 'other' parents because "that also can be a problem with students not
achieving that there, that they, there's no interest". This strategy implicated advice

regarding constructive parental practices, although such advice appeared not to be
directed towards this particular parent. The student, Alison, who was also present,
overheard this prescription for effective parenting too.
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The mother responded in her next turn in the following way:
Extract 8.25
72

M

yeah. I don't know. I don't say now have you done Maths or have you
done I expect her at her age to do her homework

This mother suggested that not asking about her daughter's homework did not
necessarily imply a lack of interest. Indeed, not asking about homework was an
expectation "at her age". Talk continued regarding homework practices:
Extract 8.26
73

T

Yes

74

M

Youknow

75

T

Of course, yeah

76

M

And when they're a bit smaller, you know, you say, now have you
Jinished your homework

77

T

mm

78

M

Have you finished this, but then, you know, when they get to this age
although actually, unless Ijust go and have a look, I don't really know,
what amount of time she, does, spend on each subject, you know

The teacher's response "Of course, yeah" in turn 75 aligned her with the mother here.
Not asking about homework became a 'stage of life' behaviour. That children were and
should be encouraged to take responsibility for their own homework practices was
normalised within and through this talk between mother and teacher. In her account of
not being overly vigilant of her daughter's work, the mother invoked a particular moral
version of parenthood that encompassed the autonomy-responsibility dilemma
experienced by adults (parents and practitioners) when dealing with adolescents
described by Silverman (1987) and Baker and Keogh (1995: 290). It seemed that part of
being a 'good' parent of an adolescent was the practice of facilitating them to become
autonomous decision-makers; that is, to encourage them to become self-regulatory.
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At times parents explained or accounted for what might have been viewed as inadequate
parenting practices. So, for example, in the following extract fi-om Interview 12 which
took place in the family home, the father explicitly stated the following:
Extract 8.2 7
right well we sometimes, you knowfeel that (we are n '), in any way,
shirking ou our involvement or ( ) because this year was sort of only
feeling our way but=
=yes=
=you know we find life so busy you know like with our own personal
thing (the boat to Fiji) and with our own church involved and of course
we 're,
yes=
=members of (Hanford) Street Baptist you see
ah right
and er
right
you know we're involved there

[and
[I know, yes (I know the) parish

minister

The father's account of their busy family life was presented as a possible reason for their
not feeling that they "(are n 7, in any way, shirking our involvement". Such a life
included primarily church related activities as "members of (Hanford) Street Baptist"
church. That such behaviour indicated inadequate parenting practices was not confirmed
by the chaplain, who followed up these comments with "(I know the) parish minister".
The father's account seemed to be directed specifically towards and accepted by this
particular teacher in his role as school chaplain; that is, this talk evidenced recipient
design (cf. Sacks and Schegloff, 1979) in that these turns at talk seemed designed to be
understood in terms of what the father knew or assumed about the existing knowledge
and interest between him and the teacher (Hutchby and Wooffitt, 1998: 138). It could be
speculated that perhaps Hannah's father might have accounted for possibly inadequate
parenting practices in a different way had he been talking with another teacher.
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Particular talk about moral practices was thus seen to be worked up specifically
according to who was present in the interview situation.
Having looked at the way moral versions of teacherhood and parenthood were
constructed in extracts fiom various teacher-parent interviews, we turn to the
constitution of moral versions of studenthood.
Constituting Morally Acceptable Versions of Studenthood

As has been shown, moral versions of acceptable studenthood were also talked into
being within and through teacher-parent interview talk. Often these versions were coconstructed by the adult participants to the talk, both for each other and for the
overhearing student audience if the student was present. One way of presenting
acceptable in contrast to (often implied) unacceptable versions of studenthood was
through talk about students' classroom behaviour.
In Interview 13 (below) the student, Harry, was not present. The mother and teacher
here constructed opposing versions of a 'right' sort of student. In turn 36 Harry's mother
uttered the following statement:
Extract 8.28
36

M

well it urn and he, does at least he is, still wanting to be go:od (0.5)

37

T

the trouble is wanting to be good is now equated with (0.5) sitting there
being quiet (0.5) and he's not really participating with (0.5) you know?
he's [he's

38

M

[(his) his participation has been positive I mean he must do I know that's
great

39

T

well that's right and that's what we'd be expected of him but he's keeping
he's keeping quieter
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"Wanting to be good" in turn 36 was this mother's moral version of her son as

acceptable. The teacher, however, did not appear to agree fully with this version.
However, she did not directly disagree with Harry's mother in turn 37. The teacher's
version of an acceptable student was one who did more than merely "sit ... there being
quiet". The teacher suggested that sitting, being quiet was a negative attribute, and that

it was so was indicated in that Harry was "not really participating". In turn 38 the
mother disagreed subtly with this version of her son, suggesting that perhaps "his
participation has been positive". In this way she avoided directly contradicting the

teacher's version of her son, but delicately invited the teacher to agree with her version
of him as a 'good' student. A preference for agreement was demonstrated by the
teacher's response in turn 39 when she said "well that 's right.. .".
Later in this interview the mother's and teacher's versions of Harry again differed:
Extract 8.29

51

T

you know the others had to sit here and he's cho he sat there? and, he
played with his watch and made it make, all lights around the room till I
moved him because it was distracting others? so then he sat there and
did

52

M

mm

53

T

and so I thought I'm not speaking

54

M

55

T

[do it

56

M

[isn't he he's easily distracted [(

57

T

[to himjust let him
fie's easily bored
)

[he & (0.5) =easily

distracted now he

thinks that, he can, you know that the way to keep, to get people to say
yes he's okay is to jump to keep quiet (0.5) but, he's not, learning
anything in that you see
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The way the mother constructed her son as "easily bored" in turn 54, and "easily
distracted" in turn 56 rather than "distracting" as he was described by the teacher in

turn 5 1, directly contradicted the teacher's version of Harry. However, the teacher then
agreed with the mother's version of her son in turn 57 when she stated "he & (0.5)
easily distractecf'. The teacher might well have heard the mother's statements in turns

54 and 56 as challenges to her version of Hany as an unacceptable student. However,
she avoided overt disagreement by suggesting that Harry's distractability was his
problem rather than hers, and thus positioned Harry as responsible for his unacceptable
classroom behaviour. So it was that the mother and teacher, despite initially not
agreeing with each other's moral versions of Harry, cooperatively worked up a mutually
acceptable moral version of him in and through their talk here.
As has been shown, the teacher's and mother's versions of a 'good' student were, in
these two extracts, not aligned. However, the mother and teacher did not explicitly
contradict each other's versions, but came to a semblance of agreement in their talk,
thereby maintaining a politeness ethic.
Acceptable Friends

Another way of working up moral versions of acceptable students was through talk
about the students' friends. As previously discussed, Interview 1 included talk about the
student Donna's friends. In Interview 3 there was also talk about with whom the student
(Christa) would work. Christa was questioned regarding with what group she should
work for her next assessable item:
Extract 8.30
148

M

What about some of those other girls you did the radio play with?

149

S

No, not them

150

T

yes, 'cos that really aflects you too, ifthey've got no enthusiasm and you
do all the work again you've had all the ideas, you're exhausted, you've

run out of steam when it comes to performing. Is there anyone else you
get on with in that class?
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A moral version of the 'wrong' sort of student was constituted by the teacher in turn 150

as those who had "got not enthusiasm7',and thus "you" (in this case Christa) would "do
all the work again', the "again" implying that it was Christa who had done all the work
for a previous group assessment item. In this way Christa was implicitly constituted as a
'good' student who had done work in the past. The selection of the 'wrong' group of
students, it was suggested, would jeopardise Christa's chances of receiving a good result
because if she "had all the ideas" then the result would be that she would become
"exhausted" and that she would "run out of steam when it comes to performing9'. The
teacher's subtle advice regarding the 'wrong' sorts of students implied a concern for
Christa's welfare. She then asked Christa if "there is anyone else [she woulq get on
with in that class...". Notice that the teacher's final utterance in this turn was presented
in the form of a question, rather than in the form of direct advice, although particular
advice was perhaps implied within and through this tum. Christa responded in the
following way:
Extract 8.31
151

S

Doughh

152

T

Well at least Doug's got a bit of get up and go, he may act all right

153

S

Yeah, he'll do stuf

154

T

Yeah

155

S

and, urn like, urn Judy and Mary urn 'n Kelly, they're all sort offairly
rough but (2.0) at least they do things

In this sequence Christa's suggestion of "Doug" as a possible student with whom to
work was accompanied by a brief laugh, perhaps indicating that she knew that this
proposal might not have been received favourably by the teacher andfor her mother. The
teacher, however, acknowledged that perhaps this was not such a bad idea in that Doug
was the sort of student who had "a bit of get up and go" and that "he may act all right".
Christa added to this description of Doug in her following turn when she agreed that
"Yeah, he'll do stuf', an additional descriptor of Doug as the 'right' sort of student with
whom to work. The teacher marked this with a continuer in her next tum ("Yeah"), and
Christa extended her suggestions regarding students with who she might work with by
naming three more students. Again Christa allowed the possibility for the teacher to
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disagree with her by predicating her suggestion with a description of these students as
all being 'tfairly rough but". A two second silence was a possible turn transition point
where the teacher or mother could have responded. The teacher, however, did not do so
in this instance, so Christa continued with her description of these specific students as
'good' with her statement that "at least they do things".
The talk continued:
Extract 8.32
Yeah, is that Mary Miles?
No, Mary Aimes,and Kelly and Judy, they're sort of rough but urn
Yeah. Look, er Carol's ergot two and a halffor her last oral
Wow
and urn so you need, um you need to get someone who's going to be a bit
more
Yeah those sort ofpeople will hold you back
Yeah they do
ifthey're not enthusiastic it's hard to get that way yourself
Yeah
Yes, and it gives an overall impression to many teachers marking them
that you (I.0) I mean you can take into consideration that one person 's
done all the work, which I did do with that tape but still, the whole
standard was brought right down because if someone's reading and
making mistakes=
= mm

and not really putting anything into it so you just can't get a high (2.0)
So maybejust just pick another group. The only problem is ifyou work
with Daniel you WILL do all the work (0.5)I mean, I don't think he will
do much apartji-om acting
Actually, he does do a fair bit of work
Does he?
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Notice how Christa repeated her description of these girls as being "sort of roughwin

turn 157, almost as an incitement to the teacher to disagree with her choice of friends
with whom to work. The teacher did not overtly disagree, but rather suggested another
student, whom Christa has not previously named, as an appropriate student with whom
to work because of her previous oral assessment item result. A mark of two and a half is
heard as surprising by the student (turn 159: "Wow"), bearing in mind that most
assessment items are marked out of a possible maximum of ten. In turn 160 it seems that
the teacher was suggesting another student with whom it would not actually be
advisable for Christa to work, in a strategy similar to Christa's when she suggested
students who were 'ffairly rough' in her previous two turns at talk. After Christa
expressed her surprise regarding this result the teacher continued by providing a version
of a 'good' student as someone "who 's going to be a bit more". A bit more what was not
specified here, but in the next turn (turn 161) Christa's mother then picked up on the
previous version of an unsuitable student with whom to work when she said " those sort
of people will hold you bacK'. All three participants continued to work collaboratively
to talk a version of unsuitable students with whom Christa might or might not have
worked in the next eight turns (turns 162 to 169).
The matter of which friends with whom to sit (as in the case of Donna, in Interview 1)
and / or with whom to work (as in the case of Christa, in Interview 3) was an issue that
was raised in a number of teacher-parent interviews. Versions of the acceptable, in
contrast to possibly unacceptable, friends were talked into being in ways that positioned
each student as one member of a particular student friendship group. Often such groups
of fiiends were used, conversationally, as a means to deflect direct criticism from the
students who were the foci of the interviews. In Christa's case, the names of possibly
unacceptable students with whom to work were raised by herself, her teacher and her
mother almost as a provocation to each other. Friends were named by the participants,
However, they could not reach mutual agreement regarding whether or not they were
the sorts of friends who would help raise Christa's levels of school achievement.
Resolution regarding who were the 'right' sorts of friends with whom to sit and / or to
work was not reached in any of the interviews included in the data corpus. Such talk
was raised, and re-raised throughout the interviews.
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Having described ways by which participants maintained face by constituting moral
version of themselves and each other, the chapter now proceeds to discuss strategies by
which moral boundaries of responsibilities were negotiated.
Part 3: Who was Responsible for What? Negotiating Moral Boundaries.
The constitution of moral versions of acceptable teacherhood, parenthood and
studenthood has been shown to work through several means, including assigning and
negotiating responsibilities for student achievements and behaviours. Simultaneously
with presenting moral versions of themselves and each other, participants in teacherparent interviews negotiated limits of responsibility. Who was responsible for what, and
where, frequently became the issue.
Adult surveillance of student activities, both in the classroom and in the home, was
raised in many teacher-parent interviews. Both parents and teachers held themselves and
each other as accountable for their children's or students' behaviours in their respective
institutional spaces of home and school. The initial talk in Interview 1, earlier discussed,
demonstrated this point.
At times the adult participants held each other to be, perhaps, wanting in this aspect, and
subtly charged each other as being possibly remiss. For example, in Interview 2,
attended by the teacher, the student Jenny and her mother, the following sequence of
talk occurred:
Extract 8.33

9

T

... urn apartfrom this the essay writing skill Jenny's great in class she's
always participating, never any trouble, does everything urn she's a
delight to have

10

M

Are these her latest two she's gone down with or is itjust urn? That
particular one?=

I1

T

=that particular one urn I'll just check on the Fh) yes=

12

F

=What was the class averagefor that test?

13

T

er yes, that? nine out of twentyfor that test class average over the whole
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of grade=.
14

M

=Hit everyone like a brick wall then?

15

T

urn yes, urn well it seems to be thefirst

16

M

Is itjust a dzferent dzferent layout to what they normally urn

17

T

urn, well it seems to be thefirst urn this earlier one (1.0) was (2.0) an
essay let's have a look, urn (3.0) yeah its the first essay of this year,
really, real essay test as such where they had to write a full essay. The
advantage was that they had, it was a seen one so, er, I think the subject
mistress thought that would help but I think it's it has hit everyone so
they're having another one with a little more preparation. The problem
was when I came they still had to cover another urn section,looking at
Hitler in class. We had two weeks to rush it through and then have an
exam and Ijust (1.0) I don't think that it was, in some ways it wasn't fair
for them urn but if we can really pull togetherfor this next one you know,
I think your marks should be pretty, cos you you know you you do really
well and you try hard ...

The parents were relentless in their probing questions regarding possible reasons for
their daughter Jenny's previous disappointing oral test result. They were not satisfied by
the teacher's talk of Jenny being "great in class...", but pursued a series of questions
regarding the teacher's classroom practices. The importance of marks was again
emphasised in a manner aimed at comparing Jenny with the rest of her class in a
normalising and disciplinary way (cf. Foucault, 1977). The mother's talk, in particular,
worked to normalise Jenny's result in turn 14 when she said "Hit everyone like a brick
wall then". This question suggested unfairness to the students. Her questioning

continued in turn 17 when she asked "1s it just a dzferent layout to what they normally
urn".

The teacher's response nominated several reasons for the low class average in this test,
including the following: that it was "thefirst essay of this year, really, real essay test as
such where they had to write a full essay"; she implied that it was the subject mistress's

fault because she had "thought that would help but I think it's it has hit everyone so
they're having another one"; and that "The problem was when I came they still had to
cover another urn section, looking at Hitler in class [and] we had two weeks to rush it
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through and then have an exam". Each account rebutted possible criticism of her

teaching practices. In an interesting move the teacher then aligned herself with both the
mother's previous suggestion of unfairness and the students when she said "in some
ways it wasn't fair for them", and used the pronoun "we' in her statement "if we can
really pull togetherfor this next". The teacher finally positioned Jenny herself as being

ultimately responsible for her next test result when she spoke directly to her. The
teacher predicted "I think your marks should be pretty, cos you, you know you you do
really well and you try hard ...", using the pronoun

to directly address Jenny here.

In this way the teacher rebutted implied responsibility for both Jenny's previous and
future test results. The parents appeared to accept this explanation, and it was Jenny
rather than they who responded in the next turn with her response "yeah" in turn 18.
A number of sequences could be heard as implied charges. Parents and teachers tended
to respond with defences or rebuttals (cf. Atkinson and Drew, 1979). A common
strategy used by the adult participants in teacher-parent talk was to position the students
themselves as responsible for their future results, as demonstrated in a number of
transcripts analysed earlier. This can be shown in Interview 15, when the student,
Shirley, was discussed by her teacher and father, in the presence of a pre-service
teacher:
Extract 8.34
urn (0.5) I (1.0) going through her um (0.5) marlcs (4.0) (can't see) let's
have a read here er um , I was concerned (0.5) partiallyji-om her
reading test (0.5) 'cos she had a mark ofjive and a halfout of ten?

mm? mm
which is certainly not the standard that I've come to expect Hrom Shirley
[(I expect
+om) oh yes
ah being very bright and also v e v hard working
mm
she, cn you know she must be one of the hardest workers in the class
[and
[mm mm
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13

T

she can always answer questions correctly in A s s (0.5) and um that sort
of didn't [achieve

14

[what did that arise out of lack of lack of ah learning? or (0.5)

F

The teacher asserted her concern about Shirley's marks here, in tenns of Shirley's
previous work record: this recent work ". .. is certainly not the standard I've come to
expect @om Shirley". The teacher demonstrated her thorough knowledge of Shirley, in

turns 11 ("'she must be one of the hardest workers in the class") and turn 13 ("'she can
always answer questions correctly in class ..."), as a demonstration of her

professionalism. This explanation was insufficient for the father, and he intempted the
teacher in turn 14 when he asked a question regarding the possible reason for Shirley's
disappointing reading test result ("what did that arise out of lack of ah learning? Or").
This question allowed for the possibility that it was the teacher who was responsible for
Shirley's disappointing test result. The teacher rebutted this implied charge in her next
utterance when she implied a possible explanation for Shirley's aberrant result in her
next question:
Extract 8.35
15

T

I'm not

there (0.5) you know I'm I'm, wondering g

m can tell me if

there've been any (0.5) sort of things upsetting her? that wouldprevent
herfiom studying?

In this move the teacher located the father into the category of parent who should know
about his daughter's internal state relating to home circumstances and thus tacitly
positioned the father as possibly contributing to his daughter's disappointing test result.
This was highlighted by her emphasis on the pronoun "yg" in this turn. That the father
heard the teacher's question in this way was confirmed by his response:
Extract 8.36
16

F

erm not that I know of she's got she's got her own room and
[she's got

17

T

[right her own
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(0.5) ah everything she want the only thing that's er, the latest addition
is e m , radio cassette, so whether or not that's (0.5) that's interfered?
right (I'm

)

um (0.5) she hasn't had access to TV during the week an' (2.0) this sort
of ah th'policy being the TVgoes on in the weekend not during the week
right
ah don't sort ofpush the kids to study but they have the environment
[in which
[mm
study and it's [their choice
[mm mm now in class it seems very clear that she
homework

In his talk above the father positioned the student rather than himself as responsible for
her disappointing result. It seems that the children in this family "have the environment "
in which to study, but it was "their choice...". The father here positioned his daughter
responsible for doing her own study when he stated "ah don't sort of push the kids to
study but they have the environment in which ...study and it's their choice" in turns 22

and 24. This is a similar positioning strategy to that used by Donna's father in Interview

1, analysed in the previous chapter, when he stated that "They generally disappear o f t o
their bedrooms with their homework and ... we don't see much of it". Such talk

positioned these students as self-regulatory when it comes to homework practices. They
were expected to make the choice of whether or not to work in home space beyond
direct parental surveillance. Both parents appeared to support the notion of their
children's autonomy regarding their homework practices in this talk.
The teacher responded to the father's account of his daughter's homework activities in

turn 25 when she stated "...now in class it seems very clear that she does homework". In
this way she confirmed the father's account of events, and confirmed him as a 'good'
parent who provided an environment in which his children could work, even though it
was, ultimately "their choice".
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Neither teacher nor father directly charged each other as responsible for Shirley's test
result, although each implicated the other as perhaps contributing to this. Both avoided
accepting responsibility for Shirley's poor test result by assigning responsibility to
conditions that were beyond their direct control, ultimately positioning Shirley as
responsible for her own academic results. Analysis of the entire data corpus has revealed
that adults in teacher-parent interviews often use this strategy in a way that allows them
to maintain their moral versions of themselves and each other as 'good' parents and / or
teachers.
The issue of television was raised in this extract of talk. This topic was raised in three of
the teacher-parent interviews included in the data corpus. Watching or not watching
television was presented as a moral issue in these interviews. Such talk tended to
include parental denials that much television was ever watched in their homes, as, for
example, happened in Interview 5, when the student Alison, her mother and her teacher
were present:
Extract 8.3 7
Do you write letters?
Yeah
Right. Isee, urn do you watch a lot of TV?
Yeah
You do. [Do you do a lot of c- of oral
[Not really none of us really watches a lot of TV ( ) [a &t
[Oh yeah
[we all do
[a bit doesn't hurt
No oh no, I'm not saying that a bit hurts but, urn, I thinkyou've got the
basis there for urn building building (I. 0) what do you want to do? Do
you want to go on to, to grade twelve?
yeah
Yes, that 5 advisable, very advisable...at least at your age ...
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This extract shows how, like Interview 15, the watching of television became a morally
accountable matter in this talk. It seems that Alison's mother heard the teacher's
question about watching TV in turn 14 as an implied criticism of her family practices,
and quickly intervened after her daughter had admitted watching television (turn 15:
"Yeah"), to assert that "none of us really watches a lot of 77" (turn 17). The teacher, in

turn 18, confirmed that "we all do", presumably in reference to the watching of
television. That this was a moral issue was confirmed when the mother, in turn 19,
asserted that "a bit [of television viewing] doesn 't hurt". Agreement between mother
and teacher was reached regarding the matter of television viewing when the teacher
completed this sequence in turn 20 when she said "No oh no, I'm not saying that a bit
hurts but, urn ..." before changing the topic of the talk to consider Shirley's future
schooling plans.
It seems that "there appears to develop a contract between parents and teachers never to
go too far in challenging the practices of the other institution (home or school) in the
interview" (Baker and Keogh, 1995: 276).

In this way, "together, parents and

professionals produce a world of no-chargeslno blame" (Silverman, Baker & Keogh,
1998). Both school and home were made into morally accountable courses of action by
the adult participants of these teacher-parent interviews. Indeed, as shown above, much
of the talk in these interviews was delicately implicative of the other's actions or
knowledge (Baker and Keogh, 1995: 28 1).
Within teacher-parent interview talk it was schoolwork that was foregrounded or
emphasised as important. Although home practices, such as television viewing, were
discussed, these were generally subjugated to talk about schoolwork that had to be
continued within the home. Other family practices outside the direct interests of the
school were not discussed. Within such talk, teachers often positioned themselves, and
were initially positioned, as responsible for supervising work in the classroom, and
parents, similarly, often positioned themselves and were positioned as responsible for
supervising such work in home space. In this way parents were effectively positioned as
adjunct teachers and their homes as adjunct school buildings in ways that
conversationally colonised homes. Assigning responsibilities for student achievements
and behaviours was continuously negotiated during teacher-parent interview talk. It
seems that by making the children themselves responsible for their achievements and
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behaviours in both classroom and home spaces, the adult participants in the interviews
were able to maintain their moral versions of themselves and each other as the 'right'
sorts of teachers and parents.
Having discussed some of the conversational strategies that were used to negotiate the
limits of participant responsibilities, the chapter now turns to look at how prescriptions
for action were established in a number of teacher-parent interviews.
Part 4: Finding Solutions: Prescriptions for Action.

While much teacher-parent interview talk worked to constitute a 'problem' in relation to
the students, often in terms of their academic achievements and behaviour, resolution
often came in the form of prescriptions for action to rectify the problem. Much early talk
in teacher-parent interviews tended to focus on accounting for the students'
achievements. It seems that however 'successful' a student had been, there was an
agreement on the matter of room for improvement. Prescriptions to achieve better
results, in the form of both directives and questions, were discussed within and through
the talk. When the students were present at the interviews, such prescriptions were both
addressed directly to them, and / or 'overheard' by the students who had been positioned
as overhearing audience to the adult talk, as already discussed. Prescriptions regarding
student behaviour to improve their results were initiated by parents and teachers, both
separately and collaboratively. In Interview 1 a collaborative teacher-parent prescription
was talked into being, overheard by Doma regarding how she could improve her next
oral test. Again the home was positioned as an annexe to the school, and the parents
were advised to become adjunct teachers. A version of the pedagogic home (cf. Hunter,
1994) was thus talked into existence, as in Interview 1:
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Extract 8.38

67

T

Ye: s, well you've gotta be happy haven 't you ifyou do it with some one
you don't want to then you 'Ilfeel um (I.0) resentful and don't put an
eflort in (2.0) well, yes, all I can suggest is, um (2.O)I don't really know
what to do about, I mean it really depends how (1.0) urn see everyone
has to do it and how she she copes in fFont of a situ, unless you act at
home fih) get up in fiont of thefamily (Ah) and do some heh

N )

68

S

69

T

70

F

Yeah, we can give her some lessons

71

T

No, but ifyou, ifyou're doing it infFont of thefamily maybe picture it,

No but I

[(Ah) and do some practice

picture the class (2.0) and ifyou've done it afav times, then when you're
getting up infiont of the class, it 3 morefamiliar

Donna was active in this section of the talk. She explicitly rejected the teacher's advice
to "act at home [and] ... get up infiont of thefamily" in turn 68. The teacher interrupted
her, continuing with her prescription to "...do some practice". The father responded
here positively, suggesting that "we [presumably both parents] can give her some
lessons". So it was that advice, although initially rejected by the student, continued

along the lines set up by the teacher, who talked of home space as though it was
extended school space, thus conversationally colonising Donna's home. Donna's father
complied with this version of his home. Prescriptions for action were collaboratively
worked up by the adult participants in this interview, and were overheard by the student
who might or might not have followed such directions to improve her future work.
Accounts for a lack of past success, and prescriptions regarding how to redress this
problem were both explicitly directed at, or to be 'overheard' by student, Donna, as
happened in a later sequence of talk in Interview 1:
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Extract 8.39
83

M

She doesn't usually get C's either and I think other children and so
forth =

84

T

=I think this is um =

85

M

=She's been pretty good

86

T

I mean this year, sitting down the back=

87

M

=Oh yeah, Iknow=

88

T

=with these girls, yeah=

In these utterances the adults were talking about rather than directly to Donna. She was
an overhearing audience to their talk about the solution to solve the problem of her
classroom behaviour of "sitting down the back ... with these girls". Talk then continued
when the mother directly addressed Donna by using the pronoun "you" in her following
turn:
Extract 8.40

89

M

=Becauseyou 're ofi all over the place with these girls

Donna did not respond here, so the teacher continued. She presented an opportunity for
Donna to respond with a four-second pause, but Donna strategically used silence in a
strategy that implied that she did not concur with this version of herself:
Extract 8.41
90

T

yeah (4.0) I'm sorry I don't know, I think that depends on groups you
know, Donna wants to sit down thefront, or sit in another place
because er er really you and Nicki and Jo sit down the back and sort of
chat to each other a little bit, don't you?

91

S

Yeah

92

T

Yeah, and that's where that industry and attitude comesfiom because,
ifyou 're too busy all reading something, or or you 're not really doing
getting your work done or or participating in the class discussion so, I
don't know it's really the three ofyou got to pull up your socks sort of
thing or (0.5) or you sit somewhere dzJjcerent (2.0)
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Donna responded to the teacher's utterance about her behaviour with "Nicki and Jo

...

down at the bacK' with her "Yeah" in turn 91. The teacher then extended her account of

Donna's inappropriate classroom behaviour, and commenced to provide a prescription
for Donna's future behaviour to address the problem when she said "it's really the three
of you got to pull up your socks sort of thing or, or you sit somewhere dzflerent".

Prescriptions for future action to solve problems were often presented in the form of
advice, as was the case here. The teacher provided a two-second pause, inviting Donna
to respond, but she declined to do so. The teacher then continued with an inaudible
comment, which the father intempted when he said:
Extract 8.42
93

[I think

F

you should sit somewhere dzflerent
94

M

Mm? (2.0)

95

F

well, think of your marks it 'sjust (4.0) its pretty rubbishy

96

T

Mm so (2.0) mm I, er, yeah, is there any? is there any other way I can
help you at all?

97

F

I don't think so, not if(3.0) so it's more or less up to Donna really

In this instance, a prescription to resolve the problem of Donna's work and behaviour
was provided by the father in the form of a statement. The father's advice in turn 93 was
very direct, despite his use of the softener "I think", addressing Donna with the use of
the pronoun "you". Analysis of a number of teacher-parent interviews has revealed that
one of their most striking features was that advice to students / children was fiequently
"routinely and non-problematically non-receipted by it's target" (Silverman, Baker &
Keogh, 1998: 220, emphasis in original). Donna's reluctance to participate in this
sequence of talk was evidenced by her silence, despite the invitations to do so evidenced
in her mother's response-token "Mm?'and a two second pause in turn 94. Donna also

continued to remain silent when signaled to reply by her father's use of the possessive
pronoun "your", and his four seconds pause in turn 95. However, the father's advice to
"think." about something possibly made Donna's silence no longer immediately

accountable. Instead the teacher produced a semblance of agreement in turn 96 ('Mm
so"), and then changed the topic of conversation. The father's response in turn 97 again
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made Donna ultimately responsible for solving the problem of her academic
achievement and behaviour when he said "so it's more or less up to Donna really". The
adult talk thus removed responsibility for Donna's results fiom them, thus rebutting
charges of being possibly remiss if Donna's results did not improve in the hture. The
problem of Donna's future was to be solved by a change in Donna's behaviour.

In teacher-parent interviews it seems that parents and teachers "collaborate to ensure
that advice sequences work non-problematically ... despite children's recurrent nonresponse" (Silverman, Baker and Keogh, 1998: 233). Throughout the data corpus of
interactive teacher-parent talk, students were frequently positioned as ultimately
responsible for solving the problems of their own futures. In this way adult coconstructions of prescriptions for future student action maintained their versions of
themselves a 'good' parents and teachers by positioning the students themselves as
responsible for their own futures. Students were thus constituted as both as both
regulated and potentially self-regulatory.

Summary
From the above analyses of different teacher-parent interviews, we see that much talk
revolved around accounting for past actions and prescriptions for future actions.
Throughout the corpus of interview data the same strategies were enacted. First, the
topic of the communication was introduced and negotiated. The issue of students'
academic achievements and behaviours were the most common topics. Adult
participants maintained face by presenting positive moral versions of themselves and
each other and by aligning themselves into a common team with a mutual concern
regarding their students / children. Responsibilities for the surveillance of students'
behaviour, both inside and outside the school, were negotiated. The work of the school
was foregrounded, and homes were conversationally colonised by school discourses in
ways that worked to position parents as adjunct teachers, and homes as school annexes.
'Student' was a category to be regulated both by parents and teachers through constant
surveillance. Ultimately it was the students, however, who were positioned as needing
to become self-regulatory, thus enabling the adults to maintain their moral versions of
themselves as morally acceptable parents and teachers.
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Having analysed different examples of interactive school-home communications, it has
been shown that similar versions of schools and homes, and of parenthood, teacherhood
and studenthood were constituted across these various educational sites. A useful way of
viewing these recurring practices is by turning to Foucault's notion of governmentality
in order to explicate more l l l y such commonalities. It is to such an extended comment
that we now turn.

Part 5: A Foucauldian View of School-home Relationships
According to Foucault (1979a: 93) "power is everywhere". He viewed individuals as
caught up and actively engaged in constituting their relative positions in networks or
grids of disciplinary power. Practices of power worked in capillary ways to reach "into
the very grain of individuals' synaptic regime of power, a regime of its exercise within
the social body, rather than porn above it" (Foucault, 1980: 39). The participants in
teacher-parent interviews, and readers, writers and audiences of school to home talk and
texts, can be conceived as enacting micro practices of power in the form of disciplinary
technologies of the self. As such, inter-institutional texts and talk b'become potent
language games of their own in which power is encoded and through which it is
inscribed" (Agger, 1991: 11).
As has been demonstrated in this and earlier chapters, relative positions of power are
continuously

presented

and

negotiated

within

and

through

school-home

communications, and are identifiable in teacher-parent texts and talk. As such, as has
been discussed in Chapter 3, a school can be conceptualised as a state disciplinary
mechanism that "must not simply train children; it must also make it possible to
supervise the parents, to gain information as to their way of life, their resources, their
piety, their morals"$oucault,

1977: 211). The ways in which school-home

communications textually and conversationally colonise the private space of homes can
thus be viewed as ways in which such disciplinary practices link the private sphere of
the family with the objectives of government (Rose, 1990: xi) through the process of
governmentality.
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From the analyses included in this and the previous three chapters, it can be seen that
various disciplinary technologies of the self, including examination, normalisation and
panopticism, are enacted within and through school-home communications. So, for
example, talk of student assessment and marks are often used to coerce pupils into
action, to increase their .productivity, to impress upon them the virtues of
industriousness and the moral baseness of squandered aptitude. It seems that affixing
grades to pupils is fiequently accompanied with judgements about their moral calibre,
about their capacity to apply themselves and to exhibit appropriate scholarly attitudes.
These are presented as behaviours that the institutional agents of schooling, namely
teachers and school administrators, expect good pupils to become: namely passive,
docile, conscientious and co-operative rather than disruptive. Assessment is thus used as
a mechanism of censure, through which behaviour, both moral and co,gnitive, can be
regulated and around which the presuppositions of social life are framed (cf. Preston &
Symes, 1992: 196). Students are positioned as needing to become self-regulatory in
their academic work and behaviour within and through conversational and textual
practices evidenced in school-home communications.
If schools are viewed as agencies of state regulation and control, evidence fiom analyses
of various school-home communications suggests that homes are positioned as adjunct
agencies of such state control. So, then, Foucault's notion of disciplinary power through
governmentality is found to be enacted within and through the micro practices revealed
through close analysis of these texts and inter-institutional talk-in-interaction. Foucault
(1977: 211) argued that there is a "swarming of disciplinary mechanisms" enacted
within and through state institutional disciplinary practices. By using a Foucauldian
perspective to analyse particular examples of school-home cornrnunications, it has been
found that inter-institutional texts and talk work to establish schools as "minute social
observatories that penetrate even to the adults and exercise regular supervision over
them" (Foucault, 1977: 21 1).
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It is through textual and conversational practices evidenced in school-home
communications that student subjectivities are rendered objects, to be regulated and
controlled through particular social practices that reach into their very souls (cf. Rose,
1990). School-home communications can be viewed as poyerful agencies of state
regulation and control, working to perpetuate particular moral versions of a future
citizenship. Conversational and textual strategies evidenced in school-home
communications thus link the private sphere of the family with the objectives of
government (Rose, 1990: xi).

CHAPTER NINE
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter is in four parts. Part 1 summarises the main findings drawn fkom each
chapter; Part 2 considers the implications for theory, method, practice and policy of
these research findings; Part 3 considers the limitations of this research study; and Part 4
concludes by discussing directions for future study.

Part 1: Synopses of Chapter Contents
Chapter 2 examined official views and policies regarding school-home relationships,
and research broadly relating to this area. It was suggested that, although 'good' teacherparent (school-home) relationships are valued by all the major stakeholders in
schooling, including school administrators, teachers, parents and government
bureaucrats, views tend to be based on commonsense understandings that such
relationships are 'problematic' and in need of improvement. Despite a continuing
official policy and emphasis on the need to construct effective teacher-parent
relationships for the benefit of students, a search of contemporary research literature
revealed that, to date, little research has examined actual teacher-parent communications
to identify how such relationships are actively constituted through inter-institutional
texts and talk. The need to fill this gap in educational research was thus identified,
providing a rationale for this project.
Chapter 3 discussed the key theoretical notions that informed analyses. It was argued that
the social world is constituted and mediated through particular textual and conversational
practices. Such practices construct discourses that work as practices of power. Notions
coined by Foucault and Bourdieu, and their relevance to this study were then discussed,
prior to summarising the main concepts that fi-arne analysis in the form of five theoretical
propositions. The chapter concluded by considering the processes and problems involved
in collecting the research data.
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Chapter 4 argued that a multiperspectival analytic approach to the data, using various
strategies derived mainly from Ethnomethodology (EM), Conversation Analysis (CA),
and Foucauldian theory, in complementary ways, results in an enriched understanding
of how inter-institutional texts and talk, in this case as school-home communications,
work to constitute particular versions of teacherhood, parenthood and studenthood, and
their inter-institutional relationships.
Using the theoretical perspectives described in Chapters 3 and 4, Chapter 5 analysed a
number of both private and state school promotional documents. It was found that,
despite differences in textual and visual details, versions of schools and homes
constituted across the various different documents tended to be very similar. Schools
deployed specific repertoires of semiotic features as marketing strategies to persuade a
constituted section of the potential clientele of like-minded clients (parents) to send their
children to these schools. The private school documents tended to include more visuals
that implied particular moral versions of the school, the parents and the students, rather
than specifying them explicitly. In contrast, the state school documents tended to
include more text that explicitly specified school expectations regarding parental and
student behaviours and responsibilities. Overall, however, textually and visually
constituted versions of schools and homes, and of teachers, parents and students, in both
private and state school promotional documents, evidenced many similarities.
Uniformed, well-disciplined students were presented as desirable and representative of
the various schools, and were themselves produced as a marketing device.
Chapter 5 showed that contrasting discourses of practice such as those of individual
excellence and achievement together with the school as a community, and of tradition
and continuity combined with innovation and adaptation to contemporary changes in
society, worked in complementary ways to attract a wide range of prospective clients.
These institutionalised discourses commodified schools in certain nostalgic ways.
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Schools were presented as simultaneously both pedagogic and pastoral, at times
textually usurping the role of families. It was the schools' ordered versions of the world
that were foregrounded, and homes were positioned as adjunct to these schools, in
textually colonising ways, as sites that were to be supportive of the schools' work. In the
school promotional documents particular memberships categorisation devices were
employed that worked to establish the category 'home' as within and part of the
category 'school'.
Chapter 6 analysed three kinds of monologic school-home communications: specifically
a state school Principal's speech to prospective parents and soon to be enroled students,
a private school Principal's 'Address' to existing parents at the school's annual Speech
Night, and a letter sent to the parents of private school students immediately prior to a
school vacation period. It was found that conversational and textual devices, such as
pronouns, invitations to applaud and oppositionals, were used in ways that worked to
align parental values with school values. The two Principals and the writer of the school
letter were found to constitute themselves, and to position parents and students, in ways
similar to those identified in the school promotional documents analysed in the previous
chapter. It was argued that the schools' socio-historical antecedents, originating in the
'modem' age, were mirrored within and through these contemporary examples of school
to home communications. Representations of the schools were constituted in ways that
established, in the main, nostalgic views of schools and schooling. Again, there was a
use of oppositionals to contrast each school with 'other', less desirable schools, in
positive ways. These examples of school to home communications included both
implicit and explicit suggestions that conformity to school expectations and directives
would enable parents to obtain advantageous futures as positional goods for their
children. In these ways, a curriculum of compliance and conformity for homes was
written and talked into being.
Chapter 7 analysed the first 39 turns of the initial teacher-parent talk that took place at a
state school teacher-parent interview night. The chapter was organised in the form of
three different readings of this talk to show how these could inform each other. The first
reading used techniques of Conversation Analysis (CA) to highlight the sequential
structures Membership Categorisation Analysis (MCA) to identify membership
categorisation devices (MCDs) used by the participants to present positive moral
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schools, and family members were constituted as having to continue the schools' moral
work in the world beyond the schools' immediate boundaries. Parents, teachers and
students were constituted as actively and potentially regulated and self-regulating social
members.
Summary of Main Findings
Previous research, discussed in Chapter 2, has suggested that schooling is increasingly
viewed as an individual positional good that can be purchased in order to enhance
particular students' future life chances. Evidence of the process of the commodification
of education (cf. Bowe et al., 1994a and 1994b; Dale, 1993; Hickox, 1991; Marginson,
1993 & 1997; Pope, 1994; Snook, 1994) has been shown in this data corpus. So, for
example, emphasis on outcomes in the form of details about student academic results,
grades and standards, such as those repeatedly talked about in the teacher-parent
interviews analysed here, can be viewed as demonstrating this. Positive versions of the
school, students and homes were used strategically in the school-home communications
analysed for the purposes of this research in ways that worked as marketing practices.
Moral versions of schools, homes, parents, teachers, students, and even of the
community beyond the school were thus written and talked into being (cf. Heritage,
1984a; Baker and Keogh, 1995 and 1997).
Supporting Comber's (1997: 389) findings, this study has shown that' schooling is
marketed as an investment rather than a human right within and through the schoolhome communications. Parents are encouraged to buy into particular educational
packages in order to purchase enhanced life chances for their children. The school-home
communications analysed here, in particular school promotional documents, explicitly
demonstrated some of the ways in which parents were directed to make choices
regarding appropriate schools for their children, thereby making parental choice of
schools a moral issue. Parents were directed to regulate themselves and their children to
conform to school expectations regarding such moral categorisations. School-home
communications were, thus, found to constitute desirable potential and existing school
clients in particular ways that conformed to the expectations specified in them.
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The merit of employing a two-pronged (micro and macro) multiperspectival approach to
the analysis of the data corpus has been well illustrated in this study. By using the
detailed strategies of EM and CA, in particular, the intricate details of how the schoolhome texts and talk worked to constitute particular moral versions of schools and
homes, and of their respective members and their inter-institutional relationships and
positionings, were identified. Inter-institutional identities were revealed as embedded
within and through school-home communications, and were put to local use in the
different educational communicative sites. The findings have shown that it was the
schools' moral versions and orderings that became foregrounded and established as
preferred discourses of practice in various types of school-home communications. Home
and family interests tended to be subsumed within the category 'school'. As such, then,
subtle inter-institutional tensions relating to the potentially differing interests of school
administrators, teachers, parents and students have been revealed through such fine
analytic procedures.
Asymmetric professional 1 lay teacher-parent relationships were actively established
within and through the teacher-parent communications analysed here, largely in a oneway communicative process. One of the main techniques used by teachers to
demonstrate their professionalism in the teacher-parent interview data, for example, was
by revealing only specific aspects regarding student academic achievements by means
of explicitly consulting student work folders and markbooks, resources that were
'closed' to parents. Apart from acknowledging school work that needed to be done
within the home to support the work of the school, teachers rarely referred to home
circumstances. Analysis of these examples of school-home communications thus
revealed that textual and conversational devices tended to work in ways that colonised
homes. Homes were constituted as almost mirror images of schools, and parents were
expected to continue the schools' moral work within private home-space. Parents were
directed to continue their practices in ways suggested by school administrators and
teachers. Parental interests, other than their children's academic well-being and
behaviour, tended to be marginalised, if not completely ignored, within and through
most school-home communications. Indeed, the textual and conversational practices
evidenced in school-home communications analysed here tended to subordinate the
interests of the homes to those of the schools. Family circumstances were either written
or talked about in terms of how they could support the work of the schools, or were
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largely ignored. Such evidence supports Smith's (1987) contention that schoolwork is
made dependent on work done by mothers (or, in this case, by parents) in the home. In
addition, both teachers and parents were expected to be simultaneously concerned with
student welfare in pastoral roles, and for students' academic.well-being in pedagogic
roles. Thus both the pastoral school and the pedagogic family (cf. Hunter, 1994) were
established within and through the school-home communications analysed for the
purposes of this research.
Teachers' and parents' respective boundaries of institutional responsiblilities were
negotiated within and through the interactive teacher-parent talk, evidencing certain
tensions. Teachers and parents maintained their positions within the categories of 'good'
teacher and I or parent by ultimately positioning students as having to become
responsible for their own academic achievements and behaviours, thereby becoming
self-regulatory. As previously discussed, homes were thus positioned as adjunct
pedagogic institutions, and parents were expected to continue the work of the schools
beyond the geographical location of the classroom within their private home space.
Such findings support previous research (for example, Lightfoot, 1978; Fraatz, 1989;
Shopen and Liddicoat, 1998, among others) that suggested that schools perpetuate their
own cultural values and expectations, rather than acknowledging parental values and
expectations.
Analysis of interactive teacher-parent talk suggests that teachers and parents ofien have
different expectations regarding what they perceive as being in the best interests their
children 1 students. Teachers, for example, tended to emphasise student academic wellbeing and conformist behaviour within both the institutional bounds of the school and
the home. They stressed the need for adult surveillance and control of students both
within and outside these locations. In contrast, most parents, although acknowledging
such interests as important, tended to present their interests more in terms of their
children's ultimate need and ability to take responsibility for their own actions, and to
become independent workers.
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Such evidence suggests one possible reason for the continuing commonsense view by
stakeholders in education, including school administrators, teachers and parents, that
although teacher-parent relationships are important, they often remain difficult. Detailed
analyses described in this thesis have shown that certain positioning practices evident
within school-home communications contribute to the continuing problematic nature of
teacher-parent relationships. When we study these practices, we find in them the
reproduction of asymmetry.
Despite such differences in teacher and parental expectations regarding their
studentslchildren, it seems there is a high degree of similarity regarding what schools and
families should be like evidenced across the various educational school-home
communication sites analysed here. This supports Blackmore's (1994) suggestion that
increasing marketisation of schools is resulting in less diversity and more conservatism
within today's schooling system.
Home-school communications can be conceived as both organising and mediating
mundane

inter-institutional relationships as

discursive practices

of power.

Commonalities such as those discussed above can be viewed as evidence of Foucault's
notion of governmentality being actively enacted within and through particular textual
and conversational practices, working in disciplined and disciplining ways. Such
practices work to implement techniques of state power into home space as strategies,
bringing bureaucratic control into homes and functioning to produce a docile future
citizenship. In such ways the world-as-is and the world-as-should-be were established
within and through the consistencies of these examples of interactive school-home
communications.
Having discussed the main findings of this study, the chapter now turns to a discussion
of some implications of these findings.
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Part 2: Implications of Research Findings

On the basis of analytical findings documented in this study, it is argued that there is a
need to re-theorise teacher-parent relationships to acknowledge that the interests of the
major stakeholders might be at odds with each other, thus rendering such relationships
problematic. By using different theoretical framings in complementary ways, it is possible
to re-theorise simplistic, commonsense notions regarding the normality of one-way
teacher-parent relationships. Keeping these findings in mind, the different interests that are
constituted and mediated through various forms of school-home communications could be
acknowledged by school administrators, teachers, parents, students and policy-makers.
The findings of this study imply that there is, thus, a need to concede the complex ways in
which such relationships are actively co-constructed, rather than accepting that such
relationships are merely diffiicult and in need of improvement. A knowledge of how such
relationships are actively constituted might enable school administrators, teachers, parents
and students to actively work against such taken-for-granted notions of the world-as-is,
and be able to employ more two-way methods of exchanging information and constructing
solutions to student problems of achievement and behaviour, should this be deemed
important.
Analyses revealed that it was the schools' versions of the world that came to count
within the school-home communications. School administrators and teachers presented
themselves as 'experts' in contrast to the lay position of the parents and students in the
school texts and the teacher-parent interview talk. Students were established as the
central topic of mutual teacher-parent concern. Adult prescriptions to address the
problems of student academic achievement, behaviour and comportment were worked
up, often collaboratively, within and through such communications. Parents were
largely positioned as agreeing with teacher prescriptions. Specific textual and
conversational devices evidenced in school-home communications, such as, in
particular, the use of pronouns, audience management devices and oppositionals, thus
worked towards the continued constitution of asymmetrical relationships between
teachers and parents.
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Schools were positioned as regulated and regulatory practices of action within and
through these particular school-home communications. Students were largely
constituted as pre-competent (cf. McHugh, 1976), and in need of becoming selfregulatory. Although the private school texts tended to present their particular
expectations less explicitly, and more implicitly through their use, in particular, of
limited text and increased visuals than did the state school materials that tended to be
more explicitly directive and text based, all the documents and texts analysed here
presented similar versions of desirable student qualities. These versions of students were
in keeping with Kenway and Fitzclarence's (1998: 5 1) finding that "the child of school
advertising is compliant and serious, attending constantly to the needs of the school, and
implicitly to the needs of adults". Students were, thus, also commodified through these
textual and conversational means, and were used to support adult constructions of the
acceptable schools in marketing ways.
Such versions were both uniform and produced uniformity. Having identified these, a
Foucauldian framework was used to explicate the similarities identified across the
different educational sites. If one conceives the details of inter-institutional
communications as micro practices of power, then the dominant marketing, regulating
and colonising practices revealed by detailed analysis of the various school-home
communications can be viewed as technologies of the self (cf. Foucault, 1977) working
to formulate the disciplined social body. Thus the subjects of the texts and talk become
the objects, subjected to the rule of disciplinary society through the workings of
govemmentality. As such, school-home communications work towards the production
of regulating and regulated potential social citizens. Tensions evidenced, in particular
within the interactive teacher-parent interview talk, when boundaries of responsibility
were negotiated, demonstrate that participants are able, at times, to resist dominant
practices of power. It is in such ways that agency is enacted. Power is, thus, seen to be
textually and conversationally constituted as both enabling and constraining (Foucault,
1979a).
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Knowledge of such findings has implications for the practices of the major stakeholders in
schools and schooling, such as school administrators, teachers, parents and students.
Specifically, these findings offer a method of reading school-home relationships in
innovative ways. Analyses suggest that the versions of schools constituted within and
through various kinds of school-home communications tend to emphasise positive aspects
of the school, and are constructed mainly in the interests of the schools as commodifying
practices. Educational goods are represented in terms of their market values. In such ways,
official versions of the school, the home and their respective institutional memberships,
relationships and responsibilities, are presented in ways that may or may not reflect reality,
working largely as marketing and regulating practices. Parents and students are positioned
as expected to continue the moral work of the schools in space beyond the schools'
physical boundaries. In such ways homes are subordinated to schools in textually and
conversationally colonising ways that work to redefine domestic space in the schools'
rather than the homes' image. Textually and conversationally constituted teacher-parent
relationships can, thus, be viewed as highly asymmetrical. Both teachers and parents may
wish to modify this asymmetry, as has been suggested by previous research (see, for
example, Lightfoot, 1978; Limerick, 1988; Briggs and Potter, 1990; Cairney and Munsie,
1992a and 1992b; Benton, 1994; Timperley, 1994; Cairney, 1995; Cairney, et al., 1995;
Henry 1996; Walker, 1998; MacLure and Walker, 1999; Walker and MacLure, 1999,
among others). Indeed, Waller's (1932: 68) notion that "in fact parents and teachers
usually live in a condition of mutual distrust and enmity [being]

... natural enemies ... [and

that] in a sense, this is the individual side of the old conflict between the institution and the
community" is upheld by the findings of this study of contemporary school-home
communications.
As discussed earlier, this study of various kinds of school-home communications has
shown that they tend to be one-way, originating in the school rather than the home. School
rather than home matters are foregrounded in most school-home communications. The
findings of this research have, thus, largely upheld Shopen and Liddicoat's (1998: 32)
findings that the foci of such communications are, typically, "on disseminating
information to parents and on integrating parents into the school's view". Indeed, even the
least controlled and most dynamic interactive teacher-parent interview data support such
findings regarding the dominant, largely one-way, dissemination of school-based interests,
thus resulting in certain inter-institutional tensions. Despite evidence of negotiation within
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interactive teacher-parent interviews, such meetings tend to work towards a semblance of
agreement among the adult participants regarding what is in the 'best interests' of the
focus of their talk, the welfare and progress of the students.
Findings such as those sumrnarised above suggest that there is perhaps a need to retheorise school-home relationships. Traditionally, schools and homes have been written
and talked of as separate institutions. However, analyses of examples of school-home
communications, such as those included within this data corpus, suggest that particular
recurring textual and conversational practices evidenced within and through these work
to expand the boundaries of the schools in colonising ways, ostensibly blurring the
boundaries between school and home. As such, school communications direct parents to
adopt certain behaviours, particularly in the areas of reasoning practices, intellectual
dispositions and ways of seeing the world, in relation to their children. Parents are
directed to talk and think in the same ways as schools and school personnel talk and
think, ostensibly in order that their children will 'do better' in relation to their academic
results and behaviours. In such ways homes are colonised to become school annexes,
and parents are positioned in loco pedagogis in effect.
It seems that school discourses aim to overwrite any potentially divergent domestic
discourses in school-home communications. Teachers and school administrators
constitute themselves as having their students' 'best interests' in mind, as do parents
within and through school-home communications. However, such school-ordered
discourses of practice work essentially in the 'best interests' of the schools, thereby
mobilising the schools' own biases, as suggested by Fraatz (1989). Such school-ordered
discourses thus work to ovemde the rightful authorities of homes / parents and, indeed,
of the students themselves. Analyses of these examples of school-home communications
have suggested that schools and school personnel evidence a lack of recognition of the
boundaries of school responsibilites. As such, then, school discourses work to organise
and control domestic discourses. Children are pre-theorised as 'students' within and
through school-home communications, and parents are explicitly directed to agree with
such school-ordered categorisations of their children.
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Parents are held accountable for their children's behaviour within the boundaries of both
home and school. Griffith and Smith (199197) contended that
[despite] the mother's absencefi-om the classroom, her lack of control over the
classroom situation, her lack of direct knowledge of what the child was doing,
sharply limiting her ability to intervene, ... [these factors] did not prevent the
assigning of responsibilityfor the problem to her by the teacher.

Within school-home communications, parents are thus positioned in adjunct ways to do
the moral regulatory work of the school. There are few concessions to the 'reality' of
home life in these discourses. Parents whose discourses comply with those of the school
are positioned, and position themselves, as 'more moral' than 'other' parents whose
discourses do not comply. Compliance by parents is part of the schools' version of good
homes. Such parental (and student) compliance is taken to contribute to an increased
likelihood of student success at school. Such a finding accounts for why, for example,
not all working class students or students from Non-English Speaking Backgrounds
(NESB) students fail at school. It seems that some working class and NESB parents are
more adept at adopting school discourses than are others.
The version of the social world written and talked into being w i h n and through schoolhome communications is thus an institutionalised version of the world. The school, as a
state apparatus, works to become a total institution, re-creating the larger social world in
its own image. Versions of the world constituted within and through school-home
communications imply that social regulation is necessary, and is expected to work,
mainly through surveillance, in a normalising way. As such, social practices are, and
indeed, according to school discourses, need to be, restrictive. Parents are positioned as
adjunct regulatory agents, and are directed not only to act, but also to relate to schools,
school personnel, and their children in particular ways that work to serve the interests of
the schools, and, as such, the larger interests of the state.
Dominant school 1 state ordered discourses such as those established within and through
school-home communications thus contribute to naiire views of the need for 'good'
teacher-parent 'partnerships' to be beneficial for the students 1 children whose interests
are discursively constituted in such ways. However, in effect such discourses actually
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work to stabilise the community, working to produce a future "docile citizenship" (cf.
Foucault, 1977). School discourses thus work to neutralise consumer resistance by
appropriating parents and teachers into pseudo-partnerships that work in the state's
potential or possible interests. Part of this process is that homes are actually given
interests by the institutional communications. As such, then, schooling practices are
essentially evangelistic, directing parents and students to use education-based theories
of notions such as childhood development, learning, and so on, according to normalised
school /state constructions of these.
Findings of this research imply a need to acknowledge the necessity for counterdiscourses, making the school-home relationship less over-arching and intrusive. As a
result of unpacking the details of how particular moral versions of institutionalised
social worlds are actively written and talked into being in and through these interinstitutional communications, it is possible to re-theorise parent-teacher relationships.
This will show how they work to perpetuate the institutionalised social world of which
they are a part, which, according to Griffith and Smith (1991), advantage some, and
disadvantage others according to how closely their discourses comply with the
discourses of schools.

This research project implemented a multiperspectival analytic approach, combining
strategies from different analytic perspectives in complementary ways. The various
examples of school-home communications were conceived of as writing or talking
particular versions of schools and homes and their inter-institutional relationships into
being (cf. Heritage, 1984: 283; Baker and Keogh, 1995, 1997). Ethnomethodological

(EM) and Conversation Analytic (CA) were the main techniques used here to document
the detailed textual and conversational strategies that worked to establish particular
dominant discursive practices. As has been demonstrated, EM and CA are powefil
ways to grapple with the details of texts and talk, and show how they actively work to
write and talk particular versions of school-home relationships into being. Foucauldian
Theory established a third major analytic approach. This method provided a way for
accounting for the comparabilities found across the different data sites.
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The use of approaches derived from social semiotics, Critical Discourse Analysis
(CDA) Social Semiotics and Foucauldian Theory provided additional lenses through
which to view the data. By using multiple methodological perspectives in
complementary ways, as has been done here, a richer explication of the data has been
possible. Each reading can elaborate understandings of how the texts and talk work in
powefil ways to position the participants (readers, writers, speakers and hearers), and
can provide an account of why such inter-institutional texts and talk work in such ways.
Such methods can be viewed not so much as techniques, but as overlays or reflexive
readings that are deployed deliberately at different analytic moments rather than
simultaneously. As such, these different approaches result in different ways of knowing.
That is, the researcher can adopt different reading positions and different attitudes at
different analytic moments. Different readings of the data can result in different
understandings of how the world is socially (that is, textually and conversationally)
constituted and mediated. So, for example, the use of Foucauldian theory resonates with
an expanded set of interconnections with the larger society of which it is a part. The
nature of the construction of particular teacher-parent relationships can, thus, be more
clearly and better understood by deliberately changing analytic lenses, as was done, than
could a single reading using only one analytic approach.
Analyses of the active constitution of teacher-parent relationships using a number of
methodological approaches in complementary ways thus contributes to a deeper
understanding of why teacher-parent relationships continue to be viewed as difficult and
in need of improvement than would be possible using just one approach. The strength of
using this two-pronged (micro and macro) analytic approach to document the complex
ways in which school texts and teacher-parent interactive talk work to establish
particular school-dominated discursive practices, has been demonstrated here. By
implementing methods derived from EM and CA in particular, and by extending these
analyses by using additional strategies of CDA and Social Semiotics, commonsense
notions of the nature of existing teacher-parent relationshps have been revealed as
phenomena requiring analysis and re-theorisation.
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Having looked at the detailed ways in which the inter-institutional textual and
conversational strategies worked, a Foucauldian perspective was used to elaborate
analysis to account for why such practices worked in common ways to construct similar
versions of the institutions and inter-institutional memberships and their relationships. It
was argued that textual and conversational practices identified in the data can be viewed
as technologies of the self, working in marketing, regulating and colonising ways to
establish a potentially docile state citizenship.
The major implication for method revealed by this study is that the use of micro and
macro

analytic strategies

to

analyse

inter-institutional

communications in

complementary ways can enrich understandings of both the hows and the whys of
contemporary social inter-institutional interactions and relationships such as schoolhome relationships. It is only with the use of both micro and macro analytic methods in
complementary ways that the intricacies of written and spoken school-home
communications can be interrogated to reveal how they both constitute and mediate the
relations of ruling of the larger social world of which they are a part (cf. Smith, 1990b).
Practice
The findings revealed by this study have implications for the major stakeholders in
education, in particular for school administrators (principals), teachers, parents, students
and policy-makers. However, this study's basis in Ethnomethodology (EM) means that
it did not begin with a pre-theorised notion of 'best practice' concerning school-home
relations against which the observations of the study could be evaluated. Consequently,
from an EM perspective, noting 'implications for practice' or 'implications for policy' is
a somewhat different exercise from that obtaining in more conventional research
paradigms.
The major stakeholders in education may have a variety of interests in considering the
findings revealed by this study. For instance, school administrators such as principals,
may wish to revisit their practices in the light of these findings, and consider ways in
which they might change them to better serve their aims, whatever those aims may be,
as they relate to parents. The particular readings of their practices offered in this project
may provide them with new orders of interest as they consider how they co-construct
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school-home relationships. Similarly with teachers, parents, students and policy-makers.
Bearing this in mind, what follows are some suggestions regarding factors that might be
considered by the major stakeholders in education in relation to their roles in the active
constitution of school-home relationships.
Waller's (1932: 68) view that although both parents and teachers wish things to occur in
the best interests of their children, "parents and teachers usually live in a condition of
mutual distrust and enmity" because they value different aspects of their children's wellbeing is largely supported by this study's findings. By becoming aware of their differing
interests, school personnel and parents could consider their communications in the light
of these divergences.
As discussed earlier, analyses of school-home communications reported in this project
indicate that school-home relationships tend to be largely one-sided, favouring the work
of school. Findings indicate that school personnel often behave in benevolent but
paternalistic ways in establishing what is 'best' for families. As such, school-home
relationships are asymmetrical. At present school-home communications tend not to
acknowledge the different realities pertaining to home practices. Very little
acknowledgment of familial needs and values was evidenced in the inter-institutional
communications analysed here, particularly in the examples such as the principals'
speeches and school letters that were written to or directed at a general audience of
"parents". More interactive instances of school-home communications, such as teacherparent interviews, also tended to foreground and acknowledge school rather than home
matters, and parents were directed to comply with school directives regarding
appropriate prescriptions for action to continue their support of their foci of mutual
interest, namely student needs. Should parental needs be considered important by school
administrators and teachers, as is consistent with the rhetoric of school self-promotions,
then more equal and democratic relationships could be established if the problem of
such asymmetrical relationships is addressed when establishing school-home
communications.
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Principals may wish to change their practices in the light of these findings. Principals
could implement structural arrangements at the school level that would enable parents to
be positioned as having legitimate rights to both initiate and receive communications
regarding their children, thereby fostering more two-way school-home communicative
models, should this be a concern. Increased opportunities to encourage parents to
communicate with schools, and to demonstrate that they are valued members of the school
community, could to be provided. Principals might consider more flexible arrangements
for parents to communicate with their children's teachers, and provide for a more
cooperative communicative approach to problems such as the issue of homework
practices, for example, acknowledging the realities of individual home circumstances.
Teachers, similarly, could be informed regarding their role in the perpetuation of
asymmetrical school-home relationships through their communicative practices. In-service
courses could be put into place to provide this information. An understanding of text and
conversation analysis would empower teachers' understandings of how their talk and
written communications work to locate parents in mostly subordinate positions regarding
their children's schooling. Such understandings would enable teachers to adapt their
interactions to produce more equal and equitable communicative practices between
themselves and the parents of their students, should this be deemed necessary.
Opportunities for two-way communications could thus be made available, both in formal
and informal school and home situations.
Parents may already be aware of the findings of this research that suggest contemporary
school-home communications continue to foreground school-based rather than homebased interests. Parents might be provided with opportunities to initiate communications
emphasising familial interests, thus becoming more symmetrically interactive with their
children's teachers, should they deem it important to do so. In this way, parents might be
able to find a space in which to voice their concerns.
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Finally, findings of this study revealed that it is adult (parent and teacher) constructions
and concerns that are foregrounded in school-home communications, and students tend to
be marginalised and / or silenced. Opportunities for constructive student contributions
regarding their future academic and/or behavioural welfare might thus be introduced to
address this situation, should it be a concern. As such, communicative arrangements could
be implemented that provide increased opportunities for student voices to be heard.

In essence, then, these implications can be summatised as a need to recognise the multiple
ways of 'reading' the relationships between school and home that this research has
provided.
Policy
As shown in Chapter 2, much educational research has revealed the importance of
teachers working in partnerships with parents to better ensure their children's academic
success. Furthermore, policy directives emphasise the need for teachers to work in
partnerships with parents. However, to date the notion of 'partnerships' has remained
largely undefined and untheorised. The term has continued to be used in commonsense
ways, and little, if any, attempt has been made to explicate the characteristics of teacherparent 'partnerships'. Analysis of school-home communications has revealed what such
partnerships look like in practice. As such, textual and conversational practices
evidenced in the inter-institutional communications work to construct largely
asymmetrical teacher-parent relationships rather than equal partnerships. One
implication of the findings of this study thus suggests that policy-makers might need to
unpack further the notion of teacher-parent partnerships prior to issuing directives
regarding this inter-institutional relationship. That is, they could examine the version of
'partnership' evidenced in policy related communications.
Although collaborative teacher-parent relationships are approved in the form of
recommendations, such equal partnerships are not, to date, legislated for in Australia.
Bearing in mind the findings of this study, policy-makers might also like to consider the
possibility of legislating for more symmetrical school-home relationships, perhaps along
the lines of the Charter of European Parents' Association (1992) statements of nine
differential pairings of rights and duties for parents. So, for example, in Europe, parents
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have "the right of access to all information at educational institutions which concern
their children [and]

...

have the duty to give to their children's schools all the

information relevant for the attainment of the educational goals on which they work
together9'(EuropeanParents' Association, 1992, cited in OECD, 1997: 18, emphasis in
original). Such directives might emphasise the requirement that rights and obligations
go in both directions, both from teachers to parents, and vice versa, should the newly
theorised view of partnerships imply the need for equality.

Part 3: Limitations of the Study
This research project has taken the form of three analytic passes through a number of
examples of school-home communications, to identify how these inter-institutional texts
and talk-in-interaction worked to constitute particular versions of school and home, and
versions of parenthood, teacherhood and studenthood, and their in-institutional
relationships. The data corpus is not claimed as representative or typical of all schoolhome communications. Rather, this research project identified some textual and
conversational strategies and dominant discourses of social practice that were
established within and through these particular examples. Although certain similarities
and commonalities of practice were identified within these examples, suggesting that
perhaps they might be common across a much broader range of interactive educational
sites than those presented here, only a much larger study would reveal whether or not
this is so.
Similarly, although analyses revealed particular dominant inter-institutional discursive
practices of power in operation within and through these specific school-home
communications, M e r analyses of a wider range of school-home communications
would be necessary in order to establish whether or not these are common across a broader
range of educational sites where parents and teachers interact.
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Finally, it must be acknowledged that although the analyses of the data corpus obtained
for this study were rigorous, its collection, as discussed in Chapter 3, was mostly
opportunistic. Furthennore, all schools were located in the greater urban area within and
surrounding one Australian state capital city. Perhaps a more controlled and representative
collection of different kinds of home school communications, including examples of such
materials originating from schools based in different geographical locations, attended by
different cohorts of students from different SES, ethnic and language backgrounds, might
reveal significant textual and conversational variations based on such socio-structural
differences.

Part 4: Directions for Further Study
This project represents the study of an important but under-represented area of educational
research, the constitution and nature of school-home relationships. The study examined
examples of school-home communications originating from secondary schools. It would
be of interest to compare more examples of secondary school school-home
communications with examples of primary school school-home communications, to reveal
whether or not they demonstrate similar textual and conversational practices.
Long-term historical studies of school-home communications originating &om individual
schools could also be undertaken to see whether or not communicative and discursive
practices have remained similar, or have changed dynamically over a period of time. In
particular, a historical study might identify changing discourses of practice in school-home
communications that evidence the change from viewing education as a human right to
education as a government investment, as suggested by Comber(1997). It would also be of
interest to investigate whether or not the language of the market in school-home
communications has changed or increased in the past decade, mirroring the increased neoliberal interests relating to education identified by researchers such as Watkins (1992),
Snook (1994), and Marginson (1997).
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Finally, it must be aclcnowledged that the findings of this study were based on data
obtained fiom schools located in 'western', English speaking Australian schools, even
though they included a range of private and state secondary schools, single sex and
coeducational schools, and were located in areas that contained different socio-structural
cohorts of students. It would, therefore, be of interest to conduct cross cultural research of
school-home communications originating from schools based in other cultural locations,
such as those located in high and low SES catchment areas, and schools with a high
proportion of children from non-english speaking backgrounds (NESB children), for
example, to compare how and whether different sorts of versions of parents, teachers, and
students, and their respective inter-institutional relationships, are written and talked into
being in such different sites.
Conclusion
This thesis has shown how school-home communications can be read insightfblly. The
notion of the importance of 'effective' teacher-parent relationships is central to our
understanding of schools' work in the late 20" century. This study of the detailed ways
that teacher-parent relationships are actively constituted within and through examples of
a range of school-home communications has revealed that the sorts of versions of
parents, teachers and students, and their inter-institutional relationships are, indeed,
unequal and subject to difficulties, as suggested by previous research. Analyses reported
in this project show that there are certain similarities established within and through
school-home communications as practices of social action. Findings suggest there is a
the tendency for such communications to be one-way, with home (family) interests
being subordinated in those of schools, reflecting and resulting in tensions between the
two institutions and their institutional members. Intepretation of the data shows that a
contributing component of such tensions is the product of the ways in which schoolhome communications work to bureaucratise aspects of domestic life. Indeed, analyses
show that homes are textually and conversationally colonised; that is, home spaces are
subsumed within the workings of contemporary consumerist disciplinary society within
and through school-home communications.
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As a result of this research, it is possible to theorise on different possibilities for homes
and schools. At present schools and homes are textually and conversationally
constituted as simultaneously pastoral and pedagogic. As such, the inter-institutional
communications studied here show that schools' and homes' boundaries of
responsibilities are blurred, resulting in the establishment of certain tensions between
the two institutions and their respective members. Ultimately the workings of these two
institutions are subsumed by the workings of consumerist society. The details of schoolhome communications thus contribute towards the continued social construction of
disciplined, regulating, and potentially self-regulated citizens of a particular nation state.
There is a uniformity of moral versions of teacherhood, parenthood and studenthood
constituted across the various inter-institutional communicative sites analysed here. As
such, compliance to such dominant versions of the social world is stressed within and
through school-home communications, resulting in conformity.
Australia's contemporary market economy requires that schools produce 'enterprising'
students. In order to encourage greater student resourcefulness, regardless of sociostructural factors, it may become necessary to decolonise and debureaucratise social
spaces, such that both schools and homes can do well what they still do well in their
respective spheres. The findings documented here illuminate the workings of particular
inter-institutional communicative practices and offer a new way of construing the
functions and consequences of those practices. It is only with knowledge and
understandings of such practices that decolonisation and debureaucratisation will be
possible.
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APPENDIX 1
Map of the Data (Types of Data)

School Type

Numbers

Total

Single-sex

Coeducational

19

9

10

Boys'
4

Girls'
5
State

10

Grand Total

29

9

10

APPENDIX 2
TYPES OF PRINTED DATA

TYPE

AUDIENCE/ADDRESSEES

Information sheets

Existing parents

Annual Reports

bb

Booklets

Existing and prospective parents

Brochures

6b

Information handouts

6b

Business cards

Parents and business associates

Compliments slips

66

Forms

Parents and / or students; teachers

Fund raising requests

Parents and business associates

Directives

Teachers

Letters

Parents and/or students

Invitations

Parents, students and/or business associates

Letters from parents

Teachers

Letters from schools

Parents and / or students

Letters to individually named parents

Parents

Reports

Parents and / or students

Newsletters

Parents and / or business associates

Newspapers

LC

Posters

Prospective parents

School songs

Parents, teachers and students

APPENDIX 3

TYPES OF SPOKEN DATA

TYPE

RECORDING

SCHOOL

NUMBER

Video

State

1

Video and audio

Private

2

Audio

State

1

Audio

State

7

Audio-recording

Private

14

FORMAT
1. Speech Night
(Monologic)
2. Speech Night

(Monologic)
3. Induction Morning

(Monologic)
4. Teacher-parent interviews
(Interactive)
5. Teacher-parent interviews

(Interactive)

APPENDIX 4
NEW PARENTS' AND STUDENTS INDUCTION MORNING PROGRAM
SESSION 1: (Held in First Year Centre)
1

The Year Eight Coordinator who acted as chair for the morning's events.

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

The Principal
The English Curriculum Coordinator
The Art Curriculum Coordinator
The Languages Other Than English (LOTE) Curriculum Coordinator
The Social Education Curriculum Coordinator
The Music Curriculum Coordinator
The Human Relationships Education (HRE) Coordinator
The Manual Arts Curriculum Coordinator
The Maths Curriculum Coordinator

11
12
13
14

The Home Economics Curriculum Coordinator
The Commerce Curriculum Coordinator
The Health and Physical Education (HPE) Curriculum Coordinator
A (female) Deputy Principal

MORNING TEA (not recorded)
SESSION 2: (Held in the School Resource Centre)
15

The Library Coordinator

SESSION 3: (Held in First Year Centre)
16
17
18
19
20
21
22

A Grade 11 student representative
The Enrichment Centre Coordinator
A Support Teacher
The School Guidance Officer
Parade of students wearing the school uniform
A 1992 Grade 8 student representative
Questions from the audience

APPENDIX 6
PRINCIPAL'S SPEECH AT A NEW PARENTS AND STUDENTS INDUCTION

MORNING
PARTICIPANTS:
P:
A:
MW:

Principal (Mr Woodstock)
Audience
Mrs Winter (Grade 8 Coordinator)

I'd like to talk to the students first of all and thenjust a couple of words to
couple of words to the parents. I've no doubt what I'm about to say and other
people are going to say to the students, Mrs Winter ((name of Grade 8
Coordinator)) is going to say and otherpeople are going to say during the day. But,
they I are the basic things and I think they're important to? all of our students coming
in. They are the halfa dozen basic rules that this school runs on. ( )so important,
our school doesn't believe in a lot of rules, we believe that this is a? an adult
situation and therefore we shouldjust be able to put down the basic rules. But I
make (no beg your pardons) about any of the, any that we put down there. There's
no negotiation. Ifyou the student don't want to keep to the rules then you shouldn't
have coming here. ( ). First of all students, can we get thefirst mainfour (up)
out of the way. Any time you er er see any of the teachers on staffyou've got to
talk in an adult way and I'm about to say good morning to you and you 're not
allowed to give me the primaly school good mo:ming Mister Wo:odtock, okay?

Good morning students
16. A: (@st chorus)) Good moming Mr Woodstock
17. P: Yeah that 3 good, this one here blew it
18. A: ((laughs))
Okay. L'see, what about the basic rules? Thefirst one, students, is that your
mother andfather send you to us, and they would hope that you'll be accounted
for. Let me tell you quite A r l y , your ( ) must be accountedfor at all times. In
other word here's no wandering around the school. It's a very situation here
from primary where you were with the one teacher aN the time, and, it's very ( )
temptation there to duck off Mum and Dad are entitled to expect that we
accountfor you and we will insist on that. And there is no way around it. Any
time you're going to have to report in to? Mrs Winter ( ) Mrs Mills is one of
the deputies. Keep that in mind.
The second thing. Mrs Winter I'm sure will talk about

one. When we draw

kidsfrom a m b e r of high schools, there's always hh a number o f k d e r
schools there are alwaysfights. Well we're beyond that. That's kids'stuff That's
kids' stuff You're entitled to come here. And Mum and Dad will expect that you
be left alone. And you may not bullv anybody else. And thatjust means ifyou
camefi-om ( ) and another student comesfrom? From [name ofprimary
school], there's always that bit where you've got to work out? The pecking order
isn't there? Who's the new boss? Well there are no bosses. You come here you keep
your hands to yourself: You don't bully anybody and ifanybody is bullyingvou, and
I'm afraid that's the reality of life, that occasionally not ofren in our school,
particularly at the beginning of the vear. the older students tend to push the?
see Mrs Winter straight away. Ifanybody's ptrshing you around, make sure you don't
younger ones around. Now that's not on. Anybody who's bullyingyou, you go and
put up with it.
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42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.

Third thing. Whenyou're given an instruction in this school, it is carried out
without debate. Isee an awficl lot of rubbish on W t h e s e days, where? Um hh
there's ( ) all the time and different situations. Now that's not the reality. At
our school, i f a teacher grgrves
you, ifa teacher gives you an instruction, without
debate, ifyou can't handle it, whether another school is more, more with it or
modem in their, in their attitudes. Ifyou believe that you've been unfairly dealt
with, by all means handle that in an adult way. Go and have a talk with your
teacher,you can go and have a talk with Mrs Winter. But, the third basic rule
is? you do what you're told. No debate.
Fourth thing. ( ) I brought a letter up o make a point. That the presentation of
our students and our school makes a big d~fference.And this has come from an
employer, round here that's looking after one of the students for work experience
and the last paragraph says?
AS A RESULT OF RA CHEL 'S PERFORMANCE AND PRESENTATION
WHEN SHE'S BEEN WITH US, WE LOOK TO GIVING RACHEL THE
OPPORTU1VITY TO WORK WITH US ON A CASUAL BASIS AND AS SOON
AS WE HA VE A PERMANENT VACANCY SHE'LL GETA JOB, WITH US.
Now that's part of the thing that you'll hear with us and it applies at all times.
I f our school presents well, if our students present well, our students do the
right thing we get lots of these letters. Ifyou don 4? Then we don't receive
letters and you guys don't get a job. That's the reality of it. That's the reality
of it. The better this school's, the more likely our students are to getjobs and
that's what it's all about.

65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.

Tied in with that, look after our school. We've got a beautzful school, we've put
an awful lot of effort into it. The eight years we've been in existence. We've got
great facilities here, we've got as good as any, any state high school in the
state. There's been an awficl lot of workgone into it. The P and C, in particular
the ladies in the tuckshop, have raised an awficl lot of money and we um we
should be ( ) proud of what we've got.
Last, I'll leave the students, I'd like thirty seconds to the parents ( ) I
believe that the the0y that is, put out, and ( ), schools are run as a
cooperative between parents and, parents and staff Any time Mum or Dad is
concerned about anything, we I would Iike v e y much ifyou would contact us.
Ifyou have a son or daughter in grade eight then I suggest to you that you
contact Mrs Hope or Mrs Winterfirst. Ifthe problem is of a more general
nature then by all means ask to talk to one of the deputies or myself:Feelfree at
any time (0.2) to make contact with the school to discuss a problem.
And again there's no negotiation of those halfa dozen basic rules that we put to the
students. I believe that it is in the best interests of our students to keep the
veT basic rules. That's all I've got to say. Has anybody? would anybody Iike
to address any question to me before I leave? I've got to go Mrs Winter
You go it went v e y well Mr Woodstock

85. P ( ) has anybody got a question they'd like to put to me? (2.0) That's great. Welcome
along, I'm sure that you'llfind this is a, a really excellent school (and it's right
86.
for your) sons and daughters. Thanks Mrs Winter.
87.

APPENDIX 7
PRINCIPAL'S SPEECH NIGHT REMARKS'
((Prncipal thanks chairman and welcomes guests to the event - includes church representatives - high
positions in various church organisations -;an alderman - NB sexist language - chairman; aldermanProfessor of History, there to launch history of the school; and the author of the recently completed
history of school; also welcome to:))
Paramaph I I
... thanks to our many other honoured guests and to the great number ofparents who are with us tonight
as we reflect on the progress of our college during 1992 and throughout ourfirst decade.
Paramaph 12
We live in an exciting age of change. Mankind has inhabited this planet of ours for many hundreds of
thousands ofyears. Yet, the technological, scientific and industrial era, to which we belong, is less than
300 vears old.
Paramaph 13
Mankind'sfund of knowledge is doubling every three years, and this time dzyerential is decreasingfiom
year to year
Paramavh 14
It is an exciting age of change. It is the exciting age of the 'knowledge explosion'.
Paramavh 15
It is an exciting agefor us, as educators and as parents, as, together, we mould the education of the
young people who are entrusted to us. An education which, we hope, will prepare themfor a rewarding
life in this rapidly changing world of the 21st century.
Parawavh 16
As the educators, and as the parents of the young of our nation, we have, in partnership, the opportunity
to nurtureyoung men and women who will be the leaders, initiators and contributors in this world of
dynamic change. But we also have the opportunity, ifwe get it wrong, to turn out young men and women
who will merely be reactors to our changing world, and thefollowers in it.
Paramavh 17
Like most educators who think seriously about providing the most relevant start in lifefor-the young men
and women of our society, I am not particularly impressed with what I see in most of our schools of the
late 20th century
Paramaph 18
In the past decade, while a handful ofprogressive schools have been striving, through innovation,
through change and through reform, to ensure, always, that their schools provide the vety best start in
lifefor the leaders of the 21st century, many of ourfine non-government schools have become, or are
becoming, little more than refugesfor those professional educators who wish to escape the realities of the
21st century.
Parama~h19
Schools in the late 20th century cannot be attached to the 19th century status quo. There is a continual
need for us to examine what we teach and how we teach it, in order that the young men and women who
are entrusted to us will become creative thinkers, autonomous learners andpeople who understand that
education is a life-long process, young men and women who will be capable of taking their places as
leaders and positive contributors in the rapidly changing world of the 21st century.
Parawavh 20
Those of us who work at [name of school], understand that we need to have some sympathyfor the Tom
Peter3 statement, that "we must learn to love change as much as we have hated change in the past".
Paramaph 21
Teaching has ceased to be the comfortableprofession that it has been for the last century, and we
understand now that members of our profession need continually to reskill, and continually to rethink our
teachingpractice and our classroom management, in order that what we do remains totally relevant to
the young men and women of our schools.
Paramaph 22
We, at [name of school], have accepted that the curriculum today can no longer be transmitted as it has
been for decades in the past.
Paramavh 23
The past gave us thefactory model of education, with thefocus on batch processing of groups of students
in classes.
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Paramavh 24
Unfortunately this stillpersists today in the way that we group students and in the way that we describe a
teacher's load as the number of classes that are taught by that teacher.
Paramavh 25
Even at [name of school] some classes and classrooms continue to exist in much the same way as they did
in schools 100 years ago. But because of the changing needs of the students who must be well served in
our schools, thefiture of such classes and such classrooms is not assured. There is a search for a better
way of relating the teacher to the student in a setting that is more personal and individual, and which is
more relevant to the needs of the student of the I990 3.
Paramash 26
The educationalfocus is movingfi-om teachers teaching, towards individual students learning. The
educationalfocus is movingfi-om the teaching styles of teachers to the learning styles of individual
students. Teaching will be subordinated to learning. The curriculum is opening up with fewer class
prescriptions and more opportunityfor a student to contribute to a personal curriculum; and more
opportunityfor students to interact with the world in which they will exist as adults.
Paramavh 27
There is a greater emphasis on co-operative learning, with joint projects encouraged.
Paramavh 28
The timetable has been modified to allow for more sustained learning that is not interrupted by some
arbitrary bell to signzfy the end of a teaching period. Students will be encouraged to takefar more
responsibilityfor their learning, with the teacher becoming thefacilitator of that learning, rather than the
imparter of a stereotyped and definitive body of knowledge, which in any case, will soon be out of date.
Parawavh 29
Education, generally, has not kept pace with the changes of the modern scientific and technological
world. The only area of our modem world where technology has not filly permeated is our classrooms;
and, yet, we still confess, as educators, that our schools should be preparing our young for life in this
scientific and technological world.
Paramavh 30
At [name of school] we have accepted our obligation to provide the very best educational opportunities
for our students. In 1993, all students in years six and seven will acquire their own laptop computers, a
further aid to individualized learning. And by 1998 all students above year three will have.a personal
laptop as an aid in their learning, their thinking and their research.
Paramavh 31
As we prepare ourselves to enter the 2Ist century, schools which perpetuate the rejected and the
mediocre will be run over by those which are dedicated to change, which are dedicated to educating the
young for life by providing them with life skills and life role competencies, and which will, also, provide
their students with the skills of basic numeracy, literacy and computer awareness.
Paramanh 32
Australian families and the Australian business community are saying 'enough is enough ', of an
education system which has stubbornly adhered to the status quo. Our Australian families are now
demanding an educational product which will allow our young people to fit comfortable and successfilly
into the rapidly changing world of the 2Ist century. At [name of school] we have heard that demand and
we have responded to it.
Paramavh 33
At the end of the I991 school year, we graduated 209 studentsfi.om our year twelve. By February 1992,
we could report that 209 of those students were either engaged in firther education or gainfilly
employed within the worybrce.
Parawavh 34
Our determination to keep pace with the changes of our technological and scientific world of the late
20th century will ensure the continued success of our students as they graduatefrom our college, and will
ensure that our students will have the capacity not only to react to our rapidly changing world but also to
have an effect upon the character of that changed world.
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Paramavh 35
This year [name of school] was accepted by the Federal Government as the school to represent
Queensland in the national 'good schools project'. As such we were identified as a school where
innovative and effective administrative, industrial and curriculum changes and reforms have been
effectively implemented. We were recognized as the school whose practices in these administrative,
industrial and cum~culumareas were worthy of examination, and worthy of being placed in a national
report in order that other schools who may wish tofollow such innovation and such change are provided
with an appropriate lead. In order tofirther develop such innovative practices at [name of school] and
to assist us in the preparation of this national report on effective schooling in the 1990's, we were
awarded a Federal Grant of $21000.
Paramavh 36
This good schools project of the Federal government, while being a worthy commonwealth project,
merely scratches the surface of the desperate need for increased government monies to be spent on the
development of relevant and progressive educationfor the young people of our nation.
Paramavh 3 7
However all of us, as educators and as parents, must, in a democratic society, accept a major part of the
responsibilityfor the inappropriate investment in education by our state and Federal Governments.
Paramauh 38
Schools generally, are not good places for the young. Schools generally are stillfumbling around in the
nineteenth century, when there is a great need for them to be concentrating on the needs of the 21st
century, and we, as educators, and as parents, accept this situation.
Paramavh 39
Each year, we also accept a situation where up to 50% of ourfine year twelve students, who could
successfilly handle a tertiary education, are denied it, because our State and Federal Governments
refuse to provide tertialy places for them.
Paramavh 40
This will remain the situation in our democratic society, as long as we, the parents and the educators of
our students neglect to make education a political issue. We are very ready to campaign on issues such as
potholes in our local roads, or the environment, or animal liberation, but when it comes to the education
of our young we are strangely silent, and our governments rightly recognize this silence as our
acceptance of their neglect of the greatest resource this nation has, its young people.
Paramavh 41
Ten years ago [name of school] was established in an environment of some controversy as Queensland S
first completely independent school. Because of the dzficulty we had in gaining recognitionfrom any
government or banking institution, we opened infour wooden classrooms, built with money loaned to us
by parents andfriends of the college.
Paraarauh 42
We opened without a library, without science laboratories, without technical equipment and without
sporting facilities. Yet, when we opened on the 26 January, 1982, we had high expectations of ourselves,
and an unshakeable vision of what our school should be, a vision of excellencefor our students, a vision
which required that [name of school] would become one of thefinest independent schools within this
nation.
Parawaph 43
We aimed at excellence in the spiritual area. Our dream was to be a leader within this nation in promoting
an awareness o-f unity.with Christ.
Paragraph 44
Our dream was to create an academically excellent school which would ensure that the students who passed
through our school, would be developed-to the maximum of their potential.
Parawaph 45
Our dream was to create a fine cultural and sporting co-cum'cularprogramme which would, again, allow
our students to develop their individual God-given talents in these areas to the maximum of their potential.
Parapraph 46
Our dream was to create a social environment in which the -younz- men and women of (name ofschool]
would develop into dignified,poised and gracious young people who, by their vely bearing, would
the
respect of the community.
Paragraph 47
Our dream was to introduce each of our students to the international experience, to have them understand
that they belonged to the 'Global Village', and that they had responsibilities to the world, as well as to their
nation, their state, their city and their school.
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Paragraph 48
Ten years later we may bejustifiably comfortable with our achievements. We are recognized as one of the
finest independent schools within this nation. In the curriculum area, in the administrative area, in the
industrial
area, we are recognized within the nation as the pace-setter. And the academic, the cultural and the sporting
feats of our young men and women have placed them at the top in the national and the internationalarenas.
Paragraph 49
We have established the most comprehensive student and teacher international exchangeprogramme in the
nation, having established teacher and student exchange. Relationships with 15 schools throughout the
world. In New Zealand, in the United States ofAmerica, in Canada and in Japan, and by the time Mrs
[Principal's spouse's name] and I returnfiom sabbatical in 1993, we will have established similar
relationships with two schools in Germany and at least one in England.
Paran-aph 50
In 1982, the dream we had for [name of school] could have seemed, to some observers, to be an impossible
one, and indeed, once our school commenced to operate, once it was realised that we were overtly, and in an
uncompromisingfashion, determined t o turn that dream of educational excellence into reality within our
[name of city] community, many people within our community, both educationalists and lay people, began to
liken us to Don Quirote tilting at windmills, and began to express the opinion that only eccentrics would
endeavour to turn such a dream of excellence into reality in this modem age of mediocrity.
Paramanh 51
Later tonight, as we launch [author S name] 's book which details the histoly of ourfirst decade, we will
enjoy some of the musicfiom 'The Man of La Manchu'; and, as we do, some of us who have been part of the
[name of school] scene for the past decade may idenrifL with Don Quixote, that man offiction who dreamt
the impossible dream, and was willing tofight the unbeatablefoe, to bear the unbearable sorrow, to run
where the brave dare not go, in order to reach the unreachable star.
Paragra~h52
At [name of school],we have not yet reached our unreachable star. There will always be, in this rapidly
changing world in which we educate the young men and women of our area, another valley to cross, another
mountain to climb. But with the support of ourparent body, with the support of a dedicated and talented
stag with the dedication of a Board of Directors, with the support of our whole general community, and with
the availability to us of a magnificent student body, the challenges of thefuture will be me, and will be
overcome, and [name of school] will continue to provide the very best start in lifefor the young men and
women who grace its campus.
Paraaranh 53
1992 has been a great year for [name of school]. During this, our eleventh year, we have not only celebrated
the achievements of ourfirst ten years, but we have alsofirmly laid thefoundations for our second ten years.
Paragravh 54
In the academic area, our students have achieved tremendous results at the state, national and international
level. Our whole school family congratulates [name of student] on his consistently excellent academic
pe$onnance, which culminated in his winning a gold medal at the international mathematics olympiad held
in Moscow earlier in the year.
Parapraph 55
[name of student] has topped the nation in many mathematics, science and computing competitions
throughout the year, the most recent being, top student in the nationfor year twelve in the WestpacNational
Mathematics Competition.
Paragranh 56
In that same competition, [name of dzferent student] was placed second in the statefor year 8, and [name of
school) received fourprizes, 96 distinctions and 281 credits, a result which, again established us as one of
thefinest mathematics schools within the nation. For the second year in a row, a team of [name of school]
economics students topped the state in the share game.
Parawaph 57
In netball, our young ladies won the title of the champion club in the prestipous Downey Park netball
competition. Our rugby players and our tennis players both won the TAS red divkion in their sports. Our
cross country teams won both the ISA and the ICCA championships.
Parapra~h58
Our marching band was again recognized as thefinest in the state at the Tropicana Festival, and our
Perfrmance Choir won the Queensland championships at the Queensland Festival of Music in both the 2'
grade modem vocal, clearly establishing themselves as thefinest school choir in the state.
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Parawauh 59
The highlight of our cultural endeavours in our tenth anniversary year was in May when our choral,
instrumental, dance and drama groups combined to produce a truly magnificentproduction ofAndrew
Lloyd Weber's Joseph and the Amazing Technicolour Dreamcoat at the Concert Hall of the Performing Arts
Centre, and two results which ensure ourfitture were,firstly, the win by our elementary choir in the City of
Brisbane Eisteddfod and, secondly, the sinning of the south-east Regional Mathematics Reasoning
Competition by [names of two students] who are year 3 studentsfiom our elementary school.
Parawauh 60
[name of student] S of our athletics team completed an excellent year by winning the state titles in cross
counv, 1500 meters and the 2000 meters steeple chase, and [name of studenqfiom our equestrian team,
won the Queensland showjumping title.
Parawauh 61
In 1992,for thefirst time, we have had on campus afiLllpre-school through to year twelve college. The
successfiL1 integration of ourpre-school through to year seven students onto our campus since 1989 has been
one of the major successes of ourfirst decade.
Paramavh 62
Our whole collegefamily owes a deep debt of gratitude to a legion ofpeople for the success of our college
during 1992, andfor its success during itsfirst decade. This legion is, however,far too numerous to be
individually recognized tonight.
Paramauh 63
Our greatest thanksfor our accomplishments as a school, of course, go to our students. The character and
the reputation of our college has been built upon the talent, the graciousness, and the self-confidenceof this
fine group of young people.
Paragrauh 64
Our special thanks to you, ourparents. Thank you for the support you give us, andfor the partnership we
share.
Parawauh 65
Our thanks, also, as a schoolfamily, to our Board of Directors who have been led throughout the whole of
our history by our chairman [name of chairman].
P a r a m h 66
On behalfof our whole schoolfamily, I again recognize the gratitude we owe to the staff of [name of
school], who have, during thepast decade, uncompromisingly dedicated themselves to the achievement of
the [name of school] vision.
Parawauh 67
Our thanks also to our parents andfiends organization and its various sub committees, and to the
clerp~lmenof our area, who have supported us; and to the hierarchies of the churches who have stood
steadfastly behind our ecumenicalphilosophy.
Parawauh 68
Our thanks also to our local, state and federal government representative, and other members of our
community who have so consistently supported us and identified with us in our common goal.
Parawauh 69
And personally, in this year of our tenth anniversary celebrations, I thank thefour members of my immediate
family for their support, andfor their understanding of my pre-occupation with, and sometimes my obsession
with, the achievement of the [name of school] dream. I thank [name of spouse] and our three children Drst
names of his three children]for this constant support and understanding throughout the past decade. Any
major task could not be completed without such personal support.
Parawauh 70
My final words tonight are reserved for our departing sixth form, led by our school captains [names of
school captains].
Parawauh 71
You are the eighth group ofyear twelve students to graduatefiom [name of school].
Parama~h72
Many fine groups of students have gone before you. You have, however, this year, stoodfirmly on the
shoulders of the successes of those who have Eone before
- -you and established a new standard of excellence
forfuture hame of school]leaders tof ~ l l o w . ~ ~have
o u served [name of school] well.
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Parama~h73
As you move into the next stage ofyour young lives, I hope that the spiritual and moral values you have
espoused while you have been with us, and the lessons which you have learned while you have been a close
member of our [name of school]family will go with you and will strengthen you in all that you attempt in
your adult lives. I know that you are well equipped to move comfortably and successfirlly into the next stage
ofyour studies oryour career, and, as you pass into society, as you move towarcls adulthood, I w&hyou all
God 3 blessing.
Parama~h74
Finally, may I wish you all a happy and a holy Christmas season. I lookforward to working with you in
1993 as [name of school] continues to grow in unity, in Christ and in learning.

' This version of the speech is transcribed from the video recording. It is not a copy of the printed text.

Appendix 8
Annual Speech Night and Prize Distribution: program1

Official Party Enters

Trumpet Voluntary

Processional Performance Choir

'Zadok the Priest' - Handel

National Anthem

'Advance Australia Fair'

Opening Prayer

Rev. R. Smith

Reading

Rev P. Brown

Performance Choir

'Give me Wings'

Principal's Remarks

[for transcript, see Appendix 7)

Concert Band

'A Tribute to Elvis'

Performance Choir

'Wind Beneath my Wings'

Launch of School History

Prof. K. Mead

Performance Choir1 Youth Theatre

'Impossible Dream'

Chairman's Remarks

P.P. Smythe

Stage Band

'Preach What you Practice'
'Little Brown Jug'

The Address

Rev. G. Chin

Presentation of Prizes

Rev. G. Chin

The School Representation

Beryl Toms

Performance ChoirDance Co.

'Love is in the Air'

Address of Thanks

John Fein

Marching Band

'Mumbo Jumbo'

Dance Co.

Liturgical Dance

Benediction

Rev. R. Emerson

Performance Choir

'Hallelujah Chorus7-Handel

Recessional

School Song

' Names are all pseudonyms, and the program is abridged for the purposes of anonymity here

APPENDIX 9
THE SCHOOL LETTER AS SENT HOME, IN ITS ENTIRETY
June 23,1992
Dear Parents

Thank you for supporting your son or daughter through a very challenging and rewarding term. It
Is most pleasing to note-the special efforts of those parents who have taken the time to attend the many
sporting and cultural events of the term, and who have, at the same time, remained steadfast in their
commitment to the standards and expectations we have at
College.
At times, children are quite capable of manipulating others in order to have things their own way.
On such occasions, it is sometimes much easier to give in and thereby have a quiet life, rather than
insist on standards which can, at times, create conflict between you and your son or daughter. I
commend those parents who, on such occasions, do not succumb to the pressure of their children.
We consider our relationship with you to be a partnership in all aspects of your son's or daughter's
growth. Should you need our support or assistance in this, we will be only too happy to co-operate.
As we close this term and look toward a refreshing start to term three, I would ask that you support
me in addressing a number of matters so that, at the commencement of the new term, your son or
daughter has a positive start.
Firstly, as a matter of immediacy, could I ask that you look to a review of your son's or daughter's
uniform. You would be aware by now, of the recent checks on some aspects of the dress code, such as
socks and shoes. It has been brought to my notice that some students are persuading their parents to
allow them to purchase non-regulation shoes and also to purchase socks which are too small for them.
Please discuss this issue with your son or daughter and insist on their maintaining the standards
required of them at [name of] College. You should note that the preferred regulation shoe is :
Clarks Danrnont (black) for boys
Clarks Mid-term (brown) for girls
These shoes are available at Mathers stores locally and in the city.
You should be aware that there is another style of Clarks shoes in the boys shoes called "Docs"
which are available, but which we do not support as a regulation shoe. This shoe is a trend at the
moment and is a reflection of mediocre standards accepted by some but certainly not accepted by
[name ofl College. If you are unable to purchase the regulation Clarks shoe, you should first seek
approval fiom the Head of School for an alternative style. It is disappointing to be told by the shop
assistants at Mathers that some parents are allowing their son or daughter to purchase the incorrect
shoe. I know that, as a parent, you are committed to the standards of the College and I look forward to
your continued support in this regard.
Other areas of concern with regard to the dress code are:
* Socks which are too short. Students must buy socks which are long enough to be worn
directly under the h e e and held with garters ifnecessary.
* Jumpers which are ill-fitting because they are too big.
* Hats : some hats are in need of replacing. Your son or daughter may have been asked to do so
over the holiday break.
Secondly, could I ask that you review with your son or daughter, the Code of Behaviour which sets
out some sensible rules and guidelines for their care, welfare and safety. The staff will continue to
address this with the students but it is always important that parents show students, through their
adherence to standards, that they support the College in this same endeavour. It is, in fact, this
very aspect of the College, which encouraged many of you to select it as the educational institution
which would enhance the personal and social development of your son or daughter. You would
also be aware that[name ofl College students have an outstanding reputation for their digdied and
gracious behaviour which sets them apart from so many other young people.
Finally, I would ask that you be particularly careful in your choice of a hairdresser over the holiday
period. It is my experience that many students choose a hairdresser they know is not familiar with the
standards required at
College and think that, because the holiday period is a reasonably
lengthy one, they have time to allow a "non-regulation"haircut to grow out. I urge you not to accept
this reasoning from your son or daughter.
My warmest wishes go with all of you during the holiday break and I look forward to renewing and
further strengthening our partnership in Term Three.
Yours sincerely
DEAN OF THE ACADEMY

APPENDIX 10
TRANSCRIPTION CONVENTIONS

-

latched turns (no intervening pause)

1

heard as interruption or overlap
extended vowel or consonant
approximate pause in seconds

(1.0)

-5 second pause

pause of less than -5 seconds

7

((
(

1)
1

transcriber's description
untranscribable

(school)

uncertain transcription

h,

aspirant sound

MUST

reading from text

loud
-

emphasis

!

exclamatory intonation

?

interrogative or upward intonation

...

beginning or continuation of talk omitted

so-he-is

words said very quickly; words running into each other

APPENDIX 11
TRANSCRIPT OF INITIAL TALK IN A PARENT-TEACHER INTERVIEW
WITH STUDENT PRESENT
T = the teacher (of English);
M = the mother
F = the father.
Donna, the student was also present at this interview, but didn't speak during
this extract.

Participants present :

Okay all right we'lljustforget it I should cover it up or something I hate tape recorders!
hh right um Donna um Ijust took over Mister Jay's class umfour weeks ago so, I don't
really know a lot about Donna's work I've had a quick look at her work in herfolder, and
from her marks she um, you seem to have, passed in thefirst part of the year and then
really gone down in last two um, pieces of work which was a poetry oral? an a um a
novel (2.0) a novel in anotherform that was putting part of the novel into another style of
writing. Now um (2.0) in class (1.0) Donna's a little bit distracted? often? down the back
there, with um the girls that she sits with, though she does give in class when she's asked
to, she does all her work, um I'm (1.0) would you like to, do you work with Donna at
home with her schoolwork at all? do you see it at all or?
Not really no =
= (We very rarely) see her homework
They generally disappear off to their bedrooms with their homework and um =
=Ye:s (2.0) well um
We don't see much of (it)
Let me see yes I didn't mark this this was all Mr Jay's (I .O) This is a summary, they
had to summarise um this (1.0) um let's see where her, mistakes seem to lie.(3.0) Oh
it seems alright. (3.0) Why did she only get four and a hayfor that. Hmmm. It's
awfil when you're when you're talking about, something another teachkr's (hh)
done! (5.0) Only seems have limited English grammatical mistakes, um,(4.0) oh it
seemsfine it's not covered all in red,
mm no
( ) what's the problem with it then( )?
I don't know. Obviously maybe it's the the standard or the um (4.0) the ideas I'll see
what Mister Jay's written here let's have a look. (2.0). Good more impact in
conclusion is possible. That doesn't really say a lot does it.
Not really, no ( )
No. (3.0) Uh this is, I'm s o w about this because I haven't, been with Donna S class
so I'm not sure, I've only just come backfrom leave. I know, the piece of work that
I%e done with the class was a, radio play which we'vejust done. And,(2.O) we spent
a couple of weeks in class learning about it and then we did um had some time to
prepare it, and the girls the group of girls really didn't do a lot of work on it I
wasn't really happy with the work that was done, and the work tha tdid come out
was um, readfrom Dolly magazine or Cleojust onto the tape? So I found that um,
that wasn't not just Donna the three of them together working together really didn't
put a lot of work into it an'
[I
[Who was she working with?
Umm (2.0) Joanne someone and Vicki (3.0) Joanne Williams
( )

an' Vicki (0.3) Hawkins
(

I?

No. So on on the whole, um that's the only work I have real experiencefrom,from
(2.0) Donna. Um,
She said she wasn't keen on this oral
No she hates oral, she hates getting up an' [(standing up in front)
[Speaking,
[right
['N ifshe ever has to
stand up in front of the class, or anything like that she's not that
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Yeah,

[well
[( ) you know I suppose that a lot of kids are the same
Yes well this is urn (1.0) this is where she's got a very low mark here. Wonder ifher
oral, oral paper's here. Oh it hasn't been put into herfolder. Um, she would lose
marksfor ner- uh well not nervousness but when you y'know ifyou move your legs
'n speak to thefloor 'n the way you you're not speaking out looking at the audience
'n ifyou 're nervous you do that sort of thing so that's what she would have lost
marksfor also, you had to understand the poem in a lot of detail ( ) and because
because I didn't hear and I wasn't here and I'm not sure what sort of standard she
gave there
yeah
This novel in anotherform (5.0) I don't know (2.0) I think the only way I can really
what I can suggest at this stage is she does do urn draft copies and give them to me
and iflthink, obviously her, her standard of english is O.K. because she isn't
corrected evewhere but the ideas ifthey need improvement I can help her in that
way.and say look this isn't really you're not really getting you're not really
understanding it here and try and look at it again. That's that's the only way I can
really,really HELP at the moment and for Donna herselfto um do a little more in
class and not chat so much down at the back with Vicki and Joanne? (1.0) urn (2.0)
just showing you the work that has to be done um for the rest of the year with year
eleven english, we havejust (1.O)finished um (1.0) this radio study (2.0) we're now
doing newspaper studies (2.0) and we're going to write a front page story and what
will happen is that Mr Kelly the Principal comes into the classroom (2.0) he gives a
talk and then the students have to write it up as a news article
Oh I see
All right? and um so we in the next week are going to practise writing front page
stories. Now um, i f YOU want to check you know her, what she's doing at home
with that and you could read it through? And urn I will have a look at how she's
going.but when it comes down to it it's an exam its not a urn an assignment so really
it S um important =
= uh hu (1.0) It's important that she does it right
Yes um that's right, she urn she has to have some short sentences, um all the
information in thefirst paragraph, er, and appropriate headline um that sort of
thing. Just like a front page article in the paper. That's the next thing we're doing
in a week or so (3.0) then we're having a dramatic per$onnance which might throw
her ifshe gets nervous infront of the class
[coughs after tying to interject] Shejust doesn't like being up infiont of her
classes (2.0) well not just infront of the class, she doesn't like to be up, er, thefocus
being on her
Uh hu, mm (1.O) that S a problem
Yeah
Probably why she hides down the back (5.0) Is that why you hide down the back, you
don't like being near thefront of the class? and being? yeah?

-

( )

and being a (dripl
Well they ha, we have to test all their skills which is writing as well as speaking
(2.0) and that's why we give them a chance to speak on the tape, so that they don't
(1.0) infront of the class, but even this one, urn this radio, urn, was disappointing in
that the girls just read it (2.0) you know er there wasn't any expression onto (1.0)
theyjust read onto the tapes so you know, it was meant to sound like a real radio
program
Oh well

